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Introduction



The present day concern with the supply of persons in the professions

and scientific occupations grows out of a belated realization that a complex

and dynamic society depends heavily on these groups to man the critical posts

in our major institutions.

The hallmark of these occupations is the large amunt of training

required before entering. In the past decade we have but begun to examine

with a critical eye the institutional arrangements involved in training for

these professions and occupations, the graduate schools of arts and sciences.

They have evolved , slowly at first in the nineteenth and first half of the

twentieth centuries and more quickly since World War II, according to a

pattern established in a period whose needs were not the same as those of the

present time. This is not to say that graduate schools are not fulfilling

our contemporary needs , but only that the fit between our times and the

institutional arrangements of graduate study ought to be critically examined.

This is a study of one important aspect of graduate training in the

traditional arts and sciences. We have taken a close and careful measure of

the financial circumstances of American graduate students. There are many

other aspects of graduate study today which are more important than this

topic and still more which might be considered as important. Yet, the crucial

characteristic of finances is their malleability from the point of view of

policy formtion. It is easier for an affluent society to alter the finan-

cial circumstances of American graduate students than to transform many

other of the circumstances which play important roles in graduate training.

But , in order to construct rational social policy, we need to know what are

the financial problems of American graduate students , and how do these problems

affect their careers. This is the concern of the study reported here.



1e Study

The population in question consists of master s and Ph.D. degree stu-

dents in arts and science departments in American universities. Students in

fields such as engineering, education, law , business , and medicine are not in-

The sample is described in detail in Appendix I of this report , but for

introductory purposes it should be noted that the sample was designed in such a

fashion that every American graduate student had an equal chance of being

drawn in the sample pTovided that: (a) he was in an arts and science depart-

ment which offered the Ph.D., (b) he was registered in the fall term of 1958

and (c) he was studying for the master s or Ph.D. degree. Advanced students

not in residence , but working on their theses off campus , were excluded from

the survey.

During the fall of 1958 NORC collected 2, 842 self-administered question-

naires from the sample, 92 per cent of the names drawn. In addition , the

project determined the academic status of the students one year afterwards

along with ratings of the students by their faculties.

A preliminary report was delivered to the sponsors) The National

Academy of Sciences - National Research Council) The American Council of

Learned Societies , and The Social Science Research Council in the spring of

1960.

This document was conceived of as a condensation and revision of the

preliminary report. As a matter of fact , it has turned out to be a sub-

stantially new work. The original materials have been completely re-written

and reorganized, all of the tables have been re-run , some additional analyses

have been added , and a number of analyses have been deleted. In particular

the interpretations of the materials have been considerably modified on the
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basis of data from the 1959 follo'.J-up, "t'Jhich had been unavailable at the time

the prelimdnary report was completed. In the process a number of typographical

and computational errors have been rectified. Al though none of these errors

created serious discrepancies , the reader who has received a copy of the

preliminary report is advised that where the two differ, the present report

is to be considered as the more final statement.

A committee from the sponsoring councils, headed by Dr. M. H. Trytten,

was formed to advise NORC on the overall strategy of the study. Memers of

the advisory comittee are Drs. Ralph E. Cleland, Claude J. Lapp, Elbridge

Sibley, and Gordon Turner. At various times Drs. Robert Hoopes , Donald Marquis

and J. F. Wellemeyer served on the committee. Funds for the study were granted

to the advisory comittee by The Fund for Advancement of Education. The con-

tent of this report , however, is the sole responsibility of Tbe National Opinion

Research Center.

At NORC , James A. Davis served as study director. David Gottlieb,

assistant study director, was the coding supervisor and analyzed tbe materials

on stipends. Jan Hajda, assistant study director, participated in the design

of the questionnaire and built most of the codes. He left the project to join

the staff of Tbe Johns Hopkins University and did not participate in the

analyses reported here. However , they could not have been done without his

dedicated and insightful contributions. Carolyn Huson was responsible for the

tabulations and calculations for all the tables in the revised report.

Joe L. Spaeth, assistant study director, participated in the design of the

questionnaire and sample, supervised most of the original field work, and was

the original analyst for the chapter on financial worries and expectations.



Numerous graduate assistants and NORC staff members in Chicago and in

our national field staff participated in this study. Among those whose con-

tributions were outstanding are William Erbe, field supervisor for the follow-

up study, Dorothy Pownall, coding supervisor for the follow-up study,

Martin Levin and Joe Zelan , clerical assistants; Sanford Abrams, assistant

supervisor of machine tabulations , and Selma Monsky and Marlene Simon of

NORC' s field department.

Mrs. Helen R. Miller , who typed and typed and then re-typed and re-

typed the various drafts of this report deserves particular thanks for her

skill and patience.

We should like to acknowledge the fine cooperation and assistance of

the graduate deans, registrars and the field representatives at the 25 sampled

uni vers i ties. The spendid " take rates" in the two waves of the study are due

to their hard work and efficiency. The cooperating institutions and field

representatives are as follows:

Bos ton Co llege (Mr s. Mi ldred Raeder)
Boston University (Mrs. Mildred Raeder)
Brown University (Dr. Nissem Levy, Mr. James Kearns)
University of California , Berkeley (Mr. Herbert Maccoby, Miss

Jane O' Grady)
Catholic University 01rs. Barbara McLoney, Miss V. Rebecca Finkelstein)
University of Chicago (Mr. R. Branson Frevert)
Columbia University (Mrs. Pearl Zinner)
Cornell University (Dr. William Delaney, Mrs. Pearl Zinner)
Georgetown University (Mrs. Barbara McLoney, ass V. Rebecca Finkelstein)
Harvard University (Mrs. Mildred Raeder, Mr. Anthony Wiener)
Indiana University (Mr. Stuart Hills, Dr. William Chambliss)
University of Kansas (Dr. E. Jackson Baur, Mr. Shepard Wolman)
University of Michigan (Dr. David Bordua)
University of Minnesota (Mrs. Mildred Roe)
New York University (Mrs. Pearl Zinner)
Ohio State University (Jacquelyne J. Clarke, Mr. John H. Behling)
University of Oklahoma (Dr. Charles D. Whatley, Jr., 11rs. M. K. Read Lima)
University of Oregon (Dr. Lionel Wishneff, Dr. John C. Pock, Mr. R.

Branson Frevert)
University of Pennsylvania (Mrs. Kailly B. Sass)
Pennsylvania State University ( frs. Virginia Luchek , Hrs. 'T. A. Hardes)
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute ( frs. Selma Axelrod)
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T1niverGity of South Carolina. (Dr. David L. Ha.tch)
University of Tennessee (Dr. William E. Cole, l s. Lav ence Coe)
University of Wisconsin (Dr. Robert Davis, Mrs. Lois L. Davis
Mr. Lionel C. Barrow, Jr.

Western Reserve University (Dr. Eugene S. Uyeki, Mr. Donald C. Hildum)

The contents of this report are as follows:

Chapter 1, "Seven Graduate Students, " provides case vignettes of

specific students in the study and their financial circumstances. Although

it will not become obvious until the rest of the report has been read, they

were chosen to illustrate the major findings and variables of the study.

Chapter II, "The Academic World of the Graduate Students: A Composite

Portrait, " describes the sample in terms of their academic characteristics

relevant to financial matters; their type of school, division of study, stage

of study, and evaluations of graduate study.

Chapter III

, "

The Life Histories of the Graduate Students: A Composite

Portrait " describes the sample in terms of their personal characteristics

relevant to financial matters; their class origins , ages , family situations

and the events in their previous histories which help explain some of the

surprising findings.

Chapter IV

, "

Graduate Students ' Incomes: Sources, Totals , and Perceived

Adequacy, " classifies the major sources of income for students in the sample , as-

sesses their relative importance, presents the distribution in terms of total

income and the factors related to differences in total income, and analyzes

differences between students who reported their total income as sufficient and

those who expected to have a deficit by the end of the year.

Chapter V, "Graduate Students as Consumers of Education: Expenditures,

Prices, and Demand, " treats variations in tuition and other academic costs, the

actual course work completed by the students during the year following the



orig1n 1 study, and the factors related to variation in the number of courses

completed.

Chapter VI, "Stipends, " describes in detail the most imortant source
of income for graduate students: scholarships , fellowships , and assistantships.

It considers variation in the chances of holding stipends , sources of stipend

funds , and the opinions of the students regarding stipends.

Chapter VII

, "

The Pattern of Non-Stipend Income, " summarizes the

findings on the other sources of income (part-time jobs , full-time jobs,

spouse I S employment , aid from parents , and borrowing) which graduate students

use as substitutes for or supplements to stipend income. Special attention is

given to students ' employment , to working wives , and to variation in support

provided by parents.

Chapter VIII, "Concerns About Money: \.Jorry and Expectations " examines

student opinions on financial matters , both in terms of the correlates of cur-

rent financial worries and also the patterns of expected income after graduate

school. The chapter also reports some tentative, but suggestive relationships

between expected income and present academic progress.

Chapter IX, liThe Outcome One Year Later

, "

contrasts students who

dropped out of school one year later with those who remained , and considers

the direct and indirect importance of financial factors in drop out from

graduate school.

Chapter X , "Summary, " is a review of the findings.

Appendix I describes the sampling for the study, Appendix II describes

the measures of sampling error and statistical significance used in the

analysis, and Appendix III reproduces the questionnaire of the 1958 survey.

James A. Davis

June , 1961



Chapter I.

Seven Graduate Students



In order to illustrate some specific instance of the

generalizations we v1ill develop and to give the reader some

feel for the sort of people who make up America' s arts and

science graduate students, let us begin by describing seven

graduate students selected from among the 2 842 respondents

in the sample. Here then are the vignettes we can construct

from reading questionnaires 2545, 1260, 2624, 2377, 2562

1962 , and 2603.
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Bill Norton 1

Bill Norton is a second-year graduate student in botany at a state

uni versi ty.. Unlike many of our biological science students he doesn

come from a small town, but grew up in New York City. He says that he

first seriously considered botany while in high school, and he majored

in it at New York University where he got his bachelorls degree in 1957.

The only other fields he has seriously considered are zoology and bio-

chemistry.

His father and mother were both college graduates, and his father

owed a small wholesale business. Both parents died when Bill was an under-

graduate. Bill was reared as an Episcopalian, but now checks his religion

as "None. His political preference is nConservative Republican 1I but he

says he is not much interested in politics. He says he is an intellectual

only lIin some ways.

"Ihen it came time to apply for graduate school, Bill applied to three

Big Ten unversities and another state unversity in the Midwest. The former

didn't admt him, but his present school accepted h: an offered him a

$1, 300 a year teaching assistantship.

Although he is progressing in his work--since the questionnaire was

admnistered he completed his master IS degree and is now working for his

Ph. his academic abilities are not outstanding. Both of his faculty

raters put him in the third fifth of his class, and one checks that "he

may have difficulty in meeting Ph.D. standards , but 'lrill probably make it
eventually. 

Bill is aimig for an academic career. Fi ve years after completing

For obvious reasons, names of specific people, universities, academic
sub-special ties, cities, etc., have been changed. Financial materials have
not.
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his graduate work he expects to be "teaching in a university, 1I and if not

that, IIteaching in a small liberal arts college. If his highest aspira-

tions were realized at the peak of his career he would have " a full pro-

fessorship .

Although he dares to hope for a full professorship, his financial

expectations are modest. He predicts a starting salary of $5,000 a year

(in terms of annual income from all sources before taxes) and a salary of

500 at age 45. He guesses that if he were to go into non-academic work

at age 45 he could make a minium of $5,000 a year and a maximum of $7, 000

which puts him in the very small minority of graduate students who see

greater salary opportunties in academia.

Bill is a teaching assistant, handling three laboratory sections in

a biology course, for an annual pay of $1,400. He expects to withdraw $200

of his $300 in savigs, all of which came from a sumer research assistant-

ship l\'hich paid hi $600, of which he saved half. He has no debts, and

expects to pay $155 for educational expenses:

$50 for books.

$105 in tuition and fees,

Thus , his financial status is as follows:

Income: $1 600
Stipend: $1 400Savings: $200

Professional Expenses:
Debts: None

$155

In rating his financial situation he checks, "I worry about it a lot

but it :Lsn It my most serious problem, 11 and on another question 11 I III have

enough money for my necessary expenses, but nothing left over for emergencies.

He is 24 years old and single 
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Harvey Pearlm
Harvey Pearlmn is a single , 25-year- old first year graduate student

in philosophy in an Ivy League school. Like many philosophy students he did

not take kidly to the fixed categories of the questionnaire He filled it

out carefully and at the end rated it as "Interesting throughout " but he

added a large numer of comments and qualifications (after his rating of the

questionnaire he added, "though ambiguously and 'Ucarefully phrased") which

gives us more insight into his intellectual style than we get from most of

our schedules 

Like Bill Norton, Harvey grew up in New York City. He was raised as

a Jew, but now checks "None. His father, an executive in a large women

wear firm, and his mother, a professional artist, both completed two years of

cOllege.

Harvey has just returned to his alma mater , after two years in the army.

He definitely plans to get a doctorate, and he is aiming l' or an academic career.

As he notes when he leaves blank a series of questions comparing academic and

non-academic jobs, !lIn philosophy, non-academic jobs are non-existent. This

question doesn't apply. Although in the past he has considered psychiatry

and social work as possible careers , he predicts that five years after com-

p1eting his graduate work he will be doing, "Philosophy in a college.

terms of his highest aspirations he writes, "My highest aspirations include

no reference to position.

He is a very good student. His t1fO faculty raters placed him in the

first or second fifth of his class, and both checked the category "Superior--

stands out among the general group of graduate students, but there are a number

here who are equally able. One year later he was still in school working on

his master I s degree.
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He rates himself as a "liberal Democrat" and "Definitely an intellectual.

With philosophical disdain for material matters, he estimates a starting

salary of $3,000 a year and a peak of $7,.500 at age 4.5. Unlike Norton, Pearlman

sees a considerable differential between the money he could make in academic and

non-academic jobs. At age 4.5 he sees an academic mimum of $6 000 and a maxi-

mum of $8 000. If he were to go into a non-academic job, however , he thinks he

could make a mium of $10 000 and a maximum of $25 000 to $50 000.

This year he expects an income of $3, 000, all of vJhich will come from his

existing savings of $3, 000. He didn It work last sumer, although there is an

eight-month gap in his chronology between the army and graduate school, during

hich he might have saved some of this money. He adds that his parents will

contribute li as much as needed. He didn't apply for any stipend which was re-

fused him, or receive a stipend offer which he turned down, but he does say

that all other things equal he would like a teaching assistantship.

Tuition bills at his Ivy institution will be $1 000 and he expects to

spend $8.5 on books, making his total professional expenditures $1 085.

h2.s no debts.

His financial status is as follows:

Inome: $3, 000 (savings)
Professional Expenses: $1, 08.5
Debts: None

Harvey checks his immediate financial situation as, IIPm not very worried

about it ll and his long-run financial 
situation as, "I'm not very worried about

it. Beside each of these questions he penciled in, "I DO NOT THINK ABOUT IT. 
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Franklin R. Carruthers

Franin R. Carruthers, a Ph.D. student in physics , at a Great Plains
State Uni versi ty, is older (28) than our first two students and farther along

in his studies.

He comes from a middle class, small town Midwestern faml;)r His father

a college graduate, was an insurance salesman, who died when Franklin was in

high school. His mother, who had two years of college, worked as a secretary.

Franklin started undergraduate work at a Southern state unversity,

but apparently was drafted after a year. On discharge from the military, he

completed his bachelor I S work at Duke where he got a bachelor I s degree 

physics , in June, 19540 He applied to three smaller state unversities and

Syracuse, in addition to his present school. He was admitted to all but

Syracuse, and was offered $1 200 assistantships at two state unversities.

He is aimng for a Ph.D. and a career in industrial research. His

most probable job five years after completing his graduate work is " research

(pure) in industryll and his next most probable job is "research (development)

in industry. If his highest aspiration should be realized he would "design

conduct, and analyze experiments in pure research with several people under me.

Carruthers expects a starting salary of $9,000 a year (after he gets

his Ph. ) and at age 45 when he has those several people working under 

he predicts an annual salary of $20 000 a year. If he were to go into aca-

demic "Jerk he sees a minimum of $7,500 and a maxum of $18 500 at age 45.,

Both of his faculty raters place him in the second fifth of his class,

and both rate hi as ItCompetent. Al though in 1958 he predicted he Ivould

get his degree in August, 1959, at the time of the follow-up in Fall, 1959,

he was s till in school.

He was reared and still is a Methodist, he leans toward the "more con-

servati ve Democrats " and rates himself as an intellectual It in some ways.
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In the sumer of 1958 t'toJ things changed his financial situation con-

siderably. He got married to a girl he met four years before, and shortly

. thereafter had a serious operation which resulted in medical bills of $2 000.

His wife I S father is a jeweler.

He has two stipends, a university fellowship worth $1 250, and a re-

search assistantship working on apparatus for a government project which pays

$700. His wife is a dietician and works full time, making $4, 300 during the

academic year. In addition, he will receive $70 from "investments.

The Carruthers I have $2 450 in debts: $2,000 to a ban for medical

bills, $300 to a bank for a car loan, and $150 to their unversity for
"tl' aveling expenses for vacation.

His professional expenses are $250 for tuition and fees, and $25 for

books.

In sum, then 

Income:
Stipend
Spouse
Investments

$1, 950
$4, 300

$70
320

Professional Expenses:
Debts: $2 450

$275

In rating his financial situation, Franklin checks, "I'll have enough

money for my necessar expenses, and enough left over for emergencies , II and

in terms of worry about his imediate financial situation, IIIlm not very

worried about it. He pencils in a note saying, IIJl1y medical bills are the

only money I have had to borrow in order to continue in school. My graduate

expenses prior to marriage were paid by stipends and the GI Bill.
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Carl Erickson

Carl Erickson, a second year graduate student in English at a i"JOrld

famous private university, is a late starter. He did his undergraduate

work in business at a small denominational college in the r'lidivest and went

into the Navy after his bachelor I s degree in 1952. He says that he has

seriously considered careers in business and career military service, and

only seriously considered English after being out of college three years.

(This pattern is much more cornon in humanties and social science than

among physical science students.

After a year' s work at a liberal arts college (possibly to pick up pre-

requisites for graduate work in English) he applied to The University of

Southern California, University of Minnesota, and his present school. Each

accepted him, but none offered hi aid.

Carl' s father was an imgrant from Scandinavia, who didn It go beyond

eighth grade His mother, a native born American, stopped at eight grades

too. The father is an electrician with his own small business.

We got only one faculty rating on Carl, the rater terming him "Competentll

in terms of ability for Ph.D. work, but placing him in the third fifth of his

class.

Like almost all students in the humanities Carl wants to be a liberal

arts teacher, but his decision is not definite. His second most probable

job five years after completing his graduate work is lIadmnistrative work

in a large industry, 11 and his reply to the question in highest aspiration

, "I don 't know.

He predicts a starting salary of $4,500, and a sala of $6 500 at

age 45. He sees academic jobs offering a range of $6 000 to $6 500 at age

45, and non"academic jobs offering a range from $6 500 to $7, 000.
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Carl was reared and still is a Presbyterian, checks himself as a "Liberal

Republican, 1I liVery interested in politics, 1I and says he is an intellectual IIIn

may ways.

He is now 28, and has been married three years to a girl he met when he

was 20. She is also a Presbyterian and her father ows a furniture store.

Carl has no unversity stipend, but receives $1,100 in Veteran' s benefits.

His v-Tife is a school teacher, and she makes $2 400 a year. The Ericksons have

two other sources of income. They expect to spend all of their $700 in savings

$400 of which came from Carl' s work on a construction gang the previous sumer.

He also expects to work as a substitute high school teacher and make $400 during

the year.

They have no debts, but professional costs of $1 355, of which $1 280 goes

for tuition and fees , $50 for books, and $25 for master' s thesis costs.

The Ericksons' books read as follows:

Income: $4,600
Spouse
Veterans ' Benefits
Part-time work
v-Tithdrawals from savings

400
$1, 100

$400
$700

Professional Expenses:
Debts: None

$1, 355

He checks, "I'll have enough money for my necessary expenses, but nothing

left over for emergencies " and in terms of financial worry, "I worry about it

a lot, but it isn 't my most serious problem.

One year later Carl had dropped out of school and was teaching high school.

The faculty informant tells us that this is because of a family problem 1-Jhich we

cannot explain in detail because it might identify Carl.
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Billy John Williams

As you might guess from his name, Billy John is a Southerner. He is

working for his Ph.D. in physiology in a state university, was 36 years old

1vhen he filled out the questionnaire , married, and had three children.

He grew up in the South, where his father , who didn I t get past the

eighth grade, was a railroad fireman He started college in 1941 at a

teachers college in the South Central states, but was drafted before he

could finish. Upon his discharge in 1946 he entered the State University

in his home state and received a B. S. in physiology in 1950. His chronology

is a little confusing but since 1950 he has been in service again and got a

masterfs at Tulane. In 1957, upon his second military discharge, he applied

at Tulane and two state universities , one of which was his bachelor' s degree

alma mater. He was offered a $1 800 a year research assistantship at his alma

mater and began his doctoral studies there, although he says that he would

have continued at Tulane if he had been offered a stipend.

Like Franklin Carruthers , Billy John is aiming for a non-academic

research career. Five years after finishing his degree he expects to be

doing medical research at the Nationa Institutes of Health, and if not that

medical research for the Army. His highest aspiration would be IIDirector of

a research laboratory.

Despite his long time in getting his degree , he is well thought of

by his departrr.ent. Both raters say he is "Competent" and in the second

fifth of his class. Both pencil in comments stressing that he is a good

student.

Billy "has no (political) party leanings " and thinks of himself as

an intellectual "in many ways.
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Billy John has been married five years, has three children, and expects

another child in the next two years.

His financial situation is as follows. He has four sources of income

a teaching assistantship Tlpreparing laboratory demonstrations l! which pays $1 800

a year; $400 from other part-time work during the year; $400 aid from his wife

parents; and $400 D1 Veterans Benefits. In addition, the couple were livig
liJith Billy John's fa.rnily, and although the questionnaire doesn't ask this

their rent was probably free.

They owe $500 to a credit union for a washer and drer, and $200 to
Hrs. loJilliams' father, who lent them money at no interest with no repayment

deadline for lIcurrent expenses.

Academic expenses total $260 a year; $200 for tuition, $30 for books

and $30 for professional journals.

In sumar:

Income i $3, 000 (plus)
Stipend
Veterans Benefits
Sp ouse 's Parents
Part-time Work
Free Rent

$1, 800
$400
$400
$400

(2)

$275Professional Expenses:
Debts: $700

His subjective financial self-ratings are contradictory. On the

one hand, he checks I! It I s doubtful that JIll have enough money to cover

my necessary expenses , 11 but in terms of current financial worry he checks

"JIm not very "t\Torried about it. One reason for this may be that he has

$1, 300 in savings which. he doesn't expect to tap during the year.

The following year Billy John had dropped out of shcool and was

working full time for his department as a research aid, but his professors

both predicted he would be back in school the follovdng year
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6. Ralph Amato

Ralph Amato has an esoteric speciality, being a 33 year old Ph.

candidate in Sanskrit, at a world reno,"med private university in a large

metropolis.

Ralphts father, a janitor, and his mother were born in Italy, and

Ralph was reared and still is a Roman Catholic. He grew up in Philadelphia and

got a bachelor I S degree in English at Temple in 1948. He was married immediately

after graduation and worked for five years as a salesma. Apparently his original

inclinations were literar for he says that at one tim he seriously considered

IIliterar criticismll as a career, and only seriously considered foreign languages

after being out of college two years. In 1954-1955 he got a master f s degree 

Princeton in languages, and then went to work for the United Nations as a

language specialist. In 1957 he returned to school for his Ph.D., switching to

an eq ally renowned private uni versi ty, after being admtted to Princeton and

Cornell. None of the three schools offered hi any aid.

Five years after completing his studies he expects to be doing IIteach-

ing and research at a university, 1I and if not that, academic admnistration.

His highest aspiration is as follows, IIprofessor of Indic studies, specializing

in comparative, historical, and descriptive studies.

As befits a specialist in comparative, historical, and descriptive studies

Ralph predicts a salary of $10 000 a year at age 45. He sees a minimum of $10 000

and a msximum of $15 000 in the academic world, and a range from $13, 000 to $18, 000

in non-academic jobs.

He is one of the fevJ students who gets a split decision in his faculty

ratings, one rater placing hi in the top fifth of the class, the other in the
third.

He defines himself as a Illiberal Democrat, II livery interested in politics
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and an intellectual "in some ways.

The Amatosf have three children.

Ralph wil be worldng full time , while going to school, workig as a

translator for a large bank with many customers in Asia. He expects $3, 060

from this, and will also withdraw $200 from his savings of $500.

He owes $300 to a ban, borrowed at 12 per cent interest, to pay for
a child's operation. His academic expenses total $1, 052: $1. 000 for tuition

$25.00 for university fees, $15.00 for books, and $12.00 for professional

journals.

Ralph' s bookkeeping goes as follows:

Income: $3, 260
Full time job
\1Tithdrawals from savigs

$3, 060
$200

Professional Expenses:
Debts: $300

$1, 052

In the fall of 1958 Ralph checked, "It' s doubtful that I'll have

enough money to cover my necessary expenses/ and said that his immediate

financial situation is "my most serious problem right now.

One year later he had dropped out of school, and was workig full time

for the bank.
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7. vJhi tney Dun

Whtney Du'1 differs in many ways from most of the students in our

sample, but he is representative of a srnall sub-group of students with a

very particular pattern of finances and career plans.

He is twenty-three years old and a first-year graduate student in

economics at a moderate prestige private university in a large metropolis.

Whi tney grew up in New England. His father, a college graduate, was

in "middle management" in a very large industrial firm. Whitney was reared as

and still is a Congregationalist.

He was graduated from Dartmouth in 19,7 with a B.A. in economics.

Al though he considered economics as a career during his senior year in college

he went to work imediately as a management trainee in an electronics firm

where he is still employed full time.

Five years after completing his graduate 'tJork he expects to be "in

management or staff vTork" for "industry" and his highest aspiration is

president OI my own company. He might, however, get a CPA and go into

accounting.

At age 4, he expects a salary of $2,,000 a year. If he were to go

into academic work he sees a minimum of $7, 000 and a maxim of $10, 000 at

age 4,. In non-academic work he sees a range from $10 000 to $30 J 000.

Both of his faculty raters said they didn I t 
knOvl him very well (not

untypical for part-time students). One rated him in the second fifth, and

one in the third fifth of his class. Both, however, rate him as IIProblematical--

may have promise , but hasn't found himself yet.

Whtney defines hiself as Ita liberal Republican" and "Definitely

an intellectual.
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He was married, upon graduation, to a girl he met in college. Mrs. Du
who is a school teacher, is the daughter of an architect.

The Duns will have a total income of $9, 850 during the academic year.

Whitneyls work will bring $5,250 (three-quarters of an annual salary of $7, 000),

his wife IS j"ob, $4,500, and investments, $100.00.

They owe $500 for money borrowed for undergraduate tuition, and vlhtney

will incur $620 in professional expenses, $500 for tuition, $100 for books , and

$20 for journals.

To sumarize the Du I s finances:

Income: $9, 850
Ful time job'
Spouse I S job
Investments

$5, 250
$4, 500

$100

Professional Expenses: $620
Debts: $500

He checks, "I'll have enough money for my necessar expenses, and enough
left over for emergencies.1t And in terms of imediate financial worry, he first
wrote, III worry about it a lot, but it isnlt my most serious problem 1I but crossed

that out and checked, "11m not very worried about it.

One year later he was still in school, working for his master's degreee
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Here then, are seven contemporary American graduate students: Protestant,

Catholic, Jew; scientist and humanist; bachelor, husband, and father; carefully

chosen to be a cross-section like an infantry squad in a Hollywood movie.

They are not a random sample in the statistical sense, for we chose them

to illustrate some important factors in graduate education, and we deliberately

chose males for our examples. However , with a couple of minor exceptions noted

in our discussions, they seem to us to be a fair sample of the men in our study.

In that sense , they are ideal tyical, if not typical.

By the end of this report we will have some explanation of most of the

characteristics of their financial situations. For now, however, let us merely

note their heterogeneity. They range in age from the early twenties to the

middle thirties, in social origins from the very bottom to just below the top

(there are upper-uppers in graduate school, but not enough to pay particular

attention to): in nine-moHth income from $1, 600 to $9, 850; in stipend income

from zero to $1, 950; in anticipated income at age 45 from $6 000 to $25, 000; in

non-stipend work from none to full-time outside jobs; and from worry to satis-

faction with their flnancial situations.

Why we see this variety, and what factors explain the differences can-

not be answered from the cases. When, however, we consider all 2, 842 respondents,

and replace our detailed knowledge of individuals with statistical comparisons

made among hundreds of students in similar and differing situations, a new pic-

ture he gins to emerge, one in which individuals disappear, but in which

variables and clusters of variables which affect finances and feelings about

finances present a more abstract and general picture of the financial stiuations

of American Arts and Science graduate students.

The remainder of this report is devoted to that analysis.



Chapter II.

The Academic World of the Graduate Students
A Composite Portrait



In the fall of 19.58 American graduate schools had about 63, 000 students

enrolled for the master's or Ph. D. in an arts and science field. This is slightly

less than the number of cabinet makers and a little more than the number of loco-

motive firemen in the country. Although many of the students will fall by the

wayside, the nation depends on the survivors for its future professors, research

scientists, psychologists, and college admnistrators in an era of increasing de-

mand for trained professionals in and out of the academy.

Just as they are rare, they have been highly selected. They survved 12

years of primar and secondar education, four years of undergraduate education

and according to the best estimates available, their median corresponds to the

top eight per cent of the general population in terms of intellectual abili ty.

One would think that such an important group would have been extensively

surveyed, counted, and analyzed, but as far as rre knot1T this is the first national

sampling of arts and science graduate students. Al though our major attention will

be devoted to their financial situations, we will begin with a detailed descrip-

tion of the students, their personal characteristics, and their academic environ-

ments. Th s chapter describes them in terms of their schools, field of study,

stage of training, career plans, and evaluations of school. Chapter III con-

siders their personal characteristics: social origins, age, transition from under-

graduate to graduate training, and their famly si tuations-

The estimate is derived from data presented in Dael Wolfe America! s
Resources of Specialized Talent (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954) p.. 200.

23-
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Graduate Schools

There are approximately 140 institutions in the Dil ted States which

offered the doctorate in one or more arts and science fields in 1958, the exact

number varyng somewhat 'TJi th one t s definition of arts and science fields. Just

as the students are a tiny fraction of all the students in higher education

these schools make up only a minuscule part of the roughy 1 000 accredited

colleges and unversities in the country.

At first glance, even this tiny, if not cozy, little world seems to include

a wild array of schools rangig from giant public institutions (The University 

California at Berkeley had some 2 500 graduate students in arts and science in

1958) the ancient Ivy League dowagers, new schools (Brandeis), well knO'W insti-

tutions with relatively small graduate schools (in 1958 Notre Dame, Vanderbilt

and Tulane each had fev-rer than 400 graduate students) independent medical schools

with a dozen or tvJO graduate students in biological sciences, to highly special-

ized schools with no undergraduates such as the Rockefeller Institute or the In-

sti tute of Paper Chemistry.

Although the schools vary in prestige, size, offerings, control, and loca-

tion, statistical analyses of these characteristics suggest that we can cover

most of them by locating the schools on two independent diensions.

The first diension, which we will call "stratum" involves prestige, num-

bel' of students and departmental offerings, which seem to hang together in such

a fashion as to produce a scale of institutions from large, high prestige schools

"W th wide offerings, through lesser known institutions with fewer students and

narrower offerings, to small schools "tdth offerings in only the most common areas

of study and little academic glamour.

In considering institutional prestige it is important to remember that

there are probably no "bad" graduate schools in the sense that there are bad
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undergraduate institutions, for any school 1-ihich offers the Ph. D. stands out in

comparson with the mass of colleges. Al though all graduate schools are good, aca-

demics have long known, and a series of research studies have indicated, that many

are better, and a few have extremely high prestige. In 1959 HaYVJard Keniston pub-

lished the most recent data confirng ths genera za on. On the basis of rank-
ings by departmental chairmen, Keniston derived departmental and institutional

rankings for twenty-five leading graduate schools excluding technological schools

and state colleges. He finds a striking consistency between schools' standigs in

different fields. Thus, even wi thin this elite group of schools the association

between a school' s rank in chemistry and its rank in philosophy is . 96 (using Q as

a measure of association).

In may prestige s,stems, the top group consists of a small elite, as con-

trasted Vii th a larger middle and bottom. In terms of graduate students and graduate

schools, this is not true, and there is a considerable concentration of students in

the highest ranking schools.

Enrollments vary considerably. (See Table Our estimates for the total

140 schools in 1958 sho"t'1 that one-quarter of the students are in the five largest

graduate schools, and eighty-five per cent of the graduate students are enrolled in

the 64 largest schools. Seventy-five per cent of America's graduate schools have

smaller enrollments than the largest department in the largest school.

The relationship bet1veen size and prestige is considerable. (See Table 2.

All but one of the 25 schools in Keniston's list have enrollments of 500 or more

and even IcJ thin his rarified group, the larger schools are more likely to be in the

top ten.

aY1vard Keniston Graduate Study and Research in the Arts and Sciences at
the University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press
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One of the reasons why quantity and quai ty go together lies in the pattern-

ing of offerings in graduate schools. Although there is a wide range in the n'Uber

of schools offering the Ph. D. in a given field (111 offered the Ph..D. in ohemistry

in 1958, 65 in economics, 29 in classics, 2 in geochemistry) the patternng is such

that schools which offer degrees in rare fields also tend to offer them in the more

cornon ones (see Table 2. 3)..

Offerings form a pattern of cuulation rather than one of specialization. vJe

can illustrate this by means of what is knO'W as a Guttman scale. 3 (See Table 2.

To the extent that the pattern is one of c'Uulation, the schools should fall into

the first five patterns of offerings whch form a step-like progression, and a

statistic knom as the Coefficient of Reproducibility should be . 90 or higher.

our exaple, 90 per cent of the schools fall into the II scale types, 11 and the repro-

ducibility is . 974. Thus, in terms of offerings, philosophy and chemistry tend to

go together. Ninety-eight per cent of the schools which offer the Ph. D. in philoso-

phy also offer it in chemistry.

In order to tap this diension for the purposes of sampling, the 1.0 schools

were divided into three strata:

Schools with ranks 1 to 10 in the Keniston survey
plus I1IT and Californa Institute of Technology
which were not included in the survey.

Other members of the Association of Graduate Schools
an organzation of leading graduate institutions, and/or
un versi ties whi ch granted 400 or more arts and science
Ph.D. I S between 1936 and 1956.

Stratum III: All other graduate schools.

Stra tur I:

Strat'U II:

For the techncal reader "tTS should note that the criterion for scalability
we used was that of high inter-correlations among the items (offerings). The 496
inter-correlations for fields offered by 10 or more schools have a median Q of .69,
and almost without exception, the selection of five or six items of varyng margi-
nals gives scales with reproducibilities of . 90 or higher. Cf. James A. Davis
liOn Criteria for Scale Relationships 1I The American Journal of Sociology, LXIII
No. 4, J ,uary, 1958, pp. 371-80.
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OU intent was to sort the institutions into the small group of large, ex-

tremely high prestige schools; the other major institutions producing high numbers

of Ph. 's; and the smaller institutions. The operational definition is strongly

related to prestige, size, and extensity of offerings (see Table 2. 5). Lacking a

good term which refers simultaneously to prestige, size, and variety of offerings

we shall refer to this dimension hereafter as "stratum.

The second dimension for classiiying schools involves their control and loca-

tion. Al though throughout the report we shall see that financial matters vary vii th

both dimensions, for now, the important point is that control, dichotomized as pri-

vate versus public, is independent of stratum At each stratu level about half of

the schools are private, half public, (see Table 2..6).

The six cells formed by the three strata provide the sampling frame for

selection of students in the study. The details of the sample are explained in

Appendi I to this report, but in brief, each of the six cells was given a quota

which corresponded to its proportion of all students, schools wi thin a cell 1rere

sampled with a probability proportional to their number of students, sample quotas

were set wi thin cells so that each student in the nation had the same probability

of being drawn for the study, although larger graduate schools had a much larger

chance of being drawn. The sample is thus representative of students, but not of

schools.

As Table 2. 6 shows, the students split about 50-50 between public and private

schools, and roughly one-quarter are in stratum I schools, one-half in stratum II

schools, and a quarter in stratum III. Three-quarters of the graduate students are

in the 49 stratum I and II schools which we will call major producers. 

The fact that in Table 2. 6 the sample and unverse distributions of stu-
dents are very similar is not in itself evidence that the sample is representative.
The sample quotas 'Here set to give back the same cell distribution as in the uni-
verse. Appendix I considers the evidence on representativeness.
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Returng briefly to the control dimension we note an ecological patterning

of schools which turns out to be of some significance for understanding the stu-

dents I financial situations. Public and private institutions comprise an indepen-

dent dimension not only in the sense that control does not correlate with stratu,

but also in the sense that the two types of schooJs tend to comprise geographically

distinct systems (see Table 2.7). Private institutions tend to be concentrated in

large cities, state schools in smaller towns (see Table 2. 7a). Pri va te schools, re-

gardless of stratum tend to be concentrated in New England and the i'1iddle Atlantic

states. Larger, higher prestige state schools tend to be concentrated in the Hiddle

West and Far West, and smler public schools tend to be concentrated in the South
and Hountain states (see Table 2. 7b). Considerig region and type of city simul-

taneously, (see Table 2. 7c), half of the private graduate schools are located in-

side the central city of a standard me tropoli ta area in the "East, II and none of

these cities have a public school. Conversely, hal of the public institutions
are located outside a central city in a region other than the East, as compared

with less than a fifth of the private schools.

The findings have a numer of direct and indirect implications for understand-

ing the financial situations of graduate students. "\Ie shall develop them as we

proceed, but a few conclusions are worth noting nO"J.

The fact that the v st majority of graduate students are
trained in a relative handful of high prestige insti-
tutions means that for the students going into academic
work theirs is a career line in which one starts at th
top and typically moves down vhen one finishes school.

The fact that schools are geographicall diferentiated
means that the student who lives in a large city and
wants part-time graduate training almost always will
attend a private institution.

Cf. Theodore Caplow and Reece McGee The Academic l'iarketplace (New York:
Basic Books, 1958), pp. 225-26.
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Th fact that private schools are concentrated \'1hle public
schools are dispersed suggests that pri va te schools a
more likely to be in direct geographical competition and
diferentiated in the type of student they attract.

Division of Study

The natural unit of graduate study is not really the school but the depart-

ment Unlike undergraduate training, in graduate school course work is centered

in one department whch has great control over the student I s degree work, save for

general legislation regarding residence requirements, language examinations, and

so forth. We shall not treat departmental differences in this report because of

the complications involved in dealing 'Wth large nubers of small groups of cases.

This does not mean, though, that field of study is unportant financially.

is extremely important, as we shall see. However, the important differences seem

not to be between departments but between more general groupings which we will cal
divisions.

The students in the sample are in 47 fields of study (see Table 2.8), '\Jhich

is larger than the fields in Table 2.3 because ths classification is finer. The

largest field is chemistry wi th 11 per cent of the sample, the smallest bio-

psychology with one student. The departments \'Jere originally grouped into four

divisions, but after preliminary analysis we combined the biological and physical

sciences because their situations were so similar, ending up with 47 per cent of

the sample in natural science, 23 per cent in social science, and 30 per cent in

human ti es. Eight interdivisional students are excluded from analyses involving 

divisions.

Using a rough criterion of commutabili ty, New York Oi ty has seven

schools; Philadelphia, six; Washington, C., five; Chcago, four; Boston
and Pittsburgh, three, although not all offer work in the same fields.

graduate
four;
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le considerable attention has been given to the fact that departmental

offerings vary with the type of institutions, all three divisions include common

fields (Chemistry, Economics, History) and rare ones (Astronomy, Anthropology,

COIlarati ve 1i terature). Consequently there are few divisional differences by

stratum and control (see Table 2.9). It is true that the lower the stratu in
public schools (but not in private schools) the greater the proportion of students

in natural science, but it is also true that in each of the six cells of the de-

sign, natural scientists are the largest group, social scientists the smallest.

Although the division classification plays an important role in the analysis,

we will not discuss it further here, except to note that it adds a third, essen-

tially independent dimension for classifying students' academic situations, and for

financial variables whi ch relate to stratum, division, and control; the simul tane-

ous consideration of all three usually produces considerable variation.

stage of study

Graduate study, unlike earlier training, is not laid out in a steady progres-

sion of grades. In the first place, there is no yearly promotion in the sense of

freshman-sop homore- junor- senior The graduate student progresses by surounting

various hurdles (course requirements, comprehensives, language examinations,

theses), typically at a time of his own choosing. In the second place, the hurdles

are not laid out in standard form. Some students go straight for the Ph. D., with-

out getting a master! s, some departments do not require a master s thesis, and so

on. Thus, academic age can be plotted on two separate axes, years of study and

7 In our original enrollment estimates history was classified in the social
sciences. Prelimnary tabulations indicated that the financial situation (perhaps
lot is the better word) of the history student is more akin to those in hurani tiesthan those in social sciences, and they are grouped in humanities. Thus, it is im-
possible to compare the classification used in the report with the figures for the
universe. Table 2. 9 shows the sample results for both classifications. Because
history is a large field, the relative proportion in humanties and social sciences
varies considerably when one moves history back and forth.
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progression toward meeting degree requirements. In terms of its financial implica-

tions, this "looseness" is probably the most signficant organizationa aspect 

graduate study, but right now it is important because it raises the problem of

measuring degree progress.

Combining degree sought and current academic work, gives a measure of progres-

sion toward meeting requirements (see Table 10). The students were asked whether

they were taking courses or seminars, preparing for comprehensives, or working on a

thesis. Respondents were allowed to check more than one alternative, but if it is

assumed that comprehensives come later than course work and theses come last, the

index provides a rough ordering. The sample splits evenly between master' s and

doctor' s candidates, 8 and wi thin each degree about 60 per cent are beginning and 40

per cent nearing the last hurdles.

Progression toward a degree is, naturally, related to years of graduate study

completed (see Table 2.11). Eighty-five per cent of the first year students are

master' s candidates, while 85 per cent of those who have completed three or more

years are Ph.D. candidates. The relationship is not perfect, however, for 34 per

cent of those who have completed two years and 15 per cent of those who have com-

pleted three or more years are still master s candidates.

Al though they vary in where they stand now, the samle as a whole is very much

Ph. D. oriented. Sixty-three per cent say they "definitely plan to get a doctorate,

9 per cent say "I do not plan to get a doctorate, " the remainder checking a quali-

fied alternative. In the nature of the sample and the nature of arts and science

graduate training, the students are heavily professionally oriented toward future

work for whi ch the Ph.D. has great value.

Just as the stratum index was derived to tap the complex variables of school

In this report, we shall not limit candidacy to the forma status, but con-
sider anyone working fo r a given degree as a candidate for it.
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prestige, size, and offerings, the index of .Academic stage combines years and

degree progress as a measure of where the students stand in their training (see

Table 2.12). The index divides the samle into four stages:

stage I:

stage III:

First year students, regardless of degree sought
or t;ye of academic work.

Master' s candidates who have completed one or more
years of gradua te work.

Ph. D. candidates who have completed a year or more
of graduate study, but who are not working on their
thesis.
Ph.D. candidates who have completed a year or more
of graduate study and are working on their thesis.

Stage II:

stage IV:

For convenience, stages I and II will be called "master ! s candidates, " al-

though first year students working on their Ph.D. are included; while stages II

and III will be termed "Ph.D. candidates.

The stage Index is not independent of the three previous dimensions of aca-

demic life (see Table 2.13). In each division and in both Public and Private

schools, the higher the stratum, the greater the Droportion of Ph.D. candidates.

Similarly, within stratum and control type, natural science students are more

likely to be Ph. D. candidates, humanities students less likely, with social science

students tending to be in between. The dispari ty is of some importance, for such

differences could arise either if some students take longer to reach a given stage

or if some students are more likely to drop out of school early in their studies,

and both of these possibilities raise important questions about financial factors

in delay and drop-out. There is a third possibility, that students in lower

stratum schools and in humanities are less Ph.D. oriented. Exaination of the pro-

portion who state "I do not plan to get a doctoratell among master' s candidates

(Table 2.14) shows more self-defined terminal master' s students in the lower stratu
sChools, but no divisional difference. Removing these students does not eliminate

the original differences (see Table 2.15). Among .Ph.D. oriented students, as in
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the total sample, students in lower stratum schools and in humanities tend to be at

earlier stages.

Career Exectations

The career plans and expectations of the students have no direct importance

for their immediate fiIjancial situatiqns, although ltecause career Efxpectations are

associated with other variables, students with different career plans tend to be

characterized by different financial situations. Career plans do affect the stu-

dents' perception of their future financial 8i tuations, and they are of some in-

trinsic interest. Therefore, we will review them briefly.

For present puroses, the students are simply divided according to 1-1hat they

exect to be doing five years after they complete their graduate work (see Table

2 . 16 ) .. Fifty-seven per cent expect to be in academic jobs (defined as teaching or

research while employed by a college or unversity), 33 per cent expect a non-

academic job in their field of study (e.g.., a bio-chemist who expects to do re-

search for a drug firm), three per cent expect to be in non-academic jobs in a

different field (e. g., a career military officer working for a degree in Spanish

1'1110 expects to be a military attache), five per cent expect to be in primar or

secondary teaching or administration, and two per cent do not expect to be working.

Actually, the degree of orientation toward academic jobs is somewhat higher

than the figure of 57 per cent might indicate. On a separate question, students

were asked about their preferences, as opposed to their expectations. Of the 2, 744

students with an opinion, 70 per cent preferred academic jobs, nie per cent pre-

ferred academic and non-academic jobs equally, and 22 per cent preferred non-

acadenrc jobs. Because of the difference in the two figures, there are necessarily

a number of students who prefer academic jobs, but do not expect them (see Table

17). SiXeen per cent of the total sample and 23 per cent of the students who

prefer academic jobs are "frustrated academics. Detailed analyses of these data
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by Joe L. Spaeth indicate that the frustrated academics are more likely to have poor

grades, and regardless of their grades, they are more likely to be women. Ii' the

academy is not receivig enough recruts, these data suggest that the problem lies

in somethig other than motivations. More students prefer academic jobs than e:h"Pect

them, and our follow-up materials suggest that more students expect. them than get

them.

The academic minded students are not distributed randomly in the academic

worlds described by our indices (see Table 2.18). Ph. D. candidates in every compari-

son are more likely to expect academic jobs than are master's candidates. In most

comparisons, there is a regular increase in academic expectations as one moves up

the stratum classification. Human ties students, whose skills have less extra-

academic market value, are consistently more academic in their 6J1ectatiot:s, but in-

terestingly there is no consistent diference betv en natural and social scientists.

The fact that there is no pattern by control is in accordace with the interpreta-

tion of public and private schools as parallel rather than diferentiated systems of

education.

Table 2. 18 shows that when stratum, division, and stage are considered siml-

taneously they produce considerable variation in career expectations. At the ex-

tremes, only a miority of Stratum III natural and social science master's candidates

expect academic jobs, viile about 90 per cent of the Stratum I humanities Ph.

candidates envision academic futures.

Thus, in contrast with professional schools such as law, medicine, education,

or engineering, the arts and science graduate schools mingle together students with

considerable differences in their future career lines.
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Evaluations of School

Our concern with the financial situation of the students is not essentially

economic. Rather, financial matters are considered important to the degree that

they affect the career plans, academic progress, and continuity of study of the

graduate students. Therefore, it is important to view financial variables in the

light of other factors which affect career progress and decisions. Importnt among

these is the degree to vlhich the students are satisfied or dissatisfied vii th their

academic world. For the student who is unappy 'ld th his school or sees no advantages

to getting his degree even the rosiest monetary circumstances may not keep him in

school.

It is commonly believed that graduate school is a period of tension and

anxiety, and that graduate students tend to be worn to a frazzle by the ordeal of

getting their degrees. Thus, Caplow and McGee write: 

As graduate students they have been tested in many ways and over
a period of years for intelligence, persistence, and conform t..
The ordeal is sufficient to eliminate the vast majority of graduate
students before they reach the doctorate. For those who survve
the habit of insecurity and a certain mild paranoid resignation
are standard psychological equipment.

The data from the sample suggest that such conclusions over-stress the nega-

tive (see Table 2. 19). The students tend to be pleased .vi th their choice of

schools, 74 per cent being fairly sure they made the best choice, seven per cent

being regretful Although they see fell job opportunities in their field for those

who do not go beyond the bachelor ts degree, 72 per cent think non-academic oppor-

tuni ties are excellent or good for a pe rson td th a master's, and almost all thnk

academic and non-academic job opportunties for Ph.D. 's are excellent or good (see

Table 2. 20). They seem to believe that a master I s degree is a guarantee of a good

non-academic job and a Ph. D. Itrll get them a good position in or out of academia.

9 Caplow and McGee, Ope ci t., p. 223.
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Such optimsm may enable them to put up vIi th a considerable amount of frustration in

their imediate situations because they see considerable gain in completing their

studies.

A more direct measure of their satisfaction comes from a question simply ask-

ing them whether they have a good time in graduate school (see Table 2. 21). Sixty-

nine per cent say they have a good time, five per cent say they have a bad or rottel-

time..

.Al of this does not mean that they are uncritical of graduate training..

"!hen presented with a 1i st of twelve common criticisms of graduate education (ten

are sumarized in Table 2. 22) 92 per cent checked one or more and 51 per cent

checked four or more as "valid" or "somevmat valid. The most common complaints

were, "It has too many fomal 'hurdles' which are really initiation rituals, not
geniune trainingll and nIt doesn't provide enough training f or teaching, " each being

checked by about half of the sample.

Whether such figures indicate high or Iou morale cannot be determned without

some standard of comparison. Such a yardstick is given by one of the most famous

questionnaire items of all time, IIIn general, how would you say you feel most of the

time? II The question was used in extensive researches on the personal esprit of

American soldiers in World War II (see Table 2. 23). Fifty-eight per cent of the

students checked "I am usually in good spirits ti'10 per cent "I am usually in low

spiri ts. Comparing various categories of soldiers Hith the students (Table 2. 24),

it turns out that graduate student spirits are higher than any group of en;Lsted

men, although lower than commssioned officers who came up through the ranks. Con-

sidering that the students probably have the simulated rank of non-commssioned

officers in the army of higher education, it seems fair to conclude that for people

in marginal statuses, they are in good shape psychologically.

One of the most important findings about morale is that it doesn't correlate
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with any of the variables described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. vJhen a morale

index, combining the questions on spirits and good time, is cross-tabulated against

stratum, control, division, stage, and career expectations, there is alost no vari-

ation In Chapter VIII of the report there is a detailed discussion of the vari-

abIes which do correlate with morale and the role of financial problems in affect-

ing morale. The important point here is that while the varables describing the

students' academic world indicate considerable differences among them, their morale

seems more related to how they adjust to their situations than the nature of the

si tuations. One might think that advanced students would be tired out, or con-

versely that their morale might be boosted by being near their goal; one might

think that students in the elite universities would be in better spirits; or one

might expect divisional differences, but none of these inferences is supported by

the data.

Sumary

This chapter has described the academic world of American arts and science

studen ts in terms of five measures:

Stratum Classification
Control of University
Division of study
Academic Stage
Career Expectations

of Universities

In considering their inter-relationships and data on evaluations of school

the following substantive conclusions 'VIere suggested:

1. High prestige graduate schools tend to have more students
and to offer work in the same fields of study as smaller schools
plus offerings in additional rare fields. Consequently, graduate
students are heavily concentrated in large, diverse, high prestige
institutions.

2. Public-Private control is unrelated to the stratum dimen-
sion of size-offerings-prestige, but private unversities are concen-
trated in the urban East, large public universities in the less urban-
ized areas of the Nidwest and Far tJest, and small public unversities
in the less urbanized areas of the South and Mountain states. The
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result is that America has t1'J' geographically differentiated systems
of graduate training of about the sa.ille size and stratum level.

3. A little less than half of the graduate students are in
the natural sciences, a little less than one-quarter are in the social
sciences, and a little more than one-quarter are in the humanities.
Divisional differences by control and stratum are small.

4. About half of the students are in the beginnng or master's
degree stage, about half are in the advanced or Ph.D. stages of train-ing. Students in humanities and in lO1'Ter stratum schools tend to be
at earlier stages, .Thich is suggestive of problems of speed and reten-
tion in these groups.

5. Very few of the students eschew the Ph. D., although a
number are not certain that they will get one.

6. A clear majority of the students prefer academic jobs, and
a slight majority expect them, the discrepancy being accounted for by
16 per cent 01' the sample who prefer academic jobs but don't expect
them, often because of their sex or academic record.

7. Although often critical of specific aspects of graduate
study, the students tend to be pleased with their choice 01' school and
optimstic about their vocational 1'utures. Their personal expri t com-
pares favorably wi th the highest morale groups of enlisted men in the
World Irlar II . American army.

8" There is no relationship betHeen a student's location in
the academic world described here and his morale.



Chapter III.
The Life Histories of the Graduate Students

A Composite Portrait



American education has gro'W by adding layers of advanced study to the

exLsting structres underneath, without subtracting from the previous programs or

building strong institutional bridges beti'Ieen layers. Graduate study has been

added to sixteen previous years of form education, 'Wich means that it is rather
difficult to begi graduate work before the age of 22. In addition, colleges and

universi ties typically have no planned curriculum for feeding students into advanced

training, in the sense that pre-medical and pre-law programs tend to funnel students

into professional schools and require commtment fairly early in the game.. 1.jhen, in

addi tion, it is noted that in America the age at marriage has been declining

steadily and graduate education is no longer (if it ever 1vaS) defined as the prov-

inceof celibate gentlemen scholars, the suggestion is that graduate students will

be characterized by rather high age levels, delays in beginnng graduate study, and

a considerable number of wives, children, and chattels.

Because an of these trends have important implications for understanding the

students' financial situations, we must describe the sample in terms of age, family

origins, marital status, and explore the career histories of the students before our

strictly financial data can be inteI1reted ,dth understanding.

Chronological age is the key variable here, and its most important consequence

is the general tendency for the student' s progress in the "famly cycle" to corre-

late strongly with age, 'Wile his progrss through academic stages is only loosely

related to it. Although the students range from 20 to over 60 (see Table 3. 1) they

are concentrated in the middle and late twenties, the median age being near 2

and half of the sample being bet1-Ieen 24 and 29. The distribution has a definite

skew. For obvious reasons, none of the students are under 20 (although a handful

1mghteen per cent of the graduate students live in single famly houses, as

contrasted Idth ten per cent in unversity dormtories. Among those in single
famly houses, two-thirds own rather than rent.

..39-
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of students report that they had started graduate i.Jork i'lile under 20), but one-

quarter are 30 or older. i.Jile the typical graduate student is in his middle and

late twenties, many are still continuing their education in their fourth decade.

Given every possible break, a student could complete his bachelor's degree

by 22 and a Ph.D. in three or four years beyond that. Because 2 is the median

age, rather than the upper lit, it would appear that not every possible break has

been gL ven, and in order to understand the gap betvIeen practice and the ideal it is

necessary to reconstruct the student's past career histories, beginning "Wth the

famlies from which they come.

Class Origins of the Students

In terms of education graduate students are conspicuously upi.vrdly mobile

(see Table 3. 2). Forty per cent of their fathers did not finish high school, only

30 per cent are college graduates. Their occupational mobility is less obvious

(see Table 3. 3), 70 per cent of the students reporting that their fathers had a

white collar job when the respondents '!Iere in high school. Because of the age

diferences among the students, precise comparisons are impossible, but in 1950

18 per cent of the employed men in the country were managers or professionals, as

contrasted to 58 per cent among the students I fathers.

There are two ways of looking at such results. Absolutely, most graduate

students come from modest social origins, "Wch implies that not many of their

parents would find financial aid for a student son or daughter easy. Relatively,

however, they are highly selected in terms of social class.

Because of tl1e United States Census classification of occupatioDB presents

some difficulty when used as a measure of prestige, the prestige level of the fa-

ther's occupation was coded one of five groups: Low Status (garbage collectors

Sociological readers will recognze this as a modification of the Harner
occupational prestige scale.
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janitors, truck drivers, etc. ), 7 per cent of the sample; Respectable Working Class

(postmen, barbers, mechanics, clerks in retail stores, etc.), 16 per cent; hTorking

Class Elite and Bottom- ddle (plumbers, carpenters, owners of small retail busi-

nesses , white collar supervsors th minimum staff and discretion, etc. ), 32 per

cent; Niddle-lviddle (engineers thout a professional degree, school teachers

middle managers, etc. ), 27 per cent; and Elite (major professions, presidents of

medium to large firms, top management in large firms, etc. ), 19 per cent, (Table 3.

It is difficult to validate such scales, but in effect, we asked the students

to validate it for us. Each was asked, "In your opinion, how would the general

social standing of your father's type of job compare th that of a professor in a

small liberal arts college?" Professor in a small liberal arts college 1-JS picked

as a reference point because it is a median position in the social world into uhich

the se studen ts 1rJill move. Sixy-one per cent said their father! s job ,,,as lOvIer

20 per cent said it was the same, and 19 per cent said it was higher. vihen this

item is cross-tabulated against Father s Occupation (see Table 3. 4), there is a

strong relationship. .Aong those coded Low Status, 99 per cent said their father'

job was lower. At the opposite end, among thoBe coded Elite, 7 per cent ,checked

lower. All of which suggests that we classified the fathers much as the respond-

ents w:mld have (or that graduate students have a simlar bias 1rThether they are

filling out a schedule or hired as coders for NORC).

In subsequent analyses Father's Occupation ,\Jill be used as a measure of the

class or prestige levels or -h students' parental famlies.

Class origins are unrelated to most of the variables involved in the students!

academic vTorld (see Table 3. 5). There is no relationship between Father! s Occupa-

tion and Academic Stage, Career Expectations, or Division. Despi te the belief of

many that social scientists are particularly upward mobile or that humanists are

from high status origins, the range by division is 4 per cent. There is a slight
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difference by type of school. Private I students come from higher class origins

than those in the other five cells of the school classification. Inspection of the

data for specific schools does indicate considerable class variation" institutions

ranging from 27 per cent to 72 per cent of their students from middle-middle and

elite class levels. AI though the differences are perfectly sensible to anyone

familiar with specific institutions, the important point is that class origis do

not vary systematically wi th the dimensions of school classification which are

significant for us.

A much more important finding, however, is that aJ though there is no rela-

tionship between class and stage, there is one between class and age. Thus, at

each stage of academic progress, students from lower class origins are older, i. e.

have taken longer to get there. We shall soon see some of the reasons.

Religion is the other aspect of the students' famly origins which plays some

part in the financial story (see Table 3.6). About hal of the sample 'Vrere reared

as Protestants" about one-quarter as Roma Catholics" and 13 per cent as Jews.

Today 39 per cent have mantained their identification and attend church " regularly,

almost wi thout exception " or IIfairly regularlyl\ ; 30 per cent have maintained their

identification" but attend church 11 occasionally, " 11 seldom, " or IInever" ; 26 per cent 

report no religion, and five per cent have converted to another faith (switches

wi thin Protestanti sm are not counted as conversions). Twenty-five per cent of the

sample have shifted from an originaJ denomination to "None
, If such changes being

most frequent among Jews 03 per cent shiting to None) and least frequent among

Catholics (12 per cent of the Catholics shifting to None). In terms of finances

the important statistic is that in terms of current religion, 22 per cent of the

sample are Roman Catholics whose religious doctries affect their famly situa-

tions.
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A.ge at Bachelor s Degree

One critical event in the students' academic histories is graduation from

college. A. bachelor's degree being necessary for graduate study, any delay in re-

ceivig it will be reflected in the age distribution of the samle.

Twnty-tno, the "ideal" age, is the most common single age, but only half re-

ceived their A.B. 's by then (see Table 3. 7). Almost a quarter (23 per cent) i'iere

25 or older i-ben they finished undergraduate college. Presumably academic diffi-,

cuI ties are not the explanation for differences in age at A. The survey didn't

ask questions about this problem, but a suggestive pattern develops from the cross

tabulation of Father's Occupation, Sex, and Age at A. B. (see Table 3. 8). Among

both men and women, students from lower status origins were more likely to have

been delayed in getting their bachelorts degree, and in both status levels, men are

slower than women. 3 Although military servce plays some role, ue get the same dif..

ferences among students who have never been in service. More 'directly relevant is

the contribution of self-help. The respondents were asked to estimate the Itper-

centage of your undergraduate expenses which was met by: scholarships and fellOli-

ships, own earnings, parents, and other" (see Table 3. 9).

lJIen are more likely to have been self-supporting than women, and in both

sexes, students from lower status origins are more likely to report seli-financing

for the A.B. (There is no difference by status in the per cent reporting high
scholarship help, the higher status student's advantage coming almost entirely

from parental support. If the class and sex differences in delay come from l..ork

When self-support is controlled, the sex and status differences should disappear

(see Table 3. 10). Self-support is indeed a factor' In each comparison, and

3This does not mean necessarily that this is true of all undergraduates. 
could be that men are more interested in graduate school and that the delayed man
is more likely to go on to graduate school than the delayed wcman. Such selection
problems should be borne in mind in inter,reting all of the analyses in this section.
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paricularly among the women, the self-supporting student is more likely to have

been 23 or older when he or she finished undergraduate studies. Self-support is

not the entire story, though. Among those who worked their way through, sex and

status have no effect on delay, but among those supported by stipends or parents

men are slower, and lower status students slower than higher status students. The

coding did not cover military servce before the bachelor's degree, whch may ex-

plain the sex difference. Regardless of the reason, for a man, being from a low

status background has about the same slowing effect as working one's way through

school.

Remembering that men outnumber women oonsiderably; that one-third of the

graduate students earned half or more of their undergraduate exenses; and that a

majori ty of the sample come from status levels in which graduation after 22 is more

cornmon than not; it follows that graduate schools tjlically recruit students who

are a little behind the ideal at the time they get their bachelor's degrees. While

it is perhaps a tribute to the channels of mobility in American education that so

many working students and lower class students can go on for graduate work, the

system charges measurable years of their lives for this privilege (see Table 3. 11).

Although in the total sample, hal are 27 or older, among those who got their

A. B. 's afte rage 22, 71 per cent are that old. All other things equal, if students

going to graduate school all got their A. B. 's by 22, the proportion of older

students would be cut by a third or more.

A good share of the remaining age discrepancy comes from the fact that more

than 40 percent did not go to graduate school immediately after they earned their

A. 's (see Table 3. 12). Between 40 and 48 per cent of the students at each age

of receiv.ng the bachelor's report a gap cf one year or more betvTeen their degree

and first enrollment in graduate study in their current field. Between 20 and 30

per cent report a gap of five years or more.
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What were they doing? Here the r reluctant draftees? Or impoverished stu-

dents who had to work to save up money for graduate school? Each student was asked

to indicate what he was doing during his hiatus and also to indicate v1hether lIif at

that time you would have preferred to stay in school. II By combinig the type of

activity and reported attitude toward graduate study, six major types can be de-

fined (see Table 3. 13). Al though a large number of cases turned out to be uncode-

able the general picture is not one of a frustrated grouJ. prevented from pursuing

their studies Rather it is one of a considerable number who were in no hurry to

begin. The t'V10 most common categories are llwilling 'fork, n and IIstudy in another

field. IIl1il tary servce 11 and lIertloymentll ccmbined with I1preference for schoollt

are each reported by abcut one-fifth of the sarplcc I1hen 't1O consider patterns a.'1d

combinations (see Table 3. 14) it turns out that lIunwilling work onlyll and IIdraft

onlyll are each reported by 11 per cent of those 'Wth a break. Considering the

preferred schoolll item only, for students with one or two breaks, 28 per cent

checked IIpreferred schoolll for their entire hiatus 72 per cent reported one or

more periods when ths was not true. It would appear at the student with a gap

typically is not one who was prevented from getting into graduate schools, but one

who had not as yet been attracted by it.

Two pieces of indirect evidence buttress the idea that a number of graduate

students become motivated for graduate work only after they have been out of school

some time. First, there is no relationship between father's occupation and a gap

(see Table 3. 15). Because 101'1 status origins are generally associated with finan-

cial frictions which delay motivated students, and they are not associated In. th

the hiatus phenomenon, the suggestion is that lack of money is not the important

thing. A more direct line of evidence comes from answers to the question, "When

did you first seriously consider going into this field? Of the 2 831 students who
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answered the question 26 per cent checked a period before collega, 29 per cent

the freshmn or sophomore year 28 per cent the junor or senior year, and 17 per

cent a period after graduation. There is considerable variation by field (see

Table 3. 16). The natural sciences have large majorities of ear choosers, but the

social sciences and philosophy tend to be distinctly acquired tastes. In sociolog'J,

phi1osophy political science, clical psychology, and histo , a fifth or more of

the students first considered graduate work after they had been out of college, and

of sixteen fields with sufficient cases for tabulations, in only six is the propor-

tion of students who first considered graduate study after college below 15 per

cent.

There certainly are a number of students 'Wo have to postpone their graduate

study, but probably an even larger number of the students "Wth a hiatus are late

recru ts. Perhaps they are people who found the non-academic 1fJOr1d unsatisfying or

perhaps they discovered the advantages of graduate study for success in their work

but either way the suggestion is that exposure to undergraduate 1-10rk is not sufi-

cient to provide motivation for graduate studies and that post-collegiate experi-

ence, positive or negative, plays an imortant part in the decision for graduate

work.

Delay in getting the bachelor's degree and breaks bet111een bachelor's degree

and graduate work being independent, they produce an addi ti ve effect on age levels

(see Table 3. 17). Among the 30 per cent who graduated at 22 or younger and '\ent

straight to graduate school, only 17 per cent are 27 or older; among the 23 per

cent who were delayed in their undergraduate work and also had a hiatus, 88 per

cent are 27 or older. The high age level of graduate students can be pretty well

explained by delay in getting to graduate school, although the fact that 17 per
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cent of those Who started at 22 or before are now 27 or older is important too,

So far, delay factors have been considered in the total sample. Late bache-

lor' degrees and late recruting are unequally distributed among the cells of the

academic world indexes, which means that in some divisions and schools, there is

very little postponement, and in others delay is endemic (see Table 3. 18). Although

there are no divisional or control differences in age at bachelor I s degree, in every

comparson, the lower the stratum of the school the greater the proportion of stu.-

dents "toJho were 23 or older when they finished undergraduate training. Gaps betHeen

graduate and undergraduate lvork are similarly more common among students in lower

stratum schools. As Table 3. 16 would suggest, natural science students are much

less likely to repor.t a gap (see Table J. 18b). Combining the two f oms of dela;r,

(see Table 3.18c) produces a considerable divisional and stratum difference. Over

80 per cent of the stratum III humanties and social science students got a late

start in .terms of the lIideal, II as contrasted .dth 51 per cent in Private I natural

science.

As a result, the age distribution of graduate students varies considerably

with their division and type of institution (see Table 3. 19). At each stage of

academic progress, natural science students are younger (one exception turns up in

Public. II); and students in higher stratum schools are younger.. These effects are

stronger in the Pri va te than in the Public schools (l.fich is congrent with our

idea that Private institutions are more differentiated than are Public ones) so

11e should note that the dependent variable here is the age distribution of
the population in school. The factors ass cia ted with dropping out of school
completing degrees in absentia, and slow progress toward degrees, which have not
been considered here, playa part in the dolorous fig res on age at receipt of the
Ph. D. In 1957, the per cent of new Ph. D. IS lJho Here 30 or older for selected
fields is: Foreign languages, 84; English, 84; Social Sciences and Geography, 79;
Histo , 78; Philosophy, 71; Psychology, 67; Biological Sciences, 59; Earth
Sciences, 52; JVlathematics, 52; Physics and Astronomy, 46; and Chemist , 31; ac-
cording to tabulations provided by the National Academy of Sciences - National
Research Council.
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that Private II and III social science and humanities master t s candidates are older

than Private I natural science Ph.D. students. Al though Ph. D. candidates under 27

are typically a small minority, in Private schools there are twice as many propor-

tionally in Stratum I as in Stratum III, and tvdce as many proportionally in natural

science as in the other divisions.

We can now trace out the following factors involved in the fact that the age

level of the graduate students is shifted several years above a priori norms. Man;)"

graduate students come from modest economic backgrounds and work their way through

undergraduate college. Because of this and other reasons associated with class and

sex, about hal of the graduate students got their bachelor's degrees after the
typical age of 22. Independent of ths friction, a considerable number didn't go
on to graduate school imediately, some because they i-lere drafted or forced to work

but many, particularly in the social sciences and humanities, because they weren r t

motivated for graduate study at that time. Because students with either type of

delay factor are more likely in lower stratum schools and because natural scien-

tists are less likely to report a hiatus, older students are more common in lower

stratum schools and in social sciences and humanties. This chain of factors comes

close to explaining the general age level of the graduate students and the particu-

larly high age levels in lower stratum schools and among social science and humani-

ties students.

Age and Family Cycle

The fact that graduate students are typically a fe,-, years behind the optimum

progress at a given age Las a number of implications in terms of lifetime earnings

professional working lives, etc. More directly of concern, however, is the rela-

tionship between advanced age and famly situation. Among the men there is a

steady increase in marriage rates along the age scale (see Table 3. 20). Some
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believe that marriage rates are particularly high in graduate school, but among men

26 or younger, Ie ss than one-half are married, and it is only in the group 30 or

older that two-thirds are married. When these figues are compared with data fJD
the U. " population of college graduates in 195 5 it appears that up to age 24,

marriage rates are simlar for male graduate students and the general population of

college graduate men. In the older ages, male graduate students are a little less

likely to be married. There are some technical problems involved in mating this

contrast so one should not make too much of it, but it suggests that the fact that

half of the men are married is more a function of their advanced ages than of any

precipi taus rush to the altar on the graduate camuses. Because the survey data

are from a cross-section in time rather than a cohort study, the finding is not con-

clusive, but the suggestion is that progress in famly life (and responsibilities)

proceeds steadily with increased age, while because of differences in delay, aca-

demie progress does not.

The situation is a little different for women. After age 23, marriage per-

centages do not increase so steadily, and from 22 on the vTomen have lower proportions

married than do the men. Possibly graduate school disproportionately attracts

women who are not tempted by matrimony, but equally possibly, women students who

marry are likely to qui t school. Single women were asked, "During the first five

years :.after you finish graduate work, which of these t-ruld you prefer: marriage

only, marriage with occasional vTOrk in my field, combining marriage with a career

or career only? Of the single women, 20 per cent of 361 chose the last or anti-

marriage alternative. Similar1y, when the marital expectations of sing1e men and

Christopher Tietze and Patience Lauriate, 1IAge at Harriage and Educational
Attainment in the Uni ted States, II Popu1ation Studies, 9: 159-166, November, 1955.

The U. . data are from 1950, the survey da.ta from 1958. The U. S. data a.re
for lJhi tes only, while Negroes make up 2 per cent of the survey sample, etc. Hare
important is the possibility that married men are more likely to drop out of schoo:..
This is discussed in Chapter IX.
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women are compared (see Table 3. 21), up to age 34 single women are more lilely to

expect marriage in the imediate future than are single men. These indirect pieces

of evidence suggest that the low marriage rates of the women come from attrition

among the recently married rather than high spinsterhood.

Considering men only, we can trace out the followig sequence. By the time

they have been married three years 7 (see Table 3. 22) a slight maj ori ty of the men

have a child, by the time they have been married five years, about two-thirds have

a child, and after six or more years, all but a small minority are fathers.

similar table for second children shows that after six or more years of marriage a

clear majority have two or more children. Interestingly, in the general population

people who marry earlier are more likely to have children vD. thin a given duration

of marriage, but among graduate students it is the late marriers who have higher

fertili ty. Perhaps some of the men postpone marriage and then have children quickly

to catch up.

Each married student was asked, liDo you expect to have any (more) children in

the next two years? When fertility expectations are cross-tabulated against dura-

tion of marriage and number of children, the general pattern is as follows. (see

Table 3. 23). Those with one child are rather likely to exect another wi thin two
years (perhaps because they believe that being an only child is undesirable), but

those with two or more tend to have low expectations. Among the childless, the

proportion expecting a child increases idth duration of marriage up to five and

six years.

It may well be that these fertility expectations are lower than among other

groups in the population, but the conclusion is that until they either have two

children or have been married seven or more years without any, the majority of

7Duation of marnage was measured by subtracting reported age at marriage
from reported age to nearest birthday.
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married male graduate students expect a child in the next two years.

These patterns do not var, much with other social characteristics. One might

expect that those students 1vho anticipate academic jobs would have lower fertility

since they clearly anticipate smaller future incomes, but the difference between

academics and non-academics in fertility and fertility expectations is only a few

percen tage points. There is, however, a clear religious difference (see Table 3. 2h:.

At each duration of marriage, Oatholic men are more likely to be fathers, and re-

gardless of their number of children (see Table 25) they are more likely to expect

another. Differences among other religious positions are inconsistent and students

reared as Oatholics who have shifted to None, have lower fertility, which suggests

that the underlyig factor is acceptance of Roman Oatholio doctrine on birth control

rather than ethnic or value differences bet leen religions.

If we think of the progression from adolescence to marriage to parenthood, as

a progression along stages of the life cycle, it would appear that for male graduate

students, life cycle progression is ahead of progression through the stages of aca-

dernc progress. The Famly Role Index (Table 3. 26) was constructed as a measure of

progress in the famly cycle. It combines sex, marital status, and the presence or

absence of children to yield six types. The very small number of ex-married stu..

dents (one and one-half per cent of the sample) are treated as "single" if childless

and are excluded from the typology if they have a child. The components of thi 

index give the followig findings:

82 per cent are male, 18 per cent female.

51 per cent are single, 21 per cent married but childless
28 per cent are parents.

Among the men, 47 per cent are single, 28 per cent are
chldless husbands, 30 per cent are fathers.

Among the women, 71 per cent are single, 13 per cent are
childless wives, 16 per cent are mothers.
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The Family Role Index can be used to document the claim that the students'

famly progress is ahead of their academic progress (see Table 3. 27). .Aong the

men, as one moves from the early tuenties to the forties, the proportion single de-

clines from 72 per cent to 19 per cent, the proportion of fathers increases from

8 per cent to 65 per cent, and there is a siwilar but less strong trend among the

uomen. If the age distribution of the students "ere brought down to that charac-

teristic of those who received their A.B. 's by 22 and went straight to graduate

school, the proportion of fathers among the men would decline from 30 per cent to

19 per cent. However, because of the variability in starting graduate work and

looseness in the relationship between academic stage and years of graduate study,

the relationship be-Gween age and academic progress is not very strong (see Table

28) . IVhat there is comes from the obvious fact that very few of the 20-23 year

olds are Ph. D. candidates. After 23, however, there is no liear relationship be-
tween age and stage, each age group having one-third or more master's students.

The third side of this triangle is that necessarily, the relationship bet'tfeen

famly role and academic stage is loose. From Stage II on there is very little re-

lationship betueen famly role and academic stage in ei ther sex (see Table 3.29).

Although progress in the famly cycle is strongly related to age, especially

among men, academc progress is not so closely tied to age, so that there is a

considerable variety of famly situations in every stage of academc progress.

Surmary

In this chapter TrTe described three additional background characteristics:

Father's Occupation, Age, and Family Role, and looked at the inter-relationships of

these variables with some of the academic characteristics introduced in Chapter II.
Our major conclusions were as follows: Absolutely speakig, graduate students are

considerably older than is necessary. Relatively speaking, their progress in the
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life cycle tends to keep up with their age, while their progress in the academic

stage progress does not.

Specifically:

From the viewpoint of the society as a ivhole, graduate students are
proportonately recruted from higher class levels, but in absolute
they come from famlies of modest economic circumstances, and about
third worked their way through undergraduate college.

dis-
terms
one-

About half of the students were over 22 i-lhen they got their bachelor's
degree, delay of this type being associated with undergraduate self-
support, being a male, and lower class origins.

A little over 40 per cent of the students were out of college a year or
more before they began graduate work.

Delay in starting graduate school after receiving the A B. is only partly

due to military servce and economic difficulties. More commonly it seems
to be due to late development of motivation for graduate studies, particu-

larly in the humanties and social sciences.

Because delay in receipt of the A.B. and gaps between bachelor I s degree
and graduate study in current field are statistically independent, their

addi tive effect comes close to explaining the high ages of the students.
Al other things equal, if all graduate students received their A.B. at
22 and went to graduate school in their field immediately, on1;y- 17 per
cent of the students in residence i-Jould be over 26 as contrasted with half
of the sample.

Over-age students are disproportionately concentrated in lower stratum
schools d in the social sciences and humanties.

Regardless of his academic progress , the typical male graduate student
marries around age 26, is fairly likely to have a child by the time he has
been married 1ihree years, and expects a child wi thin the next two years
uness he has two already or has been married seven or more years wi thout
any.

The only social characteristic which affects fertility and fertility plans
among the men is that Roman Catholics have and expect more children.

't1omen students have lower maITiage rates and higher marriage expectations
than men whch suggests that women tend to drp out of graduate school
when they get married.

10. Because prcgess in the famly cycle is strongly related to age and progress
in academic stage is loosely related to age, at every stage of academic
progress there is considerable variation in famly situations.



Chapter IV.

Graduate Students t Incomes: Sources, Totals.
and perceived Adequac



During the academic year 1958-1959 the students in the sample expected to

receive approxiately ten million dollars in income from sources ranging from

National Science Foundation fellowships to royalties on a popular song. This grand

total provides little information for understanding the students' financial re-

sources and problems. Even traslating it into an average of $3, 900 raises more

questions than it answers. Detailed analysis of sources of income, variation in

total income, and prceived adequacy of income, is necessary to bring the picture

into clearer focus.

To begln with, one wonders where all this money is coming from. What are the

major and minor income sources for the students? How much comes from stipends--

scholarships, fellowships, assistantships? Probably more than any other group of

Amrican students, the arts and science graduate students receive S'US of money

from their schools and outside agencies to advance their training. vihat propor-

tions receive a stipend? What proportions of their total incomes come from

stipends? Are stipends a minor source of income or are the students heavily de-

pendent on them? iVhere does the rest come from? Do their parents help them much?

Are their wives putting them through school? How many are borroldng money to got

through Dchool? HO''l may of the ' students are lTorking their Hay through full or part-

time? Taken together the Mowers to thoso questions tell us hO'lT much of tho costs

arc borne by the representatives of the larger society, by the students' families

and ho'H much must be raised by the students r OtID employment or borrowing.

When income from all these sources is added up and divided by the n'Uber of

students, we get our average income figure. It is a very deceptive one, however

for among some groups of students only the most affluent are "average, II and among

others, the average is tyical only of the least affluent. At the center of things

here lie family situations and a process 1'\ereby progression in the family cycle

-54..
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is associated with changes in income levels and sources of income along with in-

The extent to which the incomes analyzedcreasing financial responsibilities.

here are family incomes is one of the most important aspects of graduate student

finances. The differences between students who live alone, students whose spouse

is the breadwinner, and students who must be breadwinners for their famlies, are

strong differences indeed.

None of these analyses, however, treat the most important question of all

whether incomes are high enough so that graduate students get along pretty well

or whether a considerable proportion are expecting to be in the red before the end

of the year. 'Wether a given income level is adequate for the fullest development

of personal and spiri tual values is a question "Jhich we shall not tackle, but the

less ambitious question of whether students expect to show a surlus or defici t--

and who expects which--is amenable to research.

sources of income, total incomes, andIn this chapter we shal treat in turn

perceived income adequacy.

Sources of Income

The surey classified the income sources of the students into eleven

categories:

Stipend any source of income which is: (a) not to be repaid

not provided by kin or personal friends, (c) supposed to

enable the recipient to continue or complete his training, and

(d) if work is required: (1) the work must be research, teach-

ing, or professional internship in the student's field, and

(2) the em.ployer must be the university or an agency affiliated
"W th the university or if a non-uni versi ty agency (e. g. a 
hospi tal) the work is officially named as an internship or the
like and there is presu ble supervision and training involved.

Veteran's Benefits any stipend provided by a governmental
agency Which is limited to veterans of military servce (in-
cludes IIGI Bill" and Vocational Rehabilitation).

Withdrawals from Savings
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Part-time Job employment "iTl1ich is not a stipend a.'1d i-Jhich 
less tha.n 37 hours per uaele tbroughout the year.

Full-time Job employment uhich is not a stipend which requires
hours or more per week throughout the academic year.

Spouse's Job income from husband's or wife's employment regardless

o:f hours per ..reek, but excluding spouse's stipend emplo rfent.

.ld from Parents

Investments
money expected to be

Aid from Spouse's Parents

Other

borrowed during the year.

10.

11.

It should be noted that the classification is necessarily someivhat arbi trar;-

The frequency or infrequency of a given source could be increased or decreased by

Thus, if investments were divided intocombination or sub-division of categories.

real estte and other, frequencies would be smaller, while if savings and invest-

For most analysesments ivere combined as IIcapi tal, II the frequency would be higher.

In addition, it sould be noted thatstipends and veteran's benefi ts are combined.

the unit involved is the academic year, not the calendar year, the fruits from

the previous summer's emplo;)rment (ti-;r-thirds of the sample worked the previous

sumer) appearing as available savings, and money from the subsequent sumer not

It should also be noted that by these defi-being available to pay 1958-1959 bills.

21i tions, high income does not necessarily represent a favorable economic position

Thus, the questionbecause borrowings are treated the same as earnngs or gifts.

is how much money the student has available, not how much is available free of an

Finally, married students reported onobligation to repay it or work for it.

incomes for a family uni t, single students for an individual.
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The eleven sources vary considerably in their frequency (see Table 4.1),

suggesting a number of conclusions about income sources.

Stipends, even when segregated from veteranls benefits, are clearly the

most common source of income for graduate students. Seventy-four per cent report

some stipend income and half (50 per cent) receive $150 a month or more.

Every other source is reported by only a minority of the students.

Although only three per cent receive income from "other " no specific source except

stipends is reported by much more than a third of the sample. Thus, there is con-

siderable heterogeneity in the income patterns of the students.

tori thdrawals from extant savings, reported by 3.5 per cent, is the second

most common source, although it seldom represents a high amount, only eight per cent

reporting $100 a month or more.

A little more than a quarter (29 per cent) report income from a part-

time job. Less than a hal of the part- time workers expect )100 a month or more

from their job..

.5. Income from a spouse I s job is a rather common source. Remembering that

about half are married, the fact that a quarter of the students receive income from

a spouse I s job and 15 per cent receive 100 a month or more, indicates that this

is an important source of income.

Parents are, as informal observers of graduate student life have noted

a relativel;y- infrequent source of income. Twenty-two per cent receive some help,

and seven per cent receive $100 a month or more.

Sixeen per cent of the sample receive income from veteran IS benefits

nine per cent receive plOO a month or more. GI income is absolutely rare, but aid
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from Uncle Sam is alost as common as aid from Dad and Mother. Clearly, the GI era

in higher education is now history, hut among older students and those in fields of

study which receive few stipends, veteran's benefits are of some importance.

Full-time work for graduate students is rare, being reported by 18 per

cent of the sample. Because, however, it brings in higher wages, it ranks high

among the sources which bring in large amounts, and is the most common source yield-

ing 300 a month or more.

Investments, hardly unexpectedly, are not the modal means of support of

American graduate students. Despite the relatively high status origins of the

sample, only three per cent receive as much as ;;100 a month from this source.

10. Although investments are rare, they are more common than borrowing. Nine

per cent of the sample exect to borrow money during the year, two per cent expect

to borrow $900 or more. Because loans are a major issue in higher education policy

the picture should be filled out in more detail. First this research was conducted

before the advent of National Defense Act Loans, and the current situation may 'tell

be quite different. Second, the figure refers to anticipated borrowing only. Stu-

dents who had borrowed money before the begim1ing of the term should not (according

to the questionnaire wording) have reported it as a source.. In a separate question

students were asked to list their extant debts and the purposes for which they were

incurred. When debts are separately classified as for "non-durables" (living costs

medical bills, tuition, etc. ) or "durable goodsl1 (anything 'Wth a resale or invest-

ment value such as a mortgage, life insurance, or installment credit) it turs out

that 21 per cent of the sample have non-durable debts of $100 or more, 7 per cent

have non-durable debts of $1, 000 or more. Because these debts have been incurred

over a number of years, it is fair to conclude that in any given calendar year prior

to the National Defense Act, few graduate students borrowed money.
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11. Only three per cent of the students have income from any other sources.

Four students had money from an inheritance, 16 reported aid from relatives other

than parents or spouse I S parents, 27 reported income from a spouse I s stipend, and

39 fell into a residual pile--including one student who expected royalties on a

song he had wrtten.

Table 4.1 sumrizes quite a bit of informtion and provides a reasonable

picture of income sources, but there is another vJay of looking at these same figures

which can. supplement it. The data in Table 4..1 are in terms of dollars, but $100

a month means something different to a student with a total income of ;')1 800 a year

than to a student with a total of 5, 400. Therefore, for each student the same data

were calculated as a per cent of his total income (see Table 4. 2).

The table may be read across the rows or down the colums. Reading across

for spouse's job, as an example, we note that 25 per cent expect some income from

this source, 21 per cent receive a fifth or more of their total from it, 12 per

cent get half or more of their income from spouse I s job, and only one per cent are

totally supported by a itlife or husband's vJOrk. Reading d01ID the column headed 50 per

cent, for example, we see that stipends are the most common source providing half

or more of total income, with full-time work and spouse I s employm.ent next, but well

behind.

There are a number of inferences to be drawn from Table 4. Very few stu-

dents seem to have a single source of suport, only 23 per cent falng into any of
the 100 per cent categories. While savings are the second most common source, only

13 per cent get as much as a fifth of their income from savings wi thdrawals. Nobody

is totally supported by his in-laws. Only two per cent can be thought of as gentle-

men scholars, receiving half or more of their income from investments.

The data can be vievJed a little more systematica.lly, by summarizing the same

numbers in a slightly different fashion (see Chart 4. 1). The vertical diension
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of the chart is the per cent of students 'Wo receive any income from a given source

and the horizontal dimension is "t1.e per cent i.mo get half or more of their income

from a given source among those who receive any. The dimensions are analagous to

frequency and intensity, the vertical scale measuring over-all frequency, the hori-

zontal dimension measuring intensity of contribution among recipients.

When vie think of a given source as being "important, II we probably mean either

that it is quite common, or regardless of its frequency, it is a major source of

income for those who receive it. The chari tells us that these two criteria of im-

portance are not strongly related, some sources being high on one dimension and not

on the other. We can then think of four basic kinds of sources: Very important:

sources Which are both frequent and yield a high proportion of the total income

among recipients; 2. Supplementary: sources lJhich are rather common, but bring in

only a low proportion of the total income of the recipients; 3. Concentrated:

sources which are relatively infrequent, but which contribute a high proportion of

the incomes of those who have access to them; 4. Unimportant: sources which do

not occur very often and V'hich, 'Wen they do, account for only a low proportion of

the income of recipients.

Alocation of specific sources to these categories depends upon an arbitrary

cutting point. On the intensity dimension, any source contributing 50 per cent or

more was termed high, and on the frequency diension, given the high scatter, any

source reported by 20 per cent or more of the students ..las termed high. The verti-

cal dashes in the chart correspond to the division point on intensity, the horizon-

tal dashes mark the division point on frequency, with the resut that the chart is
divided into four pigeon holes corresponding to the four types of importance.

The specific sources group as follows:

Very Important: By the criteria, there is only one source 'Wich: is very

important, and one which is on the border line. Stipends are the most important
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source of income for American Arts and Science" graduate students, in terms of dollar

income, frequency, or in terms of the classification in Chart 4. Spouse f S em-

ployment although to the left of the cutting ,point is Q border line candidate

here.

Supplementary: The four supplementar, sources, Whch are relatively fre-

quent but typically a mior part of total income, are wi thdrawals from savings

part-time jobs, aid from Farents, and spouse f s job.

Concen trated: There is only one source Vlhich can be considered relatively

rare, but extremely vi tal to its recipients and that, of course, is full- time llOrk.

Only 18 per cent are working full-time, but among those imo do, 94 per cent get

half or more of their total income from their jobs.

Unimportant: The relatively unimportant sources are veteran's benefits, in-

vestments, loans, aid from spouse r s parents, and other.

Because so many of the sources account for low proportions of the students 

total incomes, it folloifs that graduate students tend to rely on multiple income

sources. (see Table 4. 3). Three-quarters of the sample have more than one income

source, and a 1i ttle less than half have two or more sources each of ';.hich accounts

for a fifth or more of their total income. Examnation of the various combinations

and patterns of income sources discloses a wide variety. Considering sources 1flhich

amount to 20 per cent or more of total income, although 44 per cent of the sample

have two or more such sources, the most frequent combination--spouse' s employment

plus stipend (including veteran's benefits )--i8 reported by only 13 per cent of the

sample.

In general, graduate students tend to have multiple 'and diverse income sources

of which income from stipends is clearly the most important. For about one-fourth

of the students, income from spouse's employment is an i.1Iportant source; for a

small minority, full-time work is the predominant source. 1rf. thdra'tfals from savings
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part-tim work, and aid from parents tend to be relatively (but not absolutely)

common supplementary sources; and all other sources of income are relatively

unimportant.

Total Income

The total income of each student was determined by sumng his expected re-

turns from ach of the eleven specific sources. When stipends included board and

room, an estimate of their cash value was made from consulting unversity catalogs.

About half of the sample (see Table 4. 4) anticipated incomes amounting to

$400 a month or more. The distribution shows considerable variation, however v1"l 

one-thrd reporting total incomes of less than ?300 a month (assumng a nine month

academic year) and one- third reporting 5oo a month or more.

At first glance, it is possible by a careful (and biased) selection from the

data to make the case that graduate students are remarkably prosperous. Thus, 1)

Half (48 per cent) of the students had $500 or more in savings at the beginning

of the year, 2) Two-thirds own an automobile, 3) More students receive income

from investments than expect to borrow. In order to gain a more realistic perspec-

tive, it is necessary to consider a numer of addi tional factors.

In the first place, graduate students have expenses connected with their

education. A large number receive stipends which help pay for these expenses, but

because stipends are counted in the total income figures, it is only fair to take

into consideration that a portion of these funds go for tuition, books, thesis

costs, etc. Chapter Five discusses academic expenditures in detail, but for

present purposes it is enough to note that on the average, the students spend 15

per cent of their total income on education. There is considerable variation in

this proportion, and it works out in such a way that lower income students spend

much higher proportions of their income for schooling, but on the average a factor

of between 10 and 20 per cent may be subtracted to give a fair picture of the money
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available for "living expenses. 

Second, it is eagy to forget that we are living in a weal thy nation in a 

period of high incomes and inflation.. Statistical analyses controlling for age

sex, famly situation, education, region, race, etc., would be necessar, before

one could compare their situation with similar people in the general population.

Furthennore, the survey includes some sources of income 'uhich are excluded in dB.

for the general population (loans and withdrawals from savings). However, a brief

review of some 1958 income data for the American population as a whole, may give

useful perspective if one does not demand too much precision (see Table 4. 5).

Although in 1958 the national per capita income was only 474, the family

(defined by the Census as !"a group of two or more persons related by blood, mar-

riage or adoption and residing together") is the typical economic unit for adults

and median family incomes range from about $3, 000 for \vorking 110men with no famly

to about $7, 000 for families Hith a working husband and wife.

Income also varies considerably with the occupation and education of the

worker. Table 4. 5 shows that famly incomes for college graduates are higher than

for Americans as a whole, the medians being above $7, 000 a year for all groups

under 65 years of age. For comparison, the same Census data give the followig

median family incomes for other educational levels in the 25-34 group: elementary

school, $3, 544; part high school, $4, 765; high school, $5, 399.

Remembering that all of the sample are college graduates, one-half are mar-

ried, and the majority are in the 25-34 age range, our very rough guess would be

that a similar population vri th comparable educations and family situations but not

in graduate school 1V'uld have a median income well above that reported by graduate

students. Thus, it is probably fair to say that the typical graduate student is

receiving less income than he could make if he were to drop out of school although

his studies may weill have a long range benefit on his income level in later life.
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Seen in perspective, the incomes of graduate students appear less opulent

but because their major source of income is stipends which seldom ru to $400 a
mont one wonders how they amass this much.

When the incomes of students with and ,vi thout specific sources of income are

com red, two sources-full-time work and spouse's employment--stand out as being

associated with high incomes (see Table 4.6). In fact, income levels of 40o a

month or more are pretty much Jimi ted to students who receive money from one or both

of these sources (see Table 4. 7). Among students with income from one or both

three-quarters or more have yearly totals of $3, 600 or more, while for students

with no income from either, three-quarters have incomes below $3, 600.

Because the students typically have multiple income sources, these figues

do not mean that all the spouses are employed at salaries of $5, 000 a year or more.

Rather it means that unless a graduate student can supplement his other income

sources with money from full-time work or spouse I s employment he has a rather low

chance of receiving 400 a month or more in total income. One way of thnldng about

ths is to think of two separate economic worlds: the unversity world characterized

by stipends, 10io7 paying part-time jobs, hal-tie assistantships, etc., where 't.rages

are not especially high, hours of work tend to be low, and the 8i tuation is defined

as one of trainng. In contrast there is the "real labor forcell of ful-time jobs

and competitive wages. Unless students are receiving income from real labor force

participation, their total incomes seldom go over 400 a month. The high income

levels of the students stem essentially from the fact that 42 per cent of them are

receiving money from their ovm or their spouse I s employment in the real labor force.

High incomes stem from access to real labor force wages, and real labor force

wages, in turn are a function of family role. Possibly the most important table in

this study comes from the cross-tabulation of family role, full-time work, and

spousels employment (see Table 4.8). Among single men the high income sources are
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alost non-existent, as only ten per cent have full-time jobs and single men have

no spouses to help out. 'Wen a man gets married, h01V8ver, the situation changes..

Although his chances of 1vorking full-time do not increase, in 76 per cent of the

cases, he will receive income from his wife's employment.. In total, 83 per cent

of the husbands have income from one or both of the high income sources. What

happens when the stork arrives? Among fathers, the proportion 'llorking full- time

almost triples 013 per cent as contrasted with 13 per cent of the husbands) and.

the proportion with income from w.fe I s employment declies sharly (from 76 per cerrs

to 25 per cent). As a result, 58 per cent of the fathers have access to one or both

of the high income sources.

We shall have cause many times to note the consequences of the curvilinear

process by which marriage adds an important income source for the male graduate

student, but children tend to subtract that source, add to the budget, and appar-

ently increase the work levels of the students.

Among women the process is slightly different. Only a few women, regardless

of their life cycle position, have full-time jobs, but both wives and mothers have

high rates of support from husband's jobs. To put it simply, it appears that mar-

ried women can afford to go to graduate school only if their husbands can support

the entire famly, whether or not there is a child.

Having a near monopoly on the high income sources, married students tend to

have a near monopoly on the high incomes (see Table 4. 9).. For single students of

ei ther sex, incomes are concentrated between $1, 000 and $2, 999 for the academic

year. Two- thrds of the single students report incomes in this range and about 

per cent have incomes between $1 000 and $4, 999. The married students have much

higher incomes and more variation.. Beginning with the men, very feu have incomes

below $3, 000. Only 12 per cent of the married men, as contrasted with 67 per cent

of the single students have incomes below ?3, 000. Harried men s incomes are con-

centrated in the range fr:om $3, 000 to 86, 999, '\Jhich account for 74 per cent of the
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husbands and 70 per cent of the fathers. Fourteen per cent of the husbands and 18

per cent of the fathers fal in the high income levels of $7, 000 or more. The

highest incomes among the students are reported by married women, 33 per cent of the

wives and 42 per cent of the mothers reporting famly incomes of $7, 000 or more for

the academic year, 60 per cent of each group reporting incomes of ?5, ooo or more

for the nine month period. Our inference is that while a man's graduate training

can be considered an important investment, graduate trainig for married women is

an economic luxy, and the high income levels of the married women probably stem
from the fact that married wonlen typically go to graduate school only when their

husbands are making enough money to pay for such a luxry.

The median income figue of around $400 a month for the entire sample conceals

the fact that the vast majority of single students have incomes vrell below it and a

majori ty of maried students have incomes above it.

Although access to the high income sources is a major factor in the high in-

comes of the married students, it is not a complete explanation (see Table 4.10).

Harried students have higher incomes than single students, mether or not they are

tapping the high income sources. Examnation of the detailed data on the married

students who are not working full time and whose spouses are not working discloses

no particular additional source, leading to the conclusion that they just get more

from the same sources. Thus, life cycle position is related to income levels inde-

pendent of the special sources of income associated "!n th later stages in the famly

cycle.

Wi th minor exceptions, the farther along a student is in school, and the older

he is, the higher his income, regardless of marl tal status and income from the two

high paying sources (see Table 4.11). It is important to note that older students

and students with families are characterized by higher incomes for reasons above and

beyond their access to the two high income sources.
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These data have a nuber of implications for policy in the area of graduate

education.

To begin with, the support of American graduate students is rather expensive.

'Wether or not their incomes are lower than those of comparable non-graduate stu-

dents, their famly situations and ages are such that incomes equivalent to $5, 000

a year are as common as not. This in tur suggests that even with a substantial

increase in stipend money the traditional academic sources of income cannot be suf-

ficient to support these students. Given the kinds of people in graduate school

half of the American graduate students almost of necessity must have a representa-

tive in the real labor force, or failing that 'tT.ll have to go to work to support

their famlies. It is our impression that policy makers in tl1e area of graduate

education do not systematically allow for the fact that the graduate student is no

longer (if he ever was) typically young, unattached, and inexpensive.

Second, the evidence suggests that fathers ,,mo comprise 25 per cent of the

students and 30 per cent of the men, present particular financial problems, although

their income levels are high. Sincle students of either sex tJ ically have a low

income, but presuably their income requirements are also modest; the married woman

typically has an employed husband or she 1'10n't be in graduate school (the loss of

talented women through marriage, is of course, a problem, but it is not purely

economic),; the husband has an expensive menage to support, but he usually has a

working wife to help him; but the father has the heaviest financial burdens and

lesser help from his mate (although the fact that a quarter of tl1e wives of the

married men with children are working is a striking one). .Aong married men there

is a strong negative association between full-time work and spousets employment

(Q = 68) which suggests that if spouse t s employment is absent, fathers solve

their delimma by taking full-time jobs (or not giving up full-time jobs men they

start graduate work). In terms of income this is a satisfactory solution, but as
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we shall see the fathers tend to pay a price in terms of low academic loads and

high drop out rates. Our later analysis will show that fathers do not worry much

more than other students about their finances, but the academic 1;iorld may legi ti-

mately worr that thirty-one per cent of the Ph. D. candidates, 'Wo represent the

cream of the crop in terms of training and selection, are caught in these financial

cross-pressures.

Third, as our non..financial analyses would imply, age seems to be a key

background variable here. Because age is related to Famly Role, and it contributes

independently to high incomes, among students under 27, one-third (34 per cent) have

incomes of jj3, 600 or more during the acaderfic year, as contrasted "lith 59 per cent

among students 27 or older. Thus, the American pattern of late beginning and end-

ings for graduate study is also one of high income levels for graduate student,s.

Adequacy of Income

Probably the most important question about money is not how much, but whether

there is enough Because famly responsibilities and styles of living var among

the students, total income data need to be supplemented by information on whether

that total is sufficient to pay the bills. By and large the students are fairly op-

timistic about their chances of striking a favorable balance durig the academic

year (see Table 4. 12). Half of the sample predicted sufficient margin to provide

a hedge against emergencies, and 84 per cent thought they had enough money to cover

their necessary expenses. Sixeen per cent, however, were doubtful about the chances

of having an adequate income to get through the academic year.

The basic variables which explain variation in perceived adequacy of income ,

are the amount of income and the student's family situation. The higher the income

and th e smaller the famly, the more likely the student is to say that he will have

enough money to get through the year (see Chart 4. 2).. Whle the relationship is
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hardly surprising, some of the trends in the chart require discussion, Single men

and women seem to have about the same expense situation for their curves are almost

iden tical. In the lowest income categories (under $200 a month) roughly three-

quarters expect to balance their books and the proportion rises steadily until

after $400 a month 90 per cent are optimistic, and at $600 a month almost all single

students can avoid a deficit.. For married men the pattern is a little diferent.

In the low income group again roughly three-quarters predict solvency, but among

married students the proportion drops in the group expecting between ?200 and $299.

Presumably married students living on less than $200 a month constitute a particular

group which can adapt to a minimum budget After $300 a month, there is a recovery

for both husbands and fathers, but a diference in the rate of recovery. For hus-

bands, an income level of $300 or more a month brings the curve up to near the

figures for single students, but it takes an income level of $500 a month or more

before the fathe rs are reporting the same net position as husbands report at $300-

:::;399. Because of the small number of cases, married women were excluded from this

analysis.

Putting it another way, it takes an income level of $300 a month or more to

put husbands in the same net position the single students are in at $200-$299, and

it takes over p500 a month for the fathers to achieve the same proportion of solven-

cies. The big differences, of course, are in the $200 to $399 a month range, which

is clearly comfortable for single students and marginal for the fathers. In this

range roughly 15 per cent of the single students anticipate deficits, in contrast

to about 40 per cent of the fathers.

As we have seen, those 'Hho need larger incomes tend to have them, and there

is some tendency for the si tua t:bn to come out even (see Table 4. 13), In each family

role type the vast majority expect to balance their books. However "Ie do note that

married women, as one would have expected from their (husbands 1 ) high incomes have
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somewhat fewer hardship cases, and fathers have somewhat more, their financial needs

being greater and their incomes not much higher than husbands.

None of the other major variables seems to contribute to perceived adequacy.

One might expect that students from lower class origins t'1ould be more used to tight-

emng their belts anU. could get along better at the same income level, or one might

predict that those l'1ho expect academic jobs might have more modest levels of living

because they clearly anticipate lower future salar levels. Nevertheless, we find

no relationship vdth Father's Occupation, stage, Division, Age, Academic Execta-

tions, or type of school. The negative finding on tye of school is perhaps the

most surprising for a case could be made that the lOirer stratum public schools

which tend to be in smaller towns, would have a 1011er cost of living. However

there is no consistent difference by stratum or control in the proportion of students

anticipating solvency in a given famly situation and income level (see Table 4. 14).

This does not mean that there are no differences in the objective cost of living,

but it does imply that such differences are not translated into consistent effects

on subjective adequacy.

What this section has shown then is that: (1) The vast majority of students

expect enough income to get through the year; (2) The amount of income necessary to

produce a favorable situation varies vTidely "Wth the students' family situations;

(3) With the possible exception of the fathers, income and needs tend to balance out

so that there are no differences in the per cent 1-1ho see themselves as comfortably

fixed by the standard variables of our analysis: Father's occupation, career ex-

pectations, age, stage, division, stratum, and control.
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Suary
Graduate students tend to have mutiple and diverse income sources.

The only source which is important for a majori ty of students is stipends.

Seventy-fow per cent receive stipend income , half receive $150 a month or more

in stipend income, and 41 per cent receive half or more of their income from

stipends.

For about a quarter of the students, income from spouse's employment

is an important source; for a small minority, full- time vrork is the major income

source; and for a considerable minority withdrawals from savings, part-time work

and aid from parents are important supplementary sources.. Investments, borrow-

ing, veteran I S benefits, and other sources are relatively unimportant.

The sample reports a median income of approximately $400 a month during

the academic year, "Which appears to be fairly high, but needs to be qualified by

the fact that on the average, 15 per cent of this must be spent on graduate

school and incomes for comparable people in the general population are probably

higher.

High incomes are concentrated among married students, low incomes

among single students. Part of the high income levels of the married comes from

their access to income from full-tie jobs and income from spouse 's employment
but even among those without income from these sources, total incomes ru high.

Eighty-four per cent of the students believe that they have enough in-

come to cover their expenses, 53 per cent believe they have enough for their

expenses plus a surplus for emergencies.

Whether incomes are seen as adequate or not depends on the size of the

income and the size of the family it must support. On the average, it takes an

income of $300 a month to put husbands in the same financial position as single

students who get $200-$299 a month, and it takes over $500 a month for thf:
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fathers to achieve the same proportion who believe their incomes are adequate.

Because students 'Wth larger famlies tend to have larger incomes, per-

ceived adequacy of income does not vary much with famly role (or with other major

variables) , although married women are a little more comfortable and fathers some-

what less comfortable than the others.

Famly role position is the major determnant of financial situations.

Single students have low incomes, low income needs, and seldom "lork full-

time.

Harried iV'omen tend to have high incomes and to be supported by a working hU5-

band.

Husbands tend to have high incomes, high income needs, and working wives to

supplement their totals.

Fathers have higher income needs than husbands, about the same income levels

as husbands, and appear to compensate for the loss of spouse I s employment by taking

up full- time vTork. Of all the groups, only the fathers seem to have financial

troubles, and these are not due to low incomes but to income sources which divert

them from their studies.

Implications

This chapter has been concerned priarily with docmenting specific details--

the proportion receiving aid from parents, comparison of student incomes and incomes

in the general population, the importance of withdrawals from savings as a source of

income, etc. Along with some materials which will be presented in later chapters

these findings suggest three generalizations about graduate student finances.

ubiquity of solvency

To a surprising degree, graduate students appear to be able to balance their

books each year. This is a rare enough feat in the general population and indeed

remarkable in a group 'Wo are still going to school. Ninety-one per cent expected
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to get through the year without borrov.rng, and only a handful did not expect enough

income to cover expenaese A number of academic statesmen have urged the stu-

dents to borrow, arguing from the idea that graduate training should be considered

an investment which adds to earning pOvTer. Prior to the National Defense Act loan

program, and perhaps still, few students vJare tempted to study now and pay later.

This is in sharp contrast to the field of medicine, for example, 'Vlhere in 1959, a

representative sample of graduating medical students reported an average non-durable

indebtedness of $1 800. We are not taking a position on this issue, and not even

the most optimistic would claim that graduate students have the repayment potential

of future physicians, but the point remains that arts and science graduate study is

essentially on a pay-as-you-go basis.

The paucity of subsidy

Having documented at length the importance of stipends as the major source of

income for graduate students, it may appear illogical to conclude that they receive

very 1: ttle subsidy. Partly it is a "is the glass half fun or half empty" semantic

trick, since the fact that 61 per cent receive stipends can also be stated as

roughly four out of ten receive no stipend at al1.112 More important, however

Chapter Six 'frill show that most stipend holders are assistants who are only partly

subsidized, because they must 1ITork for their money. Thus, although a little less

than two-thirds receive a stipend, only one- third receive money above and beyond

tui tion for which they did not have to work. Because, in addition, parental help is

rare, and when provided it is typically a small amount, it is fair to conclude that

the vast majority of students, while surely aided by stipends or parents, are hardly

IThese figures are not exactly comparable, but the different definitions of
debt cause, if anyting, the underestimation of the average debt of the medical stu-
dent. Dr. J. Frank Whiting of the Association of American Hedical Colleges kindly
supplied this information.

In nei ther private nor public schools does tuition pay the full costs of col-
lege education at any level. Thus even students without stipends are receiving help
from donors or tax payers.
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subsidized in the sense of having to be unconcerned in the raising of the bulk of

their incomes. Again, we wish to take no position for or against such subsidies

but merely to stress that the high rates receiving stipends and the high income

levels of students do not in any sense mean that graduate students are living on the

dole.

The costs of maintaining solvency without subsidy

A person who does not intend to borrow money, 'Wo does not receive a total

subsidy, and who expects a reasonable income is in a rather delicate situation. The

finding that few graduate students borrow money or ru up debts appears to indicate

that the students t financial situations are optimal. However, there are some less

happy ways of stating the same conclusion. For instance., IIGraduate students will

stay in school only so long as they can meet their expenses without borrowing, " or

IIGraduate students will avoid debt even at the price of prolonging their studies

through employment. The extent to which these statements are true is the subject

of subsequent chapters , but even vri thout detailed data priori reasoning tells us

that long periods of uniterrupted full-time study are incompatable with non-

borro'tdng and low rates of total subsidy, except perhaps for the small number of

husbands 'Wo are supported by their wives (and our data on fertility and fertility

expectations suggest that this halcyon state seldom lasts more than one or two

years. ) Our data suggest that graduate students pay for their money with time

ei ther through interruptions in their studies or light course loads.

The typical graduate student (whether he knows it or not) is faced with a

dilemma. On the one hand there is the siren call of the research and teaching as-

sistantship for many, and for others the imperative claim of bills to be paid and

famlies to be fed. It is entirely possible that through assistantships or other

employment in combination with other income sources he can end his academic year in
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the black. On the other hand, heavy work loads are hardly congruent vrl th heavy

course loads. Light course loads, in turn, probably provide enough delay to make

it unlikely that a Ph. D. student (who begins his graduate 1ifork typically around

age 25) will elude the stork, vIose arrival exacerbates the entire situation.

It is perhaps not surprising that America's system of graduate education i,.:i;:

which delays entry into graduate studies until the ages of famly formation, which

tacitly encourages par-time and full-time work in combination with studies, and

which extracts no tangible penal ties for prolonging the period of study, is charac-

terized by high student incomes and 101v student debts. 1rlhat "tvould indeed be sur-

prising is if such a system is compatible with getting any school work done. It is

to this obverse side of the coins that the next chapter turns.



Chapter V.

Graduate Students a,s Consuers of Education

Exenditures, Prices, and Demad



In a way, the system of graduate education can be thought of as a market

place in which academic credits and degrees are sold by institutions and purchased

by graduate students. This "marketlt has a number of bizarre features: The sellers

lose money on every transaction; a number of the buyers get their funds by working

as salesmen in the basement departments of undergraduate education; the sellers

have the right to demand intellectual accomplishment before delivering the mer-

chandise, and the buyers have little opportunity to shift to alternative suppliers

if the delivered merchandise is shoddy or over-priced.

Pursuing this analogy a little further, it will be useful to think of pur-

chasing graduate education as similar to the purchase of a home furnace. There is

an initial decision, say, to get a gas, coal or oil furnace, but after this decision

is made it is very expensive to alter it, although the customer can control his ex-

pendi tures by turning the thermostat up or down. As in furnace economics, the costs

to the students of graduate education are a function of the kind of installation and

the of conS1piLon. In this chapter we shall consider first the prices and

second the great variation in rates of consuption.

Academ c Cos ts

Table 5. 1 gives the distributions of expenditures for specific categories of

academic exenses (tuition and fees, books, j oumals, theses, and other). For tui-

tion the amount covered by a stipend is included in the costs, just as it was in-

eluded in the students t incomes. For theses, however, only out-of-pocket costs were

considered, since such subsidies as the availability of a manuscript collection or

a cyclotron are hard to compute in dollars.

Total professional expenditures (expected in 1958-1959) are rather variable.

The median exectation is close to $450 a year, but one-fifth expect to pay $900 a

year and somewhat less than one-fifth ,viE pay $225 or less Expressing these same

76-
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figures as a per cent of total income, one-third will spend less than 10 per cent

of their total and. about two-thirds will spend less than a fifth of their total in-

ccme on schooling. At the opposite extreme, a fifth (22 per cent) will spend 30

per cent or more of their total income on graduate training. In short, for consider-

able majority of students the absolute and proportional costs of graduate eduaa.tion

are fairly low, but for a minority these costs will take a big bite.

When we turn to the specific categories involved, we see quickly that ,ben

we consider "Total Professional Exenditures" we are concerned essentially with tui-

tion. Thus" tho median for tuition and fees is about $350 a year, whle the median

for total costs is about $450. The difference is accounted for by books, journals

theses, and other. Tui tion varies considerably, one-quarter of the students expect-

ing to pay less than $200 a year and one-quarter $700 or more.

will pay between $200 and $700" and the median is about $350.

Hal of the sample

Other categories of

costs are perhaps interesting in themselves" but cannot be viewed as creating severe

financial problems for the students. We note that eight per cent of the students in

the apex of the American educational system avoid the financial burden of book costs

by not buying any at all, and only 35% expect to spend 55 a year or more on pro-

fessional books. If books are estimated at the very unrealistic low value of 

a copy, this means that close to two-thirds of America IS graduate students buy less

than ten books a year. About hal plan to subscribe to a professional journal" and

a little less than one-fifth plan to pay $20 or more for journals. Less than one-

quarter of tlle sample reported exected exenditures for their theses. This last

figue is deceptive, since it applies only to those expecting to be working on their

theses. Among those reporting such costs" about a third reported expected costs of

$100 or more.

About 80 per cent of the smnple expected no other costs in addition to those
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considered above, and only 4 per cent reported other costs of $100 or more. These

lIotherll costs scatter over a numer of categories, the only frequent ones being dues

to professional societies (12 per cent menti ned this, although this is not a valid

estimate of such memberships, since man societies provide a journal along with mem-

bership and such costs were probably reported as journal costs), travel to profes-

sional meetings (5 per cent of the sample), and laboratory equipment (5 per cent).

Three students (or . 13 per cent) reported expected costs of publishing a paper or

book.

Because tuition and fees make up such a great part of total expected profes-

sional costs, the total variation in professional expenditures is primarily a func-

tion of variation in tuition payments. As our furnace analogy suggest tuition costs

vary with two things, the type of institution and the rate at which education is con-

sured.

We can begin by exaning the list price. Estimates of II normalll tuition costs

are hard to make because of the complexi ty of the tuition rate schedules involved

and the looseness of graduate training requirements. . For example, in public schools

in-state and out-of-state tuitions vary,; one university in the sample charges a

special discounted tuition to religious 'Wrkers of its faith who make up a goodl;r pro-

portion of the students,; one of the schools charges a higher tuition in one and only

one of its arts and science departments. However, from the university catalogs, we

made the best rule of thumb estimate we could of the total in tuition and fees which

would be paid by a full- time graduate student (see Table 5. 2).

Table 5. 2 should be read with some caution. First, in each cell there are a

small number of schools. Second, our sample is not a sample of schools but of

students. In order to make our students representative of American graduate studen

schools with many graduate students had a greater chance of being dra1m. Hence, our

tui tion costs are biased toward the costs of big graduate schools. H01i8ver, there
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are more students in big graduate schools, and these figures give a good picture of

the tuition situation faced by the typical graduate student.

The striking difference in Table 5. 2 is that between the private and public in-

sti tutions. Not on:Jy are state university tuitions lower for their o.,m residents

but comparing the 13 r,rivate institutions with the 12 state schools, there are only

two public schools whose out of state fee is higher than the lowest private school

in the sample. The two distributions are almost mutually exclusive.

Comparing schools in terms of stratum, however, does not present as clear a

picture. In the state schoo.ls there is no linear relationship between fees and

prestige, the cheapest school in the sample being in stratum III, the second least

expensive school being am ng the ten most highly rated institutions in the country,

the t't-Jo most expensive public schools being in the middle stratum.

Among private schools, there is a progression in the averages, as prestige in-

creases ( 774 to $860 to $1 100) and the high prestige private schools are fairly ex-

pensive. However, 'W thin each prestige group there is a lot of variation, such that

the cheapest school in each strat'U is less than the highest in any other. Thus

there are private institutions of quite modest academic reputation whose tuition

costs run up to ten times as much as schools solidly in the academic upper class.

Now let uS see what the students actualy expected to pay during the academic

year 1958-1959.

Considering only students Who actually were registered for the entire academic

year 1959-1960, expected payments show the same trends as "normal costS. In each

stratum, students in private schools anticipated at least twice the costs of students

in public institutions, and the same slight stratum differences shown in Table 5.

reappear in Table 5.

The figures in Table 5. 3, however, are much smaller. In the private schools

expected payments ru considerably smaller than the normal costs for full- time
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students, and presumably if we had the data to segregate residents and non-residents

in public schools the s.ame difference would appear. The suggestion is that course

loalls often run under those suggested by the catalog norms.

One year after the original survey, NaRC representatives collected the grades

and course credits for students in all but one of the sample schoQls. Credits actu-

ally received were then expressed as a fraction of the catalog norm for a full year's

full- time iork. There are some difficulties in the data--students who received in-

completes and failing grades in many cases still paid tuition for the courses al-

though they did not receive credit for completion, students writing questionnaires

in the Fall may not be accurate in predicting their course loads for the entire

year--but on the whole there is a considerable association between tuition and fee

expectations and academic work completed (see Table 5. 4). Private school-students

wi th the lightest completions still expected to pay more than public students with

heavy loads; but within a control category" the variation by course load is greater

than the variation by stratum Considering that our biases are such as to under-

estimate rather than to over-estimate the relationship, we conclude that course

loads playa major part in determining tuition and fee exenditures.

Viewing the same figures as a proportion of total income, we see that the

burden of academic costs is quite variable. Among part-time students in state

schools, only a handful spend 30 per cent or more of their total income for graduate

training, but among private school students who completed more than two-thirds of a

full year s load, a majori ty spend this much (see Table 5. 5).

Because single students have 1010Jer incomes, and carry somewhat heavier com.

loads, academic expenses consume a considerable share of their incomes even in public

insti tutions, and to a more striking degree in private institutions (see Table 5. 6).

At first glance, it uould appear that the general prosperity of graduate students con-

ceals groups for hom educational costs are a considerable burden. The matter is not

that simple, however, for a burden has to be perceived as such before it becomes a

serious problem. hen perceived income adequacy is cross-tabulated by income and p

portional professional costs (Table 50 7) no effect appears. The lower the income, the
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less likely the student is to' anticipate sa1vency, but within an incame graup there

is nO' systematic difference in perceived adequacy whether academic expenses are less
than 10 per cent ar mare than 30. Passib1y the students adjust their ather expendi-

tures to make up for tuition casts, but equaly passib1y students keep their academc

expenses under cantral by an1y campleting as much work as they can afford wi'thout

going intO' the red. Under either interpretation, the high casts absolutely and rela-

tive1y in private schaa1s do not appear a subjective burden to the customers.

VIe may sumarze as follows:

Hedian total expenditures for graduate education amount to' about t., 450 

year, the b:Dk af this gaing far tuition 1..hich has a median of $350. Viewed as a

proportion af tata1 incame, the average student spends abaut 15 per cent of his total

income on academic exenses.

.:.

Academic expenses are highly variable: One-fifth af the students spend

900 ar more, 22 per cent spend 30 per cent ar more af their tatal income an schaol-

ing; while 16 per cent spend less than 225 a year and 36 per cent spend less tha a

tenth of their total income.

. Varations in academic expenditures are essentially due to' twO' factors

lot-Jer tui tians in public inst,i tutians and highly variable caurse loads in all types

af insti tu tians.

It may be (and we have no figues to' back up the idea) that at the under-

graduate level state institutions pravide mass education for students fram lawer

status origins, while private institutions pravide !tellte educations far students

from higher status origins, but this difference daes nat hald amang gr?-duate students.

Public and private graduate students are essentially similar in their "quality, 

student class arigins and student incames. Thus, essentially similar students are

receiving essentially similar types af educatian at very different casts in the twO'

types af schaa1s.
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Although for some students (e. g., single students with high course loads

in private schools) academic costs consume a large fractiow of their total incomes

the proportion of total income \mch must be spent for education shows no relation..

ship to perceived financial adequacy That is, students with higher educational

bills are no more likely to anticipate ending up in the red.

II. Course Loads

So far, the financial analjrses have painted a far rosier picture of student

finances than was anticipated 'tJhen this study was commssioned. Graduate students as

a whole have adequate levels of income, low levels of debt, and educational expenses

which generally run in the neighborhood of $50 a month for the nine month academic

year, or about the level of payments on a used car.

Remembering our fur.nace analogy, however, it may be worthwhile to find out hO'li

much heat is coming through the registers before we conclude that all is well.

Table 5. 8 describes the academic work completed by the sample in 1958-1959.

Of the students who 'tiere registered for the entire year, 12 per cent received credit

for what their schools I catalogs define as a full-time load, and about 40 per cent

received credit for more than two-thirds of a full year I f; load.

There are a number of. perfectly good reasons why these figures should not be

taken at face value. Catalogs may set forth unrealistic norms, graduate education

places less stress on courses and more stress on independent work, courses may vary

considerably in the amount of time they require, and so on. Thus, it is qui te pos

sible that graduate students could be putting in large amounts of their time in aca-

demc activities and still not amass a large number of credits.

llen, however, course loads are tabulated against the students I employment

si tuations, some doubt arises as to whether the excess time is spent in cerebration

(see Table 5. 9). The fact that the amount of credits amassed in 1958-1959 is a

strong negative function of the amount of employment expected during the year raises
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the distinct suspicion that emploY1'uent and rapid canpletion of graduate training are

somewhat incompatible. Among the students "lJho eXpected to be employed full or part-

time during the year only a third completed more than two-thirds of a full- time

load, while among those 'Wthout jobs, 63 per cent passed the two-thirds mark. While

the fact that among those who were not employed full-time loads are not unanimous

may refleot the unreality of our measure, the fact that those who were employed

(73 per cent of those were registered all year) completed so much less cannot

be explained a'tifay so easily.

The indirect evidence in the table is that what is important is the time and

not the nature of the work. Among the workers teaching and research assistants

had 101-Ter completion rates 'than those students Hi th only a part-time job

ub:le among the non-uorkers, felloHs completed more Hork than the rest. Thus

the question is not one of lI stipendslT because stipends which require work have the

same interference value as other part-time jobs, and stipends which do not require

work have no more beneficial effect than other situations whch involve exemption

from work.

Such data as these do not tell us hich is cause and mich is effect.

could be that graduate programs vary considerably in the amount of time they requ.i.re

and that students put the excess time in work, or it could be that students vary in

the amount of "Jork they require to get along and they put the excess time into

school, or it could be that America has evolved a type of graduate program llhich is

particularly adapted to part-time students, but it is nOy,1 fairly clear that the be-

nign financial situations of J\erica's graduate students go hand in hand with fairly

low consumption of academc credits , given the a priori standard of full- time study.

We can add to our understanding of these findings by considering the relation-

ships between academic loads and other variables.
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1. Academic loads are unrelated to career plans and to faculty members'

ratings of students' ability. In the follow-up study we managed to collect faculty

ratings of a high proportion of our students. There is no association between

these evaluations and course loads, over-all or controlling for employment.

Similarly there is no relationship between career expectations and load. Thus

the lipar-time studentlt is by no means of lesser ability or 'Wth a more applied

vocational aim.

Academic loads are unrelated to control, stratum (except that stratum I

private and public institutions show a little higher completion rates) and division.

Although the following chapters will show wide variation in the kind of employr!ent

by these characteristics, emploJ ent is endemic in graduate schools and so

are low academic loads

Academic loads are unrelated to father's occupation. It is not merely

the student from modest economic backgrounds who is working part- time.

Famly role is associated with course loads (see Table 5. 10). The far-

ther one is in the life cycle the lower the completion rates, particularly if

there are children. But, when one controls for employment status, the picture

changes somewhat. Regardless of employment status, mothers have lo\ver completion

rates, but the difference between fathers and other males is slight among those

wi th similar work situations. In short, the lOv.T completion rates of fathers are

pretty much explained by their high rates of employment. In the cnn text of the

analyses of the p1'evious chapter, the inference is that fathers manage to keep up

economically with other students, but do so at the price of lower academic loads.

Stage, age, and income are related to academic loads independent of em-

ployment situation. The big difference by stage is betw'een first year and ad-

vanced students (see Table 5. 11) although among IIthesislt \m ting stages for both

master's and Ph. D. candidates course loads are naturally 10vrer. Except for the
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full-time workers, most first year students complete more than a t'Vlo-thrds load,

but after that the part-time student is in the majority. Employment status, never-

theless, produces a greater range in completed loads vdthin a given stage than occurs

in different stages for the same employment status. Since income, age, and stage

are correlated, it is necessar to examine them simultaneously (see Table 5. 12).

In most comparisons older students completed less work than younger students regard-

less of employment, stage, or income; and students 'Wth higher incomes completed

less work than wealthier students, regardless of their stage, age, or employment.

Taken together, these findings suggest a sort of negative relationship between

Itsocial statusll and academic accomplishment. Among poor, young, beginning unem-

ployed students, 87 per cent completed mo:te than a two-thirds load, but even among

the unemployed, less than half of the older, richer, advanced students got that much

done.

The fact that employment status and stage contribute independently makes in-

tui tive sense for advanced graduate work is less based on courses and employment

status is probably a good index of time pressures. Why age and income contribute

independently is not really clear. A plausible interpretation of the age effect is

that students who carr lighter academic loads take longer to finish and are thus
older. l'ilong the workers the income effect could come from differences in hours

spent on the job , students with higher incomes putting in more hours on 'V1Ork and

fewer on school. Nevertheless, the finding that income has an effect even among

non-workers hints that something other than pure economics is going on. It is pes-

sible that there is a "psychological" effect such that the older student and the

richer student have more distractions, older students perhaps being more involved

in their famlies and communi ties, richer students being more tempted to spend time
in travel, hobbies, puttering around the house or apartment, etc. Our data are not

really subtle enough to catch whatever is going on, but there is a suggestion that
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1s also a non-economic diension to "restriction of output II in graduate school.

There are a number of drawbacks to our data and we can only untangle cause and

effect by fiat, but the line of interpretation rlmch we favor is something like

this.

American graduate schools attract students who are older, have expensive

famlies, and have skills which are quite marketable either to their institution or

to employers in the imediate vicinity. The schools (and the society whch supports

the schools) provides only a few of the students with subsidies which enable them

to avoid employment: in fact, the schools tempt the better students into assistant-

ships and are then somewhat hard put to forbid part-time employment for those who do

not get stipend jobs. In addition, the structure of graduate education, under the

rationalization that independent study is desirable for advanced students, places

little pressure on the student to complete his courses, exanations, or theses.

As a consequence of all tllese tllings, students are free to consume as little or as

much education as they please in a given year Wi th expensive families, low subsi-

dies , and tempting job opportunties, and an appa.rent aversion to debt, it would

appear that the students take as many courses as they can literally afford, and no

more.

The financial solvency of American graduate students comes at the price of

much less formal education in a given year than the catalogs would have one believe.

, to paraphrase the poet, the motto of graduate education may well be:

Ah, take the Cash and let the Credits go
Nor heed the ruble of a distant dean!



Chapter VI.

Stipends



The dictionar defines a stipend alternatively as tla gift, donation

given in small coin" or "settled payor compensation for servces. II Although our

defini tion of stipends did not come from the onary the distinctions implied

by the dictionary definition are imortant. for classifying stipends in a realistic

fashion. Thus, although in total dollar amount stipends have been shown to be the

major source of income for graduate students, a clearer understanding of stiper:d

allocation requires that one consider the "gittl and tlservice " aspects separately.

In addition, because of the great variation in tuition costs, it is more realistic

to consider the gift value of a stipend vis a vis tuition, rather than in absolute

dollars.

These considerations led to the following rules for classifying stipends:

Duties

"A non-duty stipend is any stipend for uhich no servces are
required by the giver with the possible exception that. the

student be registered for classes or be working on his disser-
tation. This would include scholarships, fellovlships, G.
benefi ts, vocational rehabilitation grants and out-of-state
reductions in tuition and fees. 

Types of service required if duty stipend

Teaching assistantship
Research assistantship
Trainee ship, internship, etc.

Coders \'1ere gLven . the following instructions: IIA STIPEND IS ANY SOURCE
OF INCOHE l.JICH 1iEETS THE FOLLOWING: 1\.. Not to be repaid (i. e." not a loan) and
B. Not provided by kin or personal friend, and C. The acknowledged purpose is to
enable the recipient to continue or complete his training, and D. If work is. re-
quired, the source is a stipend only if: 1. The work is research, teaching, or
professional internship in the student's field,; and, 2. The employer is the uni-
versity or agency affiliated with the unversity (e. g., National Opinion Research
Center at the University of Chicago or the Oceanic Institute at the University of
California) 5 or, 3 . If it is a non-uni versi ty agency (Veterans Admnistration
Hospi tal) the vlork is officially named as an internship or the like and there is
presumable supervsion and training involved. 
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c. Value of Non-Duty Stipends vis a vis tuition I.Jhich the student
expcted to pay dul'ing the year

1. None2. Amount less than tuition plus ?l, OOO (scholarship)
3. Amount equal or greater than tuition plus 1l, OOO (fellowship).

Because only 28 students had simultaneous research and teaching assi tant-

ships and only 28 reported traineeships or internships, the possible combinations

(See Table 6.can be reduced to nine, which vlill be called the "Stipend Typology.

subsidy.

The table presents a nuber of findings in compact form.

A little more than tHo-thirds (71 per cent) of the students received
some sort of stipend.

About half (47 per cent) had some non-duty stipend, about one-fourth
(23 per cent) received $1 000 or more over and above tuition costs
from a non-duty stipend.

Four out of ten (41 per cent) students had a duty stipend. Teaching
assistantships were twice as common as research assistantships, a
little more than one out of four students holding a teaching
assi stantshi p.

Non-duty and duty stipends are by no means mutually exclusive, roughly
half of the assistants and half of the non-assistants having some non-
duty stipend. Among assistants wi-th a non-duty stipend, however,
research assistants (RArs) are more likely to have a high one, teaching
assistants (TAls) are more likely to have a low one. The implication
is that RA r s tend to get fellowships in addition, TA I S tend to get
tui tion reductions along with their jobs.

The major groupings in the stipend typology are as follO'lTs: TAts with
or without non-duty stipends (27 per cent); "Fallorls " students with a
high non-duty stipend and no assistantship (16 per cent); "Scholars
students 1.n th a low non-duty stipend and no assistantshp (12 per cent);
research assistants with or without a non-duty stipend (13 per cent);
and students with no stipend (32 per cent). Because many of the
"Scholarstl are receiving veterans benefits and are thus a special group,
we shall consider in most analyses RAls, TArs, and Fellows.

The overall picture is one of high stipend holding, but not terrbly high

half receive any money for vihich they do not vlork, and only one out of four receive

Thus, although two-thirds of the sample have some sort of stipend, only

- .. -_ --"

OOO or more towards their general support after tuition has been subtractecL

This is not to say that assistantships do not provide important training (the
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students almost uniformy approve of the training they get from their assistantships)

or that grants for tuition are not a help; but it does reinforce the previous claim

that the frequency and nature of stipends are not such that the average student can

enjoy full-time study.

Let US now see how these boons are distributed among various types of

students.

Stipend Allocation

1rJhether or not a given graduate student has a stipend or a particular kind

of stipend is strongly related to: (1) his stage of training, (2) his type of

school, and (3) his division of study. These three factors contribute independently

and taken together produce a range from situations where stipend holding is prac-

tically a birthright to situations where a stipend holder is an anomaly. What is

particularly interesting is that these characteri stics tend to be what sociologists

call Itascriptive" rather than "achieved. " We shall see that the chances of receiv-

ing a stipend depend more on "where you are" than on what you need or how good you

are acadern cally.

The farther along the student is, the more likely he is to hold a stipend.

(See Table 6. Among first year students, 61 per cent hold a stipend, 22 per cent

a high non-duty stipend, and 31 per cent have an assistantship. At the end of the

trail, among those in Stage IV, 92 per cent have a stipend, 37 per cent have a high

non-duty stipend, and 49 per cent have an assistantship. The only exception to this

ogression is the teaching assistantship. TA chances appear to increase up to Stage

III and then drop off, for reasons to be discussed later.

The differences are not terribly strong, and later analysis 'tdll show that

it is difficult to disentangle cause and effect (are advanced students favored in

the distribution of stipends or are stipend holders more likely to continue with

their studies?) but the diferences are important enough that they uill be used as
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a control variable in analyzing the effects of other variables.

Division of study is a more important and slightly more complicated corre-

late of stipend holding, involving both quantitative and qualtative differences.

(See Table 6.

Overall, natural science students have a marked advantage over their col-

leagues in the social sciences and humties. Seventy-nine per cent have some sort

of stipend, as contrasted vt. th about 60 per cent in social science and h1.ni ties

and in ever"J sub-category their stipend holding is higher. The extreme is in re-

search assistantships.. One out of five natural science students is an RA compared

'Vr.th one out of nine students in social science and one out of a hundred in

human ties.

Despite their anguished cries of relative discrimination, social science

and humanities students tend to come out even. with each other. They have almost

identical proportions '-1i th a stipend, with a non-duty stipend, a high non-duty

stipend, and vrl th an assistantship. The important difference lies in the type of

assistantshp. The social science students have an advantage in RA' s, the humanists

in TAls, but taken together the advantages cancel out, while natural science students

have higher proportions of both types of assistantships. We have indirect evidence

that holding an assistantship affects career choice, and thus it may be that the

assistantship difference affects the research interests of students in hwnani ties

and the teaching interests of students in the social sciences, but generally speak-

ing, the big divisional difference in stipends is between students in natural

sciences and those in other fields.

The third correlate of stipend holding, type of school, is equally important

and still more complicated. Control and Stratum make little difference in the

chances for holding a non-duty stipend (see Table 6. 4a and 6. 4b). Close to half

of the students in each of the six types of school have a non-duty stipend, and not
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far from one-quarter have a fellowship worth OOO or more after tuition. There

is some tendency for non-duty stipends to be more common in higher stratum schools

among the private institutions, but stratum makes no difference among public

schools. Now, it has long been believed that private institutions have a lot of

fellOifShips and public institutions have a lot of assistantships. Undoubtedly,

if one coded the cash value of non-duty stipends one would get a similar result

but by treating non-duty stipends vis avis tuition, the difference disappears be-

cause the high dollar value of private school stipends is offset by their high

tui tion rates. The essential difference here is whether one gives money or re-

ceives money. Hore money is given per capita for non-duty stipends in private

insti tutions but apparently no more accrues to the students after they pay their

tui tion bills.
The assistantship part of the common belief, however, is quite true (see

Tables 6. , 6. , 6. 4e). Half of the students in public institutions have some

sort. of assistantship as contrasted "Wth bet1.ven a third and a fifth of the

students in private institutions. Again, in private institutions, assistantships

are more common in the larger schools. (That is, assistantship probabilities in-

crease vr. th stratum in private schools, but not in public. Because state uni-

versi ties tend to have large numbers of undergraduates and to make liberal use of

TAls, this difference is not surprising. However, it is perhaps interesting that

the research assistantship differential is as strong or stronger than the difference

in TA Students in public institutions have roughly twice the chance for either

type of assistantship.

1rlhen we put all of these things together (see Table 6. 4f), the net result

is that in public institutions regardless of stratum, about three-quarters of the

students .have some sort of stipend; in Stratum I private schools, 70 per cent have

some sort of stipend; but in smaller private institutions the proportion drops
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down near ha.lf. We shall see in the next chapter some of the particular charac-

teristics of students in the smaller private schools which help explain the

situations of these high tuition, low stipend students.

Considering stage of study, division, and type of school together, one sees

qui te a range in stipend holding (see Table 6.5).

Stage of study and division are apparently the most important correlates of

fellowships (see Table 6. 5a). In each comparison natural science students and Ph. 

camlidates are more likely to have a high non-duty stipend. The difference by type

of school is consistent only among natural scientists, however. Among social

scientists and humties students, type of school makes little difference, but

among natural scientists, students in Stratum I private schools appear to have an

edge.. Putting these findings another way, the reputed advantage in fellowships

for private institutions is limited to students in natural science fields.

Stage, Division, and Control each make sma.ll but independent differences

in research assistantships (see Table 6. 50). In each comparison, public students

have greater probabilities than private students; advanced students have more as-

sistantships than beginning students; and natural science students are more likely

to be RA t s than are students in other fields. At the extremes, a third of the

advanced natural science students in public institutions are RAts in contrast with

trIO or three per cent among beginning social science and humties students in
private institutions.

The TA. situation (see Table 6.5c) becomes somewhat complicated imen one

exanes the variables simultaneously. The stage difference disappears among

natural scientists, but is quite strong in social science and human ties; the

divisional difference is quite strong among beginnng students, but disappears

among advanced students, 'Wile the order by type of school (Public, Private I,

Private II-III) remains. A number of complicated explanations could be advanced
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but a very siple one is as follows. If one were to add about 20 per cent more

s in each group of advanced natural scientists, all these asymetries uould

disappear, and there would be fairl;r consistent effects by stage, division and

type of school.. Consulting Tables 6.5a and 6. 5b one sees that advanced natural

scientists are in a particularly feUci tous position regarding both fellowships

and research assistantships. Since both are relatively rare and have some advan-

tages over a TA, perhaps there is a TA shortage among advanced natural scientists

a shortage of supply, not of demand. Because, indeed Table 6. 7d shows that in

public schools and Private I schools about 85 per cent of the natural science

students have a fellowship or assistantship, the possibility arises that for ad-

vanced natural science students stipend offerings have gone beyone the saturation

point.

Table 6 7d considers both assistantships and fellowships, the most important

and lucrative types of aid. Although there are complications and compensating

processes for specific types of aid, the general picture is clear.

In every comparson, advanced students are more likely to have
high aid than are beginners.

In every comparison, natural science students are more likely
to have high aid than social science and humanties students

Contrasting private schools as a whole and public schools as a whole
students in public institutions have a distinct advantage in high
aid, in each stage and division.

4. Among public schools, stratum has no effect on stipends, but
wi thin the private institutions in our sample, Stratum I natural
science students receive a considerable amount of support, so

that among scientists (but not among social science and humanties
students) Private I ha.s levels of support equivalent to public in-
stitutions. Because of sampling variability, this pattern should
be considered as merely suggestive, however.

0ur samle includes almost 3, 000 students, but only 25 schools. Thus, the
contrast between Private I and other Priva.te Schools is based on evidence from only
four institutions in Private I and nine in other Private, hence in comparing schools

(as contrasted with comparing students) we have only 13 independent observations and
the sampling error is rather large. 'Wle it does not seem uneasonable that the
largest and strongest private institutions have higher support levels i"J6 Hould not
clai high statistical rellabili ty for the finding, particularly since it applies
only to natural science students.
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At the exremes., about 85 per cent of the advanced natural
science students in Public or Private I schools have a
fellowshp or assistantship, while abou.t 25 per cent of the
IT.asterls candidates in social science and humanities in private
schools have such aid.

If we are told a student's choice of school, choice of field, and ho't-l

far along he is, we can go a long way toward predicting his stipend aid. This is

interesting in itself, but perhaps even more interesting when we consider that the

tables have ignored ability and need. Since students vary in their aptitude and

their financial status within each of the cells of our tables, it may be asked

vmether these two characteristics playa role in stipend allocation, or whether

once a student has made his original choice of field and school, his support

probabili ties are fixed. Putting it another way, one wonders about the extent

to which personal characteristics relate to stipends, or tohether stipend distri-

butions are solely a function of location in the academic ivorld.

It would be rather surprising to find no correlation between academic

abili ty and stipend holding, both because many stipend selection procedures are

based on some measure of ability (e. g., National Science Foundation Fellouships),

and because faculty members may tend to include stipend holding in judging ability.

The measure of ability comes from faculty ratings of the students. Althou(j one

might think that tests would provde a better index, students are ultimately

judged by their :faculties and in lithe real world" discrepancies between faculty

judgments and test scores are almost alVJays resolved in favor of the faculty When

specific decisions are made. Thus, while faculty judgments a.re undoubtedly in

error many times, pragmatically, a student's ability is what his faculty thinks

it is.

An attempt was made to secure two faculty ratings for each student in the

sample durig the fol1o't1-up study one year after the original questionnares were

collected. Although the attempt 't:as not entirely successful, at least one rating
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was collected for 85 per cent of the sample; and trIO ratings for 67 per cent. The

missing ratings were divided fairly evenly betvJeen students 'Wo were unovm to
their department and departmental refusals, most of .Jhich stem from one Private 

institution which refused to permt collection of the data.

The rating used here is "native ability" and consists of responses to the

fOllowing question:

IF THE STUDENT IS A PH. D. CANIDATE.. In terms of native ability
(ignoring for the moment, motivation, prevous backgrund or
personality characteristics) required to complete a Ph. D. in
this department, this student trould rate as:

Exceptional .. one of the best we have seen in recent years
Superior - stands out among the general group of graduate

students, but there are a number here 'Wo are
equally able.

Competent .. clearly has the ability to do Ph. D. work, but
there are a number who are better, and a nurer
who are war see

Problematical-may have promise, but hasn't found hiself
yet.

Problematical-may have some difficulties in meeting the
Ph. D. standards, but will probably make
it eventually.

- this student probably canot meet the
standards required for a Ph.D. in ths de..
partment.

Doubtful

For master I s candidates the same question was repeated, but modified as

"native ability required for admssion to candidacy for the Ph. . in this de..
partment. II

The standard implied is the ability to achieve a Ph.
D. in the depart-

ment . regardless of actual 
degree sought or motivation to do 

so. Presumably
standards vary from department to deparment and 

the measure undoubtedly means

different things in diferent schools. HOtvever, the rating is not merely a

rankng wi thin class, for departents ,rere allowed to vary freely in the proportions
of their students whom they saw as Ph. 

D. material.
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Because of ' lihe high agree:nnt between raters, ratings l'rere pooled) and

divided into three groups; high, medium, and 10v1. For all practical purposes, High

corresponds to IIExceptionalll and II Superior, II l1edium to II Competent, II and 
LOVT to 

IIProblematicalll or "Doubtful.

Stipend holders, regardless of stipend type, are more likel r to receive

high ability ratings (see Table 6. 6).

It may be that RAts are given slightly higher ratings than TAts (which is

qui te true in natural sciences, but diluted by the high ratings of TA I S in fields

in i 1ich RAts are scarce), but overall the diference is between those with assis-

tantships or fellO''lshps and those without them. The lack of elevated ratings for

students with scholarships only probably stems from the fact that many of them have

veterans benefits v1hich are not supposed to be based on ability.

The relative importance of ability and other factors is given by a cross-

tabulation of the institutional predictors, ability, and stipend holding (see Table

7).

The ability difference is consistent vn thin sub-groupings by ' stage, division

and control. In each category students in th fellowships or assistantships are

rated as more able (although part of this could come from a tendency to use stipend

holding as a criterion for ability in making the ratings). Thus, ability seems to

count. However, the ability ratings can be used to draw some conclusions about

the effect of other variables.

William Erbe constructed the combined index. For discrepancies of two
or more categories, the student was assigned the median of the ratings, for students
wi th one category discrepancies, the student Has assigned the rating of the faculty
member who on a separate question reported greater familiarity with the student.
Discrepancies i.rhich could not be resolved by these rules, were solved by assigning
the rating closer to the median of the total distribution.
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Wi thin each stage and control group, natural science students
who are seen as poor Ph.D. material have almost the same
chance for a stipend as social sciehce and humanities students
who are rated as superior or exceptional, and a better chance
than social science and humanities students who are rated as
competent for Ph. D. work.

I'D. thin stage and division. groupings, public school students who are
rated as poor Ph. D. material have almost the same chance for
a stipend as private school students rated superior or
excellent, and a better chance than private school students
who are rated as competent for the Ph. 

Although in most comparisons, advanced students have better
stipend chances than master's candidates, the relationship is
not so strong that poor Ph. D. students have a better chance
than better master I s students.

stipend allocations, the institutional factors are strong enough that in the

In short, although ability undoubtedly plays a role in the process of

favorable school and field situations quite poor students are more likely to

have stipehds than outstanding students in less favored schools and fields.

The extent to io7hich financial need plays a role in stipend allocation is

difficult to assess. "tllat is really necessary is measures of the students t need

prior to the distribution of stipends and some control for the possibility that

needy students ..7ho did not receive stipends may have dropped out of school. Two

indirect measures of need, however, suggest that it plays little role in the dis-

needy.

tribution of stipends.

We have seen that more of them worked their way through school and that

As a group, students from lower status origins are more

they took longer to do so. The next chapter will show that their debt levels

are slightly higher. When the cases are divided according to the measure of

father's occupational status described in Chapter Three, there is no association

between status and aid, either for fellowships or for assistantships (see Table 8).

Controlling for the grouping of the institutional predictors which gives

the greatest range, we see that students from lower class origins have no advantage

The suggestion isover students from higher status levels, and no disadvantage.
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that financial need is not important in the distribution of stipends.

A second indirect measure of need or financial situation is famly role.

We have seen that in the nature of things, fathers have more difficult financial

si tua tions because in comparison with single students they have increased expenses

and in comparison with married iomen and husbands, they lack an additional bread-

winner. Their pattern of stipend holding is an interesting one (see Table 6.9).

For fellowships (non-duty stipends worth $1 000 or more after tuition) family role

seems to make no difference at all. Neither sex nor progression in the famly

cycle lead to any consi stent difference in fellowship holding. For assistantships

however fathers tend to be low, particularly where assistantships are cornon

Does this mean that they are discriminated against? liTe think not. The fact that

fathers are not discriminated against in fellowships implies that there is no

systematic tendenc;y to 1'i thhold aid from them. Remembering that fathers are very

likely to be 1.Jorking and to be supporting an expensive famly, perhaps they

cannot afford to be assistants. One may speculate that the fathers' need for

work income is such that they need more money than can be gleaned from an assis-

tantship. Certainly the pay and hours of assistantships are not designed for the

support of famlies, and possibly those students liJhO must support famlies must p

pass up these opportunties for higher paying jobs or those which give them more

hours of .mrk.

The factors associated d th stipend holding may be thought of as grouped

into three types. Division of study, type of school, and stage of study can be

considered institutional or si tuational factors because they are characteristic

of institutional contexts for graduate study rather than personal characteristics

of the student. Father I S occupation and faxl'ily role may be thought of as need

factors in the sense of describing basic financial circumstances which affect the

students I monetary situations. Ability, as measured by faculty ratings, is a
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measure of degrees of relative merit by deparmental standards.

The following general conclusions can be drwn:

Need appears to play 11 ttle or no role in the pattern of stipend dis-

Students from lower economic strata have no greater advantage or dis-tribution.

advantage in receiving stipends. Fathers , whose famly situations put them under

the greatest economic pressures have , if anything, fewer stipends. Thus, the

structure of stipends is such that slim economic resources do not provide any

comptitive edge , and the stipends which are most commnly available are possibly an

economic lux for the students in the most pressing financial circumtances.

Ability is related to stipend holding, in the sense that fellowship

and assistantship holders as a group are rated higher in native ability than those

with no aid and those with scholarships. There is no strong overal tendency,

however, for the very best to receive the more advantageous non-duty stipends.

8i tuational factors are quite important. Depending on stage , division

and typ of school, students of clearly lesser ability and need have better chances

than outstanding and needy students in less favored academic situations.

In general:

Natural science students have a distinct advantage over
social science and humnities students , regadless of the
type of stipend.

Ph.D. candidates have an advantage over master! s candidates
for most typs of stipends.

Public school students have an advantage over private school
students , for both teaching and research assistantships
although there is little difference by control in net value
of fellowships.

In addition, particular combinations of these variables stand out:

Advanced natural science students , except possibly in lower
stratum private scbools , have sucb bigh levels of stipend
bolding that tbey appear to have reacbed something like a
saturation point.
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b. Advanced humities and social science s'tents in public insti-
tutions have very high ra.tes for tea.ching assistantships.

c. Beginning social science and humnities students in private
schools have very low rates of support. OUtstanding students
in these groups have a lesser chance of receiving a stipend
than non-Ph.D. material in private natural science and public
institutions .

The preceding material considered only the presence or absence of a
stipend or a given type of stipend, thus ignoring a rather important aspect..-the

money. Even though there are shar differences in the holding of stipends, it is
not necessarily true that there are similar differences in money received. The

high rates of stipend holding amng advanced natural students may not mean that

more money is spent on them per capita, but merely that the soft-heared donors

divide it up into smaler packages an give more people a little money rather than
giVing lots of money to a few people. It turns out that this line of reasoning is

totally incorrect , but the figues are worth examning.
The simplest measure is the per cent of students receiving $2,000 or more

a year from their stipend among students who receive any stipend (see Table 6.10).

There is considerable range in gross receipts , and the pattern is not unfamliar.

Advanced students have bigger stipends (14 out of 17 comparisons); natural science

students have bigger stipends (15 out of 16 comparisons) and students in private

schools have bigger stipends (15 out of 15 comparisons).

When, however, tuition and fees are subtracted from the stipend totals to

give an index of net retur to the student, the control difference vanishes.
anything, net stipends values are higher in public institutions (10 out of 15 com-

parisons), but the fairest conclusion is that after tuition costs have been paid

control doesn't make much difference in the return to the stipend holders. Division

and stage of study, however, maintain rather sprightly effects. Considering those

students who bave only a non-duty stipend, the average advanced student in natural
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science receives $1,819 a yea: over and above tuition and fees, in comparison 'l1ith

$524 among beginners in social sciences and hum ties. Not only is the advanced

student in natul science more likely to receive a non-duty stipend, but when he
gets one it is about three tims as large as that of the bc=ginner in social sciences
and humanities.

In each of the 16 possible comparisons , natur.al science students ha.ve

higher net returs , and in 16 out of 17 comparisons , advanced students do better.

Although the pattern is consistent for each type of stipend, the evaluation of

stipend income among assistants should allow for possible differences in hours

worked before a firm conclusion is drawn (see Table 6.12). Regardless of school,

division, stage or type of assistantship, the average assistant reports between 15

and 20 hours per week for his actual duties (the questionnaire asked the students

to distingush between hours "in theory" and "in practice " but there was 'very

little difference). Among those with no non-duty stipend in addition , RA I S appear

to work a little more than TAts, but among the natural sciences RAls with an addi-

tional non-duty stipend labor drops to a gentlemanly ten hours per '!Teek, thus, over-

all there is little difference in hours for the two types of assistantship.

Using the arbi tral' Y estimate of a 39 week working year and the students 

estimates of their hours and wages, one can calculate the hourly pay for various

types of assistants (see Table 6. 13). Advanced students tend to have higher

hourly rates (10 out of 13 comparisons) and natural science students tend to have

higher hourly rates (9 out of 11 differences, plus one tie). There is no consistent

centrol effect, assistants in private schools having higher rates in five compari-

sons, assistants in public schools being higher in six.

Considering assistants who have no non-duty stipend in addition, the over-

all average hourly rate was 2. 32 after subtraction of tuition and fees, the

actual pay, of course, being somewhat higher.
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The major generalizations about the distribution of stipends , may now be

revised as follow:

1. Natural science students have a distinct advantage over social
science and humities students in terms of:a. Probability of holding a stipend of any typb. Amount of money received from non-duty sti);Emds

among holders of such stipends.

2. Divisional differences in the );ay rates for those with assistant-
ships only are slight , but if there is any tendency it is for
higher hourly rates among natual science students.

Ph.D. candidates have an advantage over master I s candidates in
terms of:a. Probability of holding a stipend of alst any typ.b. Amount of money received from non duty stipends amng

holders of such stipends.

4. Sta.ge differences in the pay rates for those with assistantships
only are slight, but if there is any tendency it is for higher
hourly rates among Ph..D. candidates.

Public school students have a distinct advantage over private
school students for both teaching and research assistantships
but there is little control difference in:a. Probability of holding a non-duty stipend for tuition

plus $1 000 or more.
b. Net vaue (after subtraction of tuition and fees) of

non-duty stipends among holders of such stipends.c. Hourly );ay rates for assistants, after subtraction
of tui t10n and fees.

Or somewhat more succinctly: Students in natural science and Ph.D. candi.

dates have advantages in stipends J regardless of how you look at it. Students in

public schools have an advantage in getting teaching and research assistantships.

Sources of Stipends

Academia being a mixtur of governental and private enterprise and academic

accounting systems having some notorious quirks, it is exceedingl difficult to tell

where the money realy comes from" for graduate students' stipends. Thus, for
example , stipend money given to students by their universities may become available

because a Federally financed research project covers the salaries of a given number

of faculty members so that more of the instructional budget can be alocated to
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teaching assistantships. Without seeking a subt e understanding of the economics

of graduate education, one can, however examne the patterns of sources reported
by the students in the samle in order to gain a rcugh idea of the major sources

of stipend funds.

The data on sources consist of answers to the fol owing question:

What is the source of the fuds for your stipend? (Circle
any which apply): University Fuds , National Fellowship
or Scholarship Program (Specify 'WhiChne) Research
grant to the project director from (Specify sourceOther (Specify)

Table 6.14 sumrizes the results. Clearly the graduate schools carry the

major load in providing stipend fuds. Forty per cent of the graduate students

receive money from their school (regardless of where the school uJtimately gets

the money), a little over 22 per cent receive money from the Federal government

(13 per cent receive veteran' s benefits, 9 per cent other stipends) and the next

most frequnt source, private national scholarship and fellowship program (Woodrow

Wilson, Ford, SSRO, etc. ) is reported by less than five per cent of the samle.
one excludes veterans benefits, only 23 per cent of the sample received support from

a source outside their o"W university. Because the data were collected prior to the

National Defense Education Act and the expansion of other stipend programs
, the

current percentage is undoubtedl higher, but it is proba.bly fair to say that

except to the degree that it provides general support for its institutions of higher

education, the nation as a whole is hardl subsidizing the studies of graduate students
in the ars and sciences.

Let us now consider the extent to which the differential distribution of

stipends discussed above can be explained by the patterns of stipend granting by

specific sources. Table 6.15 gives the source break-do"W by division, stage, and

control.--the three key vaiables in stipend alocation. With two exceptions the
differentials are small, the overal pattern of stipend distribution being created
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by the suming of a number of tiny differentials. It is clear , however , that

Federal fuds are far: from evenly distributed by division, and that chances for

receiving a stipend from one I S own school are heavily influenced by control. Among

Natural ientists , 16 per cent received stipend funds only from Uncle Sam, as con-

trasted with seven per cent in social sciences and ni per cent in humities.
The absolute percentage difference is sma, but the relative variation is con-
slderable. Similarly, 41 per cent of the students in state schools receive a

stipend only from their institutions, as contrasted with about a quarter in private

schools.

A somewhat over-simplified, but clearer picture of these differentials is

given by excluding students with mutiple sources and those with lIother sources

and examining the distributiOn of university, Federal, veterans benefits, private

national program , and employers against the three academic characteristics--control,

division, and stage.

Table 6.16 gives the per cent receiving a stipend from their universities

for this simplified sub-samle. The table shows that regardless of stage or

division, from half again to twice as many students in state schools receive a

stipend from their school as do those in private institutions" and in the social

science and humnities groups" (but not in natural sciences) advanced students are

more likely to be supported by their institutions. This pattern is quite famliar
and looks very much like the distribution of teaching assistantships. Is the con-

trol difference in University support explained by the heavier use of TAr s in state

universities , and their lesser frequency in private schools, particularly for social

science and humnities master 1 s candidates? No, it is not. Table 6 . 16b , which

excludes eaching assistants , still shows a considerable control difference

although the stage difference in social science and humities disappears. (That

, the fact that in Table 6.16a there 1s a relationship between stage and university
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support for students not in natural science , stems from the fact that in both

private and public schools TA opportunities increase with stage in social science

and humities , but not in the "saturated" natural sciences. Table 6.16b is of

som imortance in discussions of educational policy, since it suggests that there

is more to the control differential than policy on the use of TA ' s. The private

universities, whose tuition is much higher, also (are unble to) (choose not to)
provide other types of stipend as frequently. The bulk of this differential, of

course, coms from the greater frequency of research assistantships from university

fuds in the state schools , not differential policy on fellowships and scholarships.
In the humanities , where research assistantships are negligible, the control dif-

ference among non-TAl s is quite sma.

The patterning of Federal (other than veterans benefits) stipend support

in the Fal of 1958 is simle (see Table 6.17). Federal stipend support was heavily

concentrated in the natural sciences , and is fairly heavy particularly at the Ph.

level. Twenty-seven per cent of the natural science Ph.D. candidates in the simpli.
fied sample were receiving Federal stipends, ten per cent of the social science Ph.

candidates had a Federal stipend, and not a single humnities Ph.D. candidate in the.

sample reported one.

The remaining major souces--veterans benefits, private na.tional programs

and employers--show no maked association With stage" division, or control (see

Table 6.18). Private university students do get a little more than public, but the
difference is sml. In addition, veterans are concentrated among the masterl

candidates in private schools, but these three souces taken together do not con-

tribute much to the overal alocation of stipends.

RevieWing these findings on sources , the important conclusions appear to

be as follows:

1. 1\ though stipends are offered by a numer of sources , the major share

of providing stipend fuds falls to the students I own schools. In 1958" at least
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neither the Federal government, philanthropic organ! zations , or employers; taken

individualy contributed to the support of more than ten per cent of the students

(excluding veterans benefits from the Federal percenta ge) .

2. The major differential in university support lies in variations in
use of teaching aSS stants. Public schools clearly.'ire many more in any division,
and private schools seem particuJarly unwilling or unable to use TA I S in the social

sciences and humities.

3. Even after TA I S are excluded from the tabuJations , public schools still

provide more stipends per capita tha do private institutions--research assistant-

ships from university fuds being the major factor here.

4. The Federal government was a major source of stipend fuds for natuaal

scientists , particularly at the Ph.D. level, but students in other divisions rarely

received Federal money, except in the form of veterans benefits which are not as-

sociated with division of stud.
Stipend support from the IIprivate sectorll (private national programs

and employers) is smal and neither accentuates nor compensates for the differen-

tials in other sources.

Opinions on Duty Stipends

Remembering that 31 per cent of the samle cited "exploitation of its

schools" as a valid criticism of American graduate students, and also remembering

that assistantships cut down couse work as much as part-time jobs , one is prepared

to find seething indignation as the typical student I s reaction to his assistantship.

The crude data, however , do not support this idea (see Table 6.19). A

slight majority of the students (56 per cent) say they would like an assistantship

even if they didn I t need the money, 72 per cent of the assistants rate their job

as a "good" or lIunusual" opportunity for training in their field, and. two-thirds

(67 per cent) of the assistants say they have no complaints when asked a direct

question on the matter.
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The onJ important criticism is simply the amount of money received.

Twenty-nine per cent of the assistants cJ.1md to be underpaid , while only a

handf raised any other criticisms. Fiction to the contray notwithstanding,

apparently most professors do not browbeat their assistants or pirate their

discoveries.

Perhaps the strongest tribute to assistantships is that those who have

them like them even better than those who do not (see Table 6.20). Fellows, those

students with a non-duty stipend which nets them $1 000 a year of more after

tution, are clearly not chafing at the bit to go to work, but stil a third of

them (36 per cent) woud like an assistantship. Among ful-tim and par-time

workers, a little over 60 per cent would prefer an assistantship, while among

assistants themselves, slightly more than 60 per cent would prefer staying in

harness. Research assistants appear to be a little more satisfied, 54 per cent

preferring an RA, as compared to 42 per cent of the TA I s who would keep their
type of job if financial matters were of no concern.

Read this way, the bright side of the picture emerges. However, one

should also note that among all types of empoyed students , a third or more woud

prefer not to work, that 32 per cent of the TA I s would prefer some other type of

job, as would 25 per cent of the RA ' Clearly J the fit between desired and actual

work situations is far from perfect in graduate school. Even in the happiest group,

the RA' s, 46 per cent--alost half--would (at least at the fantasy level) prefer a
change of som sort.

Evaluations of the training value of stipends are fairly uniform (see Table

21). RegardJess of control, stratum, or stage of study, around 70 per cent of
the assistants rate their jobs as excellent or good in term of training, and the
difference between RA I sand 

TA J s is very slight. There does appear to be a slight

divisional effect. In the humities TA' s give quite high ratings, while in the
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natural sciences they consider their jobs somewhat less valuable (80 per cent versus

65 per cent). The reason undoubtedly is that fewer natural scientists are interested

in teaching and a greater per cent of them get TA s than in other divisions, so that

more often their apprentice training is . inappropriate for their professional futures.

It would be interest ng to have the reactions of RA I S in the hum ties , but alas

there were only eight of them. For what it' s worth, however , seven out of the eight

gave high ratings to their jobs.

Financial complaints among assistants appear to be endemic , rather than

concentrated (see Table 6.22). TAls, especialy in the humnities, have slightly

higher rates of financial complaints in most, but not all, compaisons, just as

we have seen they mae a little less money. The only systematic factor appears to

be stage. The farther along a student is the more likely he is to complain about

his wages , strikingly so among RA' s , and to a lesser degree among TA' s. We have no

further tabulations to explain this trend, but possibly the nearer a student gets

to the Ph.D. the more he expects professional rather than apprentice wages , par-

ticularly in research where the professionals can commnd. fairly high salaries.

In sum, except for those students with fellowships, teaching and research

assistantships are seen as quite desirable, aside from their vital economic im-

portance . The bulk of assistants rate their jobs as good or excellent in training

value, and less than a third have any complaint. That complaint, however , is alost
always the money.

Sun
A large number of independent and unelated decisions have the consequence

that stipends--the most important source of income for American graduate students--

are distributed far from randomly among students. Financial need plays little or

no role in this distribution, and although academic ability is related to stipend

holding, students of distinctly lesser ability are quite likely to have stipends if
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they are in the "right" academic niche. In particular , students in public insti tu-

tions , those in natural sciences , and those in advanced stages of graduate stud
tend to have disproportionate probabilities. There is, in fact , some indirect

evidence that ong advanced natural scientists in public schools and the larger

private ones a saturation point has been reached, such that some 85 per cent have

an assistantship or fellowship. When this is compared with the 36 per cent of

outstanding beginners in private social science and h1.ities departments , who have

such stipends , it is fair to conclude that institutional characteristics are more

important than ability in stipend allocation. The sam differentials occu in the

dollar value of stipends among those who receive one.

By and large , these discrepancies are built up from sma but consistent
differences over a range of stipend sources. However, the concentration (in 1958)

of U.8. Governent funds in the natural sciences , and the greater tendency for

pllblic institutions to provide not only teaching assistantships but other types of

aid playa considerable part in the pattern.

Attitudes toward assistantships are essentialy favorable, a majority of

the sample reporting that they would like an assistantship even if they didn 

need the money. About 70 per cent of the assistants give a high rating to the

training value of their stipends , but a fairly constant third complain that their

wages are too low.



Chapter VII.

The Pattern of Non-Stipend Income



A1 though stipends are the single most important source of income for

American graduate students, only 41 per cent get hal or more of their income
this way, only 24 per cent receive 80 per cent of their income from stipends,

and a mere 11 per cent are totally supported by scholarships, fellowships, or

assistantships. Almost all students have to supplement their stipend income,

and the majority must raise the bulk of their incomes from other sources.

How this is done is a very important question. To the extent that the

students rely on their own work, their studies must be slighted, yet aside from

employ .ent and stipends other sources are qui te Jimi ted. 1tVi ves playa vi tal

role in providing incomes for chidles:3 husbands, but children ted to come
along soon. Parents and in-laws sometimes contribute, but. family aid is not

very common for graduate students. Savigs and borrowings provide logical 81-
ternative possibilities, but savings must come from somewhere , and bo.croiidngs

must be repaid.

In this chapter we shall review the patterns of access to selected types

of non-stipend income in order to complete the picture of graduate students 

income sources. Particular attention will be pad to emp1o;yent because of its
importance as a barrier to completion of graduate studies.

Employment

The most important characteristic of graduate student employment is its

high overall frequency. Lumping together assistantships, part-time jobs, and

ful-time jobs, it is clear that the typical graduate student expects to be em-
ployed during the academic year (see Table 7.1). The only strong deterrent 

employment is the fellowship. Among students who do net have a fellowshin more

than 80 per cent expected emplo;yent of some type during the year, and even among

the fellows, almost half (44 per cent) anticipated some gainful employment (often,

110-
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of course, an assistantship). In the sample as a whole, thrE;e-quarters planed to

'rver k . Thus, the working graduate student is not deviant, but tyical. There are

some variations in work, but in every sChool, stage, division, and social back-

grund group, workers outnumber non-workers more than two to one, except , among

fellowship holders. The one exception to this rule hardly unermines it. Among

!. 

married women graduate students with children, a mere ' 55 per cent expected em-

ployment.

The differences that do appear are slight, (see Table 7.2), an are

generally Umi ted to non-fellows. Employment is a lit Ue more common among

natural scientists, students from lOi,j- status origins, advanced students, men and

among fathers. However, except for the mothers in the sample , there is no oell

in the sub-tables of Table 7.2 which has less tha 72 per cent expecting employment
among the non-fellows, and no cell in which more tha 55 per cent of the fellows

expected employment. Graduate students who do not receive a fellowship tyically
vdll work during the school year.

The uniformity of work does not mean that there is a unformity in types

of work. We have already seen the factors related to holding an assistantship.

Let us then look at the other two importat tys of employment, full-time and
part-time emPlOym nt in a non-stipend job.

Full-time Work

The group of students whose employment pattern is the most striking are

the full-time workers (those expecting a regular non-stipend job which requires

37! or more hours per week). Al though only 18 per cent of the sample fall into

this category, they stand out as a special group in many ways. We have seen that

they get the ver least amount of academic work done durng the year and that they
have the very highest incomes. They are thus a striking illustration of the

gradua te students 1 continual dilemma between money and course work. Al though they
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are the arhetypal illustration of this dilema, they are not archetypl graduate

students by any means. In some ways they do accentuate the general characteristics

of the sample, but in many others they stand out as a special sub-group with dis-

tincti ve patterns e

In Chapter III we saw that one of the most important factors in understand-

ing the students was a complex relationship between age" academic progress, and

progress in the life cycle For vari ous reasons graduate students I academic

progress does not proceed smoothly along the axis of age, but among the men, pro-

gress in the family cycle does. Thus, a goodly number of students are men over 27

trqith w.ves, childrn, but only a few graduate credits. This pattern is clearly

typical of the ful- time workers (see Table 7. 3).

Reading along the rOv1S of Table 7. 3, it is seen that controlling for age

and stage of academic progress, fathers are much more likely to exect to be em-

ployed full-time. Thus, among master' s candidates under 27, for example, one-

fourth of the fathers iv.ll have full-time jobs, as contrasted wi tJ1 12 per cent of

the husbands and seven per cent of the single men. Because the differences betueen

single men and husbands are small and inconsistent while the differences betiveen

fathers and husbands are fairly strong and consistent, and also because the dif-

.:rence holds in each age group, one may infer not merely that it is "naturalll for

students to take on full-time jobs limen they get older,; rather, it appears that the

financial pressures on fathers lead man of them into full-time jobs.

\rhen one scans the colums of the table, a second pattern is seen. teach

age and in each famly cycle group, full-tie workers are at an earlier academic
stage, and conversely, at each academic stage, full-time v10rkers are older.

could be that older students are enticed into full-time work, but in the context

of previous findings, it seems more probable that full- time 'lJorkers a e seriously

delayed in their degree progress. Thus, among the full-time vlorkers one finds the

greatest accentuation of progress in the famly cycle and the greatest retardation
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in academic progress.

In other wa;s, however, the full-tie workers do not accentuate the typical
(see Table 7.4). Their distribution by type of school is a special one. The dif-

ference is not really one of control or stratum. Rather, fun-time workers are

heavily concentrated in the lower stratum private institutions. In these schools

39 per cent of the students exect to 'Work full-time, while in Private I and in the

Public institutions full-time-workers amount to nine fer cent. Runnng the per-

centages the other way, Private II and III schools have 68 per cent of the full-

time workers, but only 33 per cent of the students who will not work full-time.

Although the survey data do not fully docuent the interpretation, some

suggestions for understanding this disproportion arise when the follow'..g findings

from Table 7 4 and previous chapters are noted:

1. In each typ of institution lower status students are a 11 ttle
more likely to be full time workers. (Table 7.4).

Tui tion and fees in Private II and III are not much less tha
Private I, and much higher than in Public schools.

Private schools are concentrated in the large urban centers, Public

schools in smaller oi ties.

4. Stipend aid is rather low in Private II and III.
Prvate I students tend to come from high class origins.

Taken together all of these things suggest that the smaller Private schools

serve a particular function in American graduate education. In the large urban

metropolises of the nation are thousands of youn men and women who are motivated

for graduate study but limted in their choice of school. If they live in the

Eastern states there are few first ran public institutions in their states, and
even if they are in the Middle West or Far West where the strongest fublic insti..

tutions are concentrated, the state school may be in a small tow a hundred miles
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or so away. If in addition, they come from lower status origins or have expensive

families to support they may find it necessary to enter a graduate school in their

ow city so that they may continue to work. Ths means a private institution.

The biggest private schools, however, are highly selective and quite expensive.

Given all of this, the smaller private graduate schools and the urban working

student seem to strike a mutualy advatageous "deal. The school provides these

students with opportunties for graduate study on a part-tie basis, and the higher
incomes of the working students enable the schools to compete for students while

maintaining high tuition and low stipend levels.

Whether or not such an interpretation which admittedly goes far beyond the

statistical data - is valid; type of school, family role, and age provide a g()lfcr

combination of predictors of full-time work (See Table 7.5). Among fathers age

27 or older, who are in Private II and III sChools, 69 per cent expect ful-time

jobs, but among non-fathers, uner 27, who are in Public or Private I schools,

three per cent will i'lork full-time.

Before too :many tears have been shed for the full-time .vorkers, it should

be noted that they are not characteristically slaving away in menial jobs. (See

Table 7.6). Only eight per cent have clerical or blue collar jobs, the rest work

in professional or managerial positions. The exact type of job varies by school

type and division: (a) Full-time w.orkers in the humanities include a high propor-

tion of school teachers; (b) natural scientists tend to have full-tie jobs as
professionas in the field in which they are studying; (c) outside of Private II

and III, natural science and humanities full-time workers are often college teachers;

(d) social science full-time workers tend to have executive positions in some

other field (e.g. a business executive doing graduate work in economics or a social

worker doing graduate work in psychology), but the general impression is that re-

gardless of school and division they have good jobs, not stop-gap positions.
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Table 7.7 underlines this point. Exoept in humanties (sohool teaohers) the ful-
time workers tend to average $500 a month or more, and among natural scientists

two-thirds or more are at or above the $6,000 a year level.

A brief look at their career plas and their academic ability as rated by

the faoulty will oomplete the portrait of the full-time workers (see Tables 7..8 and

9).. In Private II and TII the ful-tie workers are conspicuously less likely
to exect academic oareers wren they" finish, and except in natural scienoe, the

same is true in other schools. '!1hether because of this or for other reasons they

are a little less likely to be considered top academic material (except among

natural scientists outside of Private II and III). Thus, particularly in Private II

and III, the ful-tim\: worker is. less academioally oriented, and considered less

promising academically 

Can 1-1e now pull al this together? One way of looking at these materials
is that the proportion of full-time workers among graduate students is a result of

,.o different processes; first, some, but not many, graduate students tend to become

full-time workers; second, some, but not many, fun-time workers tend to become

graduate students. The questionnaire does not contai enough detailed material on
job histories to document the interpretation but our specultions are as folloTrJs:

1. Students who become ful-time workers
Those mae graduate students whose family qycle has gotten too

far ahead of their academic progress, may be impelled to tae on
ful-time jobs when ohildren arrive, since this is the only way to
compensate for the increased costs and decreased income when their
wives leave the labor force.

Possibly too, the student of lesser academic ability may take
on a full..time job, since he probably receives less encouragement
to stay in school full time.

Full-time '1Torkers who become students

In the larger cities vlhere smaller private gradute schools are
adapted to his needs, the full-tie worker who is in a field where
advanced degrees are an asset, may 1?e likely to do some graduate
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work on the side as bruh-up or promtion quification training,
particulrly if his salary is such that he can afford the tuition.

In adition , it may be that som lower status students in
larger cities who have not been able to amss enough savings or
capital to free themselves from their jobs continue to aim for
academic careers by doing pa-tim graduate work in a school
within comting distance.

Thus , the data on fu-timw workers probably conceal three different typs
of students, onJy two of which represent financial problems. The graduate students

who were forced into ful-time work because of famly responsibilities and the

hard pressed student who never got enough ahead to becom a fu-time student

both represent a financial problem group. Tbe unown, but undoubtedly high,

proportion of full-time workers who are actually well paid people in good jobs

picking up Bome graduate work to imrove their skills on the job should not be

counted among the problem groups.

Part-Time Work

The remaining typ of employmnt in the classification is pat-time jobs
non-stipend employmnt amounting to less than 37-! hours per week. Such jobs 

fairly common and present a distinct pattern in their distribution.

The myh of the impoverished graduate student putting himself throu
school by washing dishes in a beanery is somwhat sterotypical according to the

surey data. Amng the specific pat-time jobs reported (a number of students who

expcted part-time jobs had't located a specific position when the estionnaires

were admnistered) 36 per cent were classified as clerical or blue collar, the re-

maining 64 per cent falling into the professiona and maagerial positions typical

of the fu-time jobs. We tend to forget that except in the humnities , graduate

students possess training and skills which are in high demand in our society.

At the same time , it is clear that these jobs are supplementary and seldom

provide the major source of income. Thus, while 29 per cent of the sample expected
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a part-time job , only six :pr cent expected half or more of their total income

from a part-time job. Given these figues, the expectation is that the student

witn a part-time job is one With lesser access to more desirable income sources

(see Table 7.10). Tabulation of part-time employment by other income sources tends

to support this claim. The lowest rates of part-tim employment , not surrisingly,

are among those students with :t-time jobs , although even among these busy

students more than ten per cent are "moonlighting. More interesting, however, is

the strong negative relationship between stipend holding and part-time jobs.

Excluding the fu-time workers , 25 per cent of the stipend holders ex-

pected a part-time job; among non-stipend holders who were receiving income from

a spouse' s job or parents , 45 per cent expected a part-time job; and among non-

stipend holders with no income from famly sources , two-thirds expected part-time

work. Stipend holding tends to cut down part-time employment regardless of the

availability of famly sources , but amng students with no stipend , the availability

of money from spouse or parents makes a big difference in part-time employment.

The one group of students for whom part-time employment is "typical" are those who

have no incom from stipends , spouse , or parents.

The negative relationship between stipend holding and part-time work is

strong enough that it provides a sort of reversed sign post for locating part-time

workers. The factors which are positively associated With stipend holding are

negatively associated with part-time jobs (see Table 7.11). In Chapter VI it was

shown that natural scientists , advanced students, and students in public schools

were considerably more likely to hold stipends. Table 7.11 shows that part-time

jobs are more common among beginning students , social science and humnities stu-

dents , and private school students who are not in natural science. When , however,

stipend holding is controlled (Tables 7.11b and 7.110) these relationships attenuate

or disappear.
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To some extent part-time work appears to be a sort of do-it-yourself

stipend program, which has some implications for considerations of policy in

graduate education. While there is considerable doubt that stipend levels could

be increased sufficiently to eliminate fu-time work, it would appear that part-
time work could be cut considerably by an increase in stipends. Because the

typical stipend is a part-time job itself, not a fellowship, expansion of current

stipend levels would not cut down employment per se , but would tend to affect the

character and presumbly the educational value of the employnt which is endemic
among graduate students.

The major conclusions to be drawn from the analyses of student employment

are:

Emloyment of some sort is characteristic of graduate students. Among

students with no fellowship, more than eight out of ten will work during the school

year , and even among the fellows more than 40 per cent will have some sort of em-

ploymnt.

The students who expct ful-time jobs tend to be characterized by:

high paying professi nal and maagerial occupations , heavy famly responsibilities
striking retardation in academic progress , and concentration in the smaller private

schools.

It is hypothesized that there are realy three kinds of fu-time

workers: graduate student fathers who have been forced into employment because

of famly responsibilities; students from modest economic backgounds who have
never been able to get enoug ahead to afford ful-time study; and fu-tim workers

seeking brush-up or promotion certification training.

The smaler private graduate school in the large city appears to have

adapted itself to serve full-time workers.
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Par-tim jobs whe often hish level professional positions, appear

to be supplementary income souces , which substitute for stipends in those schools,

fields, and stages of study which are characterized by a small supply of stipends.

II. Famly Sources: Spouse and Parents

In may ways, income from famly sources appears to be a very desirable
souce of fuds for grduate students. To the extent that the graduate student re-

ceives money from parents or spouse , he can be freed from the employment that drags

out his studies and divides his attentions. Families have a strong interest

in the student' s training and are often--but not always-- motivated to help mae 

possible for students to get an advanced degree.

In other ways famly support presents problems and difficulties. To what

extent should a 30-year-old be dependent on parents , and to what extent should

parents be required to subsidize half a decade of studies in addition to fou ex-

pensive years of college? Although it appears that most young wives are willing

and able to work, how long should they be required to postpone the children which

are so important to them? What are the effects on a famly of requiring a young

mother to work to support her husband" Is it fair for the larger society, which

more and more considers these students as a vi tal natural resource , to saddle their

families with the financial responsibilities for getting the students trained?

Statistical data cannot answer the value questions, but an examnation of the

statistical facts can provide informtion for considering these questions. Without

attempting to decide what famlies should do, we can describe in some detail what
they do do.

Spouse I s Employment

The high frequency of mae graduate students with working wives has caused

some wry reactions among educators, if not among the students and their wives. 

noted educator remaks that graduate students work their way through "by the sweat
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of their fraus, " and a west coast school awards the wives of its doctorates the

honorary degree of If

p .

" for "putting hubby through. 

In previous chapters it has been shown that childless male students have a

very high proportion of working wives, that maried women students have a very high

proportion of working husbands, and that even amng men students with children a

surrising number of their Wives are in the labor force. Nevertheless, in Chapter

II it was shown that spouse' s emplojlent is seldom the predominant income source.

Among those with income from spouse s employment , only half get half or more of

their total income from this source. Thus, the graduate student famly is typi-
caJy a working team, in which total famly income is a sum of contributions from
both husband an wife.

The occupation of the spouse varies considerably with the sex of the student

and. the presence or absence of children (see Table 7.12).

1. Among husbands: 59 per cent have wives who are ful- time workers and.

non-students; 77 per cent of their wives have some sort of employment; only 11 per

cent are students onl, but 22 per cent of the wives are studying; and 12 per cent

.v .
are pure housewives (neither working nor studying). Thus, the typical wife in this

group is a ful-time worker.

two- thirds of the spouses are e housewives , 28 per2. Among fathers:

cent have some sort of job , and five per cent are students.

3. Among wives two-thirds of the spouses have a full-time job , half have

a fu-time job and are not students; around a quarter are students only.
Among mothers: Eighty-three per cent of the spouses have a ful-time

job; eight per cent are students only.

The differences aI'e sharp, but quite understandable. First , it is clear

tha.t in this socia.l group some sort of acti vi ty is almost inevitable for childless

married women. The wives, by definition are all students, and among the spouses of
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the husbands a mere 12 per cent are neither working nor studyng. Second, there

is some evidence of a double standard vrl th the implication that the husband! s studies

have higher priority. Among both the childless and the parents, a llOman student

is much more likely to have a student husband than a man student a student wife.

The evidence is indirect, but it would appear that if someone has to go to'lJork

it will be the Trr.e. Third. one notes the strong effect of children. .Aong men

the presence of children makes a 48 per cent diference in spouse's full-time

work; and among vlomen the mothers have a 20 per cent increase in employed spouses.

When children come along, family patterns are radically re-structured.

As in the case of full-time and part-time jobs, spouses' jobs tend to be

much more desirable than folklore would have j t--if only because it takes a pretty

good jOb to support a student family (see Table 7. 13). The ladies have done

especially well. A little less than 60 per cent of their 't.rorking husbands have

jobs classified as high status on the index described in Chapter III, quite a

number of them being married to college professors. Among the men, TrJorking vii ves

are concentrated in the middle status levels, the traditional women's professions

of school teaching, nursing, library work, and so on. For all practical purposes

the ..lorking Hives of male students are divided as follows: half in the feminine

professions, one-third secretaries, the remainder scattered over various jobs.

It should be stressed that spouses I jobs tend to't'lrd the professions vrl 

lower salary levels, very few of the students having husbands or wives in the

lucrative executive and major professional positions, but it is also true that

very fe T spouses are in the less desirable blue colla r or service occupations.

The middle class style of life of the married graduate student is supported typi-

cally by a middle class or upper-middle class occupation for the breadvrlnner.

In capsule form: The typi cal childless male graduate student is married to

a school teacher or secretary who brings in about half of the total famly income;
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the tyical graduate school father vJorks full or part-time himself, so that his

wife can stay home with the children; the childless wife in graduate school is

either married to student or is supported by a husband in a full- time profes-

sional job; the typical mother in graduate school is married to a professional man

ltmose job pays enough to make it possible for her to continue her studies.

The association between presence or absence of children and fe t s employ-

ment is probably the strongest statistical relationship in this study (Q = . 79),

but it is not perfect. Among the husbands a quarter of the spouses are not Hork:Lng,

and among the fathers abou t a quarter of the spouses are employed. While it could

be that some young mothers are career minded and some young brides are home oriented

a suspicion arises that economics play a part in deviations from the socially de-

fined family patterns.

To begin with, there is a slight relationship between class origins and

wives' employment (see Table 7. 14). Among the fathers, the lower the class origins

the higher is the proportion of spouses employed. Interestingly, the relationship

if anything is reversed among the husbands. Since Im-Jer status origins are

generally associated wi th less comfortable finances, the implication is that

while the childless ,-lives may work to satisfy career motivations , the ,-Jorking

mother (more specifically, the working wife of married male graduate students Hi 

children) is reacting to economic pressu.res. l'lore direct evidence for this inter-

pretation comes from a cross-tabulation of income from stipends, income from full-

time 'VJOrk, presence or absence of children, and employment of the students' uives.

(See Table 7. 15). The greater the income from stipends and the greater the income

from the student's own full-time work the less likely it is that wives are working.

For those fathers with no stipend and no ful-time job, 42 per cent have a working

wife; for those fathers with a stipend worth :j2 OOO a year or more and no full- time

job, 26 per cent have working wives; and for those fathers with a full-time job
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payig $4,500 or more for the academic year but no stipend, six per cent have work-
ing 'Wves. A similar pattern, but 'Wth less sharp differences appears among the

childless husbands. The same data can be re-arranged to show the simultaneous

effect of children and financial matters on wives' employment (see Table 7.16).

The use of both fact'Jrs improves the prediction considerably: A t one end, 84 per

cent of the childless wives in the tightest financial circumstances are working,

at the other, only six per cent of the most comfortably fixed mothers are employed.

At the "middle" the two factors appear in ba1ance--just about the same percentage

of most hard pressed mothers are working as most comfortably fixed childless ,vives.

Thus, it appears that the employment of graduate students' 'Hives reflects

both the social patterns of family life in these groups and also the economic pres-

sure for some students to have an alternative or supplementary source of income.

While the economic importance of the working ,dfe is apparent to readers of

the statistics in this report and is apparent to the educators who make up the wry

quips on the subject there is some doubt that the student famlies see it this way.

Unfortunately, there are no schedule
(:4:

the s ;s I wives, but if their hus-

bands I impressions :reto bE3 I'ustedj the "spouses are not resentful of the burdens

they carry. Harried students were asked, "How would your spouse feel about 

continuing in craduate school for another year after this one? For two or more years

after this one? II If the per cent checking "Probably Disapprovell
III

Disapprove!! is taken as an index of spousal rebellion " the level

or IIDefini tely

of discontent is

low and unrelated to spouse I s employment and presence of children (see Table 7. 17).

vlhile about one-fifth of the students report that their spouse would disapprove of

two more years of stud;-, disapproval is only slightly higher among worldng mothers

than other groups, although the evidence is fairly clear that their employment is

condi tioned heavily by financial pressures.

men Tiore surprising is the relationship--or rather laCk of relationship
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betwen spouse's employment and fertiJi ty e:xectations. Throughout the report

the evidence, whle indirect, has been abundantly clear that the advent of off-

spring has dire consequences for the married mae graduate student. Children add

to expenses, subtract the wife's income, make it less possible for men to live on

assistantships, make it more probable that men will take on full-time jobs and be

greatly slowed up in their degree progress. 1rJi th all this in mind, let us look at

the fertility exectations of the male students (Table 7.18). In each comparison

wife I S employment has only a minimal deterrent power on fertility expectations

if any--BUT if the wife is studying, flertility expectations are conspicuously 10l18r.

AJ though age, and religious difference might be at work here, the suspicion arises

that graduate students are willing to postpone their families in order for Their

wives to complete school, but except for those with two or more children already,

economic dependence on wives' employment does not play much role in fertility plans.

'1' sWl1ariz e:

The spouses of women students tend to have quite good jobs, the spouses

of the men tend to have fairly good jobs.

The rate of employment of students' wives is a joint function of family

situations and economic pressures.

There is no evidence that the working 'Wves are' rebellious about their

lot, and no evidence that male students weigh the economic importance of vlorking

wives in their fertility plans, even though if the wife is a student, fertility

expectations are lowered considerably.

It would appear that the working wife is a highly strategic, but somellhat

unappreciated economic resource for the male graduate student.
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Parental Aid

In theory parental aid should be a major and benign form of financial

support for students. To the extent that parents can and 'Wll aid students their

sons and daughters can finish graduate study sooner; because graduate students come

from relatively high class origins, their parents should have more funds available

than the general population; and almost all students have living parents 't-Jhile onl;y-

a minori ty have w. ves but no children.

In practice, however, less than a quarter of the students expected to re-

ceive any help from home (this figure excludes loans from parents 'Wch are included

in the debt data). Whle one is tempted to speculate that there is some cultural

barrier against parental aid for graduate study, detailed examnation of the data

suggest,s that the probability of receiving help from parents is primarily a function

of the financial circumstances of the parties involved. Among students vIDO need aid

and Whose parents are relatively able to provide it, a majority do receive help

from home.

Thus, the 10'11 levels of parental support actually stem from 10ioT levels of

need and the fact that While graduate students come from relatively prosperous
homes , in absolute terms most of them come from famlies of rather modest means.

A direct question on parental aid (Table 7.19) gives the follo'Wng results:

Twenty-three per cent expected some help from parents

Four per cent had no living parent

Of the remaining 73 per cent, six out of ten said, "I don't
need any support from them, II only three per cent said, "They
are unwilling to support my graduate education.

Putting it another way, 'Wile only 23 per cent receive aid, of those v1i 

a living parent I-Jho did check, "I don't need any, "

....

that is, among the 52 per

cent of the sample vIDO have a parent and Hho "need" help... . half are receiving aid.

Thus, the most common reason for not receiving parental help is lack of need

for it. Ansuers to such opinion questions may be misleading and "I don't need any"
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may be checked out of stubborn pride or may actually mean "I don't need it enough

to ask my parents to make such a sacrifice, " but the characteristics of students

who checked this item suggest that there is a degree of realism in the anSvTer.

In terms of background characteristics the most important correlates of

perceived need are age and famly situation (Table 7. 20a). The older the student

the less needy he feels; married women feel less needy than married men; and the

married, but childless students are particularly optimistic. These patterns are

congruent i'li th the analysis of income situations, whch showed higher vTorking

levels among older students; good jobs for the husbands of married woen students

and particularly felicitous finances for the married, but childless student.

"Jhen the non-needy are subtracted from the table ( Table 7 .20b) family

si tuations seem to make little difference in receipt of parental largess. \-1i thin

an age group, needy students (regardless of marital status and presence or absence

of children) seem to have about the same probabilities, although for men the young

husbands may be a little low in support levels. Age, however, makes considerable

difference. The older needy student is considerably less likely to receive help

from home. Perhaps parents feel that a child pushing thirty should be independent

but p rhaps also, a child pushing thirty has parents pushing sixty and experiencing

the 10trJered incomes of the later working years. It is ironic that in modern

America it does not seem possible to launch the younger generation of professionals

during the normal working life of the parental generation.

Because married students have tiiO sets of parents, the data in Table 

may have over-estimated the propensity to support them. (Table 7. 21)

Exaning support from parents and spouse' s parents separately does not change the

picture much. Regardless of sex and presence of children, married students are more

likely to receive support from their Oim parents than from their in-laHs. Sub-

tracting in-lavT support from the data in Table 7. 20b" does not change the general
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conclusion that need and age are the major factors, marital status and children

playing a negligible role. Parents do not seem to cut support much -vmen their

children marr, or raise it conspicuously When they become grandparents.

T'!le inference from all of this is that parental aid is more affected by the

studentfs economic situation than by any particular prescriptions or proscriptions

associated with kin relations in middle class America. This can be seen more

directly, l-Jhen parental aid is tabulated against the key income sources (Table 7. 22).

In Table 7. 22 students are classified by the presence or absence of full-

time work and non-full-time workers are categorized in terms of receipt of income
from spousefs e ployment and the more lucrative stipends (assistantships and fellou-

ships). The per cent checking flI don't need anyfl increases up the colums of this

index for both men and women; in each comparison holders of larger stipends report

themselves as less needy; and those 'W th a 'Horldng spouse (particularly among the

women vlhose husbands tend to have good jobs) see themselves as less needy; as do

the full-time 1'orkers. For full- time vJorkers and uomen 'Wth an employed husband

two-thirds say they don I t need any help from home; but among students vJi th no bread-

1,anner and no major stipend, the needy are in a majority. Just as need decreases

down the columns, the per cent receiving parental aid increases up the colums.

About half of those with nobreadw.nner and no stipend are receiving help from home

as contrasted I'd. th less than ten per cent among the full-time workers. The third

column, vJhich gives the per cent flneedy, lI but not receiving aid, shows no relation-

ship with the income classification.

By and large it appears that one can trust the students I claim that the major

reason for lack of parental support is lack of perceived need , which is heavily

affected by the availability of a breadwinner and the allocation of stipends.

While student affluence is a major factor in depressing parental aid 1 half

of the self-defined needy are receiving no help from home. In order to understand
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these situations it is necessary to shift from Gharacteristics of the students to

characteristics of their parents. Although other factors undoubtedly influence

the relationship, two variables come pretty close to telling us whether a needy

student will receive parental support in graduate school. The first is father'

occupation--considered here as an index of the socia-economic status of the

parental famly. The second is a question about the value climate of the parental

home , as follows:

Which of the followng best describes the situation in your famly
when you were in high school?

It was "naturally assumd" that the children would go to
college.

Children who wanted to go to college were encouraged to do
so by one or both parents, but it wasn't assumed that all
would go.

It was not assumed that any of the children would go to
college.

Considered simultaneously, the two items provide a measure of two important

dimensions of socio-economic status: first , the orientation of the famly toward

higher education, and second, economic resources. Variation by father' s occupation

within an orientation group will be considered as a measure of economic factors

variation in orientation within an occupational group will be consid red as a

measure of famly value climtes.

Both variables affect parental aid among the "needy" (see Table 7. 23).

Within €8cb orientation group the higher thefather' e occupational level the igher

the proportion aided, and wi thin each occupationa group, the more college oriented

the famly, the greater the proportion aided. Among needy children from elite
college oriented famlies around two-thirds are receiving help from home , while

among those from non-college oriented low status famlies 18 per cent of the needy
have parental aid for graduate studies.
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The results can be sumized in a single table showing the simultaneous
contribution of the student I s financial situation and characteristics of the parental

famly in affecting parental aid (see Table 7.24). Down the colums students are

grouped according to income sources , and across the rows they are grouped according

to parental famly characteristics. Numer of siblings has been added to the

parental famly data because there is a tendency for those from larger famlies to
be lower on receipt of aid from home.

In each colum the proportion receiving help from home decreases with the

availability of other income sources, and for each financial group there is a steady

progression from the low status , non-college oriented, larger famlies to the high
status, college oriented, smal famlies. Among students With a full-time job , who

come from low status , non-college oriented famlies , two per cent receive parental

aid; among students with no stipend or breadwinner from sDal, high status , college

oriented famlies two-thirds receive help from their parents.

What is perhaps the most interesting aspect of the table is the small pro-

portion of students who fall in the groups where parental aid is probable. Only a

fifth of the sample are in the no breadwinner, no stipend group, and among them 40

per cent are from famly types With low support potential. Of the cases in the

table, only 12 per cent are in the combination of situations which makes parental

aid more probable than improbable.

The findings do cast doubt on the idea that parents "won I t II aid graduate

students. In certain categories two-thirds are receiving help from home. At the same

time e doubt is cast on the possibilities for increasing reliance on this source.

Because perceived need for parental aid is less common for students with breadwinners

or stipends , and so many students have one or both, perceived need for aid is low.

Although graduate students come from relatively high status origins , absolutely speak-

ing most come from moderate and low income famlies with other children to support
hence the ability to pay and motivation of their parents is limited. When , in
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addition, the low level of support for older students and high proportion of older

students in graduate school is considered, it seems that the possibilities for in-

creased support from parental famlies are slight.

Of the two sources of famly support--parents and spouse--it is clear that

the mme important economic resource for the graduate student is the spouse and that

economically, at least , the students are independent of their parental famlies.

III. Borrowing and Savings

In terms of unerstanding the economic problems of graduate students saving

and borroVlng can be treated together as positive and negative signs of' net finan-

cial positions. The existence of' savings will be treated as a sign of net gain and

the existence of borroVlng Vlll be treated as a sign of net losses during the aca-

demic year. From this point of' view an analysis of these two income sources serves

not only to complete the description of non-stipend income but also to indicate the

net financial pos1 tions for various types of graduate students.

On the whole the net position of the students appears favorable (Table 7. . 25).

Nine per cent expected to borrow money during the year, while 47 per cent had savings a

of $500 or more at the beginning of the term. Debt , however , is c'lative , and the

best predictor of future borrowing is present debt (see Table 7. 25b ) . Among the

students with less than $100 in non-durable debts (debts for expenditures with no

re -sale value , as opposed to mortgages installent payments etc. ) five per cent
expected to borrow, but among those with $100 or more in debts 27 per cent expected

some form of loan. Percentaging the debt data another way (Table 7. 25b) a less con-

servative :fgue can be derived. If students who either 1) have an existing debt

or 2) expect to incur one during the year , are caled debtors 23 per cent of the

sample are debtors , 77 per cent are debt free. Examning the cells of the table

one sees that four per cent are new debtors 14 per cent are old debtors who did not

plan to borrow more in 1958-1959, and five per cent were recidivists old debtors

who expected new debts.
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Even under this less conservative definition of debt , about the same pro-

portion (22 per cent) had savings of $1 500 or more as were debtors (23 per cent).

The generally rosy picture, could however, mask dire economic situations

for particular groups of students. However, it turns out that the distribution

of net positions is essentialy unrelated to the variables which have been impor-

tant for other financial analses.
Type of school and division of study are very important for the distribu-

tion of stipends , part-time work, and ful-time work, but debtors and savers are

fairly evenly distributed by division and school. Social scientists may be a

little higher on debt , humities students may be a little lower on savings
private school students are a little more likely to be savers , but the similari-

ties are more striking than the differences. While division and school make

important differences in the sources of income , they are not related to net

financial positions.

Famly role has been shown to be strongly associated With total income

full-timework, spouse' s employment, and slightly associated with assistantships

but there is no consistent difference in debt and savings by famly role (see

Table 7. 27). The hard pressed fathers have a little more debt than single men

but they also are more likely to have high savings. While famly role maes im-

portant differences in the source and level of income, it is not related to net

financial position.

Simlarly, age and stage play no consistent part in debt or savings

(Table 7.28). Beginning and advanced students , younger and older students

accelerated and retarded students have essentiall similar savings and debt
proportions. While age and stage are strongly related to stipend holding, employ-

ment , and income, they are not related to net financial position.

In fact , there is only one variable which appears to have a relationship
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to savings and debt. The relationship is not terribly strong, but debts increase

and savings decrease as one moves from the highest socia-economic origins to the

lowest (Table 7.29). It has alead been reported that graduate students from low
status backgrounds take longer to get their undergraduate degrees , are more likely

to be working full-time , and less likely to receive parental help, all of which is

indicative of chronic economic problems. Even so, more students from the lowest

status level have $500 or more in savings than are debtors. .A though the students

may not view it in this optimistic fashion, perhaps the deficit position of the

lower class student can be considered a personal investment in social mobility which

is a substitute for the famly support of the higher status students.

While it will be shown in the next chapter that for the small proportion of

students with high debts and low savings , financial worries are very high, the

general run of negative findings here perhaps tells more than could have been

gained from discovering some correlations.

The implication is that in term of the fact9rs which explain how students

are supported, net position is a random variable. While students in different

schools , divisions , famly situations , and stages have quite different ways of

financing their studies , they don I t differ much in the degree to which they can

balance their books. The debtor and saver appear to be people who differ in their

ability to maage their resources , or people subject to fortuitous troubles (opera-

tions , medical bills , famly crises) rather than people with differential access to
sources of income which guarantee solvency or promote destitution. Except for tl1e

students from particularly high or low class origins, we have been unable to locate

any particular groups of graduate students for whom continued study means increasing

wealth or increasing indebtedness. While this nice balance may be achieved by 

adapting scholastic progress to economic needs , rather than adapting economic si tua-

tions to the necessity for scholastic progress (suggested by Chapter V) the analysis
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has been unable to pinpoint any dager spots in term of disproportionate debt among
the graduate students in the sample.

Sum
In this chapter we have reviewed the major sources of non-stipend income for

graduate students: fu-time work, part-time work, spouse s employment ) aid from

parents ) debt and savings. Rather than review the specific findings which are sum-

marized at the end o;f the particular sections of the chapter, let us attempt to pro- 

vide a more general s1.ary of the financial situation of the graduate students.
While the chicken-egg problem is a serious one in such data, the themes are as

follows:

It appears that graduate students (at least in 1958 before the advent

of National Defense Education Act Loans) place a high premium on remaining d.ebt

free. Savings are high, borrowing is low, and the levels of each are fairly con-

stant among all types of students. Interpreting this in another way, it appears that

the students "decide II how much money they need to keep even in a given year and then

raise it, even if this means cutting down seriously on academic progress. While a

rational case can be made in favor of borrowing for graduate study (and a rational

case against it) the argunt appears to have fallen on deaf ears.
In raising the money needed, it is alost inevitable that the student

will work during the year. The differences are almost entirely in the type of work.

If assistantships are available they are almost universally preferred, but when they

are not (and they are not very common among non-natural scientists in private

schools and among master' s candidates), part-time work is the next alternative.

For the fathers , however, and for some lower status students in private universities

ful-time employment is the only solution which provides sufficient fuds. A large

proportion of the full-time workers , however , are genuine "pat-time ll students who.

happen to be takng a few courses , not graduate students who happen to be working
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fu1 time.

Support from famlies really doesn I t modify the picture much. While

spouse I S employment is an important source of income, the added return is probably

offset by the added expenses of a larger famly and except for some of the

husbands , II maried students have IIch higher incomes , but are not much "better

off. Parental aid is apparently turned to only when other sources are lacking,

and is generally available only from the parents of those students from high

status origins.

Graduate students tend to support themselves. Their university situa-

tion may make it possible for them to support themselves with an assistantship

rather than part time or fu1 time work; their spouse may add enough additional

income to offset an increased budget of a family; and parents help when they can

and when there is no other al ternati ve , but , by and large , the graduate student

(except for the smal proportion of fellows) has no access to financial resources

which give him enough margin to retire from the labor force and enjoy the cerebral

delights of the ivory tower

Thus , the self-sufficient , thrifty graduate student , while apparently in

a much more advantageous financial position (in term of income , savings , debt

etc. ) than had been thought at the beginning of this research, can be thought of

as a man handicapped by a late start but busily at work, keeping his ship afloat

by patient labors and throwing the cargo of academic credits over the side , while

being relentlessly pursued by an invisible stork.



Chapter VIII.

Concerns About Money: Worr and Ex ec tations



As with any important human value , there is a subjective side to money.

A vast body of social science literature supports the claim that there are

important relationships between finances and attitudes. A recent national

survey shows that there is a positive relationship between income and happi-

ness. Among respondents with incomes of $l5,OOO a year or more 53 per cent
reported themselves as "very happy, " while among those with annual incomes of

under $l , 000, 20 per cent gave this answer. At the same time there is evidence

that perceptions of finances are not totally objective and that perceptual

mechanisms influence our beliefs. thus, Bruner and his colleagues have sho'

that when children are asked to estimate the physical size of coins , they tend

to distort them in terms of the monetary re at10ns 1pS. Although graduate

students are highly intelligent, there is no reason to believe that they are

immune to attitudinal and perceptual influences. In this chapter we shall

treat one attitudinal variable--worry about finances--and one perceptual vari-

able--estimates of future income--to gain understanding of the subjective

dimension of finances among the graduate students.

Gerald Gurin, Joseph Veroff, and Shiela Feld

, "

Tabular Supplement to
Americans View Tl.eir Mental Health (Ann Arbor: Survey Research Center
University of Michigan, 1960) (Processed), Table B-l.

J. S. Bruner and C. C. Goodman, IIValue and Need as Organizing Factors
in Perception, Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology , XLII (1947) 33-44.
Subsequent studies have led to some modifications of the interpretation, but
not to the general IipointlJ of perceptual variation.
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t-1orry about Money

tfhat proportion of i erican graduate students are worried about their

financial situations? Not a very high one, if answers to the question, Ii

much do you worry about your immediate financial situation?" are taken at

face value (see Table 8. 1). Eight per cent say that finances are their most

serious problem right now; 23 per cent report that they worry but that it

ian t their most serious problem, while 69 per cent are either not worried

or pleased.

It is possible to get some rough idea hO\1 the rate of worry for the

sample compares with that of the United States as a whole. The fo llowing

question has been asked by a variety of opinion researchers: What 'tvould you

say is YOUR biggest worry these days--the thing that disturbs you MOST?'I We

shall report two sources, the Gallup Poll already cited , and Samuel Stouffer

Communism, Conformity, and Civil Liberties Stouffer set out to find, at the

behest of the Fund for the Republic , the extent to which the American public

was worried or concerned about either the threats to civil liberties concom-

itant to the McCarthy era or the threats of subversion used to justify re-

strictions on civil liberties. He found that the populace as a whole was con-

cerned about neither. Instead, most people tended to worry about much more

imediate matters, particularly money and health, and also the potential

effect of war on sons in the Armed Forces. The question which he used to tap

the most general dimension of concern was quite similar to Gallup s, as were

his results.

American Institute of Public Opinion, September 22, 1951.

samel A. Stouffer, Communism , Conformity and Civil Lib (Garden
City, N. : Doubleday. 1955), pp. 58-69.
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Gallup found that the largest single group of worriers consisted of

people who worried about money--45 per cent of his sample. Stouffer found

almst exactly the same percentage--43. The threat of '.Jar was second in

1951 , naturally enough, closely followed by health, whereas in 1954, Stouffer

found that health was the second most pressing concern for the population at

large.

Clearly the kind of free answer questions used by Gallup and Stouffer

are not comparable with our closed question. However, it "as our auggestior.

to our respondents that finances might be a pressing concern--not only by ask-

ing directly about financial worry, but by devoting more space to financial

matters than to any other topic in the entire questionnaire. Despite this

fact, only 31 per cent of our sample responded that they were seriously wor-

ried about finances; and only eight per cent reported that they were most

'ti1orried about money. From these considerations one may tentatively conclude

that the sample is less worried about money than the American population.

light of our emphasis on finances, this conclusion would seem to be rather

conservative, but the differences in question wording will not allow us to

say more.

While the absolute level of financial worry may be 10't'1 among the stu-

dents , it is possible that relative to their other problems, financial worries

are the most frequent and have the most serious consequences. One \.ay of

assessing this possibility is to compare financial worry \.ith other problems

which affect student morale. In Chapter III it was sho' that using esprit

items originally constl cted for surveys of the American Army, graduate

students ' esprit compares favorably with the highest levels of morale among

enlisted men in the second World War (although it is lower than for officers
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promoted from the ranks). An index of morale was constructed from answers to

the questions: In general, how would you say you feel most of the time,

in good spirits, or in low spirits? (1 am usually in good spirits, 1 am in

good spirits some of the time and in low spirits some of the time, I am usually

in low spirits), and b) In general what sort of a time do you have in graduate

school? (I have a very good time, I have a pretty good time, It s about fifty-

fifty, I have a pretty bad time , and I have a rotten time. LOVl morale ,vas

defined as giving less than the most positive response ("I have a very good

timell or i'I am usually in good spirits ) to both items; high morale was de-

fined as giving the most positive response to one or both items.

Morale varies with financial worries, academic worries, and social re-

lationships. Academic '-Torry was measured by ans''lers to the question, "How

satisfied are you ''lith your academic standing in the department?" , worriers

being defined as those who checlted "Fairly dissatisfied" or liVery dissatis-

fied. .. Social integration also contributes to morale, married students having

higher scores on the index than single students; those who report that they

belong to an informl student group having higher morale than those who do

not. Considering all these variables at once, it is seen that each contrib-

utes to morale (see Table 8. 2).

Holding constant the other factors; on the average...

Financial worries produce a l7 per cent difference.

Academic worries produce a 13 per cent difference.

Marital status produces a 10 per cent difference.

Peer group membership produces a six per cent
difference.
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Because financial worries and academic worries produce about the same

effect and because their incidence is about the same, one can conclude that

they are about equally important as factors in morale. Neither , however , is

decisive, nor are the four variables considered in the table. Amng those

worried about grades and money who are single and not members of student

groups, 29 per cent still have relatively high morale; while among those who

are married, members of student groups, and worried about neither finances

nor grades, 23 per cent are low on the index.

The conclusions to be drawn are: Financial worries are about as impor-

tant as academic worries in producing lO l morale, but student morale levels

are also influenced by social integration and other factors which have not

been identified. While financial worries have a demonstrable deleterious

effect , their elimination would not affect the over-all morale level of gradu-

ate students (as measured here) more than a few percentage points.

While the evidence so far would lead to the inference that financial

'-lorries are not an over\.helming problem among graduate students, it is still

true that about one-third are concerned to some degree. Who are these stu-

dents, and what are the factors which affect their uorry?

On the whole , financial worry shows little relationship with the vari-

ables and characteristics which have been used to analyze the students ' finan-

cial situations. There are differences, of course , but generally speaking

financial worry is not strongly associated with family role, age, academic

stage, division, stratum, control, or stipend holding.

Family role is strongly related to financial problems, but weakly re-

lated to financial worries (see Table 8.3). lhile there is considerable evi-

dence that fathers are subject to heavy financial pressures, and husbands have
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relatively favorable circumstances, fathers are only nine percentage points

higher in '\lorry, and husbands are about the same, \1hen compared '\lith single

men. Fathers \o1orry more, but I' less more" than '\1ould have been predicted.

Advanced students have many advanta.ges in stipends and in total income,

but their worry is no less than that of beginners. Similarly, older students

ha.ve higher incomes, higher levels of employment , but no difference in worry

hen compared with younger students (see Table 8.4).

Division, a prime factor in stipend allocation, and an important factor

in salary differences among full-time workers, makes little or no difference

in worry. Students in the humanities have only an eight per cent edge in

worry, hen compared with students in natural science , the difference only

approaching statistical significance (see Table 8.5).

Type of school does ShO'tl some relationship, but not of a type which

makes sense in terms of the previous analysis (see Table 8. 6). Students in

lower stratum public schools are more worried, but no aspect of their finan-

cial situation which has turned up in the analysis can account for this dif-

ference.

Stipend holding, in itself , is not consistently related to financial

worries (see Table 8. 7). Fellows are indeed prone to be worry free, but

assistants, and those with scholarships appear no more or less worried than

those with no aid.

One background factor which does show some relationship is father

occupation (Table 8. 3). the association is moderate at best, but the lower

the class origins, the greater the worry.

The relationships which have been turned up are what one would expect.

the higher degree of worry among fathers , lower status students, those who do
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not have a fellowship, and those in humanities fit into the mosaic of relation-

ships which has been reported in previous chapters, although the worry levels

in low stratum public institutions do not.

A more important question, however, is ,ghy are these associations so

lo,v? If fathers are so hard pressed , ''1hy don t they '"lorry much more rather

than a little more? If stipends are so financially advantageous, why doesn

possession of one lower worry levels perceptibly? These questions cannot be

answered fully, but three lines of evide."1ce give us some promising leads.

the first concerns the relationship between net position and worry, the second

concerns the social psychological concept of relative deprivation, and the

third involves tvork levels.

At the end of the previous chapter , it was shown that although the

major background variables are strongly related to how students are supported

except for father s occupation, they tend to be unrelated to savings and debt--

that is , these factors do not predict whether students will come out even.

Since this is the same pattern shown by the relationships with worry, the sug-

gestion 1s that worry is caused by problems in balancing tbe books, not the

structure of income sources. to a considerable degree tbis appears to be the

case (see Table 8. 9). 'tJhen worry is tabulated against perceived adequacy of

income, savings, non-durable debt, and durable debt, fairly strong associations

appear. Those students "lho anticipate a deficit are much higher in 'uorry, as

are those with lower savings, greater durable debt, and greater non-durable

debt. Among those who believe they will have enough to get through the year,

who have $500 or more in savings, and relatively low debt levels J l5 per cent

are worried. Conversely J among those e::pecting a deficit and who also have

10'"1 savings and high debts, more than 80 per cent are worried about their im-

mediate financial situation.
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vfuile it is hardly astounding that debtors and potential debtors are

more worried about money, the point is important , for it helps to explain

the lO"1 levels of worry among the students. Because financial worries are

strongly affected by anticipated and existing debts, the persistent tendency

to avoid debt , documented in the survey, goes some distance in explaining the

low level of worry among the students. In addition, the fact that debt appears

to be a function of idiosyncratic circumstances means that such things as vari-

ation in stipend levels, marital situations, and children are not much re"

lated to levels of financial worry.

A second mechanism involved here is that of relative deprivation. The

concept was developed in the American Soldier studies when a snnilar problem

arose--the lack of association between objective circumstances and subjective

reactions. The authors of the military studies concluded that subjective re-

actions are heavily affected not only by the realistic circumstances, but also

by people s tendency to evaluate their circumstances by comparison with the

situations of others. Thus, although the Air Force had higher promotion rates

than the Military Police, attitudinal differences regarding promotion, if any-

thing, were inverse to unit promotion rates among soldiers with similar pro-

motion statuses. The conclusion was that non-promoted soldiers in the Military

Police were not so frustrated because few of the people they knew had been pro-

moted , while in the Air Force, the non.. promoted felt relatively deprived in

comparison with soldiers they knew and used for a standard.

n1e theory is described in detail in Robert K. Merton and Alice S. Kitt
Contributions to the Theory of Reference Group Behavior. I. In Robert K. Herton

and Paul F. Lazarsfeld (eds 

), 

Continuities in Social Research . Studies in the
Scope and Method of ' The American Soldier (Glencoe, Ill., The Free Press , 1950),
pp. 40-105; and in James A. Davis

, "

A Formal Interpretation of the Theory of
Relative Deprivation " Sociometry, 22 (1959), 280':296.
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The same sort of mechanism can be seen among the graduate students.

(See Table 8. 10. Students were asked, "Compared with other graduate students

you know, would you say that your financial situation is--Much Better, Slightly

Better , About the Sam, Slightly Worse, or Much Worse?" Relative deprivation

affects worry regardless of perceived income adequacy. Among the students who

expect a surplus, but feel they are worse off than their friends, are

worried than among those who only expect to come out even , but feel their situ-

ation is much better o slightly better than that of their friends.

To the extent that worry is affected by relative deprivation within

student groups, there will be a dampening of any correlations between worry

and student characteristics. Among groups of students with difficult finan-

cial situations , relative deprivation will make them less worried, and among

groups of students in very good circumstances relative deprivation will tend

to nwke them more worried. While the mechanism can be either euphoric or dis-

phoric in its effects, the net result will tend to be a homogeneity in atti-

tudes across schools, fields of study, living units, and other factors which

affect student groupings.

The third major factor in worry involves work. The effects are compli-

cated, but in the end appear to be rather easy to understand. To begin with

there is a U-shaped relationship between worry and work (see Table 8. 11).

iogically, of course, the causal direction could run the other way.
It is possible that worried students misperceive their friends I financial

situations, rather than perceptions of financial situations affecting worry.
To settle the issue it would be necessary to show that perceptions of rela-
tive standing vary with the financial situations of other students. 
analysis to be reported elsewhere this problem is being considered in detail.
At this preliminary stage, it is fair, however , to conclude that there is
variation in students I perception of relative financial standing in depart-

ments with different kinds of students. Thus, students from lower status
origins are more likely to report that they are relatively less well off
in departments where majorities of the students come from high status
origins.
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Full-time workers and non-workers are considerably less worried that part-time

workers and assistants. Thus , those with the least work and those with the

most are relatively low on financial worry.

Perhaps, of course, these differences merely reflect differences in in-

come adequacy and/or relative deprivation. Indeed there are clear differences

(see Table 8. 12). The assistant or part-time worker is ch less likely to

expect a surplus and much less likely to feel he is relatively better off than

his friends. However, this is not all there is to it. The non-worker 't-1hen com-

pared with the full-time worker is lower on perceived adequacy and relative ad-

vantage , but he is less worried, rather than more. Putting it another way, the

full-time workers are somewhat more worried than one would predict from their

perceived adequacy and relative standing.

Simultaneous comparisons in terms of employment , perceived adequacy of

income , and relative deprivation help to untangle the situation (see Table 8. l3).

Let us begin by comparing the worry levels of part-time workers plus assistants

with the worry levels of full-time workers. Over-all there is a fair associ-

ation (Q ; - 236). Jhen , however , relative deprivation or perceived adequacy

is controlled , the position association disappears, and among those students

who do not expect a surplus, the relationship becomes positive (Q = +. 320 among

those relatively better off

, +.

199 among those defining themselves as same or

worse). The low '-1orry levels of the full-time workers can be explained entirely

by their greater perceived adequacy of income and perceived relative advantage.

Among students with similar adequacy levels, full-time work either makes no

difference or has a negative effect. The full-time worker who doesn t expect

a surplus is worried than the part-time worker in similar circumstances.

A similar analysis of the difference between non-workers and part-time

workers or assistants shows that ile the advantage in worry levels of the
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non-employed is reduced when perceived adequacy and relative deprivation are

controlled . the effect does not disappear. Regardless of adequacy and rela-

tive deprivation the part-time worker or assistant is more worried (see Table

l3b).

This analysis enables us to draw the following inference: Income

from employment and employment per have opposite effects on worry. To the

extent that employment brings in income which allows the student to balance

his budget and to feel his circumstances are relatively better than his peers,

work lowers worry levels. However , for students in the same net and relative

pos it ion, work adds to worry. The economic effect of ''lork is to lo'ver worry.

but its intrinsic effect is to raise it (see Table 8. l4). This generalization

enables us to understand the U-shaped relationship between work and worry.

The relatively high worry levels of those students with part-time jobs or

assistantships appear to stem from the following: That they must work at

all makes them more worried than those students with fellowships or other

sources which keep them free of employment; that they work only part-time,

however, makes them more worried than the full-time workers who earn a con-

siderable amount of money. Because a little more than half of the students

fall into the part-time job or assistantship classification, this effect is

fairly important. While, over-all about one third of the students are worried

about money, all other things equal, if the part-time workers and assistant-

ship holders could be kept from working at all, the worry proportion would

drop to 23 per cent. The possibility is remote . but it does illustrate that

beneath the surface, the American system for financing graduate education by

means of duty stipends and part-time jobs does add to the financial worries

of the students.
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In sumary:

In absolute proportions and by rough comparison with the general

population, financial worries are low among American graduate students.

Differences in financial worry by age , stage , family role , divi-

sion, control, and stratum of school are not very great.

The student fram parental families of lower socio-economic status

is somewhat more likely to be worried.

Worry appears to be heavily influenced by three factors:

Anticipated deficits , low savings , and high debts are
strongly related to worry. Debtors are rare in graduate
school , but the minority with deficits do suffer from
heavy financial worries.

Worry is greater for students who feel their situation
is worse than that of their friends, worry is less for
students who feel better off than their friends, regard-
less of perceived income adequacy.

Employment adds to worry, unless its financial
return is very high. The result is that the students
with part-time jobs or assistantships are more worried
than those with full-time jobs or those with no job
at all.

II. Anticipated Income

ile graduate students , as a group, are not highly mercenary, they are

not oblivious to the importance of money. When asked to rate the importance of

various job characteristics, two-thirds check "A chance to earn enough money to

live comfortablyll as very important or extremely important. While it is true

that altruistic and self-expressive values are rated higher than money, it is

The factors associated with occupational values in the sample have been
analyzed in detail in Joe L. Spaeth

, "

Value Orientations and Academic Career
Plans: Structural Effects on the Careers of Graduate Students l' unpublished
Ph. D. dissertation, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago , 1961.
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also true that financial values have about the same rank among graduate students

as they do in a national sample of undergraduates analyzed by Morris Rosenberg.

(See Table 8. 15). At the same time. it would appear that the graduate students

have considerably lower income expectations than do college undergraduates.

Rosenberg s data collected in the early 1950' s , about half of the undergraduates

eJcpected an annual income of $lO OOO a year or more " in ten years. In our

sample , however , from data collected in 1958, only l7 per cent anticipated

$10, 000 or more per year at a comparable date (five years after starting full-

time work after graduate school) and the proportion anticipating $10, 000 or

more only reaches 50 per cent for predictions for "age 45. Although the samples

are not fully comparable, the suggestion is that the average graduate student

expects at the peak of his career about the same salary which the typical under-

graduate expects in his early thirties. What each will actually get is, of

course, another matter, but because behavior is influenced by expectations as

well as reality, it is of some importance to examine the income expectations

of the graduate students.

the following question was asked:

Please give the amount of annual income (from all sources and before
taxes) which you would guess...

A. would be your a tual starting salary when you start full-time
work in your field..

B. You will be making five years after you have started full-time
work in your field..

C. You would be making at age 45 if you had an academic job (min-
imum and maximum)..

D. You would be making at age 45 if you had a non-academic job
(minimum and maximum)..

E. You be making at age 45.

Press,
Cf. Morris

1957).

Calculated

Rosenberg, Occupations and Values (Glencoe, Ill., The Free

from ., Table 30, p. 54.
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Considering that the students are highly trained and not-50-youngish

adults , their expected starting salaries are not staggering (see Table 8. l6).

Ninety-five per cent expect to start at less than $9, 000 a year , 62 per cent

expect to start at less than $6, 000 a year, and 34 per cent anticipate less

than $5,000 per year. Considering that their median income from all sources

at the moment is equivalent to $5, 000 a year, the students do not seem to

expect a great increase in total income when they finish graduate work.

As usual, the average figure is somewhat deceptive, for there is wide

variation in salary expectations. Among some groups of students $5, 000 a year

is considered the bottom starting salary, among others only a handful aspire

to the munificence of $100 a week. Division, sex, career plans, and stage of"

study each contribute independently to variation in expected starting salaries

(see Table 8. 17).

Natural science students have higher income expectations than humanities

students and social scientists tend to fall in the middle. This is true re-

gardless of sex , stage , or career plans.

In ten out of l3 comparisons in Table B. l7, students who expect academic

jobs have lower starting salary expectations. the except ions occur among the

humanities where non-academic and academic jobs are seen as offering about

equally low starting salaries. It is perhaps interesting to note that the

divisional and career differences are independent, and natural science students

aiming for academic careers have higher e: pected starting salaries than human-

ities students aiming for either type of job.

Regardless of division, stage, or career plans, women expect lower start-

ing salaries.

Finally, academic progress and plans to gain the Ph.D. are related to

salary expectations. It is not surprising that terminal M.A. I S (master I
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students who say they do not Hdefinitely plan" to get the Ph. ) have lower

pectations, but something more interesting turns up when Ph. D. candidates

are compared with master s candidates who say they get a doctorate.

Among those anticipating non-academic jobs there is little difference in

salary expectations, but among those who plan to become academics the Ph.

students have higher expectations. The tmplication is that beginning students

aiming for academic careers have rather low income expectations, but after

being in graduate school for a while they become convinced that the financial

opportunities are not as dim as they had originally thought. Thus, rather

than becoming disillusioned about academic salaries as they get closer to the

Ph. D., graduate students appear somewhat more optimistic.

When the prediction period is extended to five years after starting

work and to age 45, the sex, division, and career differences remain essenti-

ally constant (see Table 8. 18). At age 45 the average expectation for men in

natural science who anticipate non-academic jobs is $l3, 175 per year, as com-

pared with $6, 552 for non-academically oriented women in humanities. Pro-

portional increases are seen as essentially similar. In each division, sex,

and career group the students expect about a one-third increase in salary

after five years (see table 8. l8b). By age 45, hO vever, there are some dif-

ferences: social scientists and humanities students expect a greater propor-

tional increase in comparison with natural scientists; non-academics expect

a somewhat greater rate of increase than do academics; men expect a consider-

ably greater rate of increase than do women. Putting it another .,ay, the

students see sex and career differentials increasing over the work life, while

the divisional difference is seen as somewhat less at age 45 than 1n terms of

starting salaries.
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At a more abstract level, these differences have a number of implica-

tions.

First , if graduate study is viewed solely as an economic investment

the return is highly variable. The costs of graduate study are essentially

the same by division , sex , and anticipated career. The male scientist aiming

for a $13 000 a year job in industry incurs about the same costs in obtaining

his degree as does the female humanities student who hopes to become a $7 000

a year college professor (the terminal master s student , of course , invests

less than the Ph.D. student). In addition, support in the form of stipends

tends to be proportional to the future income rather than a compensation for

low salaries in the future. While there is little sex and career plan differ-

ence in stipends, natural scientists and Ph. D. students have a distinct advan-

tage in the academic here and in the postgraduate school hereafter. Thus , if

universities were to follow a ruthlessly rational pricing policy, they could

justify wide differences in tuition by field of study. That they do not means

that although costs are similar, the economic return is very different for

different types of graduate students.

A second implication of these differences is that they create rather

different lIopportunity structures" for different kinds of graduate students.

The concept was developed in studies of juvenile delinquency, but seems appli-

cable here. David Matza puts it this way:

The lack of opportunity for legitimate advancement and the dire
effects thereof have been a recurrent theme of sociological
theory and research. It would not be unfair to say that re-
striction of social mobility is the te noire of American
sociology, particularly when coupled with an ideology that
invokes high aspirations.

David Matza, review of Richard A. Cloward and Lloyd E. Ohlin,
De linquency and Opportunity: A Theory of De linquent Gangs, in American
Journal of Soc !9 logy , LXVI (May, 1961). 632.
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The idea can be translated into the problems of this research in the

fol1o V'ing way. Because the factors which affect the current income of gradu-

ate students are different from the ones which affect their income expecta-

tions , a cross-tabulation of present and expected incomes shows little or no

relationship. Consequently, some students foresee a sharp rise in total

income when they begin full-time work, some students foresee no change, and

some foresee a drop in income. The degree of discrepancy between present and

expected income can be viewed as a measure of the purely financial advantage

or disadvantage to the student in hurrying to finish his degree.

Considering Ph.D. candidates only, and cross-tabulating current income

expected starting salary, and the student s prediction of how long it will

take him to complete his Ph. D., the "dire effect" turns up (see Table 8. 19).

The higher the student' s income and the lower his expected salary, that is,

the less the economic incentive to finish, the lower the proportion of stu

dents \"1ho expect to finish within five years. Amng Ph.D. candidates whose

current income is less than $300 a month and who foresee an income of $580 a

month or more when they finish, 74 per cent expect to complete their work

within five years; among students whose current income (from all sources) is

$500 a month or more and who anticipate an income of less than $400 a month

when they begin full-time work, 31 per cent e cpect to finish in five years.

The suggestion is that the rate of progress toward the Ph. D. is a

function of the degree of economic incentive for finishinEh and that the low

income expectations of graduate students constitute an opportunity structure

which retards their progress by lowering their motivation.

Many other factors are associated with speed in completing the Ph.D.,

and opportunity structures are not a total explanation, but regardless of the

other characteristics introduced as control variables, the same pattern remains.
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The more able the student , as measured by faculty ratings , the faster

his progress , but within each ability group, perceived financial incentive

makes a big difference (see Table 8 20).

Natural scientists anticipate faster progress, and humanities students

anticipate the slowest progress , but within each division, opportunity struc-

tures mae a sharp difference (see Table 8.2l).

Similarly, the relationship cannot be explained by holding constant

expected job, although 16 per cent of the academics are classified as having

negative incentive, as compared with seven per cent of those expecting non-

academic jobs (see Table 8. 22); stratum (see Table 8. 23). family role (see

Table 8. 24); enployment otatus (see Table 8. 25); or any other control variable

which was introduced into the tabulations.

Before further consideration of this relationship, however, it is im-

portant to give some more detailed consideration to the relationship between

employment status and predicted speed for attaining the Ph. In Chapter V

it was shovnl that there was a strong negative relationship be een employment

and course completion , and it was suggested that the high rates of employment

for graduate students play a part in stretching out their studies. In Table

25, however , although full-time workers are much slo'-ler than the other

groups , the non-workers are not any faster than those with a part-time job

or duty stipend. The introduction of transfer status clarifies the matter

somewhat. Ph.D. students who have changed schools appear greatly retarded

in their degree progress (see Table 8.26). Although both opportunity struc-

ture and transfer status affect speed , the non-transfers with the bleakest

expectations are faster than the transfer students with the greatest economic

incentive.
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When transfer status is introduced into the relationship between em-

ployment and speed, and stipends are treated separately in the employment

, indeJ , the following pattern emerges (see Table 8. 27). Among non-transfer

students, work slows them up and stipends speed them on. Among those with

no fellowship or assistantship, 32 per cent of the full-time workers expect

to finish in five years, 59 per cent of the part-time workers, and 68 per cent

of the non-workers. In addition, duty stipends, although they lower course

loads, appear to provide other advantages, for assistants are much faster

than part-time ",orkers s though fellows are the fastest of all.

ong transfer students, the same relationships hold among workers.

Full-time workers have nine per cent expecting to finish in five years , part-

time 'tvorlters have 3l per cent, and assistants have 41 per cent. However

among the transfer students the non-workers are slower than the part-time

workers Hhy? We have no idea at all. Because, however, for the typical

graduate student the question is not whether to work, but what kind of work

is available, the following generalizations can be dra'tvn:

Among students who are employed, assistants expect to finish
the fastest , part-time workers are slower than assistants,
and full-time workers are the slowest of all.

Fellowships or other factors which keep the student from
working at all add to his degree progress, but only for
students ho have not transferred schools. Among trans-
fer students, for some unknown reason , non-workers are
charac terized by high rates of delay.

To return to the question of pected income as a factor in rate of

progress, it must be admitted that the evidence is far from conclusive. For

one thing, the causal relationship could go the other way--students who have

been unavoidably detained rationalizing their situations by a sour grapes

mechanism of anticipating low salaries. For another, we do not know how

accurate the students are in predicting their degree progress.
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Even though doubts may arise about the importance of financial oppor-

tunity structures as a genuine causal mechanism, the data still underline a

psychological theme which is of some importance in understanding American

graduate schools. Remembering that to a surprising degree graduate students

are not recruited directly from undergraduate studies, that the students

appear reluctant to borrow money to finish, that the higher the income the

lower the course completions regardless of work situations , that the male

students do not postpone children in order to complete their studies, remember-

ing all of these findings in addition to the relationship between financial

incentive and speed, one is led to speculate tht part of the problem of
graduate study is the lack of "pull" from professional futures. It should be

remembered that unlike physicians or lawyers, the arts and science graduate

student may practice his profession while in school. Teaching and research,

the major functions of the Ph.D. are available to the student, and in many

cases research opportunities for graduate students in major universities are

more desirable (in terms of libraries, equipment, financial support) and teach-

ing loads are lighter than those available to junior faculty in the beginning

years of their jobs. Thus, the intrinsic incentives for completing the Ph.

come down to status , money, and the feeling of "being grown Up. To the ex-

tent that student mythology creates the impression that academic salaries are

low, and the graduate faculties suggest through informl conversations that

the schools to which the neophytes will be sent for their first jobs are

second rate" in comparison with the major graduate institutions , it may ''1ell

be that a climte has been created which lO"Vlers the incentive of the graduate

student to hurry through to completion.

While a case may be made that the students are ong, that academic

salaries are comfortable and rising, that delay in completion is very expensive
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when viewed in terms of life-time earnings and pensiol1s; it may be that one

of the majpr financial factors in graduate school is not the current financial

situation of the students but their pessimistic images of their financial

fu tures . It is thus neither their present nor their future, but the degree

of push or pull created by the discrepancy between the two which is one of the

prime IIfinancial" problems of graduate students.

Summry

In this chapter we have explored the subjective side of finances present

and finances future.

In examining present \ orry about financial matters , \ole found it to be

fairly infrequent and evenly distributed across the categories of students used

in other analyses. Part of this situation stems from the objective fact that

many of the students are fairly well off; part comes from the fact that worry

is more related to debt and expected debt than to absolute amounts of income

or income sources; part appears to stem from the fact that students tend to

evaluate their situations by comparison with others they know; and part stems

from the fact that although part-time employment adds somewhat to worry, part-

time employment is the norm for most groups of students.

In er mining predictions of future income , a more negative tone devel-

oped. Many graduate students have fairly low income expectations, and a dis-

couraging pattern of relationships appears when current income is compared

with expected starting salaries and then related to speed of graduate study

among Ph. D. candidates. The suggestion is that the students ' (perhaps unreal-

istic) pessimism about their financial futures, in combination with their

rather high current incomes, result in a lessening of incentive to complete

the Ph.D. with unseemly haste.



Chapter IX.

The Outcome One Year Later



An important issue in the study of graduate student finances are the

reputed effects of different financial situations and attitudes toward such

situations on the abilities of students to remain on in graduate school and

make progress toward attaining their degrees. Are those students who are

relatively well supported through stipends and work more likely to remain on

working for their degrees or obtaining them? What is the effect of worry

over financial matters: Is the worried student more likely to abandon his

career track for full-time employment?

To assess properly these effects would involve following our sample of

graduate students over a period of time until they had either achieved the 

degrees for which they were working or had defini tely abandoned these aims.

Graduate study being so loosely organized (compared to the relatively rigid

curriculum and time span of undergraduate education), such a follow-up study

might take more than a decade to reach the point where everyone of our

respondents had reached his academic destination or abandoned this career

line. Such an extended research program was beyond the scope of our present

study.

We were able, however , to extend our study a short distance into the

future beyond the fall of 1958 by returning one year later to the schools in

our sample to obtain information on the 1959 situations of our respondents.

Our field representatives were asked in the fall of 1959 to determine the

status of each student in our sample and at the same time to collect various

ratings from the facul ty and to copy grade records.

We did not contact the students themselves in the fall of 1959 but

rather had our field representatives search records of enrollment , interview

faculty members or use other sources to obtain firm information on whether our

respondents were still enrolled , and , if not , what they were doing.

-156-
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Although these data are relatively simple , they nevertheless provide

important info ation on the outcomes of a time segment in the educational

lives of this group of graduate students. these data provide info ation on

degrees awarded , shifts in field of study, transfers between institutions,

dropping out of graduate school , and type of employment for students who left

school. Because graduate students do not "graduate with their class" as under-

graduates do , there has been little info ation available on attrition in arts

and science graduate work, much less on the factors involved. By correlating

student characteristics from the 1958 schedules with outcomes in 1959 one can

make some progress in understanding the reasons for various outcomes. Most

important , these materials make it possible to determine whether the financial

factors discussed previously playa part in attrition from graduate studies.

Our field representatives were able to obtain some information about

99 per cent of tbe sample (see Table 9 . la) . Two-thirds (66 per cent) were

still in school , 59 per cent in the same school and field, seven per cent had

shifted field or institution. A third (34 per cent) were no longer registered

at their 1958 institution. Most of these (28 per cent) were known to be non-

students. However , six per cent of tbe sample had "disappeared. That is

although they were known to have left their institution and some member of the

faculty knew they had dropped out , no one knew whether they were studying

elsewhere or were working. Inspection of the follow-up materials suggested that

many of the students who disappeared were first year students who found graduate

study unrewarding and left before the end of the first te without consulting

faculty members for advice or help, or informing them of their future plans.

It was very rare for an advanced student to "disappear, " and despite the

alleged impersonality of graduate study, the advanced students for whom no
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information was available were almost always those whose faculty sponsors had

disappeared themelves, or where the faculty or institution refused to cooperate

in the follow-up.

Of the students still in school , 90 per cent were in the same institu-

tion and field of study (see Table 9.1b). Six per cent had transferred to

another institution, three per cent had shifted their field of study at the

same institution , and one per cent had done both. Al though the rate appears

small, because (a) so many students leave school completely, (b) transfer

students tend to be advanced master s candidates who shift to another institu-

tion for their Ph.D., and (c) many students come to the large graduate institu-

tions for Ph. ' s from schools which only offer the M.A., among advanced

students in the sample, 47 per cent have studied in two or more graduate

institutions.

Among the students who leave school , the largest single group (39 per

cent of those on whom we had firm information) have academic jobs in colleges

and universities (see Table 9. lc). However, a considerable proportion of

graduate school alumni do not go into the standard fields of college level

teaching and academic or non-academic research. Forty-six per cent of those

who left school (with or without a degree) were in primary or secondary teach-

ing, not in the labor force, or in a non-academic job which did not involve

research. Thus, only a little more than half of the products of the graduate

school begin their post-graduate school employment in academic or research jobs.

As we shall see, however, the better the student and the farther along he 'tlas

in his studies when he left, the more likely it is that he ended up in an

acedemic job.

To complete the over-view of the fo1low',up results, outcome is cross-

tabulated against stage of study in 1958 (see Table 9.2). Each 0 f the four
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stages has its particular pattern. Among first year students (Stage I), 60

per cent continued in the same school and field, aud 30 per cent left school

(assuming that those who disappeared did not transfer). Among aavanced

master . s candidates (Stage II) 50 per cent continued in the same school and

field , 38 per cent left school. Among those in Stage III (advanced Ph.

students Who had not started their theses) stability is the highest: 73 per

cent remained in the same school and field, 21 per cent left school. Among

those in Stage IV (advanced Ph.D. students working on their dissertations)

17 per cent got their Ph.D. I S, 53 per cent continued in the same school and

field, and 26 per cent left without a degree, although undoubtedly a number

have all but the formalities completed for their degree.

Despite the differences among the stages, several themes appear at

aU stages. First, it is clear that leaving without a degree is more comon

than leaving with one. Second, since between a fifth and a third of the

students in each stage leave school without a degree, the attrition rates in

graduate school are not low. Presumably only a small handful of graduate

students survive straight through to the Ph.D. with no break in their studies.

Third , at any stage , shifts in school or field of study are rather uncomon.

Probably the most interesting group to consider in detail are the

students who dropped out. Graduate study being loosely organized it is actually

rather difficult to specify what 1s meant by the phrase. We shall consider as

a drop out any student who left school (other than transfers) without being

awarded a final degree. For Ph.D. students the degree is , of course, the Ph.

For master s candidates, however , degrees were treated as final only for those

Students who disappeared are excluded although probably most of them
are drop outs.
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students who had told us that they did not plan to get a Ph. that is, a

drop out is any student who in 1958 was aiming for a Ph.D. and in 1959 left

school without one. The group thus defined is actually quite heterogeneous.

It includes a handful who were asked to leave because of their poor perform-

ance, some who terminated with no intention of ever finishing, some who hope

to return to school in the future, and some who plan to complete their studies

in absentia. At the same time the entire group shares the fate of being Ph.

aspirants no longer studying for the degree in a graduate school.

Let us then see what characteristics from the 1958 schedules are

associated with 1959 outcomes.

Dro'J Out

The best predictor of drop out is academic ability. Using the faculty

rating of native ability to do Ph.D. work (defined in Chapter VI) it is seen

that the students rated " low" had twice the probability of dropping out as

did students rated high (see Table 9.3). In fact, the difference between

drop out rates among beginning and advanced students is almost totally due to

a pruning of the less able. When ability is held constant there is no stage

difference in drop out , but a considerable stage difference in ability ratings.

Although the ability rating divides the students into about equal

thirds , the big difference is between the top two groups and the lows. This

suggests not that very best students are enticed to remain, but that the

demonstrably inadequate are discouraged.

The relationship between grades and drop out is a curious one (see

Table 9.4). When faculty ability ratings are controlled , it appears that among

high and middle rated students drop out goes with high grades , while among low

rated students drop out is associated with lOll grades. Because of the narrow
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range in grades and because of the strong association between grades and

ratings, most of the tleffect" comes from cells with small numbers of cases.

Thus, while it appears that among the A students the lows have a lesser drop

out rate, the difference would vanish if three cases were reversed. In the key

cells, students with B and C averages, it is seen that ability makes a differ-

ence in drop out , but grades do not. Because of this , and because a separate

analysis indicates that the effect of grades is no stronger when the averages

are re-scored in terms of school rank, we shall conclude that except for the

two per cent of the sample who got grade averages of less than C (and, of course

have a very high drop out rate) that the faculty rating is a better predictor,

B students rated low having a higher drop out rate than C students rated middle

or high.

Other dimensions of faculty ratings do show an effect.. The higher the

rating of research potential (see Table 9. 5) and the higher the rating of

teaching ability (see Table 9. 6), the lower the drop out rate, holding con-

stant ratings of general ability.

Even more surprising -the student' O'ln rating of his academic

ability has little to do with drop out when faculty ratings are controlled (see

Table 9.7). Among students rated high or middle by the faculty, self-ratings

of academic standing make no difference , although the self-confident lows do

have a lesser drop out rate than those who are more realistic in their self-

evaluat ions. The student given a high rating by his faculty but who places

hitself in the bottom 40 per cent of his class is 

.! 

likely to drop out

than the student rated low by the faculty but who sees himself in the top

fifth.

Although the actual mechanism is unknow--whether the less able

students are counseled to leave, whether they are forced to leave, whether
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they find outside opportunities more attractive than staying in school , etc.

the general trend is for the drop out to be a student of lesser academic

potential.

Although the association between academic ability and drop out could be

further improved by pooling our available measures , acadmic ability is only

one of many factors involved. Thus , although students rated low in ability

were much more likely to drop out , 25 per cent of the drop outs were rated

as high on ability. The loss of the more able students can be considered

as a challenge to graduate education. Hence we turn now to the non-intellectual

correlates of drop out.

We can begin with a set of negative findings. One of the most con-

sistent patterns of these data is the lack of any relationship between

subjective states--morale , personality problems , criticisms of graduate school,

and financial worry--and drop out. One would certainly expect that the

unhappy, the maladjusted, the hostile critics, and the financially anxious

would have higher drop out rates , but such is not the case.

Considering personal adjustment first, morale in 1958 has no associa-

tion with drop out in 1959 , when ability rating is controlled (see Table 9.8a).

Nor does the faculty rating of personality problems contribute independently

when faculty rating of ability is controlled (see Table 9. 8b). It is not that

the maladjusted tend to stay in the ivory tower , either. Neither measure of

personal adjustment has any relationship with the outcome.

Just as the general measures fail to predict , so do specific complaints.

In Chapter III it was shown that the students accepted as valid a number of

specific criticisms of graduate school. It would be perfectly reasonable to

expect that those who were more critical would be more likely to leave, but

such is not the case (see Table 9. For most items the critics do have a
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one or tt.zo per cent higher drop out rate, but none of the individual item

relationships is statistically reliable , and for each item the high ability

critic is considerably more likely to be present the next year than the low

abili ty student who approves.

Because this research was commissioned to study the financial problems

of graduate students, tne relationship between financial worry and drop out is

of some importance (see Table 9. 10). Although the worriers are slightly

higher on drop out than the non-worriers, it is clear that the relationship

is unreliable and of negligible importance. Shifting to the financial situa-

tions which were shown in Chapter VIII to affect worry, it is equally clear

that debt , savings , and perceived adequacy of income show no consistent

association with drop out , although there is a slight tendency for those low

on adequacy to have higher drop out rates.

The evidence from our research is that there is no si2nificant

relationship between worry about financial problems and drop out from graduate

school.

It is possible that morale and financial worry changed radically between

the fall of 1958 and spring, 1959, and that measures taken later in the year

would have shown some effect. Remembering that past debt was predictive of

future borrowing, our assumption is that general financial pressures do not

fluctuate so rapidly. Putting it another way the student who in the fall of

1958 anticipated going to school despite financial difficulties was no more

or less optimistic when he came to reach a decision about 1959.

None of this means that financial factors (sources of income , stipends

employment , etc. ) were unimportant , but it seems that financial pressures and

worries are not associated with outcomes, just as outcomes are unrelated to

personal adjustment and criticisms of graduate school.
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So far one would be temted to conclude that questionnaire data are

not predictive, regardless of the content area. However, a number of

variables in the schedule are related to drop out. In many cases it is not

clear what interpretation is to be given to the findings, but several factors

do show a relationship. We shall consider in turn professional motivations

division, employment , age and family role, each of which is related to outcome.

A consistent Jifference , albeit a slight one , turns up when profes-

sional values and preferences are considered. Students were asked to rank

various activities (research, university teaching, liberal arts college teach-

ing, academic administration, etc. ) in terms of their career preference , and

when answers are divided into research, college or university teaching, and

other, it is seen that researchers have somewhat lower drop out rates

, "

others

have somewhat higher drop out rates , and teachers are in the middle (see

Table 9. 12). In addition, in most comparisons the student who considers

himself as an intellectual has a lower drop out prbbability than a less

cerebral student , regardless of ability rating or preferred future activity.

Because it is fair to say that graduate schools give the highest priority to

research, the next highest to teaching and little stress to other occupational

possibilities , and that intellectualism is given high value in graduate school,

the conclusion is that regardless of native ability, the student whose pro-

fessional values and aims are in line with the values of graduate school is

less likely to leave it. The joint effect of intellectualism and preferred

activity can be seen by combining them into a motivational index (see Table

12b). The highs are researchers or teachers who are high on intellectualism

the lows are "others" and less intellectual teachers. In both ability levels

but particularly among the less able , low scores on the index are associated

with higher drop out rates.
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Division of study along with motivation and ability affects drop out.

Natural scientists have low drop out rates , humanities students have high

drop out rates , and social scientists are in the middle, regardless of scores

on the motivation index or ability levels (see Table 9. 13). The divisional

effect is an interesting and puzzling one. It cannot be explained by other

variables and hence is not due to ability, motivation, employment, age, or

family role. While there are divisional differences in stipends, career

plans, salary anticipations , age, etc. , none of these, when introduced as a

control variable, explains the divisional effects. Perhaps there are divi-

sional differences in the custom of finishing graduate study while out of

residence; perhaps the curriculum in the sciences has more continuity; perhaps

the Ph.D. is more often a pre-requisite for employment in the sciences; and

perhaps there are numerous other reasons. The fact that the divisional

difference holds regardless of other control variables makes it an important

statistical predictor, but it gives us little understanding of the mechanism

involved. However, it does justify the conclusion that just as the different

divisions vary in their financial situations , they vary systematically in the

degree to which drop out is a problem.

The burden of the previous chapters has been that financial pressures

and financial situations are essentially independent aspects of graduate

study. Thus , the conclusion that financial worry is not related to drop out

does not mean that the other dimension of finances is not a factor. As a

matter of fact , employment and stipend holding have a rather striking relation-

ship with drop out (see Table 9. 14). When the students are classified in

terms of employment and stipend holding some fairly complex but sharp differ-

ences appear.
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(a) Full-time workers have quit e high drop out rates, particularly
among the more able students.

(b) Students with a duty stipend have quite low drop out rates
regardless of ability.

(c) Other students (fellows, those with part-time jobs, those
with no stipend or job) tend to have drop out rates between
assistants and full-time workers.

The higher drop out rates for the full-time workers appear intuitively

reasonable, partly because many of them never were "really" in school to begin

with, and partly because of the intrinisic difficulties of carrying on graduate

study while employed full-time. The low drop out rates of the assistants--

other analyses showing this is true for both research and teaching assistants--

are more of a puzzle. One can point to a number of factors which do 

explain the difference. It is not because of their lower work loads , for

part-time workers other than assistants have high drop out rates. It is not

stipend holding per !!' for oddly enough, the fellows have slightly higher

drop out rates than assistants or unemployed students with no stipend. It is

not ability, for ability has been controlled in the table. Neither is it

financial worry, for financial worry is unrelated to drop out.

Perhaps the advantage of the assistants comes from the social relation-

ships which they develop. William Erbe in a detailed analysis to be reported

elsewhere has shown that assistantship holding is strongly related to member-

ship in student peer groups. More than 60 per cent of the assistants report

membership in an informal student group, as contrasted with around a fifth of

the full-time workers , and 44 per cent of the remaining students. However,

introducing membership in student groups as a control does not eliminate the

effect , although among the lower ability students group membership is associated

with staying in school (see Table 9. l5). Similarly, one might hypothesize that

assistants develop closer relationships with the faculty and that this bond
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tends to keep them in school. The students were asked whether "anyone on

the faculty in your department (has) told you: You seem to have a flair

for teaching, f ' You should definitely strive for a Ph.D.,

' '

You are one of

the best students in the department , f 'you might do better in a different

department

' "

You should NOT plan to go ahead for a Ph.D., I etc., etc. 

Anyone who checked one of the "positive" items in the list is scored as high

on faculty encouragement. Assistants and students who are rated higher in

ability are likely to report encouragement, but when this variable is intro-

duced into the tabulations (see Table 9. 16) it does not explain the lower

drop out rates for the assistants, and in fact is unrelated to drop out when

ability rating and assistantship holding are held constant.

In short, as in the case of division, the research has been unable to

pinpoint the reasons, but students who hold a duty stipend had a lower attri-

tion rate. The duty stipend is not only a major source of financial support

for the students , but it is also associated with keeping them in school.

The factors considered so far--ability, motivations , division, and

employment-- are fairly closely related to academic life itself. By and large,

background variables such as class origins and religion are not associated

with drop out. However, the now famliar indexes of life cycle progress--age

and family role--do appear to play some part in the process. Although stage

of study is unrelated to drop out, chronological age makes a difference.

The older the student, the more likely he is to leave school, regardless of

ability rating (see Table 9. 17) or employment status (see Table 9.18).

Because age is strongly associated with marital status, and because

both life cycle characteristics are associated with other predictor variables,

it is necessary to consider a complex set of variables stmultaneously in order

to draw any conclusions (see Table 9.19). Because of the small number of
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cases ava.1able in a given cell. it tlaS neceDsary to dichotomize the f ily

role index simply in terms of fathers (married men with one or more children)

versus all others. The Simplification is justified by the fact that inspection

of the more detailed data shows no difference by sex or between the single and

the married but childless.

When ability and employment status are controlled, and the students

are arranged by age and family role, it appears that both characteristics

are related to drop out (see Table 9. l9a). There are 11 cCtparisons involving

age and in ten of these the older students have higher drop out rates.

Similarly, in the eight out of 11 comparisons between fathers and others,

fathers have a higher drop out rate. The joint effect of these two character-

is tics may be seen by constructing a joint index based on both variables.

The highs are fathers over 27 , the lows are non-fathers under 27, and the

middles are young fathers or older non-fathers. With the exception of the low

ability full-time workers , this index produces a regular progression in drop

out rates (see Table 9. l9c). Similarly, the tables show that ability and

employment status contribute to drop out rates (with one sligh t exception)

in each familY 8ge group.

Again, it is not possible to specify the mechanism involved in

this relationship except negatively. It is not due to differences in ability,

employment status, division, or professional motivation. Al though there 

no statistical proof for the interpretation, the predictor characteristics

except for division, cay be thought of at an abstract level as measures of

involvement and comitment to the world of graduate school, and thus the

probability of leaving may be thought of as a function of the degree of involve-

ment in graduate school and the degree of involvement in the outside world.
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The students whose interests and motivations coincide with the moti-

vations given high value in graduate school will undoubtedly find it a more

attractive place, while the student who is less intellectual and more

interested in an occupation other than research and teaching will find the

outside world more attractive.

Students working full-time have a heavy involvement in the extra-

graduate school world , while the assistants are physically (in terms of

offices) and socially (in terms of quasi-faculty status) involved in school.

Thus , the fellows , although given high status, do not have the degree of

involvemnt in graduate school that assistants have.

Similarly, the father has the extra-academic world of his family

and the older student probably has more "outside" involvements and feels

less comfortable in the student role. If one thinks of employment , life

cycle, and motivation as indexes of involvement one can combine them into a

single index. By giving arbitrary weights to (a) the employment character-

iatics , (b) age, and (c) the question on intellectualism, and cross-tabulating

the results against drop out , the joint effect of ability, division and

involvement" can be seen (see Table 9. 20).

Each of the three classes of characteristics appears to contribute

to drop out, division and "involvement" producing a range from ten per cent

to over 40 per cent drop out among the higher ability students, and a range

from 17 per cent to 58 per cent among the low ability group.

The following will serve to sumarize the findings on drop out:

Of the students who did not receive a Ph.D. or self-defined

terminal master s degree 30 per cent either "disappeared" or were known to

be out of school one year after the original survey.
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When "drop outs are defined as students who did not receive a

Ph.D. or self-defined terminal master s degree, the following character-

is tics were found to be unrelated to drop out:

(a)

(b)

Measures of personal adjustment.

Specific criticisms of graduate school.

(c) Financial pressures and financial worry.

The following characteristics were shown to be predictive:

(a)

(b)

Low academic ability, as measured by faculty ratings.

Motivation and professional values: Students who defined
themselves as intellectuals or who preferred research
careers were less likely to drop out.

(c) Division of study: Natural science students had the
lowest drop out rates, humanities students the highest
drop out rates, social science student were in-between.

(d) Employment: Full-time workers had high drop out rates;
students with duty stipends had low drop out rates;
students with part-time jobs, fellowships, or no
employment were in-between.

(e) Life cycle:
out rates.

Older students and fathers had higher drop

The characteristics listed above contribute independently and when

taken together produce a range in drop outs from ten per cent in the most

favorable sub-group to 58 per cent in the least favorable.

The findings on motivation, life cycle , and employment were tenta-

tively interpreted as indicative of variation in attachments to the world of

graduate school as opposed to attachments to the "outside world.

II. Transfers

Transfers to new institutions were shown to be rather rare , although

over time they have a cumulative effect such that a goodly proportion of the

Ph.D. candidates have studied in two or more graduate schools. If transfers
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in school are taken as a proportion of students known to be in school in 1959

rather than as a proportion of all students tag per cent of the advanced

master s candidates transferred, while six per cent of the students in other

stages shifted institutions.

By and: large, the variables in the 1958 questionnaire are not strongly

associated with transfer status. Married students, particularly married women

are less likely to transfer (see Table 9. 2la) . Research assistants are less

likely to transfer than students with other stipends or no aid at all (see

Table 9. 2lb) . Analyses of a number of characteristics indicate that the only

group with a transfer rate of more than ten per cent , are those students who

in 1958 reported that they were dissatisfied with their choice of school , and

even here it is only those in the lowest five per cent on satisfaction who

show such a rate (see Table 9. 2lc) .

In themselves , neither faculty ratings of ability nor stratum of

school in 1958 are associated with transferring (see Table 9. 22a). Control

too is unimportant (see Table 9 . 22b). Students who transfer tend to remain

in the same private or public orbit , and the number shifting from public to

private is essentially the same as the number moving the other way. That is

there is no trend toward or away from public institutions for transfers.

However , there is considerable shift in stratum (see Table 9. 22c). Sixty-two

per cent of the codeable cases shifted stratum, 41 per cent moving up (from

Stratum III to Stratum I or II, or from II to I) and 21 per cent moving down

(from I to II or III, or from II to III). Thus, the net effect is for

shifting up the stratum scale.

The direction of mobility, however, is associated with academic ability

(see Table 9. 22d) . Highly rated students were more likely to move up, while

students rated low in ability were relatively more likely to move down.
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The result necessnrily is a sharp difference in the ability ratings of recruits

to schools in different strata (see Table 9. 22e) . Of the transfers ending up

in Stratum I schools , 83 per cent had been rated high or middle in their

original institution, in comparison with 47 per cent of those transferring to

a Stratum III school. It is , of course, possible that all of this is an

artifact of the rating standards used by faculty in different strata (the

students were rated vis a vis departmental standards rather than in absolute

terms), but the suggestion is that this is not the case. Thus , of the trans-

fers Stratum II schools , 86 per cent of the 15 "upwardly mobile" were

rated high or middle as compared with 64 per cent of the 22 stable or down-

wardly mobile students. Hence, at least by the standards of the school from

which they came, ability is associated with direction of movement.

If it is assumed that there already was a correlation between stratum

and ability levels for entering students , the relationships shown here corro-

borate the famous dictum

, "

Them as has , gets.

III. Academic Jobs

Of the approximately 700 students for whom 1959 employment information

was available (88 per cent of the students known to have left school), 39 per

cent entered academic jobs , defined as teaching or research positions in a

college or university. Although it turns out that 1958 financial situations

are unrelated to type of job , the general importance of understanding recruit-

ment to the academic profession justifies some attention to the differences

between students who enter academia and those who get other jobs.

Current expansion in higher education , increased demands for trained

professionals in industry and government , and publicized complaints about

academic salaries have created considerable concern about the future supply
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of college staffs, and the question has been raised as to whether colleges

and universities can compete with others for the graduate students they train.

In general, the students I own preferences and expectations are the best

predictor of jobs (see Table 9. 23). Of the students who expected and preferred

academic jobs, 66 per cent got one , while among those who neither preferred

nor expected such jobs , 14 per cent ended up in academia. Since a question-

naire filled out one year ahead is a pretty good predictor of the outcome , it

appears that not much happens during the actual job search to change people

plans.

The figures in Table 9. 23 are suggestive , however , of some shortage of

academic positions , rather than a shortage of applicants. Among students who

left school , 67 per cent said they preferred academic jobs, 55 per cent

realistically expected one, but only 43 per cent got them. Thus , the academic-

ally oriented student is more likely to be frustrated than the non-academic

minded one, wh1c h in turn suggests that academic jobs are not a dumping

ground for students who cannot do better.

What accounts for this winnowing? Stage of study is a very important

factor (see Table 9. 24). Among students who preferred academic jobs, 72 per

cent of those who were Ph.D. candidates landed one, in contrast with 31 per

cent of those working for a master I s degree. The reason appears to be

obvious--academic institutions demand that their novice employees be either

Ph.D. ' s or near enough to the final degree that it appears probab Ie.

Another factor of importance is the ability rating (see Table 9. 25).

Regardless of preference , and regardless of stage of study among those who

prefer academic jobs , the student rated high in native ability is more likely

to get an academic job when he leaves school. Thus , among Ph.D. candidates

who preferred academic jobs, 76 per cent of the highly rated got one, in
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contrast with 56 per cent of those rated low in ability. However, it should

be noted that the low rated Ph. D. candidate had a better chance than the high

rated master s candidate among those who preferred academic positions.

It would appear that fears about academic recruitment are unwarranted

and that colleges and universities get only a small proportion of the graduate

school alumni only because they are so choosy. However, two less sanguine

conclusions should be drawn. First , the data compare academic jobs in general

with non-academic jobs in general. Although there are too few cases to justify

formal tabulations, for those students who went into non-academic research jobs

(as compared with secondary teaching, business, etc. ) the ability advantage of

the academics is almost nil. More extensive research may show that for jobs

with comparable requirements , the academic world may not be getting the better

students. Second, it should be noted that in Table 9.24, the "breakage" goes

to the non-academic world. Among those with the highest probabilities--the

advanced , highly rated students who preferred academic jobs--24 per cent did

not get to academia , while at the other end , among less qualified students who

did not want academic jobs , only nine per cent were diverted to the academy.

Because of the small number of cases available it is difficult to go much

farther, but the introduction of other variables into the tabulation leads to

some suggestive differences, when the predictor variables are controlled by

dividing the cases into three groups: A) advanced, high and middle ability

students who prefer academic jobs; C) low ability students who do not prefer

academic jobs and B) all other combinations. Group A has a high academic

probability, Group B a middle one, and Group C is so low that further tabu-

lations cannot make any difference for it.

Control and division seem to make some difference, although the case

bases in the cells are quite small (see Table 9. 26). It would appear that

Stratum III students have a le8se chance of g tting academic jobs , and there
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is a slight tendency for public school students to be more academic in their

outcomes.

There are, of course, strong divisional differences in preference and

slight divisional differences in stage of study. When the predictor variables

are controlled , however, divisional differences are not consistent (see Table

9 . 27) . Among the "eligibles" (advanced , high ability students who prefer

academic jobs) humanities students have the highest proportion entering

college and university positions--nine out of ten as compared with 66 per cent

in the other two divisions combined. Among the less eligible , however

divisional differences are small. The suggestion here is that among the non-

humanistic eligibles , non-academic competition is stronger, and a number of

qualified students who prefer academic jobs are wooed away. Since , however

academic eligibility qualifications are similar in all three divisions

Group B shows no difference since none of them have much of a chance for an

academic job.

Two other , more subjective , variables show some relationship to outcome.

Because of the shrinkage in the case base and difficulties in interpreting the

findings, they should be considered merely suggestive, but other people--

teachers and spouses--sccD to playa part in this decision.

Students who are high on our faculty encouragement index are more likely

to get academic jobs even controlling for the major predictor variables (see

Table 9. 28). Whether such students are more highly motivated, or whether the

professors who encouraged them hustled around to get them jobs, we do not know.

A shred of evidence--but a suggestive one--comes from a question asked

of married students about the value they place on material comforts. They were

asked "How important is it eventually to have a comfortable home, nice furni-

ture , etc. 7" and were to reply for themselves and for their spouse. Their own
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answers show little relationship to outcome, but the more materialistic the

spouse (or rather the more materialistic they perceive their spouses to be)

the less likely they are to get an academic job (see Table 9. 29). The stu-

dent' s own perception of starting salaries, job availability, etc. , is not

related to type of job , but the suggestion is that the long suffering spouse

who was shown to be so willing to put her husband through graduate school

(almost all of the spouses in Table 9. 29 are women) may be less eager to put

him through life if she has her eye on material comfort

. . 

. but that is the

beginning of a separate research study.

In general, graduate students get the kind of jobs they prefer and

expect. Academic jobs are highly selective , though, and even among students

who prefer them only advanced students who are rated as potential Ph.

material can be fairly sure of achieving their preferences. The variables

that appear to intervene between preference and outcome for students other-

wise qualified for academic jobs include: some slight stratum differences,

non-academic competition for students in natural and social science, relation-

ships with faculty members , and spouse s resistance against entering a low

paid career. Most of these findings are to be highly qualified , but taken

together, they suggest that the academic world is subject to powerful competi-

tion for its progeny.

Summa

One year after the administration of the questionnaires , the status of

a large proportion of the sample was determined by inquiries to university

registrars and departmental facul ty . Most of the students (59 per cent) were

studying in the same field in the same institution , seven per cent had shifted

school or field of study, five per cent had left school with a Ph.D. or self-
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defined terminal master , and the remainder (36 per cent) had dropped out of

school or disappeared.

Analysis of drop outs , transfers , and type of employment for those who

left school, led to the following findings.

Regarding drop out: Academic ability seems to be the most important

variable, low ability students having quite high drop out rates, even though

failing grades are very rare in graduate school. Subjective states such as

morale, personal adjustment, and criticisms of graduate school are not asso-

ciated with drop out. Neither financial worry nor financial pressures in

1958 were associated with drop out in 1959. The characteristics which are

predictive of drop out are: motivation (researchers have low drop out rates

students who don I t prefer either teaching or research have high rates, self-

defined intellectuals have lower rates); division (natural science students

have low drop out rates , humanities students have high rates , social scientists

are in the middle); employment (full-time workers have high drop out rates

assistants have low rates, fellows , part-time workers , and those with no employ-

ment or fellowship generally are in the middle); age and family role (older

students and fathers have high drop out rates). Except for the divisional

difference , most of these findings can be loosely interpreted as indices of

involvement in graduate school versus involvement in the world outside it.

The more the student is involved in school , the more likely he is to stay an

additional year.

Transfers are fairly rare, and are not strongly associated with the

personal characteristics measured in the study. Married students and research

assistants are a little less likely to shift schools. Among the transfers

however, there is a distinct difference in the school of destination for

students who differ in academic ability. Better students tend to move up
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in stratu of school , poorer Dtudants tend to stay at the same level or to

move down.

AIong the students who were known to be working, 39 per cent received

academic jobs. The best predictors of academic jobs are the student' s own

preference, his ability rating, and his stage of study. However, even among

advanced students , of high ability, who preferred academic jobs , a quarter

went into non-academic employment. Part of this IIlossll is explained by non-
academic opportunities for natural and social scientists as compared with

humanities , relationships with faculty members , and a lesser rate of academic

employment for students whose spouses were reported to be more materialistic.



Chapter X.

Summarx



The last chapter of a report , by tradition, is devoted to summary

and conclusions. We shall leave to others , better qualified to make

recommendations , the drawing of conclusions. Whether the data are indicative

of a healthy situation or of pressing needs for reform is a very important

question, but one which is beyond the scope of our commission , which was to

describe the financial situations of American arts and science graduate

students.

We shall conclude by summarizing the major findings of the study.

The chapter is designed to summarize the detailed and often complex infer-

ences drawn fram the data, and to provide the reader who wishes a quick

review of the findings with a capsule version of the report. Needless to

say, numerous qualifications and details of documentation have been ignored

in this sumary.

The Study

In the fall of 1958 detailed self-administered schedules were

collected fram 92 per cent of 3 000 arts and science students drawn as a

national sample of master s degree and Ph. D. candidates in natural (physical

and biological) sciences , social sciences , and humanities in res idence in

American graduate schools. Twenty-five graduate institutions were sampled

proportionately to their enrollments and within schools systematic probability

samples were taken.

One year later the academic status of 99 per cent of the sample and

employment of most of those who had left school was ascertained, along with

grade point averages , and faculty ratings of aptitudes and personality

characteristics.

-l79-
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Chapter I: Seven Graduate Students

In this introductory chapter, seven case studies are reconstructed

from questionnaires. The students are described in terms of the variables

which are later shown to be important in the statistical analyses , in order

chapters.

to provide some concrete examples of the generalizations drawn in later

ments:

Chapter II: The Academic World of the Graduate
Students: A Composite Portrait

The sample is described in terms of five measures of academic environ-

(a) stratum classification of universities , (b) control of university,

(c) division of study, (d) academic stage, (e) career expectations. In con-

sidering the inter-relationships of these variables and data on evaluations of

school, the following conclusions were drawn:

students
schools,
graduate
high

High prestige graduate schools tend to have more
and to offer work in the same fields of study as smaller
plus offerings in additional rare fields. Consequently,
students are heavily concentrated in the large, diverse
prestige institutions.

Private versus public control is unrelated to the stratum
dimension of size-offerings-prestige , but private universities are
concentrated in the urban East, large public universities in the
less urbanized areas of the Midwest and Far West , and small public
universities in the less urbanized areas of the South and Mountain
states. The result is that America has two geographically differ-
entiated systems of graduate training of about the same size and
stratum level.

A little less than half of the graduate students are in
the natural sciences , a little less than one-quarter are in the
social sciences , and a little more than one-quarter are in the
Uumanities. Divisional differences by control and stratum are
small.

Abbut half of the students are in the beginning or master
degree stages, about half are in the advanced or Ph.D. stag s of

training. Students in humanities and in lower stratum schools tend
to be at earlier stages , which is suggestive of problems of speed
and retention in these groups.
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Very few of the students eschew the Ph.D., although a
number are not certain that they will get one.

A clear majority of the students prefer academic jobs
and a slight wajority expect them, the discrepancy being
accounted for by l6 per cent of the sample who prefer academic
jobs but do not expect them, often because of their sex or
academic record.

Although often critical of specific aspects of graduate
school, the students tend to be pleased with their choice of
school and optimistic about their vocational futures. Their
personal esprit compares favorably with the highest morale groups
of enlisted men in the World War II army.

There is ' no relationship between a student' s location in
the academic world described here and his morale.

Chapter III: he Life Histories of the Graduate
Students: A Composite Portrait

Chapter III describes the sample in terms of father s occupation, age

family role, and the inter-relationships of these characteristics.

The general conclusions are: Absolutely speaking, graduate students

are considerably older than is necessary. Relatively speaking, their progress

in the life cycle tends to keep up with their age, while their progress in

academic stage does not.

The specific conclusions are:

From the viewpoint of the society as a whole, graduate
students are disproportionately recruited from the higher class
levels, but in absolute terms they come from families of modest
economic circumstances.

About half of the students were over 22 years of age when
they received their bachelor s degree, delay of this type being
associated with undergraduate self-support , being a male, and lower
status origins.

A little more than 40 per cent of the students were out of
college a year or more before they began graduate work.

Delay in starting graduate school after receiving the A.
is only partly due to military service and economic difficulties.
More commonly it seems to be due to late development of motivation
for graduate studies , particularly in the humanities and aocial
sciences.
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Because delay in receipt of the B.A. and gaps between the
bachelor s degree and graduate study are statistically independent
their additive effect comes close to explaining the high age levels
of the students. All other things equal , if all graduate students
received their A.B. ' s at 22 and went to graduate school immediately,
only 17 per cent of the students in residence would be over 26 years
of age, as contrasted with half of the s ple who are 27 or older.

Over-age students are disproportionately concentrated in
lower stratum schools and in the social sciences and humanities.

Regardless of his academic progress, the typical male
graduate student marries around age 26, is fairly likely to have
a child by the time he has been married three years , and expects
a child within the next two years unless he has two children already
or has been married seven or more years without any children.

The only social characteristic which affects fertility and
fertility plans among the married men is that Romn Catholics have
and expect more children.

Women students have a lower proportion married and a higher
proportion expecting to be married than men, which suggests that
women tend to drop out of graduate school when they get married.

10. Because progress in the family cycle is strongly related to
age and progress in academic stage is loosely related to age , at
every stage of academic progress there is considerable variation in
family situations.

Chapter IV: Graduate Students ' Incomes: Sources.
Totals. and Perceived Adequacy

Student incomes are analyzed in terms of three dimensions: (a) sources

of income , (b) total income for the student' s spending unit during the academic

year , and (c) students ' estimtes of whether their incomes will be adequate.

The major conclusions are:

Graduate students tend to have multiple and diverse income
sources. The only source which is characteristic of the majority
of students is stipends (scholarships, fellowships, and assistant-
ships). Over 70 per cent receive stipend income, half receive
$l50 a month or more in stipend income, and 41 per cent receive
half or more of their total income from stipends.

For about a quarter of the students , income from spouse I
employment is an important source; for a small minority, full-time
employment is the major source of income; and for a considerable
mj.nority withdrawals from savings , part-time work, and aid from
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parents are important supplementary sources. Investments , borrow-

ing, veteran s benefits , and other sources are relatively unim-
portant.

The sample reported a median income of approximately $400
a month during the academic year , whic h appears to be fairly high,
but needs to be qualified by the fact that (a) half of the sample
are married , (b) on the average 15 per cent of this income must be
spent on graduate school , and (c) incomes for comparable people in
the general population are probably higher.

High incomes are concentrated among married students, low
incomes among single students. Part of the high income levels of
the married comes from their access to income from full-time jobs
and income from spouse s employment , but even among those with no
income from these sources, total incomes run high for married
students.

Eighty-four per cent of the students believe that they have
enough income to cover their expenses, 53 per cent believe that
they have enough for their expenses plus a surplus for emergencies.

Whether incomes are seen as adequate or not depends on the
size of the income and the size of the family it must support. 
the average, it takes an income of $300 a month to put married men
with no children in the same financial position as single students
receiving $200-$299 a month, and it takes over $500 a month for
the fathers to achieve the same proportion who believe their
incomes are adequate.

Because students with larger families tend to have larger
incomes , perceived adequacy of income does not vary much with
family situations or with other major variables , although married
women are a little more comfortably fixed and fathers somewhat
less so than the others.

Family role position is the major determinant of financial
situations:

(a) Single students have low incomes , low income needs , and
seldom work full-time.

(b) Married women tend to have high incomes and to be supported
by working husbands.

(c) Childless married men tend to have high incomes , fairly
high income needs, and working wives to supplement their
other income sources.

(d) Fathers have higher income needs than married men with no
children, about the same income receipts, and appear to com-
pensate for the loss of spouses ' employment by taking up
full-time work. 
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(e) Of all the groups , only the fathers seem to have financial
troubles, and these are not due to low incomes but to
income sources which divert them from their studies.

Chapter V: raduate Students as Consumers of Education:
Expenditures, Prices, and Demand

expenditures for graduate study as anticipated by the respondents in the 1958

This chapter is divided into two parts, first an analysis of 1958-1959

questionnaire, second an analysis (based on data from the 1959 follow-up) of

the actual course completions for the sample.

Regarding expenditures:

Median total expenditures for graduate education amount to
about $450 a year , the bulk of this going for tuition. Viewed as
a proportion of total income, the average student expected to
spend about 15 per cent of his total income on academic expenses.

Academic expenses are highly variable: One-fifth of the
students expected to spend $900 or more and 23 per cent expected
to spend 30 per cent or more of their total income on graduate
studies. At the opposite extreme, 16 per cent expected to spend
less than $225 a year and 34 per cent expected to spend less than
a tenth of their total income on school.

Variations in academic expenditures are essentially due to
two factors: tuition differences between public and private schools
and highly variable course loads in both types of institutions.

Although for some students (e.g., single students with
high course loads in private institutions) academic costs consume
a large fraction of their total income , the proportion of total
income which must be spent for education shows no relationship
with financial adequacy. That is , students with higher educational
bills are no more likely to expect ending up in the red at the end
of the year.

Regarding course loads:

Of the students in the sample who were registered for the
entire 1958-1959 academic year, l2 per cent received credit for
what their school' s catalog defines as a full-time load , and about
40 per cent received credit for more than two-thirds of a full
year s load.

There is a strong negative relationship between amount of
employment (including assistantships) and course loads completed.
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Regardless of employment or stage of study, older students
and those with higher incomes carried lower academic loads.

The findings, along with the previous data on the low level
of debt and borrowing among the students, are interpreted as sug-
gesting that rather than adjusting their employment to their course
loads , graduate students adjust their course loads to allow for a
level of employment that will get them through the year without
incurring debt.

Chapter VI: Stipends

Stipends, the major source of income for graduate students, are

described and aaalyzed in terms of distribution , source , and student opinions.

For the sample as a whole:

Seventy-one per cent received some sort of stipend.

About half had a non-duty stipend , about one-fourth had a
non-duty stipend worth $1 000 or more per year over and above
tuition costs.

Four out of ten students had a duty stipend. Teaching
assistantships were twice as comon as research assistantships,
a little more than one out of four students holding a teaching
assistantship.

In terms of distribution:

Natural science students had a distinct advantage over
social science and humanities students in terms of: (a) probability
of holding a stipend of any type, and (b) amount of money received
from non-duty stipends among holders of such aid.

Humanities students have more teaching assistantships than
do social science students, the reverse is true for research assist-
antships. For duty stipends in general, there is no difference
between humanities and social sciences.

Ph.D. candidates have an advantage over master s candidates
in terms of: (a) probability of holding a stipend of almost any
type , and (b) amount of money received from non-duty stipends among
holders of such stipends.

Public school students have a distinct advantage over private
school students for both teaching and research assistantships, but
there is little control difference in: (a) non-duty stipends worth

000 or more after tuition, (b) net value (after subtraction of
tuition and fees) of non-duty stipends , among holders of such
stipends.
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Hourly pay rates for assistants do not vary much by division,
stage, or control.

Three combinations of these variables stand out:

(a) Among advanced natural science students, except possibly in
lower stratum private schools, stipend levels are so high as
to have approached something like a saturation point.

(b) Advanced humanities and social science students in public
institutions have very high proportions with teaching
assistantships.

(c) Beginning social science and humanities students in private
schools have very low rates of support.

Financial need is not associated with stipend holding, and
although ability is related to stipend holding, it plays a less
important Lole than division, stage , and control. Low ability
students in the "right" circumstances have a better chance of
getting a stipend than outstanding students in less fortunate
academic niches.

In terms of sources:

The major proportion of stipends are provided by the students
ow schools.

The major differential in university support lies in varia-
tion in the use of teaching assistants. Public schools use many
more, regardless of division, and private schools seem particularly
unwilling or unable to use TA' s in the social sciences and humni-
ties. Even after TA I S are excluded from the tabulations, pub lic
schools still provide stipends for more of their students than do
private schools (not counting lower tuition as a stipend), research
assistantships from university funds being a major factor here.

The Federal governent in 1958 was an important source of
stipend funds for natural science students, particularly at the Ph.
level, but students in other divisions seldom received Federal money,
except in the form of veterans f benefits which are not associated

with division of study.

Stipend support from the "private sector" (private national
programs and employers) is small and neither accentuates nor com-
pensates for the differentials in other sources.

In terms of opinions on duty stipends:

Except for those students who hold non-duty stipends worth
000 or more a year after tuition , teaching and research assist-

antships are seen as quite desirable by all students , aside from
their vital economic importance.
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The bulk of assistants rate their jobs as good or e cellent
in training value, and less than one-third have any complaint. 
there is a complaint , it is almost always about the amount of money.

Chapter VII: The Pattern of Non-Stipend Income

Chapter VII describes and analyzes the major sources of non-stipend

full-time jobs, part-time jobs , spouse s employment, aid from

parents, and borrowing.

Concerning employment:

Employment of some sort (assistantships, part-time jobs
full-time jobs) is characteristic of graduate students. Among
students with no fellowship, more than eight out of ten work during
the year.

The students who have full-time jobs tend to be characterized
by high-paying professional and managerial occupations heavy family
responsibilities , retardation in academic progress , and concentration
in the lower stratum private schools, which are adapted to their
needs.

Part-time jobs, while often high level professional positions,
appear to be supplementary income sources , which substitute for
stipends in those schools , divisions, and stages where stipends are
rare.

Concerning family sources of income:

The spouses of women students tend to have quite good jobs
the spouses of men students tend to have fairly good jobs.

The rate of employment of the students ' wives is a joint
function of fertility and economic pressures.

There is no evidence that the working wives are rebellious -
about their lot, and no evidence that male students weigh the economic
importance of working wives in their fertility plans, although if the
wife is a student , fertility expectations are conspicuously lowered.

Less than a quarter of the students were receiving help from
parents and/or in- laws.

The major reason reported for not receiving parental aid is
I don I t need any.

Among students who "need" parental aid , the proportion receiv-
ing it varies directly with the class level of the parental family
and the family s orientation toward higher education.
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Concerning borrm ing and savings:

Borrowing is rare, savings are common in the sample.

The best predictor of borrowing is extant indebtedness.

Except for slightly higher debt levels amcng
students from lower status origins , there is no particular
group of students (in term of academic variables, family
s1 tuations , employment , stipends , etc., etc. ) which is either
amassing savings or running into debt while in graduate school.

Chapter VIII: Concerns About Monex:
Worry and Expectations

worry about financial problems and anticipated salaries after finishing

Two subjective aspects of finances are considered in this chapter

graduate school.

Concerning financial worries:

In absolute proportions and by rough comparison with the
general population, financial worries are low among American
graduate students.

Differences in financial worry by age , stage of study,
family role, division, control , and stratum of school are not
very great.

The student from parental families of lower socio-economic
status is (justifiably) more likely to be worried.

Worry appears to be heavily influenced by three factors:

(a) Anticipated deficits , low savings , and high debts. Debtors
are rare in graduate school , but they do suffer from heavy
financial worries.

(b) Worry is greater for students who feel their situation is
worse than that of their friends, regardless of perceived
adequacy of income. This is interpreted as "relative
deprivation. "

(c) Employment per adds to worry, unless its financial
return is high. The result is that students with part-
time jobs or assistantships are more worried than those
with full-time jobs or those with no job at all.
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Concerning anticipated income:

Men, students in atural sciences, Ph.D. candidates, and
those expecting non-academic jobs (except among humanities
students) have higher salary expectations.

Because anticipated salaries are uncorrelated with current
incomes , some students expect a big increase in income when they
complete their studies, some anticipate a lowered annual income.

The higher the current income and the lower the expected
starting salary for Ph.D. candidates , the greater the proportion
of students who expect to take more than five years for their Ph.

The suggestion is that the students I (perhaps unrealistic)

pessimism about their financial futures , in combination with their
rather high current incomes , result in a lessening of incentive to
complete the Ph.D. with unseemly haste.

Chapter IX: The Outcome One Year Later

One year after the questionnaires were administered , the current

status of most of the students in the sample was established. Fifty-nine

per cent were found to be studying in the same field at the same institution

seven per cent had shifted school or field of study, five per cent bad left

school with a Ph.D. or a self-defined terminal master s degree , and tbe

remainder (36 per cent) had dropped out of school or disappeared.

Concerning dropping out:

Academic ability appears to be the most important variable
in retention, low ability students having a high loss rate , even
though failing grades were rare.

Subjective states such as morale, personal adjustment
and critici$ms of graduate school are not predictive of drop out.

Neither financial worries nor financial pressures in 1958
were predictive of drop out in 1959.

Characteristics which are associated with drop out are:

(a) Motivation: Students interested in research have low drop
out rates; students interested in neither teaching nor
research have high drop out rates. Self-defined intellectuals
have low drop out rates.
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(b) Division: Natural science students have low drop out
rates , humities students have high drop out rates
social science students tend to be in the middle.

(c) Employment: Full-time workers have high drop out
rates , assistants have low drop out rates, other stu-
dents (those with fellowships, part-time jobs, or no
employment) are in the middle.

(d) Age and Family Role: Older students and fathers have
higher drop out rates.

Concerning transfers:

Transfers are fairly rare, although there is a cumulation
such that a goodly proportion of Ph.D. students have done graduate
work in more than one school.

Transfer status is not strongly associated with the
variables in this study.

Better students transfer to schools higher in the stratum
classification, less able students stay at the same level or move
down .

Concerning academic employment among students who left school:

The student' s preference and expectations from the 1958
schedule are predictive of his type of job in 1959.

High ability students and students in advanced stages of
study were more likely to get academic jobs, regardless of their
preference.

Even among advanced , high and middle ability students who
preferred academic jobs , about one-quarter went into non-academic
work.

Part of the "loss" of academics is explained by non-
academic competition for natural and social scientists, by
relations with faculty members , and a lesser rate of academic
employment for tbose students whose spouses were reported to
be more materialistic in their concerns.
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The Sample



The design of the sample involved two stages: (1) a stratified

systematic sample of universities) and (2) a simple systematic sample bf

students within each of the 25 universities chosen in Stage 

Stage I: Universities

The universe was defined in 1:-10 ways. To be eligible, a university

ha.d to offer the Ph. D. degree in at least one TAS (traditional arts and

sciences) field. The problem of defining a TAS field is not an easy one,

however. The organization of different universi ties gives different func-

tions to departmnts bearing the same title and similar functions to de-

partments bearing different titles.
Definition of a TAS field WaS deterned primrily by exclusion.

The first step was to exclude clearly professional or technical fields

such as law business, education, architecture, pharmcy, the specialties

in clinical fields of medicine, purely agricultural fields, psychiatry,

engineering, etc.

A number of remaining fields were ambiguous as to their TAS status.

In the humaities, the performing arts were exc luded. Although art

historians were included, musicologists were not. Similarl pharmacology

in the biological sciences, and rural sociology in the social sciences

were exe luded. Decisions on departments like these were more difficult

than the first ones--and in many instances -1ere somewhat arbitrary. Gen-

erally, we were guided by a tendency in the direction of exclusion rather

than inclusion) so that if we had a reasonable doubt about the " TAS-nes

of a field, we excluded it.

Jacob J. Feldman, Director of Research at NORC, was primarily
responsible for the sample design.

-1..
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There was, however, a counter-tendency. In universities where a

non-TAS-type department offered a TAS-type program--biochemistry in a

medical school, for example--we included that department. Tab Ie 2. 8 ,

page --' gives the fields which finally fell in the sample. The reader

should note that this list encompasses only TAS fields in the sample.

There are more TAS fields than these in American universities, but they

did not happen to fall into the samle: either because universities offer-

ing Ph. ' s in other fields did not fall into the university sample or be-

cause students in some of the fields in sample universities did not fall

in the sample of students.

For a department to be eligible it must have offered the Ph.

This decision both simplified the sampling problem, since about one-fifth

as many universities offer the Ph. D. as the M. , and it limited the stu-

dents in the universe more narrowly to those who might be likely to pur-

sue the doctorate.

Procedures

The procedures for constructing the universe were:

A list was compiled of institutions which awarded the Ph. D. or
its equivalent. 2

Institutions were dropped from the list which, by reference to
the Education Directory and/or their latest catalogu proved
to:

offer no Ph. D. ,
offer the Ph. D. in professional, applied, or
technical fields only,
be not locatable (i.e., Institutum Divi Thomae,
somewhere in Ohio, listed in DPIUSU but not in
,gd. Dir ., for 'toJhich no catalogue could be found).

The following sources were used: Education Directory, 1957-58
Part 3, "Higher Education ; U. S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Office of Education lash1ngton, D. C., 1957). Doctorate Pro-
duction in United States Universities, 1936-l956 , National Academy of
Sciences - National Research Council, Publication 582 ash1ngton, D.C.,
1958). Frederick W. Ness, A Guide to Graduate Study, Association of
American Colleges vashington, D.C., 1957).
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Questionnaires about offerings and enrollments were sent
to institutions still on the list. Institutions were
dropped from the universe when their replies to the ques-
tionnaire fell under categories 2a and 2b above.

Telephone calls were made to registrars or graduate deans
of the institutions which did not reply to the question-
naire if inclusion of their university was doubtful. If
the calls indicated that these unive sities fell under
category 2a or 2b, they were also excluded. One hundred
forty universities remained.

These 140 universities were stratified on two criteria: n Stratum

(defined in Chapter II) and public vs. private control. This yielded six

strata:

Stratum O--privately controlled institutions which ranked 1 through
lO, overall) in the then unpublished " Educational Survey) Standing of
American Graduate Department .3 plus M. T. and Cal. Tech. There were
eight such universities.

Stratum l--publicly controlled institutions which rarn ed 1 through
10, overall in the Keniston survey. There were four of these.

Stratum 2--privately controlled institutions which are not in
Stratum 0 or 1 but which were members of The Association of Graduate
Schools of the Association of American Universities, fall 1958, or which
awarded 400 or more Ph. D. ' s in TAS fields between 1936 and 1956.

Stratum 3--publicly controlled universities meeting the same
criteria as for Stratum 2.

Stratum 4--all other privately controlled institutions in the
universe.

Stratum 5--all other publicly controlled institutions in the uni-
verse.

Procedures for drawing the sample of universities were as follows:

1. The total number of graduate students in Ph. D. granting TAS de-
partments was obtained either from registrars' reports or our own estimates.

The total sample size was set at 3, 000.

3. The total enrollments for each of the six strata were obtained
by summing the results of Step 

Hayward Keniston, Graduate Study and Research in the Arts and
Sciences at the University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1959).

Doctorate Production , .2' il.
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4. The middle
the other strata. \ole

each of the first and
strata.

two strata had more graduate students than any of
therefore decided to tak four universities from
last two strata and five from each of the middle

5. The total sample size of 3, 000 was divided among the strata
in proportion to stratum enrollments.

6. Within each stratur. the univerff ties were ordered according
to their eligible enrollments. Institutions with enrollments smaller
than the school quota for their stratum were combined into clusters
roughly twice as large as the quota. None of these was drawn in the
samp le.

7. A sampling interval was computed for each stratum. This was
the number of students in the population of each stratum divided by the
number of schools to be sampled in that stratum.

8. Each school was assigned a hypothetical serial number for each
of its eligible graduate stndents; i.e., in Stratum 1, Columbia was given
numbers 00001 through 03525.

9. For each stratum a random start was obtained from a table of
random numbers. This number could range from 0 to the total number of
students in the stratum.

to. A systematic sample of universities was drawn starting from the
random start and continuing through all serial numbers, taking the univer-
sities corresponding to the serial numbers drawn and adding the sampling
interval at each step. Thus each university had a probability of being
drawn equal to the proportion of its eligible graduate students to all
eligible graduate students in the stratum. The University of California,
at Berkeley, was drawn twice. Its quota therefore was l72, rather than
86.

It should be noted that Step lO allowed us to draw a sample repre-

sentative of all graduate students in the universe--because each had the

same probability of being drawn.

The logic of our sampling procedures is very simply demonstrated.

The probability that an individual will fall in the sample is the product of

the probability that his university will be chosen and the probability that

be will be chosen if his university falls in the sample.

Let X = enrollment in university, n = number of students per un:iver-

sity per stratum, and y = the sampling interval.

P (U being chosen) = x/y

P (Student being chosen if his university is chosen) = nix

P (Student falling in sample) = n/y, by multiplication.
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Sta e II: The Sample of Graduate Students within Sample Institutions

Actual sampling procedures varied from university to university;

however, they followed the following general patterns:

l. A list of eligible departments was construted from registrars
reports and the university catalogue. Only students in these departments
(TAB offering the Ph. D. ) were eligible. Moreover they had to be working for
either the master s or the doctor s degree. We were trying to exclude non-
degree students by this criterion, but Upart-tim ' students were eligible
if they were working toward a master s or Ph.

2. Procedures varied from this point depending on the university
system for keeping records. TI1e universities can be divided into those keep-
ing records on IBM cards and those not doing so.

For the former, our field representatives were pro-
vided with a sampling interval and requested to do
the fo 1l0 (ling:

Sort out the cards of all students
registered in ineligible fields.

Rave an IBM Collator (with counter)
wired so that it would insert an " od&'
card after every nth regular card.

Remove all regular cards preceding
each II odd" card.

In one institution with IBM facilities, the procedure
was different. Here a ten-digit random number was
punched into each eligible card, and the cards were
serialized on these random numbers until the quota
was reached. This is the only institution in which
a systematic sample was not used. In a few schools
with IBM equipment, the actual drawing of cards was
done manually.

In schools where the records were not kept on IBM
cards, a different procedure was used.

First, it was impracticable to sort out
the records of students who were in-
eligible. Therefore, the gross quota
was inflated to provide enough cases so
that the original quota could be obtained
in the end.

Every nth card was then selected by hand.
The field representative examined it to
see if the student was in nn eligible
department. If he was, the field repre-
sentative listed his name; if he was not,
the card was returned to the field, and
the nth card after it was selected.
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Field representatives were instructed to
continue this process until the pile of
cards was exhausted. In other 1;'lords, they
1;l1ere not to stop when they reached their
quota.

Both the machine and the manual methods usually left a
greater number of cards than the quota. Each na listed
was assigned a consecutive serial number from 001 on.
Names were eliminated from the list by reference to a
table of random numbers until the quota was reached.

In a few cases t too few cards 1;'lere drawn. The pro-
cedure for adding cases was somewhat more complicated
than that for subtracting them. The field representa-
tive drew a random number corresponding to the number
of a respondent on his list. He located this card in
the file and took the card of the student half the
sampling interval further on, listing the appropriate
informtion if the student was eligible, but ignoring
that card and repeating the whole process if he was
not. This procedure was repeated until the quota was
reached.

In two universities, all eligible graduate students
were sampled. One of these was reduced to the quota
in Chicago. The other did not have enough cases to
reach its quota) falling short by 13 out of 92 cases.
No attempt was made to replace these cases. In theory,
these cases should receive a weight to bring them in
line with other universities but their contribution to
the whole is negligible, and we therefore did not as-
sign such a weight.

A copy of the sample list was sent to the Chicago office
where the names of the students were checked as their
questionnires arrived.

Results

A few words are in order about our system of conducting field opera-

The procedures were thetions in twenty-five widely scattered universities.

same in all schools, 1ith few exceptions. After the field representative w

chosen, he got in touch with the Dean of the Graduate School in his University,

and arranged to draw the samp Ie. He also arranged for the Dean to sign a

versity.

master letter to be sent to each graduate student in the sample for his uni-

This letter indicated the Dean s general support for the study and

his recommndation that the student participate.
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The extent and difficulty of tracking down non-respondents varied

from university to university, but by and large, enough persistent contacts

served to produce a high" take rate.

The variations in this procedure came basically at the beginning.

!n areas where NORC had a sampling unit, NaRC Field Supervisors were given

responsibility for the universities in their area. Seven NORC interviewers

handled twelve universities, including three medical schools. On the other

hand, fourteen field representatives were hired directly by the project

staff. Each of these was responsible for one university, and the project

staff handled the University of Chicago. Most of the field representatives

were faculty members in the sociology department of the sample institution.

One was a sociologist in a neighboring university, however, another was a

psychologist in a sample school, and two were graduate students in sociology

at sample schools.

Overall, questionnaires were received from 92. 4 per cent of the gradu-

ate students in the sample The median response rate for schools was 94.

per cent, and the mode fell in the 95 - 100 per cent category. The ac tua 1

distribution of response rates is shown in Table 

TABLE 1

FRQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
OF RESPONSE RATES BY SCHOOL

Rate Frequency

80- 85% 

. . 

85- 90% 
90- 95% 

. .

95-100% . 

. . 

Total
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These figures indicate that, with one possible exception, response

rates are high enough in all of our universities that differential patterns

of non-response should not affect the findings.

In the nature of probability samples, their justification comes from

the logic of the design rather than from comparison of sample results with

data on the universe. That is, even though the results of a sample may be

close to the characteristics of the universe for selected items, this is no

guarantee that this is true of all items, while to collect universe data for

all items would defeat the purpose of probability sampling. At the same time

departures from universe values are to be expected on the basis of sampling

variab 11 ity.

So far as we .know. there are no important biases in the sample drawn

for this study, and differences between the sample and other published data

can be explained by definition of the universe (e.g., exclusion of profession-

al schools, exclusion of departments offering only the master s degree, ex-

clusion of students not in residence). For what it is worth, however, com-

parison of sample and universe characteristics in terms of division of study

are presented below.

In each of the six strata three divisional distributions are given in

Table 2. The first row gives the distribution of enrollments in the universe,

based on the questionnaires returned by the registrars. The second row gives

the distribution for the total enrollments in the sample schoo 1s . The third

row gives the distribution for questionnaires received in Chicago. DiffereT1C'2!S

between the first and second rows reflect sampling error in the selection of

schools; differences between the second and third rows reflect sampling error

within schools and error due to non-response.

The only discrepancy of any importance is an over-representation of

social science students and under-representation of numanities students in
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Stratum IV. Many institutions in Stratum IV do not offer a full range of

departments or are over-weighted in favor of one division. Our samp Ie re-

fleets this fact, particularly in the social sciences. In other words, there

was greater variability in the universe for Stratum IV, and this fact is

reflected in the sample of universities which we drew.

XABLE 2

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE UNIVERSE, ENROLLNTS IN 
UNIVERSITY SAMLE, AN RESPONDENTS IN TH SALE OF STUENTS BY STRA AN

DIVISION

===========---=============: ====================== ==== =====:=============

Socia 1 Physical Bio logical Total
Stratum Humanities Sciences Sciences Sciences Per cent (N)

Universe 24. 35. 31. 99. (9, 920)
Sample Schools 0 27. 40. 60 22. 99. 99 (7, 377)
Response 26. 31. 74 28. 13 . 28 100. 00 (482)

Universe 22. 29. 30. 19 18. 99. (7, 273)
Sample Schools 21. 95 30. 29. l8. 22 99. 99 (6, 063)
Response 2l. 33. 27. 17. 99. (337)

Universe 24. 34. 29. lO. 91 100. (13, 376)
Sample Schools 27. 32. 30. 10. 100.01 (5, 828)
Response 23. 37. 30. 100. (568)

Universe 18. 27. 37. 16. 02 100. (l6, Oll)
Sample Schools 22. 30. 31. 56 15. 100. 00 (5 A19)
Response 15. 29. 37. l7. 53 100. (713)

Universe l8. 38. 33. 99. (8, 566)
Sample Schools 14. 45. 33. 100. 00 (1, 607)
Response 55. 34. 100. (383)

Universe 11. 21. 82 43. 22. 100. 00 (8, 031)
Sample Schools l7. 32. 35. l3. 82 100. (1, 093 )
Response 14. 30. 37. 17 . 99. 359

totals:
Universe 20. 31. 23 . 39 13. 100. . (63, 183)

Samp le Schoo Is 24. 34. 28. 12. 100. (27,387)
Response 22. 34. 69 29. 13. 100. (2,

Inspection of Table 2 shows that, by and large, our sample is rcprese ta-

tive of graduate students in arts and sciences fields in Ph. granting univ",:r:

sities. The variability of the universe for Stratum IV has biased our sample

of that stratum by under-weighting the humanities and over-weighting the social

sciences. This is the only cell which is off by an appreciable amount, and

since historians, who were treated as social scientists for purposes of sampling.

will be treated as humanists for purposes of analysis. the deficiency of humani-

ties students in this cell is not as serious as it first appears.
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A Note on the Accuracy of Enrollment Estimates

Because the sample was drawn before the beginning of the 
fall, 1958

term, actual enrollment figures were not available for sampling purposes.

For the majority of the schools in the universe we received registrars

estimates of anticipated enrollment in TAS fields. For the reminder,
1958 enrollments were projected from previous enrollment data, using the

correlation between previous enrollments and the ay

~~~~~~

. registrars
estimates to establish a regression equation.

For fifteen schools drawn in the sampl enrollments had been esti-

mated Actt l enrollments in these schools were determined during the

samling phase making it possible to check on the accuracy of the predictions.
We made no formal check on the accuracy of registrars

' predictions, but they

appeared to be highly valid.

We ranked the fifteen universities by our estimtes and by the
registrars' actual figures and computed a Spearmn rank correlation coef-
ficient for the two rankings. This coefficient was 0.

98, indicating a high

level of consistency between the two sets of data. Six of the estimates

deviate by as much as 15 percentage points from the registrars
' final re-

ports. the largest of these, however, has a negligible effect on the

probability that a given student would fall in the sample.
This is the

discrepancy of 555 cases for New York University. The estimated enrollment

of 2,400 yields a probability of 0. 038 that a given New York University
student would fall in the sample. This changes to a probability of 0. 047

if the correct figure, 2, 955, had been used. All other differences would

therefore affect a student' s probability of falling in the sample by less

than one percentage point.
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TAB 2.

DISTRIUTION OF ARTS AND SCIENCE GRADUATE SCHOOLS
BY ESTIl'ATED ENROLUIENT, FALL, 1958

Number Per Cent Total Per Cent Cumulative Per Cent
Enro1lment-:E of all Students**Schools Schools Students Schools Students

, 5'CO or more 15, 576

000- 499 . 13, 212

700-999 . 

. .

816

500-699 . 

. .

452

400-499 . . 4, 91.

300-399 . 

. .

541

200-299 . 

. .

4, 448

100-199 . 

. .

742

Less the.n 100 , 458

Total. . 140 100% 63, 187 100%

*Enrollment data are based on registrars I estimates of Fall 1958 en-

rollment made durig the sumer of 1958 at NORC I S request (61% of the schools)
or NORC I S estimate from previous enrollment figures (39% of the schools). For 15
schools where actual 1958 enrollment figures were later received,. the rank
correlation coefficient between the NORC estimate and actual enrollment was . 98.

h'tThese figures have a spurious appearance of precision. Actually, in
the vast majority of schools the estimates 'Were made to the nearest 10 or for

larger schools nearest 50 students.
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TABLE 2.

PRESTIGE RATING AND GRADUATE ENROLLMNT

NUIber of Arts Per Cent
Per Cent of Number

and Science Listed in
Keniston

Graduate Students Keniston Schools Schools
in Top Ten

000 or more. . 76' 50 (16)

500-999 . (8)

Less than 500 

.. .

(1)

N . . 

. . 

. . 139

NA*. . . .

*Throughout the report, the letters NA designate 
IINo Answer

or IINot Ascertainable.
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TABLE 2.

NUMER OF UNIERSITIES OFFERING THE PH.
BY SPECIFIC FIELD, 1958

(N ;: 140)

Field Yes infor- Field Yes infor-
mation mation

Chemi stry.. 111 Anthropology 

.. 

103
Modern languages Geography. 107

(any) 

.. .

Classics

.. .. "

110
Entomology..

. .

111
Physics.. 

.. .

lisicology .

.. 

113
Biology, general. 112

Psychology

.. 

Pathology 

. .. .

113
Mathematics. 

.. .

Genetics. 

.. 

118
History . Biophysics 

.. 

117
English.. . . Astronomy, astro-

physics. .

.. 

119
Economics.

. ..

Compara ti ve

Zoolo gy Ii tera ture

. .

123
Physiology Art history

.. .. 

121
Political science Lingustics 126
Bio-chemi stry Neteorology , 131

Sociology. International
Botany.. relations 131
Geology 

.. .. 

Geophysics. . 132
Anatomy.. . Oceanography. 135
Philosophy Biometrics

. .

136
Microbiology Archeology, other
Bacteriology than classical 137

Geochemistry . 138



TABLE 

GUTT SCALE OF DEPARTNENTAL OFFENGS

Chemistry Jiodern Philosophy Astronomy Scale
Languages score

III

122

III

No ans'ter on one or more.

. .

140
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TA:mE 24-

COP.RATES OF STHATUE CLASSIFICATION

Per Cent in Per Cent With Per Cent With

Stratu. Keniston 500 or Hore Offerings
Top 25 Schools Graduate Scale Score

Students of III or IV-::-

I. 

. . . 

83 (12) 92 (12) 83 (12)

II.. . . . 42 (36 80 (36) 66 (32)
III. . . . 0 (92) (91) 8 (92)

Scale Scores are defined in Table 2.



TABLE 2.

DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS BY STRATUM AND CONTROL

(a) Numbers

Control

Private Public

Schools Students Schools Students

Keniston Ranks 1-
+ I'1T, Cal. Tech 9, 920 273

II. Others AGS and/or
High Producers. 13, 376 " 015

III. Other. ,66 037

(b) Per Cent

Of all Students (Universe) Of all Schools

Private Public Total Private Public Total

II.
III.

Total 100% 100%

N = 63, 187 N'" 140

Of all Students (Sample)

Pri va te Public Total

II.
III.
Total 101%
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TABLE 2.

GEOGRICAL PATTERNNG OF GRUATE SCHOOLS

(a) Per Cent of Graduate
Schools Located in the Private Public
Central City of a Stand-
ard Metropolitan Area

Maj or Producers

. . .

69' (26) 35 (23)
other. . . . 

. . .

(44) 38 (47)

II. III.
(b) Per Cent of G!'adua te The East.J lVlidt-JOst or South or

Schools Located in...
West Coast.JH:- Mountain StateS-'r:b

Private Public Private Pulic Private Public

Maj or Producers

. .

(26) 13 (23) ' (26) 70 (23) (26) 17 (23)

Other. .

. .

(44) 11 (4?) (44) 21 (47) (44) 68 (47)

. . .

In Central City of

...

Outside of Central City

an Eastern Standard of a Standard Hetropoli tan

(c) Per Cent of Graduate Metropoli ta Area Area and l ot in The East
Schools Located...

Private Public Pri va te Public

Hajor Producers. .o 42: (26) 0 (23) (26) 52 (23)

Other. . .

. . 

(44) 0 (47) (44) 55 (47)

East is defined as the Census regions, New England and Niddle Atlantic
plus Harland, Delaware and the District of Columbia.

Midwest is defined as the Census regions West North Central and East
North Central. West Coast is defined as the Census region Pacific.

~~~

. South J.S defJ.ned as the Census RegJons West South Central, East South
Central, and South Atlantic other than Haryland. Delaware and the District of
Columbia. Mountain is defined as the Census Region Mountain.



TABLE 

mSTRIUTION OF THE S1\HPLE BY DEPARffNT AN DIVISIOl'J

(a) Departent

AnthropoJ ogy . 

.. " .. . . . . . ..

(37) Philosophy..

. . . .

.. (66)

Archeology (except classical) .. (3) History.

. .

. (306 
Economics. . 

. . . . . .. .. ..

. (163) History of culture.. . 

.. . .. ..

(2)
Governent, Political Science American civilization and
and International Relations. .. (136) Junerican studies

.. . . . .. ..

(26)
Psychology, clinical.. 

.. .. . . 

. . (153) English

.. .. . . . .

.. (273)

Psychology, other.. .

. .

(65) Comparative Ii terature 

.. . .. ..

.. (12)
Sociology. . . 

.. . . . .

(85) Linguistics and philology

. .

(12)
Geography, human and urban. 

.. .

(12) Romance Languages. .

. ..

(77)
Social psychology

. . .. .. . . .

(9) German.. . . . . 4 

. . .. .. . .

(27)
Slavic languages.. 

.. .. . . . .

.. (11)

663 Near and Far Eastern languages.. (9)Total. . 

.. . . . 

Other languages

.. . .. .. .. .. .. 

Classics and classical archeology (15)
New Testament.. 

.. . . . ..

(2)
(7)
(1)

Physical Sciences

Chemistry, excluding biochemstry. (319)
Hathematics and mathematical
statistics.. 

.. . . . . . . .. .. 

(187)
Physics (and mechanics) . 

.. . . 

(289)
Astronomy. . . 

. . . . . .. . . .

.. (11)
Astra-physics. 

.. . . . .. . .. . .. 

(2)
Geology. 

.. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . 

.. (108 )

Geochemistry

.. . . .. .. . . . .

(4)
Geophysics

. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. 

(9)
1'eteorology 

.. . . . . . .. . . . . .. 

(7)
Chemical physica 

. . . .. .. . .

(2)
Geography (physical sciences) 

. ..

(10)

Total.. 

.. . . . .

948

Social Sciences

Interdivisional
Asian Area Studies

.. . . . . . 

Bio-psychology 

.. . . . . . .. . 

Total. . .

. . . .

Biological Sciences

Biophysics

.. . . . .. . . 

Biochemistry and physiological
chemstJ:. 

. . . . 

e- . . . 

. .

Bacteriology and microbiology
Botany and plant physiology ..
Zoology.. 

. .

Entomology 

.. .. .. .. . . .. " .. .

Genetics (plant and anmal) ..
Biolog'h general. . 

.. . . .. . .

Physiology (except plant)
Anatomy 

.- . .. . . . . # . .

Human pathology 

.. . . . . . 

Total 

.. . .. . . 

Hum ties

Total. 

.. . . 

Total Students

. . . 

.. .. 2 842

(6)

(74)
(47)
(53)
(62)
(39)
(18)
(27)
(32)
(13)
(11)

382

841

(b) Division

Natural Science

. . . .. .. . . 

47%
Social Science

. . . . . . .. 

23%
Huma ties

. .. . ..

. 30%
Intezdivisional.. 

.. . .. . .. .. *

Total. 

.. .. . . .

100%
N . . 

. . . .. 

.. 2, 842

* ., Less than per cent.
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TABLE 2. 9

DIVISION BY STRATUN AND CONTROL

Private Public

Stratum Natural Social Human- Total Natural Social Humani- TotalScience Science ties Science Science ties

(a) Universe (History Classified as a Social Science)

100% 100%

II. 100% 100%'

III. 100% 100%

(b) Sample (Histor, Classified as a Social Science)

100% (480) 100% (337)

II. 100% (562) 100% (713)

III. 100% (383) 100 % (59)

(c) Sample (History Classified as a Humanity)

100% (480) 100% (337)

II. 100% (562) 100% (713)

III. 100% (383) 100% (359)

N for Tables b and c . 

. . 

. . . . . 2, 834
Interdivisional 

. .

842
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TABLE 2.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE SlIBI'LE IN TERNS OF
DEGREE. PROGRESS

Degree Sought and Academc Work

Master'
Courses or seminars only. . . . . 

. . .

Preparing for comprehensives
or the sis 

. . . . . . . .

Doctor'
Courses or preparing for
comprehensives . 

. . . . . . . . . . .

Thesis

.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total

. . ,. . . . . 

. 100

N . . . . . . . . 2, 777

NA. . . 

. . . .

842

Per Cent

. )

)- 49

18 

32 L 
19 )
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TABLE 2.

DEGREE PROGRESS AND YEA OF GRAUATE

STUDY COMPLETED

a) . Distribution by Years of Graduate
Study Completed-

Years Completed Per cent

3 or more

. . . .

Total

. . . . .

100

N:: . 

. . 

817
NA = 

. . . .

842

Degree Progress and Years of Grad-
uate Study Completed

Degree Progress
Years of Graduate
Study Completed'*

. Degree Acadec
I 0/ moreSought v!ork

courses-seminars 30' 14.

comprel1ensi ve s
thesis

Ph. D. courses, com-
prehensi ves 

Ph. thesis

Total 100. 100 100 100

N . . 804 599 475 874

Total N . . 

. . 

. 2 , 752
NA on Years or

Progrss

. .

. 2, 842
*Years of Graduate School Completed is defined as

the total number of years prior to Fall, 1958 in which the
student was studyng in graduate schoo1t regardless of
field of study or course load carried Periods of drop-
out were excluded, and for students in residence for only
parts of one or more years, an estiate was made of the
total semesters or quarters in which the student 1\TaS 
school, which was divided by two or three to yield an
estimate in years.
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CONSTRUCTION OF STAGE INDEX

TABLE 

Stage Years Degree Sought Academc rfork
Completed

Any 823

1 or more Naster I s Any 672

III 1 or more Ph. D. Any, except
thesi s 792

1 or more Ph. Thesis, with or
without other
requirement 507

Total. . . . 

. . . . .

100%

N. . . 

. . . . . . . .

794

NA .

842
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TAB 2.

STAGE BY STRATU1, DIVISION AN CONTROL

(PER CENT IN STAGS III AND IV)

Pr: va te Public
Stratu

Natural Social
Human ties

Natural Social
Human tiesScience Science Science Science

(199) (88) (190) (154) (79) (100 )

II.
(214) (146 ) (187) (392) (158) (1514)

III.
(155) (110) (107) (195) (73) (85)

N -8 . . . 

. . . . . . . 

786
Interdi visional . 

. . . 

NA on Stage. 

. . . .

2,.
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TABLE 2.

HTERHINAL I-ffSTER sn BY STRATilr, CONTROL, AND DIVISION
(PER CENT IN STAGES I ANII CHECKING HI DO

NOT PLA TO GET A DOCTORATEII)

Private Public
Stratum

Natural Social
llumani ties Natural Social

Hum'1 tiesScience Science Science Science

(74) (34) (86) (66) (34) (50)
II.

(81) (70) (89) (172) (83) (81)
III.

(77) (64) (73) (109) (38) (55)

N . 4 . 

. . . . . . . . . 

336
NA on Ph. D. Plans. . . . 154
Interdivisional or
Not St ges I-

. . . . 

352

842
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TABL 2.

STAGE BY STRATUM, CmITROL, AND DIVISION, JUIONG
NON-TERMNA HASTER1S STUDETS

(PER CENT IN STAGES III-IV AMONG STUDENTS
NOT CHECKING III ro NOT PLA TO GET

A roCTORATE")

Stratun Priva.te Public

Natural Social Humanties Na tural Social
Humani tiesScience Science Science Science

(189) (87) (175) (149) (73) (92)

II.
(200 ) (133) (169) (364) (147 ) (144)

III.
(132) (95) (85) (170) (67) (75)

N . 

.. . . .. .. . . 

.. . . . 2, 546
NA on Stage or Ph. D.. Plans 
111 Do Not Plan... II . . . 235
Interdivisional 

.. . . . .

2, 81.
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TALE 2.

DISTRIU'i' IOIIf IN TERMS OF HOST PROBABLE JOB
Fl-v YEARS AFTER CONPLETING

GRAUATE "'aRK

Job Per Cent

Academic. . 

. . . . . .

57'

Non-Academic in field

. . . . . . . .

Non-Academic in different field

. . .

Secondary or primary teaching or
admni strati on 

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Non-Labor force

Total . . e

. .. .

100%

N . . . 

. . 

. 2 784
NA . . 

. .

81.
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TAB 2.

CARR PREFERENCE AND EXECTATIONS

Academic Jobs are.

E:xectation
Much More

Slightly No Difference Total
Desirable I,fore

Desirable Less Desirable

Academic

. .

40'

Other. 

Total 100%

693
149

842

NA on 1 or both .
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TAB 2.

CAEER EXPECTATIONS BY STRA'rUH, CONTROL, ffVISIOl\, AND STAGE
(PER CENT EXPECTING ACADEMC JOB F.VE YERS

AFTER OOMPLETING GRADUATE STUDY)

Pri vate. Public
Stage Stra-

tur Na tural Social Natural So cial
Science Science

Huran ti es
Science Science Humani ti es

Ph.
(ll7) (50) (95) (8S) (41) (43)

II.
(119) (64) (89) (198) (67) (64)

III.
(67) (40) (18) (68) (J2) (26)

------ ----- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------

(79) (38) (89) (65) (35) (55)

II.
(95) (78) (96) (189) (89) (87)

III.

----- ---------_ ------_ ~~~--------

l_---

~~~~~-------~~~-- -----~~~~--.

NA on stage + Interdivisional - 43% (51)

. . . . . . . . . . 

. 2 784
NA on expectations

842
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TABLE 2.

SATISFACTION WITH SCHOOL CHOICE

Answers to the question, "Looking back, do
do you think you made the best decision
by choosing this university for your
graduate study?"

Answer

I definitely made the best decision
by coming here. . . . 

. . . . 

I'm p, retty sure I made the best
decision by coming here

. . . . . . . . . .

This decision was no better and no
worse than another I might have made

. . . . .

Ilm pretty sure I should have gone
elsewhere. 

. . . . . . . . . . . .

I definitely made a bad decision.

Per Cent

Total

. . . . . 

. . 101%

NA .
795

842
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TABE 2.

EVALUATIONS OF JOB OPPORTUNTIES

(PER CENT RATING JOB OPPORTUNTIES IN THEIR
FIEL AS IIEXCELLENT" OR "GOOD" VERSUS

"FAIR" OR IIPOOR II )

Type of Job

Non-Academic Academic

Bachelor's degree only. . . . . 4 (2, 700) 32 (2, 620)

Master' s degree only. 

. . . . .

31 (2, 768) 72 (2, 664)

Doctor's degree. .

. .

. 95 (2, 783) 88 (2, 637)

For a Person With...
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TABL 

"GOOD TINE"

ANSWERS TO IIIN GERA, HHAT SORl OF A 
DO YOU HAVE IN GRADUATE SCHOOL? 

Answer Per Cent

I have a very good time. . . . . 

. . . . 

. . 24

I have a pretty good time. . . . 

. . . . 

. . 45

It r s about SO-SO. . . .

. .

. 26

I have a pretty bad time

. . . . . . . . .

. 4

I have a rotten time. 

. . . . . . . .

. 1

100%

N . . . . 2 803
!fA . .

842
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TABE 2. 22

CRITICISMS OF GRUATE SCHOOL

(PER CENT CHECKING GIVEN CRITICISMS AS tlVALIDIt OR IISOriEi-JAT

VALIDII VERSS IINOT VALIDtI OR IIDEA WRONG

Cri ticism Per Cent

It has too many purely formal I1hurdlesll which are really
ini tiation ri tuals, not genuine training. 

. . . . . " . . . . 

. . 50

It doesnlt provide enough traiing for teaching 

. . 

. . . 49

It encourages over-specialization. 

. " . . . . . . . . . . 

. 43

It stifles the creativity of its students

. . . . . . . . . . . 

. 37

Faculty members tend to become more involved in building
research empires than in making creative contributions
to the field. 

" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . 32

It exp10i GS its students by using them as cheap labor

" . . . . . 

. 31

It rewards conformty and punshes individualism. 

. . . . . . . 

. . 28

The training has Ii ttle or nothing to do 'Wth the jobs
the students will eventually get. . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

. . 26

It doesnlt provide enough training for research and
scholarly activities. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

It discourages students who wish to apply their knov11edge
to practical problems

. . . . . . . .. . . . . . " . . 

. " . . " 20

. . . 

. . 26

N . . 

. . . . 

. " . . . 2, 810
NA . . 

. . .

842
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TABLE 2.23

PERSONAL ESPRIT

A1'JSWRS TO "IN GENERA, HOH ,.;aULD
YOU SAY YOU FE HOST OF TH TIME?!!

Answer Per Cent

I am usully in good spirits

. . . . . . . .

I am in good spirits some of the time
and low spirits some of the time. 

.. . . .

I am usually in low spirits. . . . . 

. . 

N . . . " . 2, 834
NA .

842

100%
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TABLE 

MORA AMONG GRADUATE STUDENTS AND SOLDIERS

Espri t

Group Sometimes Total
Usually Good Usually

Low Sometimes Good
Low

-_.

Company Grade Officers
who were formerly
enli sted men. .

. .

100% 774

Graduate students

. .

100% 834

Noncoms.

. .

100% 332

Privates and PFC s .

. .

100% , 902

At.JL r s 100% 638

fili tary data are from Samuel A. stouffer, Edward A. Suchman, Leland
C. DeVinney, Shirley A. Star, and Robin Hilliams , Jr., Studies in Social
Psychology in l10rld 1nJar II, Vol. I. Adjustment During Army Life Princeton,
New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 19

, p. 



Tables for Chpter III

Tab les 3. 1 through 3.
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TABLE 

AGE DIS TRIBUTION OF' THE SAl'WLE

Age Per Cent Cuulative
Per Cent

20-23 . 100
24-26 . .
27-29 . .
30- 39 . 

40+ . 

. .

Total lOO

835

842
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TABLE 

DISTR1BUTICN IN TERMS OF PARNTAL EDUCATION

Highest Grade Completed Father Mother

Less than high school. 40'

Hi gh school.
Part college

Bachelor's degree.
Graduate vlork degree

Total :100% 100%

N . 818 822

, 81. 842
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TABLE 3.

DISTRIUTION IN TERMS OF FATHR'S OCCUPATION:
CENSUS CLASSIFICATION

Group

Professional, technical, and kind1ed 

. . . .

Managers, proprietors, officials, except
:ram. 

. . . . . . . . . . 

Ii Ii 

. . .. . .

Sales

. . 

t . 

.. . .. .. . .

Clerical and kindred. 

. .

Total 'Wite Collar

.. . .

CraftS1en, foremen, and kindred

Operatives and kindred. . . 

Private household and servce

., .. .. . .. . .

Laborers, except farm

. . .. . . . . . 

Total Blue Collar.

" . . 

Farmers and ;farm managers

Farm laborers and foremen

. . " .. . .. . . . 

Total
N . . 

. . . . . . . 

.. 2, 611
Uncodeab1e . 

. . .

NA (mostly fathers de-
ceased before respond-
ent was in high
school) . .

. .

184
842

Per Cent

:70

24;

100%

*Less than per cent.
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TABLE 

FATH! S OCCUATIONAL PRESTIGE AND PERCEIVED RETIVE STATUS

Jper Cent Saying Father s T;ye of Job is. . 

Prestige Nuch Lowr Huch Higher

Rating
or Slightly Same as or Slightly Total
Lower Than Professor's Higher Than
Professor's Professor

(454) Elite 100% 445

(664) Middle-Middle 100% 653

(776) Bottom-Hiddle
Working Class 100% 765

Eli te

(395) Working Class 100% 391

(167) Low Status 100% 164

100% 456) 418
NA on Rela-
tive Sta.tus

N .

. . . . .

, 446 509 463 456
Uncodeabl8* . 177 250

. . 

II .. . 136

Total N .

.. .

671 554 501 116 842

Lower Same Hi gher

Per Cent.

. . . .

20' 100% = 2, 726

of the uncodeable are farmers..
-:!*rIost of the fathers of the tlNo Ansl1crsll died before the respondent 1vaS in

high school.
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TABLE 3.

CPRRLATES OF FATHER'S OCCUPATION

(In each table, the entry is the per cent of students whose
fathers were coded middle-middle or elite)

(a) Age (b) Stage

Age % High Stage % High

20-23 . . 

. .

564 46' 714
24-26 . .

. .

668 II. 578
27"'29 . . 562 III. 677
30- 39 . . 540 IV. 448
40+ .

. .

117
NA on

NA on age. sta.ge

(c) Stratum and Control (d) Division

Stratu Private Public Division % High

60' ( 427) 48 (297) Natural
II. (487) 44 (611)

Science 44. 133

. . .

Social
III. (40) 43 (294) Science. 586

Human ties 730
Inter-
divisional

(a) Career Expectations

Exectation % High

Academic

. . . . . . . 

Other

. . . . . . . . 

NA.

1; 351
061

In Tables (a), (b), (c), Cd), (e):
. 2 456

NA on father's
occupation

. . 

386
2, 
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TABLE 

ORIGINAL A:m CUThEiIT RELIGIOn AIID CWTRCH ATTENDANCE

-"".._"

"'1L

Current. Religion

Same
Original Religion None Convert TotalReguar Infrequent

Attender Attender

Protestant 19. 17. 12. 51.

Catholic. 18. 23.

J e'tnsh . 13.

None.
Other

Total 39. 29. 25. 100.

N . . 

. . . . 

. 2 820
NA . . 

. . .

, 842
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TABLE 3. 7

DISTRIUTION BY AGE AT BACHELOR'S DEGRE

Age Per Cent
Cuative
Per Cent

Under 20.
20.

. .

21. .
22 .

. . 

23.

. .

24 .

. . . 

25 .

. . 

26 .

. .

27 .

.. -

28 .

. .

29 .

. .

30+

.. 

100

Total 100

. . .

N . . 

. . . . . . . . .

. 2 823
NA. or no bachelor I s degree. 

842
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TXBLE 3.

FATHERIS OCCUPATION, SE, AND AGE 
BACHELOR I S DEG.

(PER CENT RECEIING BACHOR'S
DEGREE AT 23 OR OLDER)

Father
Occupation

Sex

Male Female

(868) (245)

(1137) (194)

(311) (68)

High

. .

Low

. . . . .. . . .

NA. .

. . .

lJ . . 

.. . . . . .

NA on age at A.
, 823

842

Throughout the report, High Status = middle-
middle or ell te, LOvT Status'" other, unless speci-
fically stated otherwse.
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TABLE 3.

FATHER1S OCCUATION, SEX, AND UNDERGRAUATE
EMLOl1iE

(PER CENT REPORTING 50 PER CENT OR MORE
OF UNERGRUATE EXENSES FROM OWN

EARNINGS)

(857 )

Sex

Female

(246)

(185)

(62)

Father's
Occupation

Male

High. . .

Low 42 

122)

NA . 

. . . . . . .

002 )

N . . 

. . . . 

.. . 2 774
NA on Earnngs

842
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TABLE 3.

FATHERIS OCCUPATIOH, SEX, UNDERGMDUfTE EML0Y11EHT AND AGE AT BACHELORIS DEGREE

(PER CENT RECEIVING BACHELORfS DEGREE AT 23 OR OLDER)

Per Cent of Undergraduate Exenses From Ovm Earnings

Status Less than Half Half or More

Hale Female Hale Female

High. .

. . . .

(654) (218) (201) (27)

Low

. . . . . . 

(645) (135) (475) (48)

NA.
(175) (45) (124) (16)

N . . 

. . . . . . 

. . 2, 763
NA on Age at A. B. .

842
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TABLE 3.

AGE BY AGE AT BACHELOR'S DEGRE

Age at
Bachelor! s Degree

Per Cent
27 Years
or Older

22 years or younger.
23 years or older. 

Everyne. . . .

.. 

435

380

N . . . 2,, 815
NA . 

. .

842
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TABE 3 .

DELAY BETW BACHELOR'S DEGREE AND FIRST REGISTR TION
IN GRAUATE SCHOOL IN CURRilIT FIELD OF STUDY

Age at Years Delay Total
Bachelor' $-6

Under 22 years. 100% (438)

22 years. 

. .

100% (999)

23-25 years 100% (918 )

26+ years. . 100% (460)

N . . 2, 815

NA.

842
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TABLE 3.

CLASSIFICATION OF ACTmTIES DURING HIATUS BETWN BACHELORIS
AND FIRST ENRDLLHENT IH GRAUATE l'iRK IN CURREN1' FIELD

Preferred Per Cent Among
Category Activity School Tho se Reporting

1 or 2 Acti vi ties

N"illing Work. Em;Loymcnt or
Mili tary

Field Switch. Study in another
Field

Unwilling 1rJork . Elployment Yes

Draft. Hili tary Yes

vlilling Not employed or
Non-Labor Force studyng

Umdlling Not employed or
Non-Labor Force studyng Yes

Percentages total over 100% because of multiple answers.

915
3 or more activities .
NA or uncodeable 

. . .

265
NA on Hiatus

. . . . . 

- 27

No Hiatus. 

. . . . . . ,

594

, 81.
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TABLE 3.

PATTERNS OF ACTVITIES DURING INTEPTION BET1-JEN BACHELOR'S DEGRE
AN FIRST ENROLLNENT IN GRDUATE STUDY IN CURNT fiELD

(a) Major Patterns and Combinations Among Students
Listing 1, 2, or 3

Pattern Per Cent

Willing work only.

. .

Unwilling work only. . . 
"Draft" only. 

. . . . . . .

vlilling work and study in
different field

. . . . .

Study in different field
only. 

. . . . . . . . . .

Any combination of 3 or
more activities

. . . . .

Total

. .

79%*

. . . .

. . 956

All other loss frequent patterns and combinations
equal 21%.

(b) Pattern of Preference for Being in School, .Aong
Students Listing l or 2

vlould Have Preferred SchoolNo Yes
Per Cent

Total

. . . . . ". '

. 100%
N . . 

. . 

. . . 915
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TABLE 

FATHER'S OCCUPATION BY AGE AT BACHLOR'S DEGREE
AND HIATUS BETWN A.B. AND FIRST ENROLLMNT

IN GRAUATE STUDY IN CURNT FIEL
(PER CEN LOW STATUS)

Age at. A.B.
Hiatus Between A.B. and Graduate Study

Yes

22 years or
younger. . (775) 47 (505)

23 years or
older. . . (641) 60 (517)

N . . 

. . . . 

. 2, 438
NA on Father's
Occupation. . 377

NA on age at A.B. 
842
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TABLE 3.

FIELD OF STUY AND DATE OF FIRST SERIOUS CONSIDERATION
OF GRADUATE STUDY IN FIED

.,--

Time

ScphcmcrcField Year in Junor After Total
College or

or Senior Graduation
Before Years

Sociology. . . 100%

Philosophy

. . . .

100%

Poli tical Science 100% 134

Clinical Psychology. 100% 153

History .

. . . 

100% 305

Other Psychology

. .

100%

Economics. .

. .

100% 163

Bio-Chemistry . 

. .

100%

Foreign Languages. . 100% 126

English. . 100% 273

. .

11athematics .

. .

100% 186

Botan

. . .

100%

Zoology .

. .

100%

Physic s . .

. .

100% 289

Chemistry . 100% 317

Geology .

. .

100% 107

N . . 

. . . . . . .. . 

457
NA 

. . . . . . .. . . 

Fields with 50 or fe'tfer
cases. 

. . . .

376

81.
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TABLE 

DELY IN BACHELOR'S DEGREE, HIATUS BETWEEN BACHOR'S
DEGRE AND GRAUATE STUDY IN FIELD, AND AGE

(PER CEN'I 27 OR OLDER)

Age at A.
Hiatus Between A.B. and Graduate Study

Yes

22 or younger. . 

. .

23 or older. 

. . . .

17 (849)

56 (745)

54 (586)

88 (635)

N . . 

. . . . . . . 

. 2, 815
NA on Age or Hiatus. 

. 2 842
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TABLE 3.

DELY IN BEGINNING GRAATE SCHOOL BY STRTU'I, CONTROL AND DIVISION

Private Public

Stratum Natural Social Science Natural Social Science

Science & Humanties Science & Humanties

(a) Per Cent Rec.eiving A.B. at 23 or Older

(200) (279) (155) (179)

II.
(218) (339) (393) (313)

III.
(157) (219) (198) (158 )

(b) Per Cent Reporting a Year or Hore Beti'leen A.B. and First
Enrollment for Graduate Study in Current Field

II.
III.

(c) Per Cent Reporting A.B. at 23 or Older a:d/or Gap of One
Year or Hore

II.
III.

In Tables (a), (b), a:d (c):
N . . 

. . . . . . . . 

. . 2, 808
Interdivisional. . . 

. .

NA on Age. 

. . . . . .

842
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TABLE 3.

AGE BY STAGE, STRATm"l, CONTROL, AND DIVISION
(PER CEN 27 OR OLDER)

Pri va te Public
stage Stratum

Natural Social Science Natural Social Science
Science & Humanties Science & Humani ties

Master I s
(81) (130) (69) (92)

II.
(95) (178) (193) (179)

III.
(87) (156) (126) (100)

------------- ------------- ------------- -------------- -..-..--------- ----------- ---

Ph.
(118) (148) (85) (86)

II.
(n8) (155) (198) (132)

III.
(68) (60) (69) (58)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . 

781
NA on age or stage

. .

Interdivisional . . 

. . 

842
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TABLE 3# 20

PER CENT EVER HARRED, BY AGE AN SEX

Age
Per Cent Ever Married

Men Women

20-21 . . . (49) (30)
22 

.. .

23 (193) (71)
37 (200) (71)
44 (200) (45)

.. . . .

46 (228) (46)

. . .

49 (222) (23)

.. .

58 (217) (29)
61 (212) (19)
66 (160) (23)
70 (105) (17)

31-35 . 

.. .. .

69 (347) (59)
Over 35 

.. .

80 (179) (90)

. . 

(2) (3)

Total per cent
married.. 

1..J. 314 526
NA on Ma:d tal

status

.. .. .

To.tal N . 

.. .

316 526
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TAB 3. 

HARi'TAGE PLANS OF SINGLE STUDENTS BY AGE
AND SEX

(PER CEr"T CHECKI!JG nDEFINITELY PLAN TO BE
HARRED OR IQUITE LIKELY THT I llILL

BE 1-JARRED)

Sex
Age

FemaleMale

20-23 . 32 (317) 40 (lli)

24-26 . 33 (342) (75)

27-29 . 33 (230) (39)

30-34 . 31 (122) (3)
35-39 . (5) (28)

40t (15) (24)

N . . . 

. . . .

. 1 401
NA on age, sex,
marl tal status
or plans

. . . .

Not among II single
never married"

group

. .

1, li4

842
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TAB 3..22

CHLDRE BY DURTION OF IvJARRAGE AND AGE AT VlAAGE
(PER CENT WITH ONE OR MORE CHILDRE AMONG MAES

MAED ONE OR MORE YES)

Duration of Marriage in Years
Age .

at Marriage
or more

21 or yo-uger ...
(25) (25) (32) (30) (24) (21) (91)

22-23 . 28 68 168

(52) (54) (38) (37) I (38) (23) (81)

24- 25 44 160 69 172

(38) (50) (47) (32) (18) (21) (62)

26-

.. . . .

(39) (33) (28) (18) (15) (15) (53)

29+

. . . . .

(22) (15) (15) (6) (ll) (6) (36)

N . . 

. . .. .. . . . . . 

.. . 1, 151
NA on one or more items
Not a Married Hale

. . 

. 1, 619
Harried less than one

year 

2, 81.
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TABLE 3.

FERTILITY EXPECTATIONS BY DURATION OF MAIAGE AND

NUER OF CHILDREN, AMONG :tIARRED HALES
(PER CEN EXECTING A CHILD WITHIN 1",10 YERS)

Duration Number of Children Now

of Marrage
or more

Less than 1 year
(63) (1) (0) (0)

1 year.

. . .

(137) (27) (3) (0)

2 years

.. .

(106) (54) (9) (0)

3 years

. . . .

(63) (56) (32) (1)

4 years

. . . .

(38) (45) (30) (6)

6 years

. .

(46) (53) (64) (28)

7 or more
(40) (56) (94) (116 )

Total for re-

spondents
reporting on
duration of
marriage.

(493) (292) (232) (151)

N . . 

. . . . 

. . 1, 168
NA on Duration or

children noV1. .
NA on Exectation
Not a married

male

. .

619

842
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TABLE 3. 24

REIGION, DURTION OF MARIAGE AND FETILITY
(PER CENT OF MAED HALES WITH ONE OR

MORE CHLDREN)

Religion Duration of Marriage

Origlnal Current Less than 3-5 Years 6.+ Years
2 Years

Ca tholi c Catholic (59) (54) (87)

Protestant Protestant 18 (172) 59 (166) 86 (173)

Jewish J ewi sh (44) (24) (22)

Catholic None (16) (16) (9)
Protestant None (46) (56) (45)

Jewish None (28) (n) (10)

None None (20) (20) (12)

Other religions and
combinations

. .

(36) (42) (51)

1' . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . 1 219
NA on one or more items
Not a married male . . . 1, 619

842
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TABLE 3. 25

RELIGION, NUMBER OF CHILDRE AN FERTILITY EXPECTATIONS
(PER CENT OF HARRIED HALES EXECTING A CHILD)

Reli gion Number of Children

Original Current 2 or more

Catholic Catholic (51) (4.3) (94)

Protestant Protestant 58 (222) 59 (113) 20 (161)

Jewish Jewish (43) (23) (16)

Catholic None (21) (10) (10)

Protestant None (59) (45) (39)

Jewish None (30) (11) (7)

None None (22) (17) (11)

Other religions and
combinations. . 

. . .. . 

(46) (31) (45)

NA on children "lOW. . 

. . . .

- (3)

N . 

.. . . . . . . . 

173
NA on expectation. .
Not a married male . . 1 619

842
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TABLE 3.

FAHILY BOLE INDEX

Per Cent

Man tal Status Cfrldren Description vIi thin. Total
Sex Sample

Femae

Single or ex-married. Single Homen' 364 13.
Harried. Wives 1.3
Narried Yes I'1other s

100%

Male

Single or ex-married.. . No Single Men 082
Married Husbands 525
Harried. Yes Fathers 696

100%

Totals

. . . . 

2, 813 100%

other and insuffi-
cient information

842
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TABLE 3.. 27

AGE AND FAMILY ROLE INDEX

(a) Males

Age Single Husbands Fathers Total

20-23. . 100% (442)

24-26 . 100% ( 650 )

27-29 . . 100% (582)

30-39 . 100% (545)

40+ . . 100% (83)

. . 

(1)

Total. . .

. . . . 

. . 2 303
NA cn Farrily Role. .

316

(b) Females

Age Single vIi ves Mothers Total

20-23 . . 100% (171)

24-26 . . 100% (114)

27-29 . . 100% (68)

30-39 . 100% (98)

40+ . . 100% (56)

. . .

(3)

Tota1 

,. . . . . . . . 

510

526

NA on Family Role

. . .
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TlLE 3.

CHRONOLOGICA AGE AN STAGE IND

Age
Stage Total

III
20-23 years. 100% (613)

24-26 years. 100 (759)

27-29 years. 100 (650)

30-39 years. 100 (634)

40+ years 100 (133)

NA on Age. 

. .

(5)

. Total N 

. . * . . . 

. 2, 794
NA on Stage

. . . . .

842
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TABLE 3.

ACADEMIC STAGE AND FANILY ROLE INDEX

( a ) l1ales

Stage Sigle Husbands Fathers Total

I . . 100% (632)

II . . 100% (520)

III . . 100% (680 )

IV . . 100% (440)

NA . 

. . 

100% (31)

Total. . . . 

. . . . 

. 2 303
NA on Famly Role . .

316

(b) Females

stage Single Wives Mothers Total

I . . 100% (183)

II . . 100% (148 )

III

. .

100% (103)

IV . . 100%' (62)

NA . . 

. .

100% (14)

Total. . . 

. . . .

510
NA on Family Role

. .

526



Tables for Chapter IV

Tables 4. 1 through 4. 

and

Charts 4. 1 and 4.
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TABIE 4:.

EXPECTED INCOIvE FOR TH ACADEMC YER 1958-1959 BY SOURCE

Cuulative Per cent of Students Receivig...

Per Year p450 $900 $1, 350 $1, 800 700 $3, 600
Source

$ 50Par .Month $100 150 200 $ 300 400

Stipend.
Wi thdrawa1s

from savings
Part-time job.

Spouse r s job

.. 

Parents
Full-time Job
Veterans ' Benefits
Investments.
Loans

Spouse I s parents

",,

Other.

N for $1 

. . . .; . . . 

. . 2, 810

N -for) $1: N Stip nd . . . 2 776
All other sources

. . . . 

. 2, 774

* Per cent ... .
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TABtE 4

EXPECTED INCOl1E FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 1958-59 BY SOURCE AS A PER CENT OF TOTAL INCorm

(Cu1a.tive Fer Cent of Students Reporting Sources as Contributing

...

Per Cent or More of Total Income)

Soure 20% 40% 50% 60% 80% 100%,

Stipend.
Sa.vings .

Part-time job

Spouse I s job

Parents.
Full-time Job

.. 

Veterans t Benef'i'ls.
Investments.
Loans.
Spouse I s parents
Other

')\

N for 1% = 2 810
N for , 1% = 2 730, except Stipend

which is - 2 731

Per cent, .
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Chart 4.

FREQUENCY AND INTENSITY OF INCOHE SOURCES

. Savings 
Part-time tJ Q1LSpou:se I s Job. Parents 

20 --------- -------------- 

-_._--------- -------

. G. : Full-time job.nves men . Loans 
.Spouse All other Parents 

100

. St,ipend

10 30 40 50 60 70 90 100

% 2: 50% of Total Income Among Yesses
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TABLE 4..

ITtJER OF SOURCES OF INCOfiiE REPOR'rED

Number Vis-a-vis Total Income

Sourcas Any 10% or More 20% or More

Cum. Cum. Cum .

100 100 100

3 .
4 .
5 .

.. 

6 .

Total N . 81.0) 724) 724)

?r:ss than one-half of one per cent, but not zero..
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TABIE 

DISTRIUTION OF EXPECTED TOTAL INCONE FROIvI ALL SOURCES
FOR THE ACADEMC YE 1958-1959

Total Income Per Ye-ar

Under $1" 800" or less than
$200 per month

. . . . . .

$1, 800- 699, or $200-299
per mopth . .

. .

" 700-3, 599, or $300-399
per mopth . 

. . . . .

$3,600- 499, or $400-499
per mopth ..

. . . . . . .

$4, 500- 399, or $500-599
per month

. . . . . . . .

$5, 400 or more, or $600 or
more per month. 

. . . . .

Total. . . . . 

.. .

Per Cent

11.

220

17.

14.

10.

23.

100. 0

CUulative Per Cents

11. 100.

:;4. 88.

319

599.

469

390

289

621

687

51. 65.

66. 48.

33.

100. 23.

N . . 

. . . . . . . 

. 2, 687

NA on Income . 155

Estimated on tho basis of a nine month academic year.
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TABlE 4.

NEDIAN TOTAL INCOME, 1958

Population Group Hedian

Persons 14 years of' age and over. . . . . $ 2 474

Unrelated individuals, female, year
round full-time worker. . 

. . . . . . 

Unrelated individuals, male, yea: round
full-time iI'Orker .- . . . 

. . . . . . .

Famlies, male head, year round fu11-
time worker, wie in paid labor
force.. 

. . . . . .

Famlies, male head, year round full-
time worker, wife in paid labor f9rce. 

Family income by age of famly head, for
famlies, in whch head completed four
or more years of college

25-34 

. . . . . . . .

35-44 

. . . . . . . . . . .. . .

45-54 

.. . . . . . . " . . . 

55-64 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

65 and over

. . . . . . . . 

153

878

726

034

248
568

, 775
330

4, 940

Source: Current Population Reports: Consuer
Income, Series P- , No. 33, January 15,

0. Wal?hington, D. C., Bureau of the
Census.
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TABlE 4.

TOTAL INCOME BY PRESENCE AND ABSENCE OF SPECIFIC SOURCES

(PER CEN WITH TOTAL INCOHES OF $3600 OR HORE
FOR TH ACADEHIC YE)

Source
Reporting Income from Ths Source

Yes

Full-time Job

. .

(509) (2, 178)"

Spouse s Emloyment
(693) (1, 994)

Spouse f s parents

" . .

(121) (2, 566)

Investments. .
( 368) (2, 319)

Veteran r s Benefits

,, 

(436) (2, 251)

Other. .

. . . . .

(75) (2, 612)

Non-Duty stipend (scholarship"
fellowship, etc.

) .

(878) (1, 809)

Part-time job. 
(789) (1, 898)

Duty stipend (assistantship)
(1,, 090) (1, 597)

Savings. .

. . . "

(994) (1, 693)

Bo rrow.ng . .

( 257) 430)
Parents. 

. .

( 624) (2,063)

N in each catego . . . . 2, 687
NA . 

.. . .. . . . .. .

155

842
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TABLE 

FUL-TINE vJORK SPOUSE I S EMLO lENT, AN' TOTAL INCOME
(PER CENT REORTING TOTAL INCONE OJ? $3,,600 OR MORE

DURING THE ACADm-lIC YER)

Inccme .from
Full-time Work

Income from Spouse t 5 Emloyment

Yes

Yes

. . . . . .

.99 (78)

81 (616)

(431 )

No 

. . . . . .

23 (1, 562)

N . . 

. . 

. . . 2 687
NA on Income 155

, 842
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TABLE 4.

FAIvlLY ROLE, SPOUSEIS 1PLOYMNT, AND FULL-Tll1E l'lORK

(PER CENT REORTING INCOME FROM. 

. .

Full-Time Spouse Females Hales
Work Emloymnt Single Wives Mothers Single Husbands Fathers

Yes Yes

Yes

l'kYes

lIo

'''

100% 100% 100% IpO% 100% 100%

Total Yes Ful-tim v1Ork. 0 13 .

Total Yes Spouse Employed. 1-*

Total Yes, 1 or both

. . .

(N) 353 070 524 691

. . . .. . . .. . 

, 782
NA on Family Role

or Sources. . .

842

!-These apparently illogical per cents arise from 11 students -vJho are ex-
married and receiving support from their spouse, or single students expecting
to be married during the year who reported anticipated income from spousels job.
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TABLE 4.

TOTAL INCOME BY FAHILY ROLE

Income for Femaes Maes
Academic Year Single Wives Mothers Single Husbands Fathers

Under $1 000

000- 2 " 999 .

$3, 000- 4, 999 .
000- 6, 999 .

.. .. ..

$7, 000- 8 999 . . .

?9, 000 or more .J5

N . (17) (64) (68) (1, 019) (5'r8) (676)

N . .' 

. . . . . . . . . 

.. 2 , 662
NA on Income and

Family Role

. . . . .

180

842
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TABIE 4.

FAMLY ROLE, FUL-TIM WORK, SPOUSE IS EHPLOYtJENT, AND TOTAL INCOME

(PER CENT REPORTING TOTAL INCOMES OF p3, 600 OR HOm:
DURNG THE ACADOOC YER)

F111-time Work or Females Hales
Spouse I s

Emloyment Single Wives Mothers Single Husbands Fathers

One or both (55) 74 (58) 83 (60) 75 (118) 86 (432) 88 (396)

Neither . 08 (262) (6) (8) 12 (901) (86) 62 (280)

N . . . 

. . . . . . . . 

. . 2 , 662
NA on sources or fa,"lly role 
NA on total income

. . .

155

842
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TABLE 4.

TOTAL INCOME BY AGE, ACADE1'lIC STAGE, FAlvIILY ROLE, AND

SOURCES OF INCOME

(PER CENT WITH INCOME OF $3, 600 OR
MORE FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR)

Full-Time Job StageFamily Role Age

Spouse IS Uob Begining Advanced

27+ (95) 63 (170 
Yes 87 (216) 90 (45)

Harried
.(27 (56) (50)

Yes 76 (217) 90 (154)

27+ 12 (144) 20 (229)
Yes (53) (40)

Single
(27 07 (563) 12 (218)

Yes (58) (18)

NA on Family Role, Age, Sources,
stage

. . . . . . . . .. . . . .

. 54 (61)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

687
NA on Income

. . . . . . .

155
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TABLE 4.

PERCEIVED AD UACY OF INCOl1E

(Answers to the question "'tnJich of the following
best describes your financial situation this
academic year?lI)

Response Per Cent
Cuulative
Per Cent

I III have enough money for my
necessary exenses, and enough
left over for emergencies. 

. . . .

I'll have enough money for my
necessary expenses, but nothing
left over for emergencies

. . . . 

I'm not sure whether I III have enough
money to cover my necessary ex..
penses 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

It I s doubtful that I III have enough
money to cover my necessary ex-
penses 

. . . . ..-

Total

. . 

100%

809
NA .

842
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Chart 4.

INCOME, FANILY ROLE, AND PERCEIVED ADEQUACY OF INCOME

(PER CENT REORTING ENOUGH OR NORE THAN ENOUGH)

= Fa.thers

- - - - - - - - 

&; k"'sbands

-= Single Hen

- 0- 0 - 0 - 0 0- 
= Single Women

100 

O j

70 r

60 t

50 !

200
/'vVVVV''A

$600 ., $600$300 $400 $500
Income per month during aca.demic year
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TABLE 4,,

FAMILY ROLE AND PERCEDTJiD ADEQUACY OF INCOME

(PER CENT NOT SUR OR DOUBTFUL ABOUT
HAVING ENOUGH HONEY TO COVER

NECESSARY EXENSES)

Sex Single Married Married
No Children Child

Female.

.. . .

(348) (67) (77)
I'fale . .

. .

076) (524) (689)

N . . . 

. . . . 

. . 2, 781
NA on family role. 
NA on adequacy 3.3

842
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TABLE 4. 14

STRATUH, CONTROL, AND PERCEIVD ADliUACY OF INCOME

(PER CENT REPORTING IIENOUGH MONEY FOR

HY NECESSARY EXENSES II )

Total Income:

Stratum
Less than 700 $2, 700 or more

Private Public Private Public

(138) . (113) (138) (53

II.
(109) (246) (149) (75)

III.
(83) (107) (77) (46)

Married 11en

Less than $4, 500 $4, 500 or more

. . . . "

(55) (71) (92) (78)
II.

(50) (177) (162) (156)

III.

- . ..

(37) (107) (lLw.) (65)

Single Student 

NA on Income and Famly Role 93 (140)

N . . 

. . . . . . 

. 2, 665
NA on Adequacy

. . . .

l'arried Homen

. . . .

146

842



Tables for Chapter V

Tab lea 5. 1 through 5.
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TABLE 5.

DISTRIUTIONS OF EXENDITURES FOR SPECIFIC CATEGORIES
OF ACADEMC EXPENSES

Total Professional Exenditures (expected in 1958-59)

$, 0-225 

" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

$226-449 . . 

. . . . .

$450-899 .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

$900+ 

. . . . .. . .. .. . ,. . . .

ta1 Professional Exenditures (as a per cent of total
income from all sources)

50% or more. 

.. .. . . 

.. 4 . . 

. . ., . . .. . 

40-49%
30- 39% 

. . . . . " . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .

20-29% 

. . .. . . .. . . .. .

10-19% . 

. . . . . . 

Less than 10% 

. . . . . .

Tuition and Fees
$ 0-199 

. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .

i20o- 349 

. . .. . " .. . . .. . .. . . 

11 

. . .. . . 

$350-699 .

. . . . . . 

$700+ 

. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . 

11 

.. . . .. ... . . . . .. .. . .. .. ... .. .

Books
None

. . .. . .. .. .. ., .. .

$ 1- 54. 

. . .

8 . . 

.. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .

$ 55-99 .
$100+ 

. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .

J ournals
None

.. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .

1-19. 

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

$ 20+ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . " . . . .. . . ... .. . . 

Theses
None 

.. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .

1-39. e 8 . . 8 .. 8 . . . 

. . . . . . . . . 

$ 40-99 . 

. .

$100+ 

. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . 

II . . 

. . . . .. . . . . . . .

Other Professional Exenditures
None

.. ., . " 

II 

. . 

eo . eo . eo . - . 

. .

1-99.
$100+ 

. . . . .. . . .. . . ... . . .. ,. . .

Per Cent

100

100

100

100

N for Total Professional expenditures
(as a per cent of total income) .

' .

For Total
Tu:i tion
Theses

Professional expenditures
and Fees, Books, Journals
and Other . 

. . . . . . . .

. 2, 821

. . . . .. ., 

I\JA.

. 2 667
175
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TABLE 5.

IINORHALII TUITION AN FEE COSTS PER ACAEMC YE FOR A FULL-TIM STUDET

Stra tum Private Schools Public Schools

N :: 4
Range :: $900- 250
Jlean :: $1 100

N :: 5
Range:: $572- $1 000
Mean :: $860

N.. 3
Range = $90-$250 ($410-$600)*
Mean :: $155 W512)

N :: 5
Rage = $206-$350 ($306- :;750)*
Mean = $251 ($541)

III N = 4
Range:: $535- 080
Mean = $774

N :: 4
Range = M It$225
Mean = 0146

( $74- ?52
?312)

In the Public School data, the figures in parentheses refer to non-residents
other figures to residents of the state.
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TABLE 

STRATUM, CONTROL, .AD TUITION COSTS

(Mean Exected Exenditures for Tuition PIus Fees
for Students Registered for the Entire Year)

Stratu Private Schools Publio Schools

III

$822 (358)
$614 (lt9)
$599 (253)

$301 (297)

$345 (623)

$256 (301)

N . . 

. . . . . . . .

.. . 2" 261
NA on Tuition and Fees 
Not fully registered

.. 

558

81.
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TABLE 5.

STRATUI1, CONTROL, COURSE LOAD CONPLETED, AND TUITION COSTS

(Mean Exected Exenditures for Tuition Plus Fees
for S.tudents Registered for the Entire Year)

Private Public

Course Load Completed: Course Load Complete

Stratu
2/3 or MOre than Ful 2/3 or More than Full or

2/3 but more than 2/3 but more than
Less

less than full Less less full
full full

$779 $933 024 $244 $354 ?339
(100) (90) (62) (129) (128) (33)

II . . . . 476 $723 $936 341 $348 $395
(204) (184) (34) (56) (182) (70)

III. $507 $796 $76.5 $233 $270 $359

(164) (55) (30) (138) (127) (26)

NA on Tution and Fees
NA or No Load or not
fully registered. . .

, 112

708

842

Course credits received as a fraction of the catalog statement of the
course credits for a full year's work by a full-time student.
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TABLE 5.

CONTROL, STRATUM, COURSE LOAD, AND PRDPORrIONAL EXENSES

(PER CE EXECTING TO SPEND 30 PER CENT OR MORE OF
TOTAL INCOM ON PROFESSIONAL EXENSES)

Cnurse Load Completed Private Public

Two-thirds or less

I . .
(113) (131)

(236 ) (J 51)

III .
(162) (180)

More than two-thrds
I .

(132) (154)

II .
(147) (239)

III .
(68) (104)

N . 017
NA on Exenses 117
NA or No Load or Not Registered

for Entire Year. 708

842
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TABLE 5.

CONTROL, STRATU1/:, COURSE LOAD, FAHILY RaLE AND PROPORTIONAL EXENSE

(PER CENT EXPECTING TO SPEN 30 PER CEN OR !10RE OF TOTAL
INCOHE ON PROFESSIONAL EXPENSES)

Course Load Completed Private Public

Single

Two-thirds or less

III. 

. . . . . . . . .. . . 

(58) (62)

(106 ) (166 )

(75) (78)

(90) (88)

(94) (114)

(43) (48)

III. 

. . . . . . .

More than two-thirds

II.

Married

... .. 

Two-thirds or less

I .
(52) (69)

II .
(128) (181)

III .
(87) (101)

More than two-thirds
I .

(40) (64)
II .

. .

(53) (122 )
III .

(25) (56)

N . . 

.. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. 

.. 2 000
NA on Family Role and E."\-penses. 134
NA or No Load or Not Registered

for Entire Year

. . . . .. 

. 708
842
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TABLE 5.

INCO 1E, FAMLY ROLE, PROFESIONA COSTS AS A PER CENT OF
TOTAL INCOME, AND PEREIVED INCOl'E AD UACY

(PER CEN EXPECTING ENOUGH INCOHE FOR NECESSARY EXPENSES)

Professional Exenses
as Per Cent of
Total Income

Income for Academic Year

Less than $2, 700- $4, 5CO

700 $4, 499 or more

Single

(60) (101) (73)

(70) (194) .o)

(356) (118) (5)

Married

(29) (185) (509)

(57) (200) (258)

(24) (38) (5)

Less than 10% 

10-29% . 

. . .

30% or more

. . . . . .

Less than 10% 

10-29% . 

. . . . . . . .

30% or more. . .

. . . .

on Family Role, Professional EA enses and
Total Income. . . 

. . . . .. . . . . 

. 91 (187)

N . d . . . .

. .

2, 809
NA on Adequacy. 

. . . 

842
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TABLE 5.

ACA1ilIC ORK COMPLETED 1958 - 1959

(a) Registration Sta.tus Per Cent

Registered both semesters or all three quaters
Registered one semester or one or two quarters.
Withdrew, al audit, techncal registration

only, etc. 

. . . -- . . . .. . . . . . . . .- .

100%

N . . . . . 2, 724
NA . . . 118

84a

(b) Credit Received Among Students in Residence All Year

Credi ts as a Proportion of Catalogue
Defini tion of Full-Time Load for a Year

Tye of
1/3 Hore than

Term Less 2/3 but Ful1 or
than Total
1/3 2/3 less than More

full

Semester. . 100%

Quarter 100%

N Semesters 

$ .

. 1 692
N Quarters

. . . . . ..

474
NA on Load

. .

118
Not fully registered. 558

842

Lassthan . 5 per cent.
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T.ALE 5.

COURSE LOAD CONPLETED AN EYlPLOYNENT SITUATION
(PER CENT COMPLETING 2/3 OR BORE OF A

FULL "Y'S LOAD Al10NG STUDENTS
REGISTERED FOR '!E ENTIRE YER)

Employment Total

Full-time job. 
Other. . . 

. . . . . 

. . . . 05 (287)

. . 

. . 40 (1 247)

Part-time Job. Yes 
Teaching or Re'Search

Assistantship

. . 

Yes 35 (250)

No 47 (26)
39 (671)

None. . . 

. . . . . . . . 

II . . . 

. . . . 

. 63 (579)

Fellowship for tuition, plus OOO

or more. 

. . # . . . . . . . . .

Other. . . 

. . . . . . .. . 

oi 

.. .

. 68 (259)

. 59 (320)

1'1 

. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .

113
NA on Sources. 

. . . .

NA or Not fully regis-
tered on load. 

. . 

708

842
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TABLE 5.

FA11ILY ROLE" EMLOYHENT STATUS" AND COURSE LOAD COMPLETED

(PER CEN COIvPLETING HORE THAN 2/3 OF A FU !ERlS
LOAD AI-ING STUDETS REGISTERED FOR THE ENIRE YE)

Sex Single Ivarried
No Children

Married,
Children

(a) OVer-all

Homen.
(273) (53) (61)

Men.
(829) (414) (484)

2 114

JA on Famly Role, Load, or Not fully Registered. . 728

(b) Controlling for Employment Status

1. Full-Time l orkors

Homen.
(28) (9) (6)

Men.

. . . .

(58) 00 (39) (144)

2. Part-time Job or Assistantship

lrfomen .
(142) (27) (23)

Men.
(546) (259) (2L1)

3. Not Employed
Women. . 

. . . . 

(95)

(217 ) ( 115)

. . . 38 ( 40 )

(31)

(98)

(16)
Hen. . .

NA on Employment and Family Role

1,1 . 

. . . . . " . . 

. . 2 134
NA on load or not fully
registered. . . 

. . .

708
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TABLE 5.

STAGE, EMLOYMNT STATUS, AND COURSE LOAD COl'J'LETED

(PER CENT COMPLEING MORE TH 2/3 OF A FUL YER 
LOAD AMONG STUDENS REGISTER FOR TH ENTIR YE)

Employment status
Stage

II. III.
( a) Over-ail

60 (6

:-1 (502) (626)

IV .

34 (289)

. 2, 107
NA on Stage

. . . . . . . .

NA on Load or not fully
registered

. . . . . . .

70B

842

(b) Controlling for employment status

Full-time job.

. . . 

(57) (98) (101)

Part-time job or assistant-
ship

. .

(390) (288 ) (390 )

Not employed.
(236) (109) (131)

NA on Stage or Employment. 
NA on Load or not fully

registered

. . . . . . . 

(26)

(167)

(95)

. 2, 088

708

2; 842
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TABLE 5.

EI-1LOYMNT STATUS, STAGE, AGE, INCOI1E AND COURSE LOAD COHPLETED

(PER CENT COHPLETING 2/3 OR HORE OF A FULL nAIS LOAD A140NG
STUDENTS REGISTER FOR THE ENTIRE YE)

Emloyment Status

Stage Not Emloyed Part-time Job Full-time Job
or Assistantship

and
Age Income* Incom8* Income-:t

Low High Low High Low High

Under 27 .

. .

('119) (39) (243) (59) (5) (19)
27 or older . '81 (26)(32) (29) (40) (35) (5)

II-
Under 27 .

. .

'06

(82) (44) ( 272) (149) (15) (33)

27 or older . 43 .33
(83) (90) (.198) (201) (29) (140)

No ans'VJer on Stage, Age, Employment or Income 34 (147)

N . ' IJ . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . 2 134
NA or Zero Load or not

fuly regi stered 

. . . .

708

842

For Income, Low: Less than $3, 600 per year; Income, High: $3, 600 or more.



Tab les for Chapter VI

Tab les 6. 1 through 6.
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TABLE 6.

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STIPEND TYPOLOGY

(PER cmT OF ALL STUDENTS, EXCLUDING TRANEES
INTERS, AN THOSE HOLDING BOTH REEARCH

AND TEACHING ASSISTANSHPS)-!I-

Value of Non-Duty Stipend

Duty Stipend Less than Tu- Tuition Plus
None tion PIus 000 $1, 000 or more Total

(Scholarshp) (Fellowshp)

None

. . . . . . . .

Research Assistant.

Teaching Assistant. 

Total. 
100%

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

689
TA and RA . 

. . . . . . . .

Internship or Traineeship .
No answer or ambiguous answer 

842

*Including the 56 cases which do not fit the stipend typology, the
following percentages apply: Out of a total of 2 745 reporting, 71 per cent

reported a stipend? 47 per cent a non-duty stipend, 23 per cent a high non-

duty stipend, and 41 per cent a duty stipend.
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TABLE 6.

STAGE OF STUDY AND STIPEND HOLDING

(PER CEN REORTING. . .

Type
Stage

III
Any stipend. 

. . . . .

(790) (651) (769) (489)
Non-duty stipend

-. .

(782) (640) (749) (489)
Fello..rship.

(782) (640) (749) (472)
Duty Stipend

. . .. .

(785) (645) (759) (482 )

Research Assistantship 

(785) (645) (759) (482)
Teaching Assistantship 

(785) (645) (759) (482)

For any Stipend, N . 

. . . 

. . 2, 699
NA or ambiguous.

. .

NA on Stage

. . . . . ..

842

(N's for certain sub-types are smaller because of students
who could be coded on a general category, but not on
specific sub- types)
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TABLE 6.

DIVISION AND STIPEN HOLDING

(PER CENT REPORTING. . .

Division

Type Natural Social
Human tiesScience Science

Any Stipend. 

. . . . . . 

(1 291) (627) (820)

Non-Duty Stipend

. . .. .

268) (595) (819)

Fe11o'VTship . . .

" 260) (595) (819)

Duty Stipend. .

. . .

290) ( 600) (820)

Research Assistantship

.. . .

290) (600) (820)

Teaching Assistantship

. . .

290) ( 600 ) (820 )

For any Stipend, N . 

. . 

. . 2, 738
NA or ambiguous

. .

Interdivisional . . 

. . . . 

842

s for certain sub-types are smaller because of
students 'tmo could be coded on a general category,
but not on specific sub- types)
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U3LE 6'0 4

STRATUM, CONTROL D STIPEN

Stage PublicPri va te

(a) Per Cent With a Non-Duty Stipend

II.
III . . 

. .

53 (474)
48 (532)42 (369)

47 (323)
49 (658)
50 (333)

(b) Per Cent Reporting a FellotiShip

I . 

. .

II . . 

. .

III . . 

. .

30 (474)25 (532)17 (369)

23 (323)24 (658)
23 (333)

( c) Per Cent Ttli th an Assi stantship

.. . . .

III

. . . .

33 (479)25 (541)17 (369)

52 (326)57 (668)
52 (334)

(d) Per Cent With a Teaching Assistantship

I . . 

. .

II . . . 
III

. . . .

23 (479)16 (541)14 (369)

33 (26)
39 (668)
40 (34)

(e) Per Cent With a Research Assistantship

I . . 

. .

II . . 

. .

III

. . . .

11 (479)
10 (541)

(369)

21 (326)19 (668)
13 (334)

(f) Per Cent Reporting a Stipend)

I . II . 

. . 

III. 

. . .

70 (479)
59 (550)
52 (371)

76 (J29)
79 (674)
75 (342)

N for Tables a and b . . . 2 689
Trainee or TA-RA 

. . . .

NA or ambiguous on stipend 

2, 842

N for Tables c, d, e . . . 2, 717
Trainees

. . . . . . . .

NA or ambiguous on stipend 

(34

NforTablef

. .

745
NA or ambiguous on stipend 
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fABLE 6. 5

STAGE, DIVSION, TYE OF SCHOOL AND STIPE HOLDING

Di vi sion

30cia1 Science &Huniti 

Stage

, Beginnng Advanced 
II Beginning

School

(a) Fello"t1Tships
(Per Cent With a Fellowship)

Natural Science

I Advanced

Private I. 

. . . . .

20 (129)

18 (48)

14 ()15)

21 (144)

19 (251)

24 (200)

Public

. . . . . . 

Private II-III

. . .

35 (80)

20 (367)

19 (177)

47 (116)

36 (330)

30 (178)

(b) Research Assistantships
(Per Cent With a Research Assistantship)

Public 8 (J48) 9 (253) 19 (71) 34 (38)

Private I . 

. . . . 

2 (129) 5 (147) (81) 26 (117)

Private II-III 3 (316) 6 (200) 7 (179) 17 (184)

(c) Teaching Assistantships
(Per Cent With a Teachng Assistantship)

Public

. . . . . . 

30 (47)

50 (127)

9 (323)

51 (253)

27 (146 

16 (200)

Private I . 

. . . . .

Private II-III

. . .

37 (371)

37 (81)

21 (179)

36 (38)

28 (117)

22 (184)

(d) High Aid
(Per Cent With a Fellowship and/or Assistantship)

Public

. . . . .

51 (48) 71 (253) 69 (J7l) 84 (338)

All Private .

. . . .

24 (445) 43 (347) 53 (260) 68 (301)

Private I . 

. . .

26 (129) 48 (147) (81) 85 (117)

Private II-III

. . 

24 (316) 39 (200) 41 (179) 58 (184)

N for Table a . 

. . . . . .

. 2, 689
Trainee or RA-TA . 

. . . . .

NA or ambiguous on stipend. 
842

717N for Tables b , c, d. 

. . . . 

Trainee

. . . . . . .

NA or ambiguous on stipend. 
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TABLE 6.

STIPEND TYPOLOGY AND POOLED .AILITY RATING

(PER CEN RATED "HIOH IN NATIVE ABILITY)

Value of' Non-Duty Stipend
Duty Stipend Less than Tu tion Plus

None Tution Plus l, 000
$1, 000 or more

None. . . 

. .

(704) (293) (55)
Research Assistant. . . 

(132) (81) (85)

Teaching Assistant. 

. . .

(320) ( 213) (85)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

. 2 272
NA on Ability. 

.. . . . . .

417
NA or Ambiguous or RA-TA or
Trainee on Stipends. 

. .

153

842
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TABLE 6. 7

STAGE, DIVISION, CONTROL, ABILITY, Aim STIPEND HOLDING

(PER CENT WIll A FEL01IJIP OR ASSISTAIrSHIP)

Stage

Control Division

Low
Abili t

Advanced

Public Natural
Science (130) (94) (87) (W-) (106) (147 )

Soc-Hum
(113) (86) (98) (33) (81) (122 )

Private Natural
Science

(109) (58) (45) (55) (84) (113)

Soc-Hum
(169) (127) (82) (56) (105) (113)

(b) Same Data Rearranged to Show Effect of Control

Uatural Public
Science t Private

Soc-Hum Public
Private

( c) Same Date Rearranged to Show Effect of Stage

Public Priva te

Natural Advanced
Science Beginnng

Soc-Hum Advanced

Beginning

For Table a:
N .. .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

254
Interdivisional, NA on Division

Stage, Ability.

. .

NA, ' Ambiguous, or Trainee on Stipends.
463
125
842
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TABLE 6.

FATHER'S OCCUPATION AND STIPEND HOLDING

(a) Fe110whips
(Per Cent With a Fellowshp)

Father's Occupation

Low High

36 (240)

18 (817)

Natural Science, Advanced. 

. . .. . . .

35 (286)

19 (934)All Other. . . . 

. . . . . .

(b) AssistantShps
(Per Cent With a Teaching or Research Assistantship)

Control Father 1 s Occupation
Division Stage

Low High

Public Any Advanced 62 (470) 60 (51)
Public Natural Sciel1ce Beginning
All other except as below 36 (387) 43 on)
Private Soc. and Any

Humani ties 14 (378) 22 (25)

N for Table a . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

NA on Division, Stage, Father's
Occupation. . . 

. . . . . .. 

NA or Ambi.;uO's or Trainee or RA-TA

. . . . . . . . . . . 

777

412

153

N for Table b . 

. . . . . . . . 

. . 2 302
NA on D:vision, Stage, or Father's

Occupation

. . . . . . . . . . .

NA or ambiguous or TA-RA on Stipends.
415
125
842
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TABLE 6.

FAMILY ROLE AND STIPEND HOLDING

Famy 
Control Division Stage Sex Single Married

" I
Married

No Chldren Children

(a) (Per Cent With a Fellowship)

A:ny Natural Advancea. temale
Science (30) (11) (10)

Hale
(214) (164) (189 )

All Other Female
(297) (51) (66)

Hale
(799) (329) (450)

. 2 610
NA on Division or Stage or
Family Role. 

. . . . . . . .

NA or Ambiguous or RA-TA or
Trainee. 

. . .. .. . 

153
842

(b) (Per Cent Hi th a Teaching or Research Assistantship)

Public Any Advanced Female 54 (11)
(or) (62) (17)

Public Natural Beginnng Hale
Science (359) (231) ( 280 )

Any other except as below or NA Female
(154) (37)

. ,

(36)

Hale
(434) ( 209) (244)

Private Soc. Any Female
(or) (118) (18) (24)

Private Hum. Beginning Male
(235) (69) (128)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

. 2 666
NA on Division or Stage or
Family Role. 

. . . . . . . .

NA or Ambi guous on Stipend

. .

842
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TABLE 6.

GROSS VALUE OF STIPEND BY CONTROL, DIVISION, STAGE, AND TYPE OF STIPEND

(PER CENT REEIVING $2, 000 OR HORE A YER AMONG STIPEND HOLDERS)

Tye of Stipend
Non..Duty Ony TA Cn1y RA Only TA Plus RA Plus

Control Division Non-Dut Non- uj,y, -.

Stage*

Natural 45.
Private Science (86) (97) (5) (35) (7) (20) (26) (31) (15) (32)

Soc-Hum
(140) (101) (15) (26) (4) (6) (18) (38) (8) (B)

Natural
Science (78) (73) (69) 53) (39) (38) (62) (56) (28) (64)

Public
Soc-Hum

(85) (51) (55) (66) (16) (11) (46) (56) (11) (10)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

715
Interdivisiona or NA on stage 
No Stipend or NA or Ambiguous

or Trainee or TA and RA 

. .

NA on Amount or Tuition and
Fees or Duty Stipend Hours. 139

842

965

. *B = Beginning, A = Advanced.
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ilLE 

NET VALUE OF STIPEND BY CONTROL, DIVISION, STAGE
1IJID TYPE OF STIPEND

(ME VALUE OF STIPEND OVE AND ABOVE TUITION
AND FES AMONG STIPEND HOLDERS)

Tye of Stipend

TA Plus RA PIus
Control I Division

Non-Duty Only TA Only RA Ony Non-Duty Non-Duty

Stage!

Natural $931 $1,606 $1,459 $1,684 826 $1,636 $1,617 026 $2,186
Science (86) (97) (35) (35) (7) (20) (26) (31) (15) (32)l'ri va te
Soc-Hum $459 $696 034 (11 480 075 $1, 431

(140 ) (101) (15) (26) (4) (6) (18) (38) (8) (8)

Natual \$1 095 $2, 102 388 $1, 631 , 701 1 941 ?l 540 ?l 839 ?1, 885 , 012
Science (78) (73) (69) (53) (39) b8) (62) (56) (28) (64)

Public Soc-Hum I $630, $912 , 314 $1, 575 208 , 892 :;l, 401 ?1, 594 , 439 722
(85) (51) (55) (66) (16) (11) (46) (56) (11) (10)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . ... 

1" 715
Interdivisional or NA on Stage..
No Stipend or NA or l1'biguous

or Trainee or TA and RA 

. . . .. 

965
NA on Amount or Tution and Fees
or Duty Stipend Hours

. . ... 

139
842

*B = Beginning, A = Advanced
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TABLE 6.

AVEGE HOUR PER WEK FOR DUT STIPEN HOLDERS BY CONTOL
DIVIS IOri , STAGE, .A TYPE OF DUT STIPEN

(ME VALUE OF AVEGE HOURS PER WEK REPORTE
BY DUT STIPEND HOLDERS)

Ty's of Duty Stipend

TA Onl RA Ony TA Plus BA Plus
Control Division Non-Duty Non-Duty

Stage * 

.....

Natural 14. 15. 27. 14.6 15. 13. 10.
Science (35) (35) (7) (20) (26' (31) (15) (32)

Pr. va te
Soc-Hum 16. 17. 13. 13.

(15) (26) (4) (6) (18; (38) (8) (8)

Natural 15. 14. 20. 25. 15. 15. 17. 10.
Science (69) (53) (39) (38) (62 (56) (28) (64)

Public
Sac-Hum 14. 16. 17. 22. 15. 15. 19.

(55) (66) (16 (11) (46) (56) (11) (10)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

004
Interdivisional or NA on Stage. 
No Stipend or NA or Amiguous

or Trainee or TA and RA or
No Duty Stipend. 

. . . . 

. 1, 690
NA on Amount or Tuition and Fees

or Hours. 

. . . . . . . . 

139

842

B = Beginning, A = Advanced.
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ABLE 6.

ESTIM HOURY WAGE FOR DUT STIPEND HOLDERS BY CONmOL,
DIVISION STAGE AN 'tPE OF DUT STIPEN

(ME HOURLY WAGE OVE AND ABOVE TUTION AN FEESESTIM ON TE BASIS OF A 39 WEK YE FROM
AVEGE NUER OF HOUR PER WEK)

Tye of Duty Stipend

TA Only RA TA Plus RA PlusControl Division Non-Duty Non-Duty

Sta.ge

Natural
Science $2. $2. $1. 69 $2. $2. $3. $5.Private (35) (35) (7) (20) (26) (31) (15) (32)

Soc-Hum $1. $2. $1. $2.
(15) (26) (4) (6) (18) (38) (8) (8)

Natural $2. $2. $2. $1.96 $2. $3. $2. $5.Science (69) (53) (39) (38) (62) (56) (28) (64)
Public

Sac-Hum $2. $2. $1. $2. $2. $2. $2. $2.
(55) (66) (16) (11) (46) (56) (11) (10)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . 1,004
Interdivisional or NA on Stage
No Stipend or amiguous or
Trainee or TA and RA or No
Duty Stipend

. .

. 1,690
NA on Amount or Tution and Fees

or Duty Stipend Hours

. . . .

139
842

*B = Beginning, A = Advanced.
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TABLE 6.

SOURCES OF STIPENS

Number of
Sources

Per CentSource

2 or more

Uni versi ty
S. Federal Government

or other Veterans Benefit
Non-Governental National Scholar-

ship or Fellowship Programs
Student 1 s em)loyer or future

employer

All other sources

Uni versi ty Plus G.
University Plus Non-University
Combination of Non-University

sources

Total*

W\ .

. . 

. 2 825

. . . .

842

*Does not add to 100 because of rounding.
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TABLE 6.

DIVISION, STAGE, CONTROL AN RECEIPT OF STIPEN FROM SPECIFIC SOURCES

(PER CENT OF .A STUDENTS RECEIVING A STIPEND FROM. .

Division Stage Control
Source

Natural Social Humni- :Begin- Acianced . Private PublicScience Science ties ning
One Sowce Onl

Uni versi ty 

. .

Federal Govern-
Dent

. . . .

Veterans :Benerits
Private nationa.l
program. . 

Employer

. . .

Other and Mutiple

Total

. .

N . . 326 652 839 489 290. 424 401

. 2 817 N . . . . 2 779
NA on Source
or Stage

2, 

N . . . 2 825
NA on

Source 

. ,

842

* .. Less than one-half per cent.

, Inter-
divisional .
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TABLE 6.

STIPENDS FROM -WIVSITY Ft BY DIVIS;tON, STAGE, .AD CONTROL

(PER CENT RECEIVING A STIP FROM UNIVSIT FUDS
EXCLUDING STUDENTS WIT MUTIPLE AND "OTHE" SOURCES)

Control

Division
Social Science and

Humnities
:Bg1nningf Advanced Beginning I Advanced

(a)

Natural Science

Private
(237) (255) (423) (313)

Eub1ic
(328) (272) (323) (223)

. 2,423
, Other and Mutiple
Sources

. . . . . . .

(b) Same Data, Excluding Students with a Teaching Assistantship

Private
(175) (198) (395) (252)

Public
(214 ) (186) (232 ) (123)

N .

. . . . . . . . . 

819
TA 1 s 

. . . .

720
, Other and Mutiple
Sources

. . . . . . .

303
842
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TliLE 6.

STIPS FROM FEER FU BY DIVISION , STAGE, AND CONTOL

(PER CENT RECEIVG A STIPEN, OTH TH VERANS
:BENFITS , FROM TH FEDEB GOVET, EXCLUDING
STUENS WIT MUTIPLE AN II OT II SOURCES)

Control
Division Private Public

Beginning Advanced :Beginning Advanced

Natural Science

. . .

(237) (255) (328) (272)

Social Sciences

(168) (132) (136) (110)

Humnities

. . . . .

(255) (181) (187) (113)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . 

423
NA or Other or Mutiple

Sources

. . . . . .

419
842
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TABLE 6.

STIPENS FROM VES BENITS , PRIVATE NATIONAL PROGRA
.AND EMPYE BY DIVISION, STAGE, .AD CONTROL

(PER CENT RECEIVmG A STIPEN FROM VES BENEFITS
PRIVAT NATIONAL PROGR, OR EMLOYE, EXCLUDING

STUENTS WI MUTIPLE OR "QT" SOURCES)

Natural Science
Social Science and

Control Rumni ties

Beginning Advanced Beginning Advanced

Private
(237) (255) ( 423) (313)

Public
(328) (272) (323) (223)

. 2 423
NA or Other or Mutiple

Sources a . . . . 

. .

419

842
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TABLE 6.

DISTRIBUTIONS OF ANSWE TO QUESTIONS ON ATITUES TOWAR ASSISTANTSHIPS

(a)
Answers to: "If financial considerations were unimortant to you,
would you prefer

. . .

Pre-coded Answer Per Cent

No pat-time work at all 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Part-time teaching assistantship during the year

. . . . .

Part-time research assistantship during the year

. . . . .

Other part-tim work. . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total 100

N . . 

. . . . 

. . . 2 170.N .
842

(b)
Answers to: "Aside from the puely financial aspects of the stipend, how
would you rate these duties as a training experience?" (Asked only of" those
reporting themselves as having a duty stipend.

Pre-coded Answer Per Cent

An unsuuaJ opportuity for training in my field

. . .

A good opportunity for training in my field

. . . .

A fair opportunity for training in my field

. . . . . . .

Irrelevant for training in my field

. . . . . .

Total 100

N . . 

. . . . . . 

. 1,091
NA .

. .

Inapplicable . 118
842

(c)
AnSwers to: "Do you have any complaints about your stipend? . . If yes
what complaints do you have?" (Asked only of those reporting themselves
as having a duty stipend.

Answer Per Cent

No . .
Yes

Amount of money

. . . . . . . .

Too time consumng

. . . . . .

Duties disliked or irrelevant
to training

. . . . . . . . .

Interpersonal relations

. . . .

Total

. . . . . . 

. 100

N . . 

. . . . 

. . 1,080
NA .
Inapplicable

. . 

118
2, 

* = Less than one-half per cent.
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TABLE 6.

PRECE FOR ASSISTATSHIP BY CUT EMPLOYT

-.-..----

Preference for Part-time Work

Current Employment Tye Preferred Total
Yes

Other

None
11ows 100 (344)

Other 100 (433)

Employed, No
Du,ty Stipend

Full-time job

. .

100% (486)

Part-time job

. .

100 (462)

Assistants
Teaching lOO (716)

Research . 0 . 100t% (329)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

770
NA on employment or preference

for pat-time work

. .

842
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TABLE 6.

RATING OF DUTY STIPEND AS A TRANING OPPORTUNITY

(PER CENT RATING 1HEIR ASSIsrAIT SHIP
AS EXCELLENT OR GOOD)

Type of Assistantship

Teaching Research
Cont.roJ.

Public.

Private

. . . . 

Stratum

II. 

III. .

Division
Natural Science

Social Science

Humni ties

. . . .

Stage

II.

III.
IV. .

. . . .

(470)

(228)

( 200 )

(314)

(184)

(376)

(105)

(217)

(176)

(154)

(240)

(124)

(166)

(84)

(76)

(132)

(42)

(176)

(65)

(6)

(53)

(61)

(78)

(55)

948Stratum and Control, N . 

. . 

NA. .

. . . .

Students classified as RA 1 S

who did not define them-
selves as such. . 

. . . . 

053

In addition, for the data on division, 1' = 947;
interd:ivisional = 1; for Stage, lI = 941; 1'A on
stage = 7.
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TABLE 6.

COMPLANTS ABOUT INCOHE FR0l1 DUTY STIPEND

(PER CENT COMPLAINING ABOUT AlIOUNT OF
NONEY AI-fONG DUTY SlPEND HOLDERS)

Type of Assistantship

Teaching Research
von'troJ.
Public. . . 

. . 

Pri vate 

. . . . 

StratUm

I. 

. .

II.
III. 

. .

Division
Natural Science.

Social Science. .

Humani ties

Stage

II. 

. . . . . . .

III. . . 

. . . . .

IV. . .

.. . . . .

34 (465)
(223)

34 (164)
(82)

(199) (73)

(308) (131)

(181) (42)

(371) (172)

(103) (65)

(214) (8)

(173) (53)

(150) (57)

(240) (78)

(121) (55)

934For Control and stratum, N . . 

. . 

NA or students classified as RA I S who

did not define themselves a.' such. . 119

053

In addition, for division, N = 933; Interdivisional = 
For Stage, N = 927, NA on Stage = 7.



Xables for Chapter VII

Xables 7. 1 through 7.
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TABLE 

NON-DUTY STIPEND AND EiYIPLOYl.1ENT

(PER CENTEKECTING FULL-Tllm JOB, PARI-TUIE JOB
OR DUTY STIPEN)

Non-Duty Per Cent EKect-
Stipend ing Employment

None. 360

Scholarship- 669

FellowshipH 630

All students. 659
NA . 183

, tl42

Scho1arship :: Non-duty stipend worth less than
tui tion plus (:i1 000.

-:'Y Fellowship = Non-duty stipend worth tuition
plus , 000 or more.
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TABLE 7. 2

CORRETES OF EHPLOYIvENT, COUTROLLING FOR FELLOWfIP

(PER CENT 1rJITH A FULL- 1E JOB, PART-TINE JOB
OR ASSISTANTSHIP)

(a) Stratum and Control
F 11ows p

Stratum Private Fublic

(328) (250 )
II.

(393) (499)
III.

(302) (256 )

Yes
(141) (73)II.
(129) (157)III.
(55) (76)

N . . 

. . . . 

. . 2 659
NA on Stipend or
:Eployment. . 183

842

(b ) Division

Fel10wship Natural Social
Human tiesScience Science

(892) (463) (668)
Yes

(368) (123) (138)

Total 76 (1 260) 75 (586) 71 (806)

. 2 652
HA. and Inter-

divisional . , 190

, 842
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TABLE 7. 2--Continued

c) Father's Occupation

Fellowship Low

lifo . . 

. . . .

(947)
Yes

. . . .

(281)

High

(826 )

(245)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . 

. 2 299
NA or uncodeable father r 

occupation

. . . .

360
NA on Stipend or Em-

ployent . . . 

. .

183
2, 842

(d) Stage

FellC)Tship Beginnng Advanced

No . 

Yes

. . . .

72 '
(1,142. ( 861)

(351)

. . . 

(263)

N . . 

. . . . . . .

. 2 617
NA on stage

. . . .

NA on Stipend or Em-
ployment . . 

. .

183
2, 

(e) Famiy Role

FellovTship Sex Single Married, Mared,
No Children Children

No 

. . -. .

Female
(250) (50) (66)

Nale
(798) (380) (463)

Yes Femae
(78) (11) (11)

Hale
(218) (116) (190)

N . 0 C . . 

. . . . 

. 2,631
NA on Family Role
NA on Stipend or

Employment

. . .

183
842
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TABLE 7.

AGE, STAGE, FAHILY HOLE AND FULL..TllIE IifOH-STIPEND -VTOmC

(PER CENT HITH A FUL-TIHE NON-STIPEND JOB)

Famly Role
Sex Age Stage

Single Married, Hared
. No Children Children

Under 27 Advanced
(208) (129) (57)

Males Beginnng
(456) (149) (85)

27 or Older Advanced
(227) (154) (35)

Beginning
(169) (89) (196)

Under 27 Advanced
(35) (16) (4)

Beginning
Females (187) (29) (11)

27 or Older Advanced
(72) (ll) (27)

Beginnng
(47) (10) (4)

1\1.

. . . . . 

. 2 737
Famly Role 

. . .. .

842

NA on Age, Stage
NA on Emplo;yent
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TABLE 7.

STRTUH, CONTROL, FATHER I S OCCUPATION AN FUL-Tn1E
NON-STIPEND irJORK

(PER CENT JITH A FUL-TIHE JOB)

Father's Occupation

Stratum Low High A. and Uncodeab1e

Private Public Private Publi c Private Public

(167) (153) (255) (144) (53) (40)
II.

(296) (341) (183) (269) (77) (101)
III.

(194) (168) (136) (125) (43) (65)

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

810
NA on Employment

. . . . .

842

TABLE 7.

AGE, FAHILY ROLE, SCHOOL, AND FULL-TINE NON-STIPEND HaRK

(PER CENT WITH A FUL-TINE NON-STIPEND JOB)

School Type Famly Age
Role

.,. "..

Unde:r 27 27 or Older

Private II-III Fathers
(40) (226)

Other
(340) (315)

Other Fathers
(104) (321)

Other
(889) (544)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . 

. . 2, 779
NA on Family Role or Age. 
NA on Emlo;yment . 

. .

, 8la
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TABLE 7.

CIJSSIFICATION OF FUL-TIUE NON-STIPEND JOBS BY SCHOOL TYPE
AND DIVISION

School
Private II-III Other

Type of Job
Division

Natural Social Hum ties Natural Social HumanitiesScience Science Science Science

College Teaching. .

Research and Profes-
sional Practice in
field.

Other Professional
or Executive vTork.

Pl'imary and Se cond..
ary Teaching. . .

Clerical or Blue
Collar.

. . .

other and uncodeable

Total 101% 101% 101% 103% 102% 101%

N . 139 101 113

N . . 

. . 

. . r -t. . 

. . . . .

NA on tye or job or Interdi-visional. . . .

. .

Not a full- time vJOrker . 

. . 

509

, 325

842

-:1rotals are greater than 100 per cent because of rounding and six ful1-time
workers who hold multiple jobs.
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TABLE 7. 7

INCOHE AMONG FU-TINE HOmilRS BY DIVISION
AND TYE OF SCHOOL

(PER CENT 'OF FUL-IDlE WORKERS 'IAI\ING

$500 PER HONTH OR l,fORE)

Division
T"JPe of SOOool

Natural Social Hum ties
Science Science

Private II-III. .
(141) (99) (112 )

Other.
(50) (45) (59)

N . . 

. . . . . . .

506
NA on IDloyment or

Income and Interdi-
visional

. . . . . 

Not a full-time
vrorker. . , 325

842

TABLE 7.

ANTICIPATED J31PLOY1lENT BY NON-STIPEND EHPLOYtiJ, DIVSION AN SCHOOL TYPE
(PER CENT EY..ECTING MT ACA1IC JOB .ATER CONPLETION OF GRUATE STUDY)

Division

Natural Science Social Science Humani ties

Tye of School

Full-Time Job

Yes Yes Yes

Private II..III
(139) (230) (98) (150) (114) (175)Other. . . .
(51) (882) (45) (50) (59) (459)

N . . 

. . 

li . . . 

. . 

CI . . 2, 7,2
Ni on Employment or Interdi vi-
sional . . 

. . . . . . . . .

NA on Anticipated Emloyment. . . 58

842
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TABLE 7. 9

FACULTY ABILITY RATING BY NOH-STIPEND Et1PLOYlIENT, DIVISION, AN SCHOOL TYPE
(PER CENT BATED HIGH IN POOLED BATING OF "NATIV ABILITY")

Division

Tye of School Natural Science Social Science Humanities

Full-Time Job

Yes Yes Yes

Private II-III.
(119) ( 221) (84) (144) (101) (168)

Other. . .
(43) I (727) (36) (296) (52) (383)

NA on Emp10;yent or Interdivisional.
NA on Native Ability. 

. . . . . .

374

436
t! 4

TABLE 7.

PART-Tnm El\1PLOYNEN' , AND INCOlvIE FOOH STIPEND, CONTROLLING FOR INC01JE
FOOH FULL-TIhE EHPLO'YNT, SPOUSE, AND PARETS

(PER CENT REPORTING A PART-TINE, NON-STIPEND JOB)

Income From.... Stipend

Full-Time Job Spouse I s Job or YesParents

Yes Yes or No

(79) ( 438 )

Yes
(758) (366 )

(946) (223)

N . . 

. . . . 

. . 4 

. . 

. 2 , 810
NA on Sources of Income

2, 
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TABLE 7.

PART-TIM ENPLOYMNT BY SCHOOL TYPE, DIVISION, STAGE, AND STIPEND HOLDING

(PER CENT WITH A PART-TIIvE, NON-STIPEND JOB, M10NG
STUDENTS "'JITH NO FULL- TINE JOB)

(EI) Over-all

Di vision

Social Science and Humanities Natural Science
TiJPe of School

Stage

Beginnng Advanced Beginning Advanced

Public

. . . . .

(313) (217) (50) (14)
Private I

. . .

(1l2) (129) (78) (112)
Private II-III.

(176) (117) (100) ( 121 )

(b) Among Students With an Assistantship or Fellowship

Public

. . . . .

(175) (178) (255) (281)
Private I

. . .

(33) (69) (65) (99)
Private II-III

(70) (76) (70) (102 )

(c) Among Students With Neither an Assistantship Nor Fellowship

Public

. . . . .

(138) (39) (95) (33)
Pri vate I

. .

(79) (60) (13) (13)
Private II-III

(106) (41) (30) (19)

N . . 

. . . . 

. 0 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

139
(N! s for Tables band c sum to 2,139)

Ni on Stage, Interdivisional, and
Stipend Holders not included in Stipend
'I'ypology . .. 

. . . . . . . . . . . .

154
Fun-time Workers or NA on Employment 549

, 842
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TABLE 7.

SPOUSE r S OCCUPATI ON BY SE AND PRESENCE OF CHILDRE

Married Male Students

No Chldren Chldren
Spouse Employment EmploymentStudy

Full- Part- None Total Full- Part-
None TotalTime Time Time Time

Yes

. . . .

Total 100% 100jb

N = 521 N"" 690

Married Female Students

Yes.
L..8

. .

Total 100% 100%'

N :: 67 N = 79

N . . 

'" . . . . . . . . . 

357
NA on spouse I s Occupation. .
NA or Single on Family Role

Index., 

. . . . . . . . . 

475

842
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TABLE 7.

SPOUSE f S TYPE OF EMPLOYMNT BY STUDENT I S SEX AND PREENCE OF CHILDREN

" .

Studentls Sex and Famly Role

Male Female
Type

No Children Children Children Children

Full Part- Ful- Part- BUl or Full or

Time Time Time Time Part- Part-
Time Time

High Status.

Academic

Professional
Bu.siness -x-

Hiddle Status.

Professional

.. 

Supervsory.
Other.

Low Status

Clerical Sales

Blue Collar SeI'ce.

Total . 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

327 104

703
Spouse not employed or NA on type
of employment. . 

. . . . . . .

664
NA or single on Famly Role

. . . . 

, h75

842

* = Less than one-half per cent.
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TABLE 7.

SOOIO-ECONO!HC STATUS AIm HIVES' EHPL01' l'ENT , CONTROLLING
FOR PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF CHILDRE

(PER CEiIJ OF NARRIED HEN WHOSE SPOUSE IS EHPLOYED)

Occupation of Husband Children No ChildrenFather-'t

El te .

. .

(155) (Ill)
Hiddle

(59) ( 272 )

Lower.
(80) (74)

. . . . 

. 1 051
NA on Fatherls Occupa-

tion 

. . . . . . .

ment 

.. . . .. . .

164
NA on Spouse's Employ-

NA or not a married male
on Famly Role Index 1 621

842

.Ca tegories of the classification are defined in
Chapter III.
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TABLE 7.

STIPEND INCONE, nrcmm FRON FUL-TINE JOB, AND
WIVES t EMLOYivJNT, CONTROLLING FOR CHILDRE

(PER CENT .AIONG M.ED HEN toROSE SPOUSE
IS EliPLOYE)

Children
Total Income

From Total Income From Stipend
Full-Time Job

Less than 000 orNone
, 000 Hore

None.

. .

(85) (130) (207)
Less than $4, 500 .

(119) (23) (2)
4, 500 or more

(94) (n) (0)

No Children

None

. . . . .

(93) (170) (189)

Less than 4, 500 .
(42) (6) (1)

i4, 500 or more.
(10) (5) (0)

N . . . 

. . . . . . . 

. . 1,187
NA on Spouse I s Employment
Full-time Work, Stipend.

NA or N.ot Harried Male on
Famly Role Index. 

. . 

" 621

842
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TABLE 7. 16

INCOME SOURCES PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF CHILDREN
AN vJIFE t S EViPLOYivENT

(PER CENT A11ONG HARRED ME 1'ROSE SPOUSE
IS EMLOYED) 

Income From Income From
Children

Full-Time Job Stipend Yes

(85) (93)
Less than $2, 000

(130) (170)

$2,000 or more
(207) (189)

Less than
:;4, 500 (144) (49)

:;4, 500 or more Any
(105) (15)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . 

187
NA on Spouse t s Employment

Fu11-time "fork, Stipend, or
Income

... - . .. . . . . .

NA or Not a Harried Hale on
Famly Role Index. 

. . . . 

621

842

TABLE 7.

E!'IPLOYHENT , aIILDRE AND SPOUSE IS RESISTANCE TO CONTINUD STUDY

(PER CENT REPORTING SPOUSE VlULD PROBABLY OR DEFINITELY DISAPPROVE
OF TWO OR NORE FURTHER YERS OF STUDY)

Student I S Sex

Spouse I s Nale Female
Employment

No Children Children No Children Children

Yes

. .

(366) (185) (45) (69)

. . . . . .

(117) (472) (18) (6)

N . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

298
NA on Spouse l.s Employment

. . .

NA or II Don 1 t Know II I on Disapproval
NA or Not Married en Family Role 475
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TABLE 7.

FERTILITY EXECTATIOl\S BY SPOUSE f S EHPLO'Dl:c, B?OUSE I S

STUDEnT STATUS AND Pl1ESd:HCE OF CIII.DRJJ.T fliOHG
HARRIED HALES

(a) Per Cent Execting a Child in the Next, THO Years

Wife I s Study
Numer of Children Now Wife I s Employment

Yes

None Full-Time
(288) (21)

Part-Time
(33) (5)

None
(57) (56)

------- -- --- - --- ------- -. ----- ------ --- ---------- ----------- -----------

One Full-Time
(59) (3)

Part-Time
(32) (8)

None
(172) (17)

------------- --- --- ----- ----- -------- -------- - - ----------- -----------

Two or Nore Full-Time
(33) (6)

Part-Time
(42) (4)

None
(279) (15)

N..

.. 

41 . . . 1, 160
NA on Wife's Employment or Children NOH 0:1

Fertili ty Expectations. . . 

. . . . . . .

NA or Not a Harried Hale

. . . . . . . . . . 

621

842

One

Two or Hare

(b) Correlatio!/ Coeffici ts (Q)

Between Spouse IS &aploynlent, Student Status and Fertility
Exectations, Controlled for NUllber of Child:: lTor

-:ll..Tinc 1!Dr1: ' Study and
and pectations ExDctationG08 -06 -27 -

Children
None
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TABLE 7.

ANS JERS TO THE QUESTION: !!WILL YOU RECEIVE ANY FINANCIAL
SUPPORr FROJc YOUR PARENTS THIS YE?"

Per Cent

Category Of Students Receiving 'No

Of Sample Support, but One or
Both Parents Living

Yes

No .
Neither Parent Living

One or Both Living

Reason for Non-SUp ort
"I don't need any sup-
port from them!! .
IIThey are financially
unable to spare any
money" .

"I am unwilling to re-
ceive support from
them" If '

IIThey are unwilling to
support my graduate
education"

Other Reasons

No reason given

Total 100% 77% 85% 118%oH

N . . 

. . . . . 

. . 2 816
NA .

842

*,Sums to more than 77 per cent because of multiple ansuers.
Sums to more than 100 per cent because of multiple ans.rers.
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TABLE 7.

AGE, Fl\ILY ROLE, AND PARENTAL SUPPORT, ANONG STUDENTS
WITH ONE OR BOTH PARNTS LIVING

Males Females

Famly Role Age

Under 27 27 or Older Under 27 27 or Older

(a) Per Cent Checking "I don! t need any"

Single. 8 . . .
(662) (365) (218 ) (108)

Harried
Cb.ildren. . (276) (226) (45) (20)

I'larried , Children.

(140) (512) (16) (53)

N . . 

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

641
NA on Age or Family Role

. . . .

No Reason, NA or Neither Parent
Living, on Parental Aid . 

. . . .

173

842

Single. . . . .
( 444) (186) (157) (50)

Married
No Children. .

(132) (102) (15) (4)
Married, Children.

(78) (235) (7) (17)

(b) Per Cent Receiving Aid From Parents or Spouse 1 s Parents
Among Those Not Checking " don t need any. 

427
, 214flI don I t need any" 

. . . . , .

NA on Age or Family Role

. . 

, No Reason, or Both Parents
Dead, on Parental Aid 

. .

173

842
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TABLE 7. 21

AGE, F.AHILY ROLE, AND AID FROB PARNTS AND SPOUSE I S PARENTS

(PER CENT RECEIVING AID AriONG HARRED STUDENTS NOT
CHECKING !II DON I T NEil AJ'f1l AND WITH Ol-TE OR-

BOTH PARNTS LIVING)

Aid from.... Total
Age Childrn

1 Spouse's'

Parents Spouse IS Total
Both Parents Only Parents Parents

Only

Males

Under 27 Yes

Under 27 132

27 or Older Yes 102

27 or Older 235

Females

Under 27

27 or Older

. .

1'1.

. .

.. 0 . . 590
837
214

Single

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

III don t t need any" 

. . . . . . . . . 

NA on Age or Family Role

. . . . . . . 

NA, No Reason, or Both Parents Dead, on
Parental Aid . 

. . . . . . . .

173

842
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TABLE 7.

FULL-TIHE E11PLOYMNT, SPOUSEIS EMLOYNENT, STIPEND SE AND PAREN'fAL AID

Full-Time Spouse t s Fellowship I Per Cent.....

Employment IDployment or Assis-
"No Need"-r.. Receiving Aid::H Other1Htantship

Male Female Male Female Hale Female

Yes Yes or No Yes or No
(397) (69)

Yes Yes
(53) (49)

Yes
(147) (55)

Yes
( 869) (164)

(416) (124)

, 643
Neither Parent Living, NA or No

. Reason on Parental Aid, NA on
Income Sources

. . . . . . .

199

842

Base liT's same as "Receiving Aidll colums.
From parents or spouse I s parents.
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TABLE 7.

FATH'S OCCUPATION, ORIENTATION TO COLLEGE, AND PARENTAL AID

(a) Per Cent Receiving Aid From Parents Among Students Not
Checking III don't need any, II for Students 1-ith One 
Both Parents Living

Fatherfs Occupation*

Orientation Low Status Working Class Hiddle-Respectable Elite, Bottom Ivj ddle Eli te
Working Class Middle

"Naturally assumed
the children
would go to col-
lege II

. .

(76) (214) (282) (252)

"Wasn't assumed that
all would go

. ..

(138) (154) (74) (28)

"Wasn I t a ssumed that
any would go II

(74) (55) (5) (1)

(b) Per Cent IINaturally Assumed. . . II

Father's Occupation Per Cent

LovT Statlls, Respectable
Working Clas s . 

. . . .

vJorking Class Elite
Bottom I-1iddle . 

. . . 

Middle-Middle

. . .! .. 

288

Elte

423

361

281

. . 

353
121
207

118

842

"I don't need anyll . . 

. . . . .

NA on Father's 0 ccupation 

.. . .

NA on Orientation or Aid

. . . .

Nei ther Parent Living . 

. . . .

Categories of Status Code are defined in Chapter III.
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TABLE 7. 24

FULL-TIME HORK, SPOUSE I S JOB, STIPIND, FATHER! S OCCUPATION, FAHILY
ORIENTATION, SIBLINGS, AND AID FROM PARHTS

(PER CENT RECEIVING FINANCIAL SUPPORT FRON PARNTS AfIONG

THOSE WITH ONE OR BOTH PARNTS LIVING)

Parental Socio-Economic Inde

Fu1-
Spouse t s 'Fellowship LOVI Mictdle High

time
Job SiblingsJob Assis-

tantship 0-1

(89' (47) (52) (80) (79) (124)

Yes
(166) (98) (122) (148) (164) (201)

Yes
(21) (17) (32) (32) (4) (42)

Yes Yes
(74) (42) (47) (80) (55) (70)

Yes 5 ( 
56)(106) (78) (36) (40) (59)

N . . 

. . . . ..- . . . . . . . . .

NA on Father! s Occupation 

- . . . . 

NA on Orientation, Siblings, Parental
Ai d" Income Sources

. . . . . . . .

Neither Parent Living . 

. . . . . . .

291
216

217
118
542

High = middle-middle or elite, "naturally assumed. 
Biddle = middle-middle or elite IIwasn! t assumedlf

working class, bottom middle, low status, "naturally assumed. 
LoVI'" working class, bottom middle, low status, "wasn 't assu.'1ed.
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TABLE 7.

DISTRIBUTIONS ON SAVINGS AND BORROWING

(a) Exected Borrowing and Non-Durable Debt

.Aount of Non-Durable Debt
(Per Cent Execting to Borrow)

$100 or More Less than pl00 .Al students

(546 ) (2, 241) 787)

787

842
NA on Borrowing or Debt.

(b) Simultaneous Distribution by Debt and Borrowing

Non-Durable Debt of $100 or Nore

Yes Total

Yes

100%

N . . 

. . . . . 

. .. 2 787
NA on Borrowing or Debt. 

842

(c) Savings Available at Beginning of Term

Amount Per Cent

, 500 or more. 

. . . .

500 - , 499 . 

. . . .

$1 - ?499 . .

. .

None

. . . . . . .

Total

. . . . . .

100

N . . 

. . , . . . 

. 2, 705
NA . . 

. . . . . . .

137

842
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TABLE 7. 26

STRTU CONTROL, DIVISION AND DEBT AND SAVINGS

I Private Public
Stratum

SocialNatural

I Social
:iumanities Natural HumanitiesSc ience Science Science Science

(a) Per Cent "Debtors

(199) (89) (190) (155) (81) (101)
II.

(222) (148) (190) (396) (l58) (158)
III.

(157) (109) (115) (198) (75) (86)

Interdivisional , NA on Debt

. . 

827

842

(b) Per Cent With $500 or More in Savings

(196) (85) (181) (154) (77) (99)
II.

(209) (139) (168) (388) (156) (154)
III.

(144) (102) (95) (192) (74) (84)

Interdivisional

. . . . 

NA on Savings

. . . . 

697

l37

842
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Tt\BLE 7. 27

AGE t FAMILY ROLE , AN DEBT AN SAVINGS

Family Role
Males Females

Under 27
I 27 or Older I Under 27 I 27 or Older

(a) Per ,Cent "Debtors If 

Single

. . .

( 668) (410) (224)

\ ,

(137)
Married t
No Children. 

. .

(279) (246) (45) (21)
Married , Children.

( l44) (550) (16) (63)

803
NA on Age or Family Role
NA on Debt

. . 

842

(b) Per Cent With $500 or More in Savings

Single

. . . . .

(652) (380) (2l6) (105)
Married
No Children. (277) (235) (45) (20)

Married , Children. 50 '
(143) (536) (15) (50)

N . . 

. . 

674

137
NA on Age or Family Role

. . . . 

NA on Savings

. . . .

842
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TABLE 7. 28

AGE , STAGE , AN DEBT AND SAVINGS

Stage
Age

II. III. IV.

(a) Per Cent "Debtors

20-23 . 

. .

(400) (132) (59) (21)
24-26 .

. .

(l83) (205) (226) (l45)
27 -29 

. .

(124) (16l) (220) ( 143)
30 or older

. .

(113) (169) (286) (196)

N . . 

. . 

. . 2 783
NA on Age or Stage

. . .

NA on Debt

. . 

842

20-23 .

. . . .

(387) (129) (59) (20)24-26 .

. . . .

(179) (203) (221) (145)27-29 . .

. . .

(l20) (l50) (2l2) (140)
30 or older

. .

(102) (146) (265) (182)

(b) Per Cent With $500 or More in Savings

N . . 

. . . .

. 2 660
NA on Age or Stage

. . .

NA on Savings

. . . .

137

842
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TABLE: 7. 29

FATHER' S OCCUPATION, DEBT, AND SAVINGS

Father Per Cent Per Cent With

Occupation* Debtors $500 or More
in Savings

Elite.
(453) (432)

Middle-Middle.
(664) (639)

Working Class Elite
Bottom Middle (774) (739)
Respectable
Working Class (395) (384)
Low Status

(l65) (l54)

451 348
NA on Father
Occupation. . 

. .

NA on Debt. 

. . 

384
NA on Father
Occupation. . 

NA on Savings

. .

357
137

842 2 . 842

*Categories of Status Code are defined in Chapter III.



Tables for Chapter VIII

Tables 8. 1 through 8.
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TABE 8.

DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS 'IO TH QUESTION,
HOH MUCH DO YOU t ORRY ABOU'I YOUR
IMDIATE FINANCIA SI'rATION?"

Answer

It I S my most serious problem right now.

I worry about it a lot , but it isn t my most
serious problem

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

m not very worried about it

. . . 

m pleascd with it

'" . . . . 

Total

N . . . . 2, 806

842

Per Cent

100
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TAB 8.

FUJANCIA lORRY, ACADEMIC WORRY 1AITAL STATUS
PEER GROUP MEMBERSHIP , AN MORAE

(PER CENT LOU ON MORAE INDEX)

Concern Peer Financial Worry
About Married Group b

Grades Member Low High

High
(95) 71 , (45)

High Yes (88) (54)
High Yes (69) (56)
High Yes Yes (60) (48)

LO'\-1
(193) (66)

Low Yes (212) (82)
LO"1 Yes (204) (103)
Low Yes Yes (212) (88)

N .
HI.. on Concerns I.'.bout Gradesd . . .
NA on Family Role, Peer Group
Mcubcrship, or Financial Worry 

NA on Esprit

. . . . . . . . . . 

675
570

558

842

High c Very or Fairly Dissatisfied; Low = Very or
Fairly Satisfied.

Students were asked about the existence of informl
groups in their department. II Yes" means students '\'1ho say
such groups exist and they are members, " " means either
students who say no groups exist or that they are not mem-
ber s.

High = "Most serious problem" or "Worry about it a
lot" ' Low = " Not very worried" or "Pleased.

The high NA on Concerns About Grades stems from
519 students 'l7ho checked "This is my first term here so
I have no idea.
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TABLE 8.

FAMY ROLE AN FINANCIA WORRY

(PER CENT WORRIED)

Sax Single Married Married
No children Children

Uomen (346) (66) (77)
Men 30 (1 073) (524) (692)

N . . 

. . . . .. . .

NA on Family Ro 1e .
NA on Worry. . . 

778

842

TABLE 8.

AGE, ACADEMIC STAGE AND FINANCIA WORRY

(PER CENT WORRIED)

Age
Stage

Beginning Advanced

Under 27 . 

. . 

(915) (450)

27 or Older
(554) (839)

N . . 2, 758
NA on Age or Stage
NA on t-Jorry . 

. . . . . 

842
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tALE 8.

DIVISION AN FINANCIA WORRY

(PER CENT WORRIED)

Division Per Cent

Natural Science 324

Social Science 654

Humanities 820

N . . 

. . . . 

. . 2, 798Interdivisional 
NA on Worry

. .

842

TALE 8.

STRATUM, CONTROL, AND FINANCIAL WORRY

(PER CENT WORRIED)

Natura 1 Social Science
Stratum Science and Humanities

Private Public Private Public

(199) (155) (277) (180)
II. (219) (396) (333) (3l4 )

III. (l57) (198) (210) (160 )

N . . 2, 798

2 , 842

Interd;.visional
NA on Worry

. . .
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TABLE 8.

STIPEND HOLDING AND FINANCIA WORRY

(PER CENT WORRIED)

Duty * Non-Duty Stipend*

Stipend
None Low High

None
(842) (336) (425 )

Research Assistant
(150) (86) (97)

Teaching Assistant
(374) (247) (99)

656
NA, R1 , Trainees , or Ambiguous

on Stipend Typology

. . . . . .

NA on Worry

. . . . . . . . . . . .

153

842

This classification is defined in Chapter VI.

TABLE 8.

FATHER' S OCCUPATION AND FINANCIAL WORRY

(PER CENT WORRIED)

Father
Per centOccupation

Elite 450
Middle-Uidd1e 663

Working Class Elite
Lower Middle 763

Respectable Working Class 392

Low Status 159

N . 2;427
NA on Father s Occupation 379
NA on Worry

2) 842

This measure is defined in Chapter
III.
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TALE 8.

PERCEIVED ADEQUACY OF INCOM, SAVINGS, NON-DURABLE
DEBT, DURALE DEBT, AN FINANCIAL WORRY

(PER CENT WORRIED)

Durable Debt
Perceived Less than $500 $500 or More
Adequacy Savings
of Income Non-Durable DebtC

Less than $100 $100 or M:)re ess than $100 $100 or More

Less than
$500 (126) (18) (135) (22)

Low
$500 or

More (90) (7) (32) (5)

---

Less than
$500 (707) (115) (229) (42)

High
$500 or

More (936) (132) (67) (12)

"--

N .
NA on Adequacy, Savings or Debt
NA on Worry

. . . . . . . . . . . 

. 2. 675
131

842

Based on anS lers to the question , IIWhich of the following best describes
your financial situa.tion this academic year?1I Lot-7 = li s doubtful that I' ll have
enough money to cover my necessary expenses, " and " a not sure whether I' ll have
enough money to cover my necessary expenses ; High = II ll have enough money fer
ay necessary expenses, but nothing left over for emergencies,ti and " ll have enough
money for my necessary expenses and enough left over for emergencies. 

Durable debt is defined as money owed for purchases with some re-sa1e value
e.g., automobile, house mortgage, life insurance, etc.

Non-Durable Debt is defined as money owed and spent for purposes with no
re-sale value . e.g.. medical bills, living expenses.
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TABLE 8.

RELATIVE DEPRIVATION, PERCEIVED ADEQUACY, AND FINANCIA WORRY

(PER CENT WORRIED)

Financial Situat10n Perceived Adequacy

Compared tHth
Enough Left Enough , bu t Doubtful or NotOther Graduate

Students Over For Nothing Sure There Will
Emergencies Left Over Be Enough

Much better
(565) (65) (14)

Slightly bettet (46l) (179) (40)
Same

(355) (438) (158)
Slightly or Much Worse

(45) (l26) ( 196 )

N . II . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

642
NA on Worry or Perceived Adequacy
NA on Relative Standing

. . . . . . 

842

TABLE 8. 11

SOURCES OF INCOM AND FINANCIA vlORRY

(PER CENT WORRIED)

Full- Part- Duty
Emp loyment Time Time Per centStipend Fellcwship

Job Job
Full-time Yes (512)

Yes Yes (264)
less than Full-

Yes (425)tirae
Yes (726)

(384)
None

Yes (331)

N . . . 

. . . . . . 

. 2, 642
Nil on Work Index

. .

l64
NA on \ orry jo't-1 . . 

842
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TALE 8. 12

EMLOYMNT, ADEQUACY AND RELATIVE DEPRIVATION

Employment Per Cent

(a) Per Cent Expecting "Enough Left Over
for Emergenc ies

Full-time

. . . . . .

(512 )

(716)None

. . . . . .

Part-time or Duty Stipend

. . . .

410 )

N . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

. 2 638
NA on Work or Adequacy

. . 

842

(b) Per Cent Checking "Much Better" or
Slightly Better

Full-time (478)

(670)None

. . 

Part-time or Duty Stipend

. . . .

352)

N . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

500
NA on Wcrk or Relative Deprivation

842
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TALE 8. 13

EMLOYNENT, PERCEIVED ADEQUACY, RELATIVE DEPRIVATION
AN FINACIA ttl0RRY

Perceived Adequacy

Relative Standing
More Thn Enough or

Total
Enough Less Than Enough

Better 058 (282-374) 320 (48-156)

- .

028 (330- 530)

Same or tlorse 093 (60-229) 199 (86-589)

.. .

016 (146- 872)

Total

- .

099 (342-603) 172 (134-745) 236 (476-1 348)

(a) Q Association Between Full-Time Employment (Versus
Part-Tice or Assistantship) and Worry

Better 273 (374-306) -: . l88
(156- 75)

307 (530-38l)
Same or vlor 

+ .

190
(229- 94)

258 (589-187) 255 (818-281)

Total -I . 308 (603-400) 265 (745-262) 363 (1, 348-662)

(b) Q Association Between Part-Time or Assistantship
Employment (Versus No Employment) and Worrya

Tab1es are to be read as follows: In the lO,"ler right hand corner is the
association for the entire sample (i. e., the association between part-time employ-
ment and worry for the total sample is - 236), the other coeffic ients are the
partial relationships for other sub-groups (e.g., in Table (a), amons those answer-
ing BBetterli regardless of their 

perceived adequacy, Q = - 028; among those an-
swering "Better" and also "More than enough , 'I Q = +. 058).

In Table (a) the first N in parentheses is the number of full-time workers,
the second, the number of part-time workers or assistants. In Table (b) the first
number is the number of part-time workers or assistants , the second is the number
of non-workers.
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TABLE 8. 14

EMLOYMNT, PERCEIVED ADEQUACY, RELATIVE
DEPRIVATION AN FINCIA WORRY

(PER CENT WORRIED)

Financial Situation Compared with Other Graduate Students

Perceived Better Same Worse

Adequacy
Emp loyed

Yes Yes Yes

Doubtful or
Not sure (12) (38) (32) (113) (37) (l49)

Enough, but
nothing left
over

. . 

(63) 3/;. (166) (99) 4t. (306) (19) (102 )

Enough left
over for
emergencies 6 (306) (656) (86) (255) (8) (34)

N . . 

. . . . 

. f . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

. 2:t 486
on Adequacy or Relative Deprivation or Work. 320

NA on Worry Now

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2 , 842
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TALE 8.

RATINGS OF OCCUPATIONA VALUES

(PER CENT ENDORSING)

Item
(Where wording of original Rosenberg items differs

from that used in the survey, the original is given
in parentheses.

Graduate
Students

7"*
Undergradua tes

Cpportunity to use my special aptitudes andabilities 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Opportunity to be creative and original

. .

Freedom from pressures to conform in my personal
life

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .

not asked

An opportunity to be helpful to others

A chance to earn enough money to live comfortably
(A chance to earn a good deal of money) 

. . . .

An opportunity to be useful to society in general

A stable secure future

. . . . . . . . . . . .

not asked

Opportunities to work with people (An opportunity
to work with people rather than things) 

A chance to receive recognition from others in
my profession

. . . . .. " .. .. . .. . . .. . .

not asked

Freedom from supervision (Leave me relatively
free of supervision by others) .

. . . . 

A chance to exercise leadership

. . . . . . . .

Social standing and prestige in my commnity
(Give me social status and prestige) .

:: Per cent checking the item as "Extremelyi. or "Very Importantil as opposed
to II Somev7hat Important" or ;'Not Important" ; N' s range from 2, 8l7 to 2, 830 depending
on number of NA' 

** = Per cent checking "Highly Important" as opposed to "Medium Importance
Litt1e or No Importance

" "

Irrelevant" or "Distasteful.tJ N = 4, 585.

Data taken from Morris Rosenberg, Occupations and Values
Ill., l!'1:ee Press , 1957), Table 1 , p. 12.

(Glencoe
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TAE 8.

ANTICIPATED STARtING SAY (ANAL INCOME FROM ALL SOURCES)

Amount Per Cent Cumulative

Less than $4,000 . 

. .

$4, 000 - $4,999 
$5, 000 - $5, 999
$6, 000 - $6,999 .
$7, 000.. $8,999 .
$9, 000 or more

. . . .

Total

. . . 

100%

N . . . . 2 , 618
Nil . . . 

842

TABLE 8.

EXPECTED STATING SALY BY SEX, CARER PLAS,
DIVISION, DEGREE SOUGHT, AND PH.D. PLAS

(PER CENT EXPECtING $5, 000 A YEAR: OR MORE)

Career Plans

Sex Degree Ph. D.
Academic Non-AcademicSought* Plans**

Humanities Social Natural Humanities Social Natural
Science Science Sc iance Science

Ph. 52 (236) 72 (163) 84 (346) (23) (92) 96 (288)

Male Master Yes 37 (111) (72) 74 (lOl) (12) (31) (71)

Master (75) (25) (50) (70) (98) 81 (220)

Ph. (52) (25) (45) (7) (29) (14)

Female Master Yes (5) (5)(22) (13) (8) (2)
Master (48) (8) (19) (50) (26) (38)

500
NA on Sex , Degree Sought, Ph. D. Plans , Career Plans,

Division, or :Interdivisiolll1l . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . .

NA on Starting Salary

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

118

842

Degree for which student is now working.

Answers to IIVJhat are your eventual plans concerning the doctoral
I definitely plan to get a doctorate ; No :: all other anS't'1ers.

degree?"
Yes ::
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TABLE 8. 18

SEX CARER PLANS , DIVISION AND SALRY EXECTATIONS

(a) Mean Annual Income Predicted

Sex Career Division Starting After
Age 45Plans Sa 1ary 5 Years

Natural $6. 903 $9, 258 $13. 116
Sc ience (581) (570) (556)

Non.. Academic Social $5. 769 $8. 254 $12, 622
Science (222) (222) (217)

Humanities $4, 669 229 $ 9, 508
(105) (104) (100)

Male

Natural $5. 755 $7, 556 $ 9, 912
Science (498) (482) (472)

. Academic Social $5. 246 141 $10 , 027
Science (260) (257) (252)

Humanities $4, 659 $6. 110 $ 8 598
(423) (415) (405)

Natural 211 $6, 763 $ 8 342
Sc ience (57) (52) (40)

Non" Academic Social $5. 356 $7, 117 $ 7, 946
Science (61) (60) (54)

Humanities $3 . 944 $5, 076 $ 6 552

Fema le
(59) (55) (40)

Natural $4. 733 $ 6 256 $ 7, 100

SC ience (12) (71) (62)
Academic Social $4. 796 $6,458 $ 7, 834

Science (46) (45) (41)
Humanities $4, 267 $5, 397 $ 6 957

(122) (116) (102)

506 449 2 , 341
NA on Sex Career Plans
Division or Interdivisional. 156 156 156

NA on Sa 1ary 180 237 345

Total 842 2 , 842 842
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TABLE 8. 18--Continued

(b) Expectation as a Per Cent of Starting
Salary in Table 8. l8a

Sex Career Division After
Age 45Plans 5 Years

Natural Science 134. 191

Non-Academic Social Science 143 219

Humanities l33 204
Male

Natural Science 131 172

Academic Social Science 136 191

Humanities 131 185

Natural Science 130 160

Non- Academic Social Science 133 148

Humanities 129 167
Female

Natural Science 132 150

Academic Social Science 135 163

Humanities 126 163
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TALE 8.

CURRNT INCOME, EXPECTED STARTING SALY AND ESTIMTED LENGTH
OF TIM FOR COMPLETING PH.

(PER CENT EXPECTING TO COMPLETE TH PH. D. IN 5 YEARS
OR LESS FROM DATE OF BEGINING GRAUATE STUDY,

AMONG PH.D. CANIDATES)

Total Income
Expected Starting Sa lary

for Academic Year Less than $5,000 to $ 7 , 000
$5,000 999 or 101ore

$4, 500 or more (113) (223) (163)

$2, 700 - $4,499. (108) (213) (112)

Less than $2, 700 (92) (172) (80)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

276
NA on Income , Starting Salary or Degree Time 159
NA or Not a Ph.D. Candidate on Degree Status 1,407

842

TABLE 8.

ABILITY RATING, ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY STRUCTURE AN TIM FOR
COMPLETION OF TH PH.

(PER CENT EXPECTING TO COMPLETE TH PH. D. IN 5 YES 
LESS FROM DATE OF BEGINNING GRAUATE STUY,

M-I0NG PH. D. CANIDATES)

Economic Opportunity Structure Faculty Rating of Native Ability*

Current Income Starting Salary High Middle Low

Less than $3, 600 $5,000 or more (l54) (126) (70)

Less than $3, 600) Less than $5, 000

(0.:)
(288) (2l2) (92)

$3 600 or more $5 , 000 or Dore

.. 

$3, 600 or more Less than $5, 000 (64) (49) (28)

...

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ,; .. . . . . . . . . . . . 

.. 1, 083
NA on Ability, Income , Starting Salary, or Time

. . . . . . . . .

352
NA or Not a Ph.D. Candidate on Degree Status

. . . . . . . . . 

407
2, 842

Th1s index has been e 'plained in Chapter VI.
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TABLE 8

DIVISION, ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY STRUCTURE AN TIM
FOR COMPLET10N OF TH PH.

(PER CENT EXPECTING TO FINISH IN FIVE YEARS OR LESS)

Opportuni ty Structure Division
Natural Science Social Science Humanities

Plus

. .

(269) (83) (63)

Zero
(359) (175) (157)

Minus (40) (45) (82)

N .

. . . . . .

273
NA on Opportunity Structure or Time or Inter-

divisional

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l62
NA or Not a Ph.D. Candidate on Degree Status 407

842

TABLE 8.

CARER PLANS, ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY STRUCTURE
AND TIM FOR COMPETION OF THE PH.

(PER CENT EXPECTING TO FINISH IN FIVE YES OR LESS)

Opportunity
Structure

Expected Job

Minus

Academic Non-Academic

62 (247) 73 (157)

48 (442) 47 (233)

33 (l33) (31)

Plus

. . . . . .

Zero

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . 

. . 1 243
Nt on Opportunity Structure or

Time or Expected Job

. . . .

NA or Not a Ph.D. Candidate on
Degree Status

. . . . . . 

192

l,407
842
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TABLE 8.

STRATU OF SCHOOL, ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY STRUCTU
AN TIM FOR COMPETION OF THE PH.

(PER CENT EXPECTING TO FINISH IN FIVE YEARS OR LESS)

Opportunity Stra tum

Struc ture III
Plus

. . .

(160) (179) (77)

Zero

. . 

(223) (328) (142)

Minus (60) (81) (26)

N . . 

. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . 

276
NA on Opportunity Structure or Time l59
NA or Not a Ph.D. Candidate on

Degree Status

. . . . . . . . 

407

842

TABLE 8.

FAMLY ROLE, ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY STRUCWR AN
TIM FOR COMPLETION OF TH PH.

(FER CENT EXPECTING TO FINISH IN FIVE YEARS OR LESS)

Men Women
Opportunity

MarriedStruc ture Married
Sing le Children Sing Ie Married

Children

Plus

. .

71 (262) 50 (38) (6)(42) (64)

Zero

. .

54 (158) 60 (199) 35 (254) 48 (48) 43 (28)

Minus (22) (53) (59) (7)
35 (23)

.. 

. 1 263
NA on Opportunity Structu Years , or Family

Ro le 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 

172
NA or Not a Ph.D. Candidate on Degree Status 407

2 . 842
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TABLE 8.

EMLOYMNT, ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY STRUCTURE
AND TIM FOR COMPETION OF TH PH. D.

(PER CENT EXPECTING TO FINISH IN FIVE YEARS OR LESS)

Opportunity
Employment Status

Struc ture Full-Time Part-Time
Not EmployedWorkers or Duty Stipend

Plus (6) (287) (l23)
Zero

. . . 

(137) (413) ( 143 )

Minus (6l) (76) (30)

. 1, 276
NA on Opportunity Structure, Employment

or Time

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

159
NA or Not a Ph. D. Candidate on Degree Status. 1,407

842

TABLE 8.

TRASFER STATUS, ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY STRUCTURE
AND TIM FOR COMPLETION OF THE PH.

(PER CENT EXPECTING TO FINISH IN FIVE YEAS OR LESS)

Opportunity Number of Graduate Schoo 1s Attended
Structure

One Two orY

Plus
(256) (160)

Zero
(395) (296)

Minus (82) (85)

N . . . 1 274
NA on Opportunity Structure , Time,

or Transfer Status

. . . . . . . .

NA or Not a Ph. D. Candidate on
Degree Status

. . . . . . . . . . 

407
842

161
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TABLE 8.

TYPE OF EMPLOYMNT, STIPEND, TRNSFER STATUS

AN TIM FOR COMPETION OF THE PH.

(PER CENT EXPECTING TO FINISH IN FIVE YEAR OR LESS)

One Graduate Schoo 1 Only Two or More Graduate Schools

Employment Assistantship or Fellowship Assistantship or Fellowship

Yes Yes

Full-Time
(97) (l24)

Part-Time
(100) (342) (62) (237)

cne

. .

(80) (106) (70) (8l)

. . 1, 299
136

. . 

407

842

NA on Stipend , Employment , Transfer Status or Time
NA or Not a Ph.D. Candidate on Degree Status

. . .

NOTE: The above table was actually defined by residual sorting rather than
cross-tabulations. The definitions of the various categories are as follows:

(a) Full-tme No--Full-time workers, regardless of stipend status or
additional part-time job.

(b) Part-Time No--Non-full-time workers , with a part-time job and no
duty stipend or fellowship.

(c) None No--Non-'t'JOrkers with no duty stipend or fello'tV'ship.

(d) Part-time Yes--Non-full-time workers with a duty stipend , re-
gardless of additional part-time work or non-duty stipend.

(e) None Yes--Non-workers with a fellowship.



Tables for Chapter IX

Tables 9. 1 through 9.
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TABLE 9.

FOLL01f1-UP STATUS OF THE SlIPLE ONE YER AFTER THE ORIGINAL SUITIJY

......-.:

(a) General

Outcome Per Cent

In School
Same School and Field of Study 666
Change in School or F1eld . 179

Di sappeare 176
Out of School 785

Total 100% 806

N . .

. . . .

806

842

. . . . . .

(b) Status of Those in School

Institution
TotalField of Study

Same

.- 

Different

Same.

Different

Total 100%

N = 1 845

(c) Occupation of TI10se out of School

Occupation Per Cent

Academic Job (research or teaching for a university
or college) . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Non-Academic Research. 

. . . . . . . . 

Primary or Secondary Teaching. 

. . . . 

Other employment

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Not in Labor Force

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total. . .

. . . . . . . . . . 

100

N . . 694
NA on Occupation 91

Includes a small number of Post-doctoral li'sllolis.
St1Jdents no longer registered, for vrhom faculty informants Here found

but informants Imeu nothing about curren't activities.
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TABlE 9.

STAGE OF STUJJ Ju'fD OUTCOHE

St 0 - us Fall 1 9"

. .

. =c .o '

.- - -.-.

Wtaco of St.ud:-' and Ov.-Gcomc
Co" J._.

-. ;: ...

T:-In School

Same Institution and
Field of Study 

Shift in Institution
or Field.

Out or Disappeared

Received Ph.
Termnal H.

Other.

Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

N . 814 654 787 504
NA .

Total N . . 

. . . . . . . . 

. . 2 759
NA on Outcome

. . . . . . . . .

NA on stage. . . . 

. . . . . .

842

Terminal II.A. is defined as a student 't'1ho in the
1958-1959 q1.est,ionnaire did not check "I definitely plan

- to get the Ph. 1I It is thus subjectively defined and

does not necessarily correspond to the faculty evaluation
of the master's degree aHarded.
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TABLE 9.

STAGE, FACULTY RATING OF NATIVE ABILITY, AHD DROP OUT

(PER CENT DROPPING OUT1

Stage
Faculty Ability

Rating1* Beginng Advanced Total(I-II) (III-IV)

High.
/ (316) (460) (776)

Biddle
(370) (365) (735)

Low.
(521) (184) (705)

Total

. . 

II .
(1, 207) 009)

Per Cent High
and H:i.ddle.

(1, 207) 009)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . 

. 2, 216
NA on Ability or Stage. . . 423
NA or Graduated on Outcome. 203

842

A Drop Out is defined as a student Imo'Vl! to be out
of school in 1959, except for: (a) those awarded the
Ph. D. and (b) those a'llarded the masterls degree i'Tho had not
checked "I definitely plan .to get the Ph.D. rt Students i.rho
Iffsappeared" are excluded from the tiiulations.

.,Ht-he faculty rating of native ability is descr:ibecl
in detail in Chapter VI.
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TABLE 9.

GRADE POINT AVERAGE, FACULTY ABILITY RATING AND DROP OUT

(PER CENT DROPPING OUT) 

Faculty A bill ty Rating
Grade Point Average*

High and
Medium

Low

00- 99 .

(259)

(989)

(101)

(9)

00 . . 

00-

Less than 2.00 .

(26)

(396)

(191)

(4)

. . 

011
229
393
203

842

NA on Grades

. . . . . . .

NA on Abili t. 

. . . . . . 

NA or Graduated on Outcome.

A = 4. , B = 3.0. C = 2.

TABLE 9.

FACULTY RATING OF RESIARCH FRODUCTION, FACULTY ABILITY
RATHTG, AND DROP OUT

(PER GLUT DROPi'IITG OUT)

Faculty Ability Rating

Predicted Publications*

None

High and
LowMedium

(70) (281)

(426) (292)

(774) (68)

(112) (7)

Only 2 or 3 publications

. . 

Regularly , although not fre-
quen tly . 

. . . . . . . .

Will pWJlish a large amount

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . 2,030
NA on Research Rating

. . . .

216
NA on Ability

. . . . . . . . .

393
NA or Graduated on Outcome 203

842

*:nswer to "Ignoring for the moment the quality of the
work, what would be your guess as to this student's eventual
production of scholarly or scientific work?1I Tabulation based
on one rater per student.
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TABLE 9.

FACULTY RArING OF COLLEGE TEACHING ABILITY,
FACULTY ABILITY RATIG, AN DROP OUT

(PER CENT DROPPING OUT)

Faculty Ability Rating
Teaching Ability*

High and Medium Low

Outstanding

. . . . . .

Capable

. . . . 

(394)

(1, 011)

(9)

(355)
Not Suited for College Teaching

. .

(59) (298)

N . 126
120
393
203

NA on Teaching Ability

. . . . 

NA on Ability. 

. . . . . . . . . . 

NA or Graduated on Outcome

. . . .

842

*Answers to the question, "If this student were to do college teaching,
how would you rate his ability?" Tabulation based on one rating per student.

TABLE 9.

PERCEIVED ACADEMIC STANDING, FACULTY
ABIL ITY RATING AN DROP our

(PER CENT DROPPING OUT)

Perceived Standing
Faculty
Ability rop Second Third Fifth Don
Rating Fifth Fifth or Lower Know

High and Middle (575) (411) (156) (319)
Low.

(93) (154) (199) (239)

Total

. . . .

(668) (565) (355)

perCentHigh
Ilnd Middle. 

N .
NA on Ability or Perceived Standing.

or Graduated on Outcome

. . . .

2, 146
493
203

842
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TABLE 9.

PERSONAL ADJUSTMNT, FACULTY ABILITY RATING AND DROP OUT

(PER CENT DRO PPING OUT)

(a) Morale Ind 

Facul t, Abili ty Per Cent
Ra ting High Low High BoraIe

Hi gh and Hedi ur .

(840) (669) 509)
Low.

(329) (78) (707)

Total. . . 29 (1, 169) 30 (1 , 047)

lJ . . . 

. . . . . . . . 

. 2 216
NA on Morale

. . . . .

lJA on Ability. . . 

. .

393
NA or Graduated on Outcome. 203

842

-;:-This Index is defined in Chapter VIII.

(b) Faculty Rating on Personality Problems

Faculty Rater! s answer to: "Does this student have any
personali ty characteristics which you feel may binder
him in hi s career? 

Facul ty A'bili t,
Yes Per Cent Yes

I\ ting on Personality
Characteristics

High and Hedium .
(226) 258) 484)

LOvJ . . 

(208) (485) (693)

Total. . .
(434) 743)

. 2, 177
NA on pe rsonali ty Charac-

teris ti cs . . 

. . . . . . .

NA on Abili ty 

. . . . . . . .

NA or Graduated on Outcome. 
393
203

842
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TABLE 9.

CRITIGIffiS OF GRADUATE SCHOOL, FACULTY ABILITY RATING AND DROP OUT

(PER CENT DROPPING OUT)

Cri ticism

It encourages over-specialization

It stifles the creativity of its
students

. . . . . . . . . . . .

The training has little or nothing
to do 'Wth the jobs the students
'Wll eventually get

. . . .

It has too many purely formal
"hurdles" which are really ini-
tiation rituals, not genuine
training. 

. . . . . . . . . .

It doesn't provide enough training
for teaching. . . 

. . . . . .

It doesn't provide enough training
for research and scholarly
activities

.. .. . . . . . . .

It accepts and encourages more
students than it can ultimately
place in desirable jobs. . . 

. .

Admssion standards are too low. 

It exloits its students by using
them for cheap labor. . . . 

. .

It re1i'ards conformity and punishes
individualism. . .

. .

It discourages students who 'Wsh
to apply their kno'tvledge to
practical problems

. .

Faculty members tend to become mor,
more involved in building re-
search empires than in maldng
creati ve contributions to the
field. 

. . . . 

0 . . 

Facul ty Ability Rating

High and Medium

Noo

(863 )

(927 )

139)

(725)

(773)

095)

(1, 145)

057 )

(995)

064)

211)

(990 )

Yes-:r

(653 )

(581)

(367 )

(783)

(735)

(412)

(37)

(446 )

(503)

(432 )

(280 )

( 496 )

No-:

(375)

(439 )

(487 )

(368 )

(356 )

(501)

(543)

(561)

(499)

( 500 )

(542)

(475)

Lou

Yes,

(328)

(259)

(210 )

(31)

(345)

( 202 )

(146 )

(139)

(198 )

(198 )

(151)

( 216 )

N (Difference between Total N in each row and 2, 246
is due to NA on the item in question) 

. . . . 

. . 2, 

NA on Ab:Lli ty. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. 393
NA or Grad ated on Out0ome . 

. . . . . . .

. 203

842

...

*Yes = " Valid"! or !!SomevJhat Valid" as a cri ticisY:j No = "Not Valid!! or
"Dead Wrong. II
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TABLE 9.

FINANCIAL WORRY, FACULTY ABILITY RATING" AND DROP OUT

(PER CENT DROPPING OUT)

Facu1 ty Ability Rating

TJJorry About Immediate
Financial Situation

Worried Not 1rforried

High an Medium

. . . . 

(465) ( 1, 048)
Low. 

. . .. . . .. . . . .

(243 ) (462 )

N . . 

. . . . . 

fI . . 218
NA on WO rry . . . . 

. .

2 8
NA on Ability. 

. . . .

393
NA or Graduated on Outcome - 203

2 J 842
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TABLE 9.

PERCEIVED ADEQUACY OF IHCOl1E, SAVINGS, INDEBTEDNESS
FACULTY ABILITY RATING AND DROP OUT

(PER CENT DROPPING OUT)

;;uI ty Perceived Adequacy of
Abili ty Debt Savig Income
Rating fligh1BH LOv:NHH

High Low
(189) (106)

High HighHigh or (or) (495) (74)Biddle Low High

Low High
(553) (46)

--------------- ----- - ------ -- -- -----------. ----------- -----.------

High Low
(72) (50)

High High
Low (or)

LOVl High (224) (49)
LOi"l High

(246) (21)

125
NA on Perceived Adequacy,

Savings, Debt, or Ability.
NA or Graduated on Outcome. .

514
203

842

High debt:; Students who indended to borrow during the
year and/or th.Ose with $100 or more outstanding in non-durable
debts. LoW:: All other.

High '" 500 or more; Lo r '" Less than 500.
. -Ih'H This measure is defined in Chapter V. High:: IIEnough for

my necessary expenseslt; Low", "Not surell or IIDoubtful" that there
will be enough.
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TABLE 9.

PREERRD ACTIVITY, SELF CONCEPTION AS AN INTELLECTUAL
FACULTY ABILITY RATING, AND DROP OUT

(a) Per Cent Dropping Out

Preferred Activity
Facul ty

Abili ty Intellectual-:. Research College or OtherRating Uni versi ty
Teaching

High and Yes
Nedium (302) (291) (144)

( 266) (285) (165)
Low Yes

(106) (99) (67)
34 (131)

(148) (128)

N (also Table b). 

. . . . . 

. . . 2 132
JrA on Prexerrea Activity, Intel-

lectual or Ability

. . . . . . 

NA or Graduated on Outcome

. . . .

507
203
842

(b) 110tivationa1 Index, Faculty Ability Rating, and Drop out

Faculty Ability Rating

(Per Cent Dropping Out)

Ind :H,"

Low

HiGh and Nedium . 

. . . . . .

(594) (859)

L01T . . 

.. # . . 

(336 ) (343)

Ans1rer to: liDo you think of yourself as an intellectual , ?II Yes"" IIDefinitely"
or IIIn many ways II .; No = urn some vlaysll or IIDefini tely not. 

HcHigh = Researchers plus Teachers ,'Tho are high on intellectualism; Low"" Others
plus Teachers who are low on intellectualism.
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TABLE 9.

DIVISION, MOTIVATION INDEX, FACULTY
ABILITY RATING, AND DROP OUT

Faculty Ability Rating

Division High and Medium Low

Motiva.tion

HiGh Low High Low

Humanities

. .

(224) (213) (69) (131)
Social Science.

(l61) (193) (61) (97)
Natural Science.

(484) (193) (205) (116)

147
NA on Motivation Index, or

Ability or Interdivisional. .
NA or Graduated on Outc01e. . 

492
203

842
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TABLE 9.

EMLOYMT, STIP HOLDING, FACULTY ABILIT RAING AND DROP OUT
(PER CENT DROPPING OUT)

(a) Detailed Classification

Ful-tim Part-time Faculty AbUi ty Rating

Job Job or Duty
High and Middle LowStipend

Yes
(244 ) (169)

Yes Duty Stipend Duty Stipend

Yes Yes
Yes Yes

Part-time Job (179) (195). (44) (140)

(453) (134)

Fellowship
(179) (115)

Yes Yes
(171) (76)

(b) Same Data Grouped

Ful-time Duty Stipend Faculty Ability Rating
job

High and Middle Low

Yes
(244) (169 )

( 545 ) ( 331)
Yes

(632) (178)

N, for both tables

. . . . . . 

. . 2 099
NA on Ability or Employment or

Stipend

. . . . .

NA on Graduated on Outcome

. . . .

540
203

842
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TABLE 9.

MEERSHIP IN STUlNT GROUPS EMPLOYMNT STATUS
FACULTY ABILITY RATING AN DROP OUT

(PER CENT 'DROPPIN OUT)

Membership in Informal
Faculty Full Duty Student Groups Per CentAbility Time Sti- Yes onRating Job pend No Membership Membership Membership

High and Yes
Middle (174) (55) (229)

(310) (247) (557)
Yes

(233) (463) (696)

-------------- --------- --------- -------------- ------..-------- -------------

Low. Yes
(130) (27) (157)

(l85) (143) (328)
Yes

(71) (121) (l92)

. . 

159
NA on Ability, Employment Status

or Group Membership

. . . .

NA Or Graduated on Outcome
480
203

842
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TABLE 9.

FACULTY ENCOURGEMENT INDEX EMPLOYMNT STATUS
FACULTY ABILITY RATING, AND DROP OUT

(PER CENT DROPPIN OUT)

Faculty Full Duty Perceived Encouragement Per CentAbility Time Sti- Yes on
Rating Work pend Yes Encouragement

High and Yes
Middle (65) (176) (241)

(163) (392) (555)
Yes

(120) (575) (695)

------------- ---- ----- ------...-. -------------- --..----------- ---------------

Low. Yes
(79) (78) (157)

(163) (175) (388)
Yes

(64) (l22) (l8G)

N . . 

. . 

41 . . . 

. . . . 

172
NA on Ability, Employment Status,

or Faculty Encouragement. 

. . 

NA or Graduated on Outcome. . 

. .

467
203

842
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TABLE 9.

AGE , FACULTY ABILITY RATING AND DROP OUT

(PER CENT DROPPING OUT)

Faculty Age
Ability
Rating Under 27 27 or Older

High and Middle

(751) (773)
Low.

(347) (369)

Total
098) 142)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . 

. . 2 240
NA on Age or Ability. 

. . .

399
NA or Graduated on Outcome. 203

, 842

TABLE 9.

AGE EMPLOYMNT STATUS , AND DROP OUT

ER CENT DROPPING OUT)

Full Duty Age Per Cent
Time Sti- 27 or
Work pend Under 27 27 or Older OJ.der

Yes
(l28) (359) (487)

(573) (518) 091)
Yes

(616) (411) 027)

. 2, 605
NA on Employrent Status or

Age 41 . . . 

. . . . 

NA or Graduated on Outcome. . 203

842
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TABLE 9.

FAMILY ROLE , AGE EMLOYMNT STATUS , FACULTY
ABILITY RATING, AND DROP OUT

(a) Per cent Dropping Out

Facu 1 ty Full-Time Duty Family Role
Ability

vlork Stipend Age*
Rating Father Other

Older 47 (113) (67)Yes
Younger (18) (43)

High and Older (91) 23 (200)

Middle
Younger 19 (250)(21)

Older 25 (103) 19 (178)
Yes

Younger (41) 15 (374)

------------- ---------- ----------

1----------

----------- ----------

Older (67) (54)Yes
Younger (12) (34)

Older (36) 41 (123)
LO'll

Younger (11) 40 (l64)

Older (23) (54)Yes
Younger (5) 30 (120)

Total

....

(541) 661)

. . . . . . 

. 2, 202
NA on Ability, Employment Status . Age , or
Family Role

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

NA or Graduated on Outcome

. . . . 

437

2, 842

Older = 27 or older , Younger = Under 27.

continued)
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TABLE 9. 19--Continued

(b) Per Cent Fathers
(Same Data Re-Percentaged To Show Relationship Between Family Role
and Other Variables)

Faculty Ability Rating

Full-Time Duty High and Middle Lm\l
Work Stipend

Younger Older Younger Older

Yes (61) 63 (180) (46) 55 (121)

8 (271) 31 (291) 6 (175) 23 (159)

Yes lO (415) 37 (281) 4 (125) (77)

. . . .

. 2. 202
NA on Ability, Employment Status, Age, or
Family Role

. . . . . . . . 

NA or Graduated on Outcome

. . . . . . . . 

437

842

(c) Per Cent Dropping Out

(Same Data Re-percentaged on Family-Age Index)

Facu 1 ty Full-Time Duty Family-L\e
Ability
Rating Work Stipend Fathers Non-Fathers

27 or Older
Other

Under 27

Yes (113) (85) (43)
High and
Middle (91) (221) (250)

Yes (103) (219) (374)

-------------- ------------ ------------ -----..------ ------------ ------------

Yes (67) (66) (34)

Low
(36) (134) (164)

Yes (23) (59) (120)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

202
NA on Ability, Employment Status , Age , or Family Role

. . .

437
NA or Graduated on Outcome

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

203

842
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TABLE 9.

FACULTY ABILITY RATING, DIVISION

, "

INVOLVEMENT
INEX" AND DROP OUT

(PER CENT DROPPING OUT)

Faculty Score on Involvement tndex*
Ability Division

Rating 3..2 1-0

High and Natural
Middle Science (97) (444) (145)

Social
Science (50) (224) (93)
Humanities

(55) (256) (l26)

---------------- ---------------. --------------- ------------.- -----------..---

Low. Natural
Science (30) (198) (102)
Social
Science (6) (99) (59)
Humani ties

(6) (120) (78)

N. 

. . " . . . . . . . . . . . 

188
NA on Ability, Age, Employment

Status , Self-Conception, or
Interdivisional. . . 

. . . . . .

NA or Graduated on Outcome

. . . .

451
203

842

*Scores on the involvement index are the sum of arbitrary weights for
the fol1owing characteristics:

Characteristic Weight

Age:
Under 27 . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

27 or Older. . 

. . . . . . . 

Employment Status:
Duty Stipend

. . . . . . . . . . 

Neither. 

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Full-Time Job. . 

. . . . . . . . 

Intel1ectual Self-Conception:
Definitely" or "In Many Wa.ys

" . 

"In Some Ways" or "Defini te1y Not"
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TABLE 9.

CORRIATES OF TRANSFER STATUS

(PER CENT SHIFTING TO A NEW INSTITUTION AMONG
STUDENTS KNOWN TO BE IN SCHOOL IN 1959)

(a) Family Role

Sex Single Married, Married
No Children Children

Female

. .

(222) (45) (46)
Male

. . . .

(762) (378) (380)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

833
NA on Family Role

. . . . . . . .

NA on Outcome or Not in School. . 997

842

(b) Stipend Typology

Non-Duty Stipend*
Duty Stipend

None Low High

None
(470) (212) (272)

Teaching
(266) (195) (74)

Research
(108) (70) (69)

., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . 1 736
NA or RA-TA or Trainee on Stipend 109
NA on Outcome or Not in School. . 997

842

(c) Satisfaction With Choice of School

Answer Per Cent

704

660

350

I definitely made the best decision by
coming here

. . . . . . . . . .. . . .

m pretty sure I made the best decision by
coming here

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This decision was no better and no worse than
another I Dight have made. 

. . . . . . . . 

m pretty sure I should have gone elsewhere
I definitely m 1e a bad decision

. . . . . . 

N . . 

. . 

t: 

. . . . . . . . 

820
NA on Satisfaction

. . . . . .

NA on Outcome or Not in School. . 997

842

* This classification is defined in Chapter VI.
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TABLE 9.

FACULTY ABILITY RATING, STR.t"T1J1 AND TRAHSFE

(a) Per Cent Transferring Schools .A'1ong Students in School 1959

Faculty Ability Rating
Stratum Total

High and Middle Low

(06) (91) (566)II.
(571) (203) ( 845)

III.
(287) (135) (434)

T . . . 

. . . . . . . . 

593
NA on Ability. 0 0 . 0 . 252
:N'JI. on Outcome or Not in

School

.. .

. 0 0 0 0 . 997

842

*Includes NA on Ability.

N .. . . . 

. . . . . .

84$
NA on Outcome or Not in

School 0 . . 0 . . 0 997

842

(b) Control of Old and New School For Transfers (N)

1959
Year School

Private Public

1958 Private
Public

(c) Stratum of Old and New School for Transfers

Year f Stratum
1959

III

1958

III
N . . 

. .

. 0 .

Moving Up No Change Moving Down Total
100%

Per Cent .. 0 0

( continued)
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Tab2.e 9. 22 (continued)

(d) Ability and Destination

Change in Stratum
Faculty Ability Rating

Hewed Up No Change Moved Down Total

Hi gh and Middle. 100%

Low. 100%

1'f.

.. " .. . " . " . 

NA on Ability. 

. . 

(e) Per Cent F..gh and Biddle Ability by Stratum of Destination

Destination of Transfers

II. III.

(29) (31) (19)

N . . 

.. . " .. " " . 

NA on Abi1i ty 

. . .
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TALE 9.

PREFERENCE J EXPECTATIONS AND EMPLOYMNT

(PER CENT WITH ACAEMC JOBS)

Expectation Five Years
After Completing
Graduate Study

Prefer Academic Jobs

Yes

Academic

. . . .

Non-Academic

. . . . . . . .. . . 

(311)

(95)

(23)

(173)

602

152
057

842

NA on Preference or Expectation

. . . . 

NA on Occupation or Non-Labor Force

. . 

In School, Disappeared or NA on Outcome.

TALE 9.

STAGE , PREFERENCE AND EMPLOYMNT

(PER CENT WITH ACADEMIC JOBS)

Prefer
Academic

Jobs

Stage

Beginning Advanced

Yes. . .

. . .. . .

No . .

. . . .

(156)

(117)

(233)

(70)

576

152
057

NA on Preference or Stage

. . . . 

NA on Occupation or Non-Labor Force
In School , Disappeared , or NA on Outcome.

842
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TABLE 9.

FACULTY ABILITY RATING, STAGE, PREERENCE AND IPLOYl1ENT

(PER CENT WIll ACAD:EHIC JOBS)

Ability Rating
Preference Stage

High and 1iddle LOrI

Academic Advanced (170) (40)

Beginning (76) (64)
Hon-Academic (108) (65)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . .

522
NA on Preference, Stage, or Abi1i ty 

. . .

111
NA on Occupation or Non-Labor Force.. 

. .

1,2
In School, Disappeared, or NA on Outcome. 057

TABLE 9.

STRATUH, CONTROL AND EHPLOYIJENT, CONTROLLING FOR
PREFERENCE, STAGE, AND FACULTY ABILITY MTING

(PER CENT HITH J\T ACADENI C JOB)

Group A Group B

Private Public Private Pu.blic

(26) (10) (41) (9)

II.
(47) (48) (67) (80)

III.
(13) (26) (58) (49)

Group o.'! (65)

N . . ,. 0 . . 

. . . . . . . . .. .

539
NA on Preference, Stage or Ability

. . .

NA on Occupation or Non-Labor Force

. . .

152
In School, Disappeared or NA on Outcome. 057

2, 842

,"Groups are defined by combinations of the categories in
Table 9.25. A "" Advanced students, rated high or middle who Prefer
academc jobs; , Group C =- Students 101'1 on abi1i ty who do not
prefer academic jobs Group B 

=- 

All other combinations.
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TABLE 9.

DIVISION AND EIvPLOYNENT, COHTROLIJIIJG FOR PREERENCE, STJI.E

AN FACULTY ABILITY RATING

(PER CENT WI'I AN ACADUITC JOB)

Division
Group

I Natural Science Social Science Humanties

A . . 

(71) (36) (63)

B . . 
(123) (72) (108)

c . . .
(65)

N . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

538
NA on Preference, S"tage, Ability, or Interdivisio:nal
NA on Occupation or Non-Labor Force

. . . . . .

152
In School, Disappeared or NA on Outcome

. . . . . 

057

, 842

TABLE 9.

FACULTY ENCOURGEMENT AND EMPLOYMENT, CONTROLLING FOR
PREFERNCE, STAGE, AND FACULTY ABILITY RATING

Group
Perceived Encouragement

Yes

(17) (149)
B . .

(99) (199)

(65)

N . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

529
NA on Preference, Stage, Ability or Encouragement 104
NA on Occupation or Non-Labor Force

. . . . . . . .

152
In School, Disappeared or NA on Outcome

. . . . . . 

. 2 057

842
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TABLE 9.

IMPORTANCE OF COrvFDRTABLE HOHE AND EHPLOY1 1ENT, CONTROLLING FOR PREFERENCE
STAGE, AND FACULTY ABILITY RATING

(PER CENT WITH AN ACAD:EC JOB)

Answer to: "How important is it eventually to have a
comfortable home, nice furniture, ete? 

Importance to Me Importance to I'W Spouse
Group

Exremely Qui te Some1-lhat or Exremely Qui te Some Jhat or

Important Important Uniportant Important Important Unimportant

(21) (44) (38) (37) (h8) (19)

, 39

(43) (82) (54) (60) (91) (28)

Group C ..
(65)

347

. .

NA on Preference, Stage,
Abili ty, Not Married, or
NA on Importance. . 

. . .

NA on Occupation or Non-
Labor Force. 

. . . . . .

In School, Disappeared, or
N& on Outcome

. . . . . .

286

152

NA on Preference, Stage
Ability, Not Harried
or NA on Importance 285

NA on Occupation or Non-
Labor Force

. . 

152
In School, Disappeared,

or NA on Outcome. . . 057057

842 1342
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